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PHYSICS RESULTS AT THE CERN pp COLLIDER

(UAI and UA2 cipcrimcnu)

placated by G. Parrour

Umvetste Pant-Sod, LAX.
Centre Onay. 91405 ORSAY, France

INTRODUCTION

It tums out to be a <*qH—»[«- tying to summarize within an one hour talk the results from CA1
and UA2 ei4*jimeutt obuined with the pp facility a: CERN.

Hopefully main topics about the high—p-p jet pfayscs wD be corned with talks given m this
confoence by P. Ghez (UAI) and H. Hanni (UA2). So I shall «m» on the physics with teptons

3 D i nuooi ict ion AOOUI auCOtô sc&ttsoD cutCÂ aat *^ both c^B^^ynffiTft̂  i
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1. PEsTJOlMANCES OF EACH APPARATUS

Delated descriptions of both UA1 and UA2 tppantus were given in various publications [ 1]. To

a. In UA1 there it a complete acceptance in 9 view (beam plane) and a hole in • view (transverse
to the beam*). Thu rejects event* with elections or jets within ± IS' with respect to the vertical
axis. The calorimeter granularity is poor in • (gondola).
There is a magnetic field •̂̂ ••••H'lii—• to the beam for charge measurements in all the

detector volume.

UA1 apparatus is able to detect unions.

b. In UA2 a hole in 9 view prevents detection for ingles • < 20* or • > 160* with respect to the
proton beam A pard>l magnrtir field - in a region defined by 20* < 8 < 40* and
140* < 8 <160* - allows diarae identification in forward-backward direction only.
The calorimeter granularity (A* x Af = 10* x IS*) is good and allows special triggers. In
U A2 there is no m a signature.

1.1 Jet idaaifkatkm

First of all it is worth pointing out the following obvious assertion : a good granularity allows

In UA1 'energy vectors' are defined from electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. Using «, ij
(rapidiry) variables, they must cluster within a cone defined by an half—aperture
AR ' JW + A*a < 1 around the maximum.

InUA2 a 'duster' is defined by a set of adjacent cefls with Ejjyj- > 400 MeV.
hi both experiments tins needs a lot of energy corrections for the non linearity of calorimeters,

various detection probabilities (for w°,»±, jets) and the energy lost by the choice of the algorithm.

lSEltetnmUntififtkm

At the collider the man background for electrons results from jets containing V's. From these v°'s
one can get a photon conversion or/and a »* with a converted »° superimposed. To get an idea of
such cccurences one can notice that at p j « 40 GeV/c, the ratio e/jet is about 10"'.

Both experiments use similar criteria to define a track as an 'electron":
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i . Fint in both cues nidi a trade l»»« few hidronic Irakafr in hadronic calorinxter (for rTMTnpV1

1% in UA2 in this analysis).

b. The longitudinal developpement of the c m . shower is over four samples in LAI. and taking

advantage of the good calorimeter granularity, in UA2 the lateral size of the cm. shower has

to be snai l

c. Concerning the quality of the track, a good matrtnpg is required between energy and

momentum in UA1 and in UA2 in the magnetic field regions- Moreover in UA2 one looks for

a good matching in the preshower detector (1,5 x° after the vertex detector) between the

charged track and the apex of the c m . shower.

d. Owing to the nan identification of the electrons in jets, energy isolation criteria are applied in a

cone of an hatf-apatme equal to 40* in TJA1 and to IS* in UA2.

13 Neutrino identification

From the decay W -» o anon—interacting high p j neutrino is expected in the final state.

The neutrino identification is based on the determination of the mi«ring transverse momentum ?-p

identified as the neutrino transverse momentum ?yr.

a. In UA1 P T
r is calculated fiom ? T

P = - ? T
e - 2 ffj.* where \\?T

l\\ = E' the energy- in the

1 th cell of the calorimeter and ? T ' directed from the vertex to the impact point in the cell. The

sum is carried over aD ceOs.

Due to imperfect ^Wirnriry m the two "mmtlinl sectors at + 15° with respect to the

verticil axis, r's in these sectors are rlimmatrri After these rejections the py" rcsoluu'on

hecmnf.s ahnost p"—TT1

b. In UA2 then is no parncule detection at « < 20° or fi > 160°. In the two forward backward

regions 20° < t < 40° and 140° < 0 < 160° there is a partial detection because of

incomplete a7irrm*hil mvaage (toriod coils) and lack of hadronic calorimetry. This produces

non-gaussian tails in P T
m > s s mohitinn (The pmbabiEry of losing one jet in a 2 - j e t event

varies between 10%farP T = 15 GeV/c and 2V. for P T = 40GcV/c)

fjr is alnilated from ?j" = - ? T
e - ZP-jJ - XP*T



The sum is for ||&jj|| > 3 GeV/c, and ?j is the total transverse momentum for particle*
which do not bdong to jets. The X factor is an empirical correction taking into account the
non-linearity response of the calorimeter to low-energy panicles (the X value is determined
by <? T *> « (ffor the sample of Z •*• e'e" in LA2).

2. SAMPLES FOR ANALYSIS

2.1 Final W * e> sample

The figure 1 displays the distributions of events containing at least one election with
P T

e > IS GeV/c in a (PT
e , PT") plane for respectively UA1 and UA2.

In high P T
e regjoas (PT

e > 25 GeV/c), signals from W - a (PT'' = T ^ and Z - e*e"
(PT ' a 0) are visible above the background.

Figure 2 gives the projections for both experiments on the P-j-'' axis (data from the end of 85 are
not included). From these projections it turns out that the rejection power of a cut on P-j-11 against the
background is larger in UA1 than in UAZ In UA1 events with Py" > 15 GeV/c exhibit the
CSffSCtCdSOC JSCOoUBU StXUCtUffC C3^DCClCu ^y^^^ TAC 1^ ^^ C^ 0CC3V«

In UA2 the separation is not so easy duetothenon—gaussian tail of the P j r distribution.
The final cuts are the following:
UA1 P T

e > 15 GeV/c. P T ' > 15 GeV/c. This corresponds to a total number of 314 (172 + 142
from the 1985 data) candidate after rejection of v's and e's in azimuthal vertical direction (holes denned
in part I).

UA2 P T
e > 25 GeV/c, P j ' > 15 GeV/c and, on top of that, a topological cut defined by 'no jet

within A# « 60" back to the electron*. This corresponds to a total number of 216 rmMA^i^ The
figure 3, gives the inclusive P T

e distribution from UA2 analysis including the last 85 data.

The background
The ******* louzoes of background are :

a. QCD background, jets look like or.

b. Z° " e~ + e* where one particle is unseen.

e. W » » r with either the leptonic decay of the T (T — ei> r ) or the seraueptonic T decays
(T - rT*j° + hadrons).
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In UAl the hadnmk background is —tim*™* from the shape of the P y itsohmon.
In UA2 the topological cut mentioned above is applied to minimize the background from

naadentified hadrons with a jet al opposite direction. To do this one defines
p ^ - ? T

C • EP*yJ/|?T
e|2, sum ii over all reconstiucted jets with Pyi > 3GeV/'c and

( iy, ^re) > 120v

The cut is p _ _ < 2 (most of W -• o- decavs are events with large P T nmhatancr p___ - 0,'opp * - r I opp
whereas for misidentified high Py hadrons P o p p * 1)-

Backgiound contributions are listed in table 1. The figure 4 gives the resulting P-r-e distributions.

Table I

PT
e threshold (GeV/c)

Number of events
Hadronic background
Z° -> e+e (undetected)
W - T.'(T - ev/g)
W -• nr (T -• »T*°+hEdrons)

W - a- Signal

UAl
15 GeV/c

172
5.3 + 1.9

9.i • 0.5
Z7 ± 0.4
15S + U

UA2
25GrV/c

214

11.6 ± 2.4
9. + 1.1
3.3 ±0.3

190+ 15

* For UAl this analysis does not include the 1985 data.

Cross sections
For UAl, the last 1985 data are not used for the cross—sections given in table II. The first quoted

errors are statistic, then systematic. These last ones come mainly from uncertainties on total lumjnosit)'
(± 15% in UAl and ± 8% in UA2 which takes advantage of the total cross—section measured by CA4
in the same intersection).

Table H

y/t (GeV) UAl UA2

546
630

(.55 ± O.OB ± 0.09)nb
(.63 ± 0.05 ± 0.09)nb

0

1.15 + 0.17
10

<Theeookalpredi

(0.50 + 0.09 ± 0.05)nb
(0.53 t 0.06 p 0.0S)nb

1.06 ± 0^3

r 1.20)
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2J Z — e+e~ event samples

The electron identification efficiency is about 75% in both experiments. So, to minimize an
important lost of events (= 50%) when applying all election criteria, it is required that first both
energy dusters are compatible with an election from calorimeter information alone (Ey > 8 GeV) and
moreover, one track at least satisfy the full election identification criteria.

The resulting distributions for the invariant masse ra^. are shown in figure 5. A well-separated
peak around m = 9 0 GeV/c* appears in each distribution. The low—mass continum decreases
rapidly and becomes ncgligeablc for m ^ masses larger than SO GeV/c2. It is due mainly to QCD
2 - jet events and a contribution of the Drell—Yan process.

3. ANALYSIS

3,1 Angular distribution of the electron inW -+ ev decay

At the CERN pp collider energies, W is produced mainly from valence quarks and antiquaries. As a
consequence of the V/A coupling, the helicity of quarks (antiquaries) is — 1 (+1) and the W is almost
fully polarized along the p beam (the contribution of sea quarks becomes important at higher energies
and the resulting W polarization is reduced') [2].

From very simple helicity arguments one predicts then : anuieptons are manily emitted along the W
(p) direction (and the reverse for the leptons). The resulting angular distribution is given by

dn/dcos»- a (1+cosfl-)2 where 0* is the e+(e")

angle in the W rest frame measured with respect to a direction parallel (aniipuallet) to the W
polarization. (It is worth noticing this axis coincides with the pXp) beam in case of a null transverse
momentum for the W : P j W = 0; for P f " # 0 initial parton directions being unknown, 8' is defined
by the Collins—Soper convention [3]).

In figure 6 the cos0* distribution from UAl, corrected for the acceptance, agrees very well with the
expected (1 + costT)2 form.

m UA2 the absence of magnetic field over most of the solid angle allows a charge-avenge cosS*

In figure 7 the UA2 experimental data agree wefl with the expected (1 +cos2ff*) form of the
distribution in this case.

Spin from <corf*>. Obviously if J = 0 <cos«*> » 0.
For arbitrary spin J, one expects [4]:
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where <fi> is the global hcliciiy of the production vertex (ud) and < i > is the global beBchy of the

decay vertex (er).
For a V - A coupling < • > « <A> « - 1 . From this.

<cos0*> = -5forJ = 1
a n d | < a n f > | < 1/6forJ > 1

UAl pubfished [51. <cos#*> « 0.43 ± 0.07 in agreement with J = 1 for the W bason.
One can notice that inch measurements do not provide a w*y to ««criiipiidi between V—A and

V+A couplings (in fact in V+A, <>> = <A> - +1). A way to do this would be to measure the
kpton helichy.

3J Longitudinal momentum of the Wend the quark distribations

This analysis was done by UAl. No new resuh indndmg 85 data is available for the time being. To

mmmmm^ the UAl analysis, the Feymnan variable x^ » 2PL
w /> /s ( P L

W t^ctnifei.1 mammtmn
Trf thr V) n nrr—-***1 H*1? *hr *—ltwffH rrf~«*« ^ •Muf r
the p and p beams: x^, « i_ - x_.

Th i J i hThe m ^ mass is BjqjieueJ with these variables too : nty2/s = 'p'fi- F""11 these two equations
and using events with unambiguous detennmation of the charge, UAl gives the fiactknmil momentum
of a u and <Tin case of W* or a d and n in case of W". Figmes 8a and 8b show the exprimenlal

33 Transverse momaaam oftht W

T I K W tnosvene |wnn*^n<Mfl> P*p is oDtiiiico DDID Z

?T* - P / + fT'

Figure 9 gives the P j W distribution for UAl and UA2 J ~ * - * " E the 85 data. Curves are QCD



UAl m 1 ^ - 0.214_; oo5 ± 0.01S (4) (the 1985 daU not included)
UA2 a n 1 ^ - 0.232 ± 0.004 1 0.008 (5) (prenminary result including the 1985 data).

The quoted earn are respectively statwtical and systematical. These last ones arc mainly due to
nmxttamties on man scale from uncertainties on calorimeter calibrations.

Ai a comparison these results agree well with an avenge of the low energy data

0.220 ± 0.008 [10]

A very recent result [11] published by the CDHS experiment

sma«w - 0.227 t 0.005 ± 0.003 ± 0.013 (m,.- 1.S GeV/c2) (6)

is also in a very good agimrant with the previous figures (the very last uncertainty hoe reflects the
contribution of the quark-c mass in this determination).

As it was shown elsewhere [12] the need for the radiative umeUkms m the Standard Model from
the two results (4) and (5) cannot be proved for the time being. But, as it is underlined in the Ref.
[11], without radiative collections result (6) and results (4) and (5) an in very poor agreement.

By using (1) one assumes that the p paiamrtn1 defined as p * m ^ / m ^ 2 o ^ ' f l / O . i* equal to 1.
To test this, equations (2) and (7) ate combined to get:

where B* - )
The results are:

UAl p - 1.028 ± 0.037 ± 0.019
UA2 p - 0.996 ± 0.033 ± 0.009

This two remits agree with each other and with the tow energy avenge value
P - 1.02 ± 0.02 [9]

AH these figures are compatible with p • 1. which corresponds to the minimal Standard Model
with only one tugp boson (one isodoublet of complex Higgs fields).
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4. RESULTS OF PHYSICS WITH MUONS

AD •*•»•> icsuhs are from the UAI 'Up"*"*"" where muons can be delected.

4.1 inclusive nwon spectrum and W mass

The analysis requires an high—pj isolated track in the mnon detector (P-j> > IS GcV/c) and a

large missing txansvene momentum (Ey' > IS GeV). This gives a sample of 82 events jnrindmg the

1985 data. The P-j> distribution is shown in figure 12 where it is compirBd with the spconuu

expected from W - pr decay far n t y - 83 GeV/c2.

From this one ' i H r t i r ' the partial cross-section for W production followed b ) W » p decay

which turns out to be compatibk. with the p—e universality. The resuhs are siimmaTiTed in the

following table (13).

Table m

Cross -sections for W± — n*»

J> (GeV) Tbeorj (nbam) o.B(W -> ^)1983 (nbam)1984

546 0J9 ± 0.10 0.56 + 0.18 + 0.12

630 0.47 ± 0.10 0.61 ± 0.11 ± 0.12

Ratio 1.20 1.09 + 0.40

W mass deler™""'^'' from the p sample. From the 1984 data, after tight cuts in the cL-ntial

detector and n chambers the UAI experiment uses the 22 remaining events to get:

in quite good agreement Hith the W mass values determined from the inclusive electron analysis

(W -• er decay). The corresponding transverse distribution is shown in figure 13, the curve is an

expectation from n t y = 83 GeV to*.

42 Dumum production

The following analysis does not include the 1985 data.

The figure 14 shows the m distribution with PjP > 3 GeV/c and m ^ > 6 GeV/c2. On can

notice a xapidly tiDing commum for the low mass values Hliff^ is well separated from events with

masses around 90 GeV/c2, the Z° mass region.
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Dashed events in the UA2 distribution contain at least one jet with E-j- > 5 GeV. The
coiRsponding information including 85 data is not yet available for UAl, but the percentage of such
events (using data up to 84) is 38% and 28% for UAl and UA2 respectively.

3.4 W mass determination

To determine the W mass value, both experiments define a transverse mass
nirj.* = 2PT

e PT
P (1 - cos A«) with my < m w and A* - (P"T

e, Py").
A Monte Carlo .generate different my distributions for various m w values. The W-mass is then

determined by a maximum of likelihood.

The advantage of this is that unlike Pye and Py", my is rather insensitive to the transverse
momentum of the W.

From UAl one gets only very a preliminary eipeiimental my spectrum shown in figure 10 without
any adjustement. UA2 gives the transverse mass distribution in figure 10b ""*«*"•£ 85 data as a

The results for the time being are

UAl n t y = 83.5 2 \ ' J ± 2.7 GeV/c2 (without 85 data)
UA2m w = 80.3 ± 6.8 ± 1.3 GeV/c1 (preliminary including all data)

(The systematic errors reflect the uncertainty on the absolute energy scale of the calorimeters). A fit to
the my distribution with the W width I"w as a free parameter provides a way to get an upper limit on

rw.
(The following figures are not revised with 85 data) :

UAl T w < o.5 GeV/c2

UA2 r w < 7 GeV/c2 (90% C.L.)

3 J Z mass determination

The mec distribution given in figure 5 is adjusted in high—mass regions by a maximum likelihood
fit of a Breh - Wigner folded with the experimental mass resolution.

a. From UAl there ate no new fit available for the time being, the result wirfcuUng the 1984 data
is:
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M z - 93.0 ± 1.4 ± 3.0 GeV/e*

In figure I Utl«in_diitribttkm in the Z° region from the 1985 dab is given as « prebminary

miih. h includes 17 newZ°±e*e- events.

b. From UA2 a new anaiyu pw*»*"C 85 data is available, die cocresponding m a distribution in
Ibe Z° upon is given m figure Ub. h contains 30 Z° -»e*e" events (with
ai^ > 70 GeV/c2) nyiufing 14 new everts from the 1985 data.

As a latSmimiy result, the niramiinl mast is

M z - 91.5 ± 0.9 ± 1JS GeV/c2

3j6Tke Z nidtk ami the nmmber ofmeutrimo speties

In the frame w o * of the Standard Mood, tbe vihie of the Z width is related to the number of

fennion doobkts for which the decay Z - ffis kjnemancally allowed.
This po'tnt of Tiew was earned out by the two ri|ifiiiiniu [8] and «Bowed to put an upper S™1 OP

AN> the number of new neumno specses. No new analysis has been done yet with th; 1985 data ic
both experiments. 1 jut ncafi the nsevant concfajsuns.

With 90% of confidence teid this upper limit b AN- < 7 6om UA1 and ANr < Z6 (±1.7) from
UA2 (here the quoted error reflects the theoritkjl uncertaomes).

3.7 Compmrixm with tk€*ndmrdmo4d

To compare the icsulu about the W and Z mass with the Standard Modd predictions one uses the
weak muring angle defined as [91

^ 1 - (mo/Anz)2 (D
This leads to

M w - AJ/[(1 - or ) sm 1 *^ W

MJJ - 4AMCI -Ar) - a 1 ^ (3)

where A - V(« /V3G F ) - 37^810 ± 0.0003) GeV/c2 and Ar is the one-kxjp adiatne conections
tmitiuled to be 19) or - 0.0696 ± OJKQO tor a top quak mass m, - 36 GeV/c2 and assunmuj the

of line Iu(p boson *tp*' to the Z D M .
Pions (2) end (3) snd "^*g the wr n m md the Z n** .̂ one ̂ r̂ wf1*""1 * IKVPHI *
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UAl mttyf - 0.214_;oo5 ± 0015 (4) (the 1985 data not included)
UA2 an'ftw - 0.232 ± 0.004 ± 0.008 (5) (premninary nauh including the 1985 data).

The quoted amis tie respectively statistical and systematical. These last ones are mainly due to
uncertainties on mass scale from uncertamtsss on calorimeter cafibntsons.

As a comparison these results agree well trith an avenge of the low energy data

- 0.220 ± 0.008 [10]

A very recent result [ 11] published by the CDHS experiment

sm'»w - 0.227 ± 0.005 ± 0.003 ± 0.013 (m,.- 1.S GeV/c1) (6)

is also in a very good agiimntnt with the previous figures (the very hut uncertainty here reflects the
contribution of the quark ~ c ««•«« in *̂ w* <w»«mf|fiifln)

As it was shown elsewhere [12] the need for the radiative collections in the Standard Model from
the two results (4) and (5) cannot be proved for the mne being. But, as it is underlined in the Ref.
[11], without radiative conections result (6) and results (4) and (5) are in very poor agreement.

By using (1) one aimimrsthat thep paramrtrr defined u p • m y ' / m j ' c o s* Iy/ (?)•" eV^ to 1-
To test this, equatians (2) and (7) are combated to get:

where B1 - A2/(1-Ar).
The results are:

UAl p - 1.028 t 0.037 ± 0.019
UA2P - 0.996 ± 0.033 ± 0.009

This two results agree with each other and with the tow energy avenge value
P - 1.02 ± 0.02 [9]

AH these figures are compatible with p - 1. which corresponds to the minimal Standard Model
with only one Hsggs boson (one isodoublet of complex Higgs fields).
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4. RESULTS OF PHYSICS WITH MUONS

All !>*>«* results are bom the UAl ujmuuuf l where muons o n be delected.

4.1 Inclusive muon spectrum and W moss

The analysis requires m high—py isolated track in the muon detector (P-j* > IS GeV/c) and a

large missing transvene momentum (Ej-r > IS GeV). This gives a sample of 82 events mrr-ntine the

1985 data. The Py* distribution is shorn in figure 12 where it a mmruieri with the spectrum

expected from W — pr decay for m ^ = 83 GeV/c*.

From this one r»l«iifaw« the partial crews-section for W production followed by W -• *v decay

which turns out to be comratihk with the »— e umversaliry. The results are summarized in the

following table [13].

Table m

Cross -sections for W * - »>*r

,,/s (GeV) Theor>- (nbam) o.B(W - *r)1983 (nbam)1984

546 0.39 ± 0.10 0.56 ± 0.18 ± 0.12

630 0.47 + 0.10 0.61 ± 0.11 + 0.12

Ratio 1.20 1.09 ± 0.40

W mass determination bom the p sample. From the 1984 data, after tight cuts in the central

detector and p chambers the UAl experiment uses the 22 remaining events to get:

in quite good agreement with the W mass values detenmned c o m the mclusive electron analysis

(W -» er decay). The corresponding transverse distribution is shown in Sgure 13, the curve is an

expectation from n ^ = 83 GeV/c2.

4J2 Dirmum production

The foDowing analysis does not include the 1985 data.

The figure 14 shows the m distribution with P y > 3 GeV/c and m ^ > 6 GeV.'c2. On can

notice a rapidly frtlmg continum for the low «*»—« values wbicli is well separated from events with

masses around 90 GeV/c2, the Z° mass regkm.
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4.2.1 Z°-»>-

The selection criteria are P y > 15 CeV/c for the first track and the event must contain! a second
ironwniim ionising track, with P-j- > IS GeV/c. Including the 198S data, this leaves 20 events (S at
Js = 546 GeV, and 15 (6 + 9 in 1985) at ,/s = 630 GeV) with invariant Masses greater than
60 GeV/c2.

A best fit of a Bnat- Wigner gives : m w - 88.8*" ̂ GeV/c2 (eiduding the 1985 data for the time
being).
From the 1984 data UA1 gives a partial cross section for Z° — MTc~

i»V") = 63 ± 26 ± 12 pb

This agrees with the theoretical prediction based on the M - e universality [6,13].

4 H Low M

No new analysis «̂-iii<««ig the 198S data is available for the time being so I recall briefly the results
already mentionned elsewhere [141.

In the sample containing dimuons with P y > 3 GeV/c and i » w > 6 GeV/c* (figure 14) there ate
212 events with m ^ lower than 60 GeV/c2, namely 150 (i*c" and 62 M**** OTJI'JX" pairs.

Fai-î  of titfy two categories is flitted into ivrltitnl and non—fa^atfij pairs according an isolation
criteria OrfiF1^ as foUowing:

Around the vector momentum of each muon, a cone having half-aperture
R - J(W + A**} - 0.7 is constructed.

The total transvene energy ZEy carried by all other particles in this oone is measured. For each
dimuon event the isolation parameter S is

S =

where the two cones are taken into account.
Most of muons from W — /w or Z-> M+/I" decays satisfy the condition £Ey < 3 GeV. So

S < 9 GeV1 is cboosed to defined the class of isolated dimuons, and trmaining dimuons belong to the

The figure 15 shows the S distribution of the dimuons events.
In the figure 15a there are 44 dimuons events with opposite sign peaking below S •> 9, whilst the

rresponding distribution in figure 15b for the same sign dinnion* is flat, hi bet one has :

dimuons with opposite sign ISO - 44(S < 9) + 106(5 > 9)
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dimuons with unt ago 62 « 7(S < 9) + 5S(S > 9)

1. Muoo pain with opposite ago are expert cri from three mam SQUILLS :

i. Thedecay of the upsuonT -» a'p~. This accoants for 9.7 ± 3.3 isolated dimuons-

£. The DreD-Yan process pp -» T* -» M*P" is estimated to 20.4 ± 5.2 isolated

Hi. QCD pnodur* -n of pain of heavy quzda (bb~, tc) followed by semi—leptonic
decays (b — Qir) of both quarks. This contributes for both isolated and

one can check in figure 15a after subtraction of the two first contributions.

Muon pain with!
The first possible soutce is the production of bb~ pahs where P ~ G O is produced bom a
seDL'i jpionic decay of the b(E) quaik and the other p"(p*) is produced from a srmfleptonic
decay of the c(c) quark which result] from the hadronic decay of the b(b) quark. For example
b -» cp

An other possible interesting source is the B ' -B" osculation (The B° is a neutral
o-quark). In *k*« case &r r*flrafi» a p~ is produced from a b quark iriulst the other quadc S"first

uvUS&cQifS into A B ^̂ ^̂ Q̂̂ i *wtai£̂ i tuzos into <9 IDCSDQ Stotttc f jm3loc t o KV ~̂ w± trflnsiooff) p̂ĵ i

produces a p~ again. Obviously **p* pair is produced following the same scheme starting bom a b~
QflCCt OCCSV S D u tL D WltfCD uZSt fiXJBDCDKS 1DSO B •

These two sources give both aolitrri and oon~* isolated sane sign dttnnom. Tins is reflected by tbc
flatness of the S-distribution m figure 15b.

The published measure related to the low mass dnnuons is the ntio ;

R -

f.irnl«t>j fann the non isolated pairs only, R = 0.4S ± 0.10. This tJinryfMi^ to a lower Emit
R > OJOwhh 90% of confidence level

The wingi™ of the last contribution. B° —B", depends stnmghr on the used Monte—Carlo
Model (EUROJET).
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So the UAl experiment needs a lot of tests to prove the real contribution of this source in the

previous R value.

S. ISOLATED PHOTON'S US]

Tbe isolated photons ire mainly analysed by tbe UA2 experiment taking advantage of a good
granularity for the calorimeter and of the apex determination for electromagnetic showers in the
preshower part in front of the calorimeter.

The main contributions are estimated from the following graphs.

- UiAMA*1

Y q

Cotnpton 50Z annihi lat ion 25Z

The inclusive spectrum of the transverse momentum of y't is shown on figure 16. This
distribution is compared with the theoretical second order QCD prediction [16]. The main relevant
conclusions are about the ratio r/jet and the ratio T/"°-

Conceming the ratio r/jet, a complete lowest order calculation [17,18] predicts
»(T)/»(jet) - 4.2 10-* for 30GeV < PT"r < SOGeV. In this range, the ratio of the measured direct
photon cross- section to the measured jet crosi— section is

ojc^, «• 2.9 ± 0.9 + 1 -2(sysl.) 10~*
7 J*»

itl gnftri agiwwnent mth thy thwHylp-tf

The ratio O(Y)/O(»°) of the single photon cross—section to the inclusive w° one increases from 0.06
at P T - 15 GeV/c to 0.2S at P T - 35 GeV/c.

A erode comparison with tbe 1SR results for this ratio gives < T/ ' 0 > -K a > 0.1 and
<T/«">iSR»'0.05.

m fact one has to be very careful about this factor of two. The mean value of ftp for both
npcrimcnt is djfferan <* r>TPP > 0.5 < « T > T

B R . and leafing violations for both the structure
functions FfcC) and the fragmentation functions DfeQ1) have to be taken into account.
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CONCLUSION (present and future)

In th» ulk clearly some points dcvclopped in previous repons such as unexplained events or even

top Quark if M\P havt disappeared. At present tsnc, willi a large increase in the statistics, one accepts

the idea th.it large statistical fluctuations in standard physics could account for those peculiar events,

the top Karch in the UA2 experiment the p m m t apparatus does not allow ^x*Tnriifig

signal fan the background despite the rejection factor reached (= 10*). m the UA1

•' VI*'1*—' m 1984 (no union analysis pubfished in 1984), one does not get more confirmition up to

now. In fact to account far observed er + two jets production (which is believed a way to reach the

top quark bom W -• bt, with t -» bc», and b(b) -» iets) tbe UA1 experiment needs aa important

QCD tTprodactkn which weaks a lot the whole analysis. Moreover all this needs a counter part with

n innmrtiou. In 1985, ihe micro—vertex did not work 10 at ptoent time one hat to wail for ACOL.

The future with ACOL

Tbe two experiments renamed UA1' and UA2* t %y€tf working with a luminosity

St < 4 10** cst 2 s"1 which cortespondt, over three data taking periods, to a total luminosity of

10pb~ ' i^ each experiment. WMi n c h a hnmnooty, the fieU of physics would be

dy 4000 decays and 400 o n y x .

4. Search for Su?y pirf jdei (uuui Z ~* ee, l^*np'<t* l l / l 11 m D JB p.) .

For each itrffi* the fcr& ĉn problems and

1. The Z man M £ -«S< ee measured within ±S0 MeV at SLC moreover one needs the best

raVirimftrr cafibrusoa (better than 1% is a challenge), and at Fermuab the total available

energy • -J* • 1-6 T-"V that means a factor of three m the W cross section production (but

along with this, the t .vo jet cross—section a ' m ™ i by a factor of ten, so this wiC need a

better rejection factor icxiro the backgraand in fact).

h* the top mats b 30 GeV/^ < mj- < SO GeV/c2, one predicu a k m ratio for the decay

W -• tb(30 — 60 evems/exp.) arid mcoeorerri wiD be a cfear competition with Fennilab.



3. Concerning the W decay into two jets, the granularity of calorimeters mainly in UA2' prevents

competition at first glance but it turns out to be very difficult anyway.

4. Concerning the discovery of SUSY particles. Fennilab with a total energy yfi = 1.6 TeV, is

clearly in better position in principle.
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Figure Captions

1. Scatter plots of transverse momenta P T
e versus P-p' (events with P j e < IS GeV/c).

2. Pjr distributions from the scatter plots in H4. 1.

3. From UA2, inclusive spediuiu Py e (pieliuiiuaryV

4. Resulting P T
e dtstnbutions after final cuts.

5. Invariant mass dutribunans m^t for events with two electrons.

6. From UA1, the cosS* distribution Car the electron in W -• e».
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7. The cos0 distribution in UA2 (without charge signature).

8. From UAl, fractional momentum distributions

a) for u quark
b) for d quark.

9. Transverse momentum distribution of W, P j

a) bom UAl
b) from UAl

10. Transverse mass distribution my of the W (W -> e>)
a) from UAl (very preliminary)
b) from UAZ

11. Invariant mass distribution m in the 2? region
«) from UAl
b) from UAZ

12. From UAl, the Pjf distribution of the muon transverse momentum in the decay W — py.

13. Transverse mass distribution of the W (W -» ju>).

14. Invariant mass distribution of the two moons observed in UAl.

15. "S ~ distribution* tor the dimuon events
a) opposite sign dnouons
Dl S31SC 8UBQ ̂ ny^j^w^j,

16. From UA2, the inclusive spectrum of the photon transverse momentum (inolaifd photon
events), PjT at *Ji » 630 GeV and rapidity i> =» 0.
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A STUDY OF MULTI-JET EVENTS
AT THE CERN pp COLLIDER

The UA2 Collaboration

Bern - CERN - Copenhagen (NBI) - Heidelberg - Orssy(LAL)
Pavia - Perugia - Pisa - Saday (CEN) Collaboration

pnsaslcu by H. Honnt
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Geneve, Sintzevland

ABSTRACT

Within the UA2 collaboration a study has been made of events containing three hard jets in ihe final
state. The angular distributions of the three jets show evidence for gluon bremssuahlung. in good
agreement with a OCD model to li-atmg order in the strong coupling constant a . The yield of three-jet
events relative to that of two-jet events provides a measure of the strong coupling
constant: a s Kj/K, = 0.23 ± 0.01 + 0.04, where Kj and K3 represent the contributions arising frcin
higher order corrections in a. to the two* and three-jet exclusive cross-sections. A preliminarv study has
also been performed on events containing four jets in the final state. The observed features of these events
agree well with a receot trading order QCD calculation, indicating a strong deviation irom phase space
behavior. These results are not consistent with the presence of a large contribution from multi — rcnon
scattering, in which more than one hard «""t"i"E takes place ajnnng the nuclcon constituents.



1. Introduction

Since its start in 1981 the CERN pp Collider has proven to be an excellent laboratory to produce

and examine hard coBisons between panons (quaiks and gluons). These collisions have been extensively

studied and their piopeities have been successfully compared with the predictions of perturbative quantum

chromodynamics (QCD). This is made possible by the presence of hadron jets which can be isolated from

the other collision products and identified with the outgoing partons. In particular, most features of

two-jet final states are well described by the leading term in the perturbative expansion of the

parton-parton cross-section in powers of the strong coupling constant a^ In the present report the studies

are extended to three-jet and four-jet final states which are proportional to higher powers of a^. We

discuss the observation [1,2] of such states and present a detailed study [3] of their measured properties.

The study is divided into two areas of investigation: First, we examine the three-jet events and — in

order to test the underlying dynamics - compare several distributions with those obtained from Monte

Carlo calculations based on a QCD model or on pure phase space. These comparisons confirm the

qualitative features expected of QCD, in particular, a Rutherford-like angular dependence for the

scattering angle of the leading jet and a bransstrahlung spectrum for the energy and angle of the softest

jet. This agreement encourages us to perform more quantitative tests of QCD. To do so. we measure the

cross-section for the production of three-jet events relative to that for two-jet events. This ratio provides a

measurement of the strong coupling constant a , in the sense that it yields a numerical value for the

expression c»s K 3 /K ; , where K2 and K3 represent the contributions arising from higher order corrections

:n - to the two- and three-jet exclusive cross-sections.

Second, we present a preliminary study of four-jet events. Again, the features of these events are

compared with a QCD model and with phase space with the goal of testing perturbative QCD to order

as*. The event shapes are found to agree well with the QCD model, and a measurement of a , using the

ratio of the four-jet cross—section to the three-jet cross-section, is in progress. In additon, several authors

have predicted a second mechanism for producing four-jet events, in which more than one hard parton

scattering takes place in a single collision [4]. A ample model fo.- this so-called muhi-parton «np»*»m«tn

has been used to search for the presence of such events. The preliminary conclusion is that the observed
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events arc consistent with kading order QCD, and there is no evidence for the muhi-parton process in

the Ltuicut data sample.

2.ThtData

The data for the present study have been obtained using the UA2 central calorimeter [5] which

coven the pseodo-iapidity region - 1 < q < + 1 over the whole aamuthal range. Its granularity

(240 cells, each covering IS* in "jmmh and 10* in polar angle) is well m******* to the Jet structure of hard

colhskm final states at CoQider *""£if' The trigger is obtained from a coincidence between a minimum

bin signal, « ^ » ™ ^ the occurrence of a non-difiractrvr pp coDisioii, and the requirement that £ E p , the

total transverse energy measured m the 240 calorimeter cells, exceeds 60 GeV. The data were collected at

sfc = 630 GeV and correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 310 nb ' from 1984 and an additional

luminosity of 440 nb~* from 1985.

hi each event, tusigy dusters aie constructed using a lefined algorithm optimized for the study of

multi-jet final states [3]. We have studied the angular resolving power asweiatrri wnh this refined

algorithm by superimposing jets obtained from two different two-jet events. The fraction of such events

for which the clustering algorithm finds two dusters is a measure of the resolving power. It is found to

have a distribution with an approximately energy-independent col-offal 30* ± 10° (Figure 1).

Once -the dusters have been defined, we proceed to select a sample of events which arise primarily

from hard rr*nrrinz processes. This topic has been studied previously by UA2 in an analysis of the

emergence of 'he hard yattrring contribution to two-jet final states [6]. This analysis was based on a

•dmpjf two component mrtdfl for hadron collisions. The soft component is characterized by a fairly

uniform distribution of energy among a large number of low energy dusters, and dominates at low total

transverse energy. The hard component consists of two high transverse energy jets accompanied by an

underiymg event of low tzansvene energy secondaries, and dominates at high total transverse energy. The

results of this study are summarized in Figure 2, which shows the inclusive cross-section and the fraction

of hard *r*nrm£ events as a function of two transverse energy variables: the total transverse energy

(SEf) and the leading jet transverse energy ( t j - = Ey 1 + Ey 2 ) . This figure suggests that the

contamination from the soft component decreases much moie rapidly if we require a large transverse

energy in the kading jets ( fij ).
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In each event, the clusters are sorted in order of decreasing transverse energy and labeled 1, 2, 3, etc.

In addition, we calculate the transverse momentum P-r- of the jet system as the vector sum of the

transverse momenta of the leading clusters. The events are then required to satisfy the follwing conditons:

&P1 + E j 1 + ... + Bjn > 70 GeV, (la)

E ^ > 10 GeV, E p n + 1 < 10 GeV, (lb)

fa;! < 0.80, i = 1..JI. (lc)

P T < 20 GeV (Id)

The first condition ensures that the configuration of the leading jets is unbiased by the trigger threshold,

and reduces the contamination from the soft collisions discussed above. The second condition retains

events in which the leading dusters are likely to be associated with the hard collision rather than with

spectator fragments. The third condition defines a fiducial volume in which the jet energy measurements

are reliable. The fourth condition eliminates events with large missing momentum. Using these criteria, we

define the two, three, and four jet samples which will be used in the subsequent analysis.

3. The QCD Model

The present study relies on comparisons between experimental distributions associated with the

multi-jet sample and the corresponding QCD predictions. It is therefore useful to describe the QCD

model and hs implementation in a Monte Carlo simulation.

To leading order in a$, the cross-section for producing n final state partons with a total invariant

mass %/s is expressed in terms of elementary subprocesses in which two incident partons, i and j , carrying

fractions x- and %• of their nuclear, parent momentum, interact:

"n"5 " fl"*^5") J 2ij W F j ty 9 B S *n

where 4>n is the n-body phase-space factor and Xj t s » £

Explicit expressions for the contribution QQ*i of each elementary subprocess are available in the

literature for n = 2 [7], n = 3 [8], and n = 4 [91. In Equation (2), they are weighted according to the

structure functions F-(x) which describe the parton content of the incident nucleons.
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As a result of the brcmsstrahlung nature of the gluon radiation spectrum, Qn ' ' diverges when the

mass of any two partons, one from the final stale and one from either the initial or final state, approaches

zero. These divergences are cancelled by non-leading contributions to the topological cross-sections. Since

we an working with leading order calculations, we will only consider final states in which the initial and

final (talc parlons are well separated in phase-space.

We implement this requirement in our model by defining cut-offs to ensure that the parton

configuration in the final state is fret of these divergences : we only consider partons haling a transverse

momentum in excess of 8 GeV and parton pairs having a separation in excess of 20". With these cut-offs,

the ratio K n between the topological cross-section oQ and its leading order approximation ° Q ^ can, in

principle, be computed, although the necessary calculations have not yet been performed. Lacking a

precise calculation of K n we shall have to compare the multi-jet data to expressions proportional to

K a n , which means that the ratio of cross-sections is sensitive to the quantity a K3/K2, instead of

simply «, .

The quark and antiquark structure functions, Q(x) and 0(x). are taken from low qJ neutrino data

[ 10] evolved to the q2-range of the present experiment. The gluon structure function is taken to be

G(x) = F ( x ) / V K - 4 / 9 [ Q ( x ) + Q(x)] - (3)

where F(x) is the effective structure function obtained from the two-jet data of the UA2 experiment [11].

Is this evaluation, we assume that the inclusive K-factor takes the value K = 2. In addition, both thi

structure functions and the strong coupling constant a are functions of q2. We choose to identify ^/q2

with the largest transverse momentum among the final stale partons.

In order to convert the final state partons of Equation (2) into observable hadrons, we use a

fragmentation method based on the Field-Feynman algorithm [12], mf«Bfi/ii to reproduce the duster

radius distribution observed in the present upti i inmt [1]. We have checked that this method of

fragmentation, when used m conjunction with the chistttmg algorithm described previously, produces

extra dusters in less than 2% of the events for cluster transverse energies in excess of IS GeV. This

empirically demonstrates that in our model the radiation of hard partons can be separated from the soft

fragmentation process, and ensures that the jets in the final state arise from the hard-scattering matrix

element and not from the fragmentation model-
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The acceptance of the UA2 detector and the details of the energy response of the central calorimeter

ate simulated in a Monte Carlo program which reproduces the experimental details of relevance [1]. The

underlying event, associated rath spectator particles, is simulated by superimposing actual minimum bias

events onto the jets produced by the hard collision.

4. The Three-Jet Sample and a Comparison with the QCD Model

In this section we study the event configurations for a three-jet sample selected torn the 1984 data

sample of 310 nb"' according to criteria (1). After boosting to the center of mass of the jet system, the

leading jets are arranged in order of decreasing pj". The three-jet system can be described in terms of six

variables, three defining the orientation of the plane containing the three-jet system in space, and three

defining the configuration of the jets within this plane. In order to emphasize those features peculiar to

QCD, the distributions of several variables will be compared with the predictions of the model described

in the previous section, as well as with a phase space model obtained by setting the Qn ' ' in Equation (2)

equal to one.

We first examine the distribution of cos «", the angle of the mattering plane relative to the beam

direction. This distribution, normalized to one at cosfl* » 0 and corrected for the limited UA2

acceptance, is shown in Figure 3. The figure also contains the corrected distribution for two-jet

events [11]. The shapes are very similar, and are characteristic of vector gtuon exchange. The curve in

Figure 3 shows the parton level calculation of the cross-section for the gg •*• ggg sub-process, computed

using Equation (2) and the transverse momentum and angular separation cut-offs described in the

preceding section. The curves for the other sub-processes ate not «igMfir.tniy different, and the overall

agreement with QCD is very good.

We next discuss the internal configuration of the three-jet system, independent of its orientation. The

qualitative features can be seen in a Dalitz plot, constructed by defining scaled variables """e the

(4)



Figure 4 shows the distribution of x l a versus x2 3 . if the events were distributed according to a phase space

density, the population would be uaifonn across the plot (ignoring acceptance effects). Instead, there is an

increased density in the region of small x2J (corresponding to final state bremsstrahlung of a son third jet)

compared to that of large x,3 (corresponding to equal sharing of energy among the three jets). The

absence of events near x u = I and x23 = 0 is a result of the event selection criteria (I) and of the two-jet

angular resolving power. The projections of the Dalitz plot are also shown. They are compared with the

QCD model (solid histogram) and the phase space model (dashed curve). The QCD model agrees well

with the data, and there is a large excess of events above the phase space curve in the region of small x23.

In the preceding analysis we used selection criteria which allowed us to display the dominant features

of the three-jet data sample, hi particular, loose cuts were used on the jet transverse momenta and on the

opening angle of jet pairs (Figure 1) to study the effect of bremsstrahlung. In this way, we have shown

that the QCC model gives a good description of the shapes of the three-jet distributions. We now pursue

a more quantitative comparison with the QCD model. To this end, we measure the quantity « s Kj/K2 by

adjusting a $ in the QCD model until the theoretical value of the ratio be lwmj the three-jet cross-section

and the two-jet cross-section ( R n p n ) •* equal to its experimental value, R _ _ -

There are several sources of systematic error associated with this measurement which can be reduced

by applying stricter event selection criteria. We want to avoid those regions of phase space where either

two of the patterns are separated by a small angle, or one of the partons is soft For this reason, we

redefine the two-jet and three-jet data m n p V using two «MMnn»l catena :

i. the standard ^ ' " " " t algorithm is followed by an additional step in which secondary cluster

pairs, having an opening angle smaller than 50" and a transverse energy in excess of 5 GeV, are

merged into a smglc duster (Figure I).

n. the 10 GeV threshold used in (lb) is replaced by a IS GeV threshold to further reduce the

The new sekction criteria retain 14635 two-jet and 2596 three-jet events. The experimental value

R is simply ralralatnl as the ratio between these two numbers. This procedure gives a value

Rexp " ° 1 7 7 * '
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The selection criteria applied to the data samples ate also applied to the Monte Carlo event samples.

The value of R Q C D "* lhcn * * ralio b c t w e e n t w o cross-sections, OjOCD and o2Q
c®. Due to the limited

acceptance and resolving power of the UA2 detector, some n-jet final states will be observed as m-jet

events, m < n. This requires us to include in o s Q c " both events from 0,^° and from a^° which hare

three and only three jets obeying the selection criteria. Similarly, o2Q*-D contains events generated from

OjLO and oj 1 - 0 which have two and only two jets obeying the selection criteria. At the time of this

analysis, the full QCD calculation of o , ^ was not yet complete. An approximate estimate of aj-® was

obtained by taking Equation (2) for n = 3, and adding the bremsstrahlung of a single gluon. The estimate

was then normalized to the total number of observed four-jet events. The relative contributions to ojQCD

from o 4
L O and to o 2 Q C D from o,1-0 are respectively 21% and 16%. Higher order contributions, such as

from o j 1 - 0 to ojQC D and from j , 1 0 to o , y C D tie ignored.

By varying a } in the QCD model, we find that the value of the strong coupling constant that makes

R Q C D e ( ' u a l t o R e x p i s

«, K,/K, = 0.23 ± 0.01. (5a)

The effects of the dependence of as on q2 are displayed in Figure S, which shows the values of

as KJ/KJ in different bins of the multi-jet mass M. The q2-range covered by the data sample is from

-600 to 10,000 GeV2, with the average qJ~1700 GeV2. The curve in Figure S, obtained by computing a,

for an average q1 calculated for each mass bin in the figure, shows the expected ±7% variation of s g over

this mass range. The data are in agreement with the curve, bat show no «ie«fir»n« deviation from a

Several sources of systematic uncertainties affect our evaluation of the strong coupling constant. We

now coiuider each of these in turn and evaluate their contributions to the error on u ( K3/K2.

i. Fragmentation effects: In the high energy range of the present experiment, there ii virtually no

ambiguity in distinguishing between two-jet and three-jet configurations. Instead, the main

consequence of using difleieul fragmentation functions is to modify the fraction of the original

parton energy which is collected in the corresponding calorimeter duster. This affects the tkrae-jet

sample, which often contains a relatively toft third jet, more than the two-jet sample. Changes in

the fragmentation model produce variations of og iriuch do not exceed (Aas/ag) <* ± 10%.



ii. Underlying event- The spectator scattering contribution is simulated by superimposing a

minimum bias event onto each generated hard collision. However, we know [I] thai the value of

fU- is, on average, twice as high for hard collisions as for minimum bias events. Part of the

difference can be accounted for by particles directly associated with the hard collision.

Nevertheless, we have studied the effect of doubling the transverse energy carried by the

underlying event. From this study we evaluate an unceruanty on « s , (Aa$/ag) = + 10%.

iii. Structure functions: Uncertainties in the structure functions may affect the a measurement to the

extent that the quark to ghton ratio may be modified BfrrpiTf of the Vgl"f colour charge of

gluons, a relative increase of the gmon content results in a larger value of R Q C D ' a J u i

consequently in a lower value of a^ f h a n g x m the quark to gbion ratio result in an uncertainty

. (Ao^a,) = ± 7%.

iv. Higher order contributions: The contribution to R/v*D uuui o^^ is important, of the order of

21%. As mentioned earlier, o ^ O was computed without the benefit of the ruD QCD calculation.

We estimate an uncertainty of + 40% on the absolute scale of oj-® which appears in the <>5

measurement as an error (Aos/os) = ± 8%.

v. Energy response: Uncertainties in the energy response of the UA2 central calorimeter partially

cancel since they affect both the two-jet and the three-jet «pn lr l" The}' introduce an uncertainty

on the s ( measurement of (An^a^ = + 3%.

vi. Event selection: The measurement of a £ should not depend on the criteria used to select the jet

samples, as long as thrftr selection criteria are compatible with the cut-offs used in the QOD

model. After varying the selection, we infer an upper limit (Aas/a$) < 4% on the uncertainty

fesuhmg from this source.

After this summary of the individual uncertainties, we can compute the total systematic error. Some

effects are accounted for in several of the systematic uncertainties described above. We conservatively

ignore this double counting and retain as a global systematic uncertainty the number obtained by adding

all individual contributions, i) to vi), in quadrature. The result is

a s K,/K, = 0 3 ± 0.01 + 0.04 (5b)



where the second error represents the systematic uncertainty.

Finally, we note that our choice of q1 in the scaling violation factors is somewhat arbitrary. A

different choice of q 1 vnH not affect a s , but only modifies the QCD scale A, as long as the two-jet and

three-jet samples are Heated equally. However, it is possible to choose qJ definitions which alter the

average q2 of the two-jet sample with respect to that of the three-jet sar-.ple. We have considered a

concrete example by replacing our choice, Jq* = Max (pj ' ) , by Jq1 « < P T
i > , thereby reducing the

three-jet <q 2 > with respect to the two-jet < q 2 > . The result is to increase only the value of a s that

appears in the calculation of oj*"°, typically by 8%, and hence to increase the value of R Q Q Q - A S a

consequence, the measured value of o 5 K,/K2 decreases by 25%.

S. A Study of Four-Jet Ewnts

In this section, we describe an analysis of four-jet events wHird from a combined data sample of

750 n b ' 1 . The selection is made according to criteria (1), with an additional step in the clustering

algorithm in which secondary clusters with an opening angle smaller than 30* are merged into a single

cluster. This reduces the sensitivity to fragmentation effects while suH retaining good angular resolution,

and results in a sample of 2219 events. A typical high £ E j - event from this sample is shown in Figure 6,

with four clearly resolved jets in the final state. If we apply the stricter cuts, used in the previous section

for the a$ measurement, we arrive at a much smaller sample of 255 events.

For this analysis, we again boost to the center of mass of the jet system and awangp the iets in order

of decreasing fv*. The four jet system can be described in term.* •'•• nine variables: three describing the

orientation of the jet system and six describing the internal configuration of the jets. This large number of

variables make the description of this final state rather complex. The jets do not lie in a plane, nor car.

they be described by simple Dalitz plots. A natural set of variables are the six x?- defined in Equation (4),

or eqinvalently the space angles between the jets in the center of mass, cos My". Only five of these

variables are independent - the sixth degree of freedom corresponds to the total mass of the jet system.

As for the three-jet analysis, comparisons wffl be made between the data, a parton level QCD model

based on recent calculations by Kunszt and Sterling [9], aad a phase space model obtained by setting Q *>
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in Equation (2) equal to one. At this preliminary stage of the analysis, we wiD only study the shapes of

the distributions — questions of nonnauzation Mill be avoided by setting the area of the distributions to

one.

To examine tht qualitative Ratines of the events, we first look at the sphericity talnilatrri from the

jet momenta in the center of ™»« The distribution is shown in Figure 7, and it is apparent thai the

observed event shape agrees well with the QCD model, and is significantly less spherical than phase space.

A more detailed understanding of the features of four-jet events can be obtained by examining the space

angles ArfmrA previously. Figure 8 shows the distribution of cos u 2j • The data shows a «ignifirani

enhancement above the phase space model in the region of small angni~- separation, indicating the

presence of bremsstiahlung. This enhancement agrees very well with the QCD model. A similar, less

dramatic, enhancement can also be observed in the distribution of cos f,< .

Several authors have predicted an additional source of four-jet events [4]. This 15 the muhi-parton

mechanism, in which multiple hard parton collisions take place in a single hadron collision. This

mechanism, which is suppressed by extra powers of s, becomes important for small values of the parton

momentum fraction, where the density of partons in the nucleon becomes very large. The simplest form

of this process, in which TWO independent pairs of partons interact, can be described as follows:

°mp J°fri.*i)G

where the G are double structure functions and the do" are the cross—sections for the two parton

sub-processes. In order to search for evidence of muhi-parton interactions, we have constructed a simple

model in which the double structure functions take the form:

G t o . i j ) - F(x,)F(s2) (7)

We simnlair the effects of soft ghion radiation from the initial state partons by giving each jet-jet system a

Gaussian P-j- lock. The magnitude of this lack has been adjusted to agree with the measured two-jet data

[11]. Using this model, one can then look for deviations from the leading order QCD prediction, choosing

variables which should be sensitive to a muhi-panon contribution.
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The most characteristic feature of muhi-parton events should be the appearance of pair-wise

correlations among the jets. To search for these correlations, we choose to look at transverse variables in

the lab frame, since they are relatively insensitive to center of mass motion. A simple variable of this kind

is the difference between the iizimuthal angle of the leading jet, and the azimuthal angles of the other jets

in the event. This variable, called *i e a r j . is sensitive to the presence of a second jet opposite to the leading

jet. The distribution of this variable, with three entries per event, is shown in Figure 9a. The data agree

well with the QCD model, and show no sign of the narrow peak that is expected for the muhi-parton

process. An alternate variable is the P y unbalance in the event, defined by the expression:

P T (unb) 2 = 2 min ( F T
l + fc^ ) ' (8)

where i is chosen to minimize the unbalanced Pf . This variable should take on small values for the

multi-parton process since there will be a second jet balancing the P-p of the leading jet. The observed

distribution is shown in Figure 9b, and agrees well with the QCD model. Again, there is no sign of the

enhancement expected at small P-r- unbalance from the multi-parton mechanism.

A slightly more sophisticated approach involves finding the pairing of the four jets which minimizes

the P-j- sum for pairs of jets:

min ( | ? T ' + F-jil + l?T
k + V ' > W

Once the jets have been paired, it is possible to calculate the difference in azimuthal angle between the jets

in each pair. The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 10, where «(1) is always the difference for the

higher E j pair. The pairing process itself introduces some correlations, but there is no evidence for the

narrow peak expected in $(2) from the muhi-parton interaction. Once again, the observed events are

consistent with the leading order QCD calculation.

Two preliminary conclusions emerge from this discussion. The first is that the observed four-jet

distributions agree well with a leading order QCD calculation, and differ significantly from four-body

phase space. The second is that there is no evidence for the «djftinnRi contribution from the higher twist

multi-parton processes. These studies of four-jet events are being *v*^rH to include a more quantitative

test of the QCD model using the ratio of the four-jet to three-jet crass—sections, as well as an attempt to

find multi-parton interactions at lower S E j .
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ABSTRACT

He present the final results [lj of an analysis of jet fragmentation

using tuo-jet events recorded by UAl at the Ch'RN pp Collider. The fragmen-

tation of collider jets is shown to be softer than the fragmentation of jets

obtained at lower energies. We also describe a method to statistically sepa-

rate quark, and gluon jets. Using this method, we show evidences for a diffe-

rent fragmentation between quark and gluon jets. This difference is in good

agreement with fragmentation models based on QCD.



INTRODUCTION

The extensive production of events containing jets [2] has been one of

the dominant features of the physics at the CERN SPS pp Collider. In such a

context the UAJ experiment has recorded a large amount of events with high trans-

verse momentum (p_) jets. Host of these jets are gluon jets therefore the first

part of the analysis will be the study of the fragmentation properties of high

PT gluon jets. With the help of the very large acceptance of the UAJ detector

we have also recorded jets at large pseudo rapidity (n). In this case, jets

are more preferentially quark jets and the second part of the analysis vill

show the differences of fragmentation bet-ween quark and gluon jets.

The data are coming from a run period in J983 at /s « 546 GeV with an

integrated luminosity of 118 nb~ . Jets are selected by a single jet hardware

trigger with three different thresholds (15,20,25 GeV/c) on the jet p [3J.

The offline selections require a clean two-jet topology where one of the two

jets at least is in a good region of acceptance both for the calorimeters

(jet energy/momentum measurement) and for the central detector (charged track

momentum measurement). We avoid most of the trigger biases by using in the

analysis only those jets which were not responsible of the hardware trigger

("away jets"). Finally, if a third jet is present in the event, the event is

accepted only if this third jet does not affect the 2-body kinematics calcula-

tions. It implies that it is a low p_, well separated third jet.

At the end of this selection, 10.007 jets remain for the analysis.

INCLUSIVE JET RESULTS

Figure ] shows the fragmentation function :

, d I U P.(track)
D(Z) - ^-i- -=§£ with Z - • -dZ " P(jet)

of all the accepted jets (statistical errors only).

This result is obtained after the application of several corrections on the

jet or the charged tracks :

- the background tracks are removed,

- the geometrical regions of inefficiencies are taken into account,

- the jet energy/momentum is corrected,

- the smearing of the distribution due to measurement errors is corrected.
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Finally, this correction procedure was checked using a full simulation of

Monte-Carlo event6 [4] and found to be satisfactory.

Figure I also compares our results to the fragmentation function of lower p T

jets obtained in e*e" collisions [5] and pp collisions [6]. A significantly

softer fragmentation function is observed for collider jets compared to lower

energy jets.

Figure 2 shows our data including statistical and systematic errors. Also a

comparison to a recent model of jet fragmentation [73 including QCD evolution

of parton showers and Lund string hodronization, is performed. The agreement

between model and data is satisfactory.

The correlation between the longitudinal and the transverse momentum of

the fragments (with respect to the jet axis) i6 shown on Figure 3. This corre-

lation is still visible ("seagull effect") in the case of collider jets. Also

we observe an averall increase of <P t
> a t collider energy compared to e e

jets [5] and ISR data [6]. For example, for Z > 0.1, one obtains an average

value <p > of :

<pt> - 0.85 ± 0.02 (stat.) ± 0.08 (sys.)

which is two times larger than one would have obtained with lower-energy jets.

The jet charged multiplicity K c h is obtained by integrating over D(Z).

But in the low Z region (Z < 0.05) the background contamination is so important

that the fraction of multiplicity contained at low Z has been evaluated by

the following method :

We assume that the rapidity distribution (w.r.t. the jet axis) shows a plateau

and we extrapolate this plateau at low rapidity (Z = 0). The result, where the

charged multiplicity is studied in function of the two-jet mass, is given

below :

*.. (GeV)

60 - 80
80 - 100
100 - 120
120 - 160

ch

12.2 ± 0.2
12.0 ± 0.5
12.1 ± 1.0
12.4 ± 1.2

This result is in good agreement with the one obtained by the 0A2 Collaboration [8].
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To summarize this inclusive analysis, ve -will say that the overall

behaviour of Collider jets compared to lower-energy data is :

- a softer longitudinal fragmentation together with an increase of the

internal transverse momentum,

- a larger charged multiplicity.

These features are compatible both with a change in the nature of the parton

initiating the jet (gluon at the collider, quark at lower energy) and with a

change in the energy scale (higher energy at the collider compared to

Fatra/ISR data). Therefore we need to analyse separately the two contributions.

FRAGMENTATION OF QUARK AND GLCOK JETS

In order to statistically separate quark and gluon jets, we exploit the

differences existing between gluon and quark structure functions ; since we

have selected clean two-jet events, we can calculate all the relevant kine-

matical quantities of the two-parton scattering process and particularly :

- »1<X2) the p(p) momentum fraction carried by the incoming partons,

- s the c.m.s. energy squared,

- 6 the c.m.s. scattering angle.

One sub-process cross section is proportionnal to :

Fa(xlfQ
2) x Fb(x2,Q

2) x M2(s,e")

where F are the structure functions and M2 is the relevant QCD metrix element.

By normalizing each sub-process cross section to the total jet cross section

and by summing the relevant sub-processes, one can obtain the probability for

each jet to be a gluon (or a quark). Having defined Q2 and limited the Q2

variations (Q2 « 1600 - 2600 GeV2) we have split our sample in a "quark" and

a "gluon" enriched sub sample where the mean probability for a jet to ba a gluon

vas known and constant. He have then measured the fragmentation properties of

jets of each sub sample and extracted the fragmentation properties of "pure"

quark and gluon jets.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of the fragmentation function of gluon and quark

jets. The prediction of £7J is also plotted. The quark jet have a harder frag-

mentation than the gluon jets and this difference looks in good agreement with

the model.
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A sane kind of study does not show within the errors, any difference between

the internal transverse momentum of quark and gluon jets. The distribution of

charged tracks [O/N.^)(I/AR)(dN^/dMt)] as a function of

AR - / U(jet) - *(track)J2 • (n(jet) - (n(track)]2 around the jet axis is shovn

on Figure 5 for quark and gluon jets. This distribution, measuring the opening

of the jet, shows a difference between quark and gluon jets : gluon jets are wider

than quark jets. This effect compensates the difference in the fragmentation

functions and then the internal transverse momentum is approzimativel; identical

for quark and gluon jets.

The method used to separate quark and gluon jets can be extended to separate

u and u quark flavours. Dsing several possible definitions of the jet charge

(see [9]), we have measured the average charge of jets enriched in gluon, u and

u quarks. Within errors, all tested definitions give the same numerical values ;

for example, with Q(jet) « I Q. Z. , where i runs over all associated charged
Itracks, one gets :

sample

t> 62 Z gluon

68 Z u quark

68 I u quark

<Q(jet)>

- 0.03 ± 0.01

• 0.15 ± 0.03

- 0.J5 i.0.03

As expected, we do observe a neutral charge for jets enriched in gluon whereas

the charge of jets enriched in quark is mon zero.

Finally, after having measured the differences between quark and gluon

jetE at fixed Q2, we have fixed the proportion of quark and gluon jets and

studied the fragmentation properties, of this sample for various Q2 bins.

He find that the scaling violation effects are more important than the

gluon/quark differences, both for the fragmentation function and for the

internal transverse momentum. Figure 6 gives a summary of the two effects :

we have plotted the fragmentation function per bin of Z for our quark and gluon

sample in function of Q2 (where Q2 - •>?.). He have also plotted the results

of TASSO [5]. One can see that BOSC of the changes of P(Z) compared to low

energy data are due to the Q2 change and not to the quark/gluon differences.



Moreover, the excrapolation at high Q2 of the TASSO data seems to be in good

agreement with our quark data. This leads us to the conclusion that if the

differences in the fragmentation between quark and gluon jets are visible, most

of the saftening of the fragmentation observed in our inclusive sample, compared

to low-energy data, is due to the large increase (t 10) of the Q2 scale.
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SUPERCLUSTERS IN MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS?

V.Simak1*, M.Sumbera2' and I.Zborovsky '

Abstract

We have analysed multiplicity distributions of charged

hadrons produced in pp/pp and yu. p, e e", -)p, 7p interac-

tions using the concept of superclusters. It was found that

the multiplicity distributions can be expressed in terms of

two parameters < $o > and |3 which are approximately energy

independent. Relation between < li) >, B , < N >, D generaliz-

es the relation D~<< N > from KNO energy region towards hig-

her energies.

1) Institute of Physics, Czech. Acad. Sci., Prague, Czechoslovakia

2) Nuclear Physics Institute , Czech.Acad. Sci., Rez near Prague,

Czechoslovakia
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Recent experimental information ' concerning mul-

tiplicity distributions for the ncn single-diffractive

part of the pp inelastic interactions at VT = 200,546 and

900 GeV has considerably changed our understanding of asymp-

totic behavior of multiparticle production. KNO scaling ,

after its approximate (and surprisingly early) onset at

10 ̂  Js $ 60 GeV, is now badly broken. Its early occurence

seems to be accidental' ' and "KNO-asymptotia", if it exists,

must start at much higher energies.

Scaling violation is conveniently described by the fol-

lowing combination of first two moments of multiplicity

distribution P(N) :

,-f D2-<N>
k =

KNO predicts that asymptotically D/<N> = const.(s) and (1)

implies that k~ —*• const, (s) . Contrary to this pp and pp

non single-diftractive (NSD) data seem to indicate that

k • lnts/s^ = const.(s) /4/.

This new empirical regularity is usually discussed in

the framework of negative bi-nomial (NB) distribution

-k
(2)

which describes multiplicities of charged secondaries for

NSD compon^nt of pp reaction at 200,546 and 900 GeV and pp

12 41
reactions above 10 GeV ' Its phenomenological strength

is based on the property that it allows two different

decompositions into one parametric distributions: 1) P(N)

is suram of k Bose-Einstein (or geometrical) distributions.

2) P(N) is a coumpound Poisson distribution. Interpretations

based on first decomposition struggle with too many
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emission cells at lower energies and their noninteger number

at SppS collider , while those based on the second

one /'6'7/' should explain an origin of Poisson distributed

superclusters , their charge composition ' e c"

The second approach substitutes early KNO by a new

asymptotic behavior for high-energy multiparticle produc-

tion: the average number of (Poisson distributed) super-

clusters < i> > = k ln(1 + < N > /k ) (3)

after a slow increase for CH energies between 10 and 50 GeV

levels on above ISR energies at < ) > = 8 (Fig.1). The task

of answering the questions why the onset of a new asympto-

tics regime takes place just in the region the former (KNO)

breaks down and why the average number of superclusters is 8
/7 9/has been removed by inclusion of neutral particles' ' (Fig.1).

For fixed total multiplicity of secondary particles

N T = N + N Q the multiplicity of charged N and neutral N

particles is distributed according to the binomial distribu-

tion -| I ki ,j

1 v ' " N! N.! ' *

Then the following relations between first two moments of

total and charged multiplicity hold

< N > = (i< N T>, D
2 = £ 2 • D 2 +p(1-/$)< N T> (5)

From (5) and (1) one obtains k=kT, i.e. k is an invariant

under bi-nomial randomization. The form invariance of NB

distribution under this randomization'11'12^ guarantees that

P(NT) is also given by eq.(2) with corresponding change in

parameters given by (5) and the average number of superclus-

ters is

<"i)T> = k T - ln (1+ <NT>/kT) = k - lnCI+f"1 -k" 1 -<N>) (6)

F i g u r e 1. shows a comparison between < $ > and < )>_,> '

for p> = 2 / 3 . Asymptot icaly < 1?T> should c o i n c i d e wi th <li> > .
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Rapid increase of the average number of particles inside

one supercluster < nT> = < NT>/< i>T> (Fig.1) supresses the

probability of supercluster decaying into final state con-

sisting of neutral partiles only.

As an alternative of binomial randomization scheme (4)

one can assume that the superclusters have on average equal

number of +, - and neutral particles' '. In this case tha

number of superclusters remains the same.

A common deffect of both approaches seems to be that

neither can explain why are the superclusters produced

independently of each other. Their distribution according to

a Poisson distribution' ' (i.e. without any correlations)

implies that superclusters are strictly neutral and not only

so on the average.

To built in exact charge conservation we allow charged

/14/
particles to be produced in +- pairs only' '. Additional

condition to eq.(2) P(2N+1)=0 describing the multiplicity

distribution of charged particles is no longer needed and

multiplicity of +- pairs is given by (2) with the new

parameters:

<Npairs> = <N>/2' Dpairs=D/2' kp"airs= *~'~ <*»" <

To include neutral particles we reinterpret the basic NB

distribution as applying to clusters rather than the actual

observed hadrons'1 ' . Each cluster than contains one +- pair

with probability |3. Expresion for average number of neutral

superclusters follows from (1),(5) - (7) :
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Let us stress that parameter p in (6) neec not be equal to the ratio

<N>/<N_> as the number of neutral hadrons inside a chaster is not

specified within this model.

In Fig.2 <V'O> as a function of energy for NSD pp and pp data '

and p = 1/2, 2/3 and 0.9 is plotted. Assuming <>'o> to be a constant

within the whole energy range (6.8 ^ ̂ lT ̂  900 GeV) we have found the

best fit for 6 = 0.67 + 0.01 and < 9Q> = 7.7 + 0.2 . From (8c) follows

that asymptotically < i1 > —»• < Vo> . Thus the proper choice of ^ im-

proves constancy of < $Q > at lower energies.

The NB distribution is defined for k j 0, however^and

be calculated also for k~1>-<N>~1 and k~1> (1-2fl )/<N> respectively.

This is ilustrated by Fig.3 for j)p, ?p / 1 6 /, / /a
+p / 1 7 /' and e +e~ / 1 8 /

data. Again a proper choice of 6 guarantees an approximate constancy

of < 5 > over the whole energy region.

It is possible that the supercluster is only a convenient concept

describing a corresponding regrouping of final state particles and

not a real physical object.

Thanks to the independence of <J>Q> and G on energy D and <N> are

correlated by eq.(8b) which at lower energies recovers the linear rela-

/19 /
tion between them

For all studied processes k is an increasing function of energy

(for pp , e+e ' ) . So at high enough energies a description of

multiplicity distributions within the framework of NB should be possib-

le. Using eq.(8) and extrapolated values of the fits k~ = a ln(s/so)

we predict the average multiplicities of charged particles at high

energies (Fig.4) .

A smooth transition of k~ from negative to positive values indi-

cates that NB is only a limiting case of some more general distribution

defined for all k. For this we suggest a confluent hypergeometric

distribution

P( N) = — — p; Q (;\ q.:;N = J!LZJ!J~ (9)
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This distribution for c = 0 coincides with the NE distribution

while for k~ < 0 b»0 and it is again a distribution depending

on two parameters only.
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MOMENTUM-TRANSFER EEPENDEKCE OF THE PHASE OF ELASTIC

AMPLITUDE IN HIGH-ENERGY HAURON SCATTERING

T. Cundrat. It. Lohajicek

Institute of Physics, CSAV, Prague, Czechoslovakia

D. Krupa

Institute of Physics, SAT, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

The interpretation of the high-energy scattering of light

nuclei is based usually on the Glauber method, which starts from

the knowledge ef nucleon-nueleon elastic-scattering amplitude at,

a corresponding energy. This amplitude is taken always as purely

imaginary since it is commonly as suited thai at least in the region

of smaller |t{ the influence of the phase can b« full* neglected.

It has been found, howevar, recently /!/ that a substantially

better agreement with experimental data for light-nuclei scatte-

ring can be reached if a strong t-dependence of the phase of

nucleon-nueleon amplidute is assumed.

It was shown in /2/ several years age that the phase t-depen-

denee plays also a very significant role if the probability distri-

bution of scattering events in the impact-parameter plane is stu-

died. The peripheral behaviour of the elastic scattering is obtai-

ned only if the phase increases rather strongly with |t| in the

region of small values.

The neglection of the phase t-dependence is equivalent to the

assumption that the imaginary part of amplitude is dominant, which

is being reasoned by some theoretical arguments regarded as valid

at amymptotie energies /3/. The equality of particle-particle and

antiparticle-particle differential cross sections follows from

these arguments, tee. However, the experimental data concerning

the pp and pp scattering /4/ show that the given arguments can be

applied at available energies to the region of very small momentum

transfers, only. And thus, there is not any convincing argument

for the dominant imaginary part in interpreting contemporary expe-

rimental data, either.
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Contrary to this fact a majority ot papers is still based on

the assumption of the dominant imaginary part. That leads unavoi-

dably to a central behaviour of elastic scattering in impact-para-

meter plane and to a relatively large transparency of hadrons in

head-on collisions /5/, which should be still regarded as a puzzle

(sea e.g. /6/). Therefore, one is fully entitled to conclude that

the central distribution /7/ of elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering

can be hardly justified. Another reason can be found in a close si-

milarity of all diffractive collisions and in the common assumption

that diffraictive production processes are peripheral /8/.

There is, of course, a certain difference between the t-depen-

dencesconsidered in /I/ and /2/. A simple linear increase of phase

with |t| was assumed in /I/ while a more complicated dependence was

derived in /2/. The peripherally of hadron scattering requires the

phase to increase for small (t] but a maximum value should be rea-

ched it t S -0.3 Get2.

As to the experimental data the amplitude phase can play an

important rols in the description of interference between Coulomb

and hadronic scattering of charged hadrons. In papers /9,10/ (see

also /ll/) the momentum-transfer distributions were fitted with the

help of the following parametrization of the total amplitude

(1)
• •» I*. J

fith

f2(t) • t^TTYTl)2 , <XJ* • - «jln(-Bt/2) + f\ \ (2)

}[* is the total CMS energy, o< - the fine-structure constant,

f - the conventional dipole form factor,<x^ - the total West-Tenai

phase /12/ of the coulomb amplitude and y « 0.5T7 is the Euler con-

stant. And futher, *3"tot is the total hadronic eross section, p -

the CHS momentum of one colliding particle, B - too diffractIT*

slope of hadronic interaction and J3 - the ratio of the real and

imaginary parts of the hadronic amplitude in the forward direction.

Three assumptions aro involved in the derivation of formula

(1): (i) spin effects are neglected; (ii) characteristic exponen-

tial dependence of the module of hadronic amplitude ±u the interfe-

rence region is assumed; (iii) the same t-depende&se of the real

and imaginary parts of hadronic amplitude is supposed.
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The first two asswnptieis should be regarded cs fully
justified. Tbe first one is supported by the fact that different
•utually independent methods for measuring the total cross sections
giTe nearly the sane Talues lying within the experimental errors
/13/. The other one then by tbe fact that the corresponding expo-
nential dependence has been found in the case of high-energy elas-
tic np scattering also for |t|< 10~ Gclr /14/. The third assumption
is equiYalent to neglecting any t-dependenee of the phase, and
therefore, there are not any reasonable arguments for it.

It would be possible, in principle, to abandon the third
assumption by introducing a complex quantity inste&d of Vfest-Yenni
«C^-phase. There are not, however, any ideas how to parametrize
such a phase. Thus, tbe approach proposed recently by Cabn /15/ and
based on the eikonal approximation provides a such suitable star-
ting point. The following fora has been derived for the total am-
plitude in this case /15/

F(s,t) /v/ ^ £ +

The hadronic amplitude can be written as

F*t..t) ~ .Bt/2-i/lt)

where the phase will be parametrized in the following manner

This parametrization is based on the resnlts of /2/ and allows tbe
peripheral as well as central behaviours of the elastic scattering
in the impact-parameter plane. For fit)* f * const the amplitude
(3) reduces in the principle to the amplitude (1) used in all pre-
vious analyses.

The new formula can be new fitted to the experimental data
obtained for differential cross sections being defined by

• (6)
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plab
[GfV/cl

100
150
250
300

1063
14S7
2081

Fit I

S " t 0 t B P Y2/flF

38.43 11.78 -.096 81.15/69
38.73 12.03 -.038 74.61/64
39.26 12.03 -.043 43.70/60
39.47 12.16 -.035 63.18/56
41.88 13.10 0.056 59.70/53
42.38 13.11 0.075 45.51/37
43.49 13.14 0.086 30.58/30

Fit II

^tot B a 2
[mb] [GeV2] * A

38.49 11.74 -.090 81.44
38.73 11.86 -.040 75.14
39.29 11.94 -.039 43.72
39.53 12.08 -.035 62.89
41.93 13.10 0.061 51.84
42.38 13.10 0.082 43.06
43.82 13.20 0.089 28.70

Tab. 1: The results for both the types of fits

We have applied it to elastic pp scattering at different energies.

For p l a b * 100 - 300 GeV/c the data from /16/ have been used;

they concern momentum-transfer interval -t £. (0.02, 0.04) GeV^

covering the interference regions. Tha other data taken from /17/

are for ISB energies tfif • 4 4 - 6 3 CeV and momentum-transfer inter-

val -t 6(0.001, 0.04) GeV^. Some preliminary result* have been

given in /18/.

Two types of more detailed fits have been performed at all

energies. In the first case (labelled as I) we have chosen /,« /«>0

while in the other case (labelled as II) all parameters defining the

phase t-dependence in Eq. (5) have been allowed to change; however,

a series of constraints has been applied in order to obtain a peri-

pheral distribution in impact-parameter plane. In all cases we have

started from the values of «"tot and B determined with the help

of other independent approaches; only small deviations (in the li-

mits of given experimental arrors) have been allowed for these pa-

rameters.

The numerical values of the parameters 6" , B and P • tg f

for both the types of fits are given in Ta*. 1; the v2-values ob-

tained in individual cases under the same conditions are shown,

too. For the fit I the normal central behaviour in impact-parameter

plane is obtained. The free parameters for fit II have been modified

in such a way so as the peripheral behaviour be obtained.
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Some examples of the distributions in impact-parameter plane ara

given in Fig. 1; the corresponding t-dependences of the phase are

ahown in Fig. 2.

One must conclude from the value* given in Tab. 1 that for

fit I the ful agreement with reaults obtained in 716,17/ haa been

obtained in all cases. As to fit II there exist only very small

deviations from the values of the fit I. Also the y^ values srs

in both the cases practically the same. Thus the analysis of expe-

rimental interference data cannot decide between the two different

possibilities. The preference should be given te the peripheral

interpretation due to logical reasons. Perhaps more convincing

arguments will be obtained if our results are combined with more

detailed analyses of light-nuclei scattering.
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RAPIDITY DEPENDENCE OF MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS

to
NON-DIFf RACTIVE x+p AND pp INTERACTIONS AT 8S0 GcV/c

NA22 Collaboration

Aachen1- Berlin (Zeuthec)*- Brussels/Antwerpen'- Helsinki4- Krakow*-
Moscow*- Nymegen7- Rio de Janeiro'- Serpukhov9- Warsaw10- Yerevan11

Prese&tad by E. Da Wolf5'

ABSTRACT. Multiplicity dBtributioas of all charged and of negative particles tor non (single)-
diffractivr trails in r+p and pp interactions at 250 GeV/c [y/i = 22 GeV) an presented for various
central rapidity intervals. The data a n all veil described by the negative binomial distribution- The r + p
and pp data are different for fell phase space, but similar in the central region. Is the central region, the
relation icH •» (1/2)1:- holds for charged and negative nudtipudties. Tnis contradicts the interpretation
i s terms oF (partial) stimulated caisson..

1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of charged particle multiplicity distributions in hadron physics has bees a
popular subject of study for more than 30 years.

With bubble chambers and other "visual" detectors,the multiplicity distributions of al]
charged or negative particles are relatively easy to measure. Systematic uncertainties are
usually small and quite well understood. Over the years, & large data-base on multiplicity
distributions in hadron-hadron collisions has bees collected.
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More recently, multiplicity data have also become available for lepton-hadron interactions

and e+e~ annihilations.

Given the large collection of data, it is not surprising that much effort went into the
quest for empirical regularities.

In the vast litterature on the subject, few of the well-known (and less-known) discrete
and continuous probability distributions found in Treatises on Probability and Statistics,
were not tested against the data. Fits were made to Poisson, Bose-Einstein and gaussian
distributions, and to combinations and convolutions thereof.

Although many of these comparisons have not withstood the time and the advent
of new data at ever increasing energies, such activity has often contributed to H better
understanding of the problem at hand.

Important milestones in the quest of regularities were, among others, i) the observation
by Wroblewski-Malhotrajl] of a linear relationship among the average multiplicity and
dispersion of charged multiplicity distributions , ii) the prediction of asymptotic scaling
by Koba, Nielsen and 01esen[2], originally derived from Feynman-scaling[Sj.

Although KNO-scaling was found to be only approximate in the PS-ISR energy rajige,
the strong scaling violations observed by UA5[4] in non (single)-diffractive interactions,
still came as a surprise.

Immediately afterwards, the same group proposed a new multiplicity law [5], depen-
dent on two energy dependent parameters—H and k—: the negative binomial probability
distribution (NB). It is also kwown as the generalized Bose-Einstein distribution (for in-
teger k). It becomes a Poisson distribution for k ~* oc, and a simple Bose-Einstein
(geometric) distrioution for k = 1. Such distributions have applications in many areas of
science.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The negative binomial (NB) distribution is defined as

Y
Pn k) =
/ V i " 1 * ' nl(Jfc-l)!

where Pn is the probability for an event with n (charged or negative) particles. The two
parameters n (the average) and k are related to the dispersion D by

For pp collisions at y/i = 540 GeV, not only the foil phase space charged particle
multiplicity distribution appears to be of this type, bat also the distribution in various
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central pseudo-rapidity intervals [5]. The parameter k is smaller in the central region than
for full phase space, corresponding to a broader distribution in the central region. A similar
analysis has been carried out for e+e~ annihilations at y/i = 29 GeV/c|6). In all intervals
of rapidity (measured with respect to the thrust axis), the multiplicity distribution follows
a negative binomial. The distributions are much narrower, however, than for hadronk
collisions.

As recently demonstrated[7), there are at least two classes of mechanisms which can
lead to the NB distribution: stimulated emission[8,9] and cascading] 10,11].

Here we report on a study of the rapidity dependence of the multiplicity distribution
for x+p and pp collisions at y/i = 22 GeV/c, and present data on charged and on negative
particle multiplicities. This leads to a distinction between stimulated emission and cascade
models. Preliminary results have been presented earlier[13].

The experiment (NA22) has been performed at CERN in the European Hybrid Spec-
trometer (EHS) equipped with the Rapid Cycling Bubble Chamber (RCBC) and exposed
to a 250 GeV/c tagged positive meson enriched beam. A mininintn bias interaction trigger
was used. The experimental set-up and the trigger conditions are described in [IS].

Events were accepted when topology and charge balance ware correct and all tracks
properly reconstructed. These events are weighted according to the measured topological
cross section[13]. The "non (single)-diffractive* sample is defined by excluding events
with ficR < 6 which have one or more positive partick(s) with Feynman-x \x\ > 0.88. The
sample consists of 6832 T+J> and 2477 pp events.

The multiplicity distribution P. is studied for different cuts in the cm. rapidity y.
The errors gives are statistical only, except for the case of full phase space. The systematic
uncertainties arise from trigger and reconstruction biases, incomplete particle identification
and imperfect exclusion of (single-) diffracthre events. They are estimated to be »5%.

The multiplicity distribution of all charged and of negative particles for full phase space
and in selected rapidity intervals |yj < vc are fitted to the NB distribution. Fig. la-b shows
the statistically more significant v+p data in KNO form, together with the corresponding
best fit. Note that each successive distribution is shifted down by a factor of ten. In
addition, the full phase space distribution is multiplied by 0.5 for proper normalization.
The quality of the fits is good, both for the *+p and pp date.

The values of the fitted parameters n and k are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of yc.
As observed earlier[ IS] for inelastic events, the full phase space x+p data have smaller
width and higher average multiplicity than the pp data. For the full all-charged non
(single)-diffractive multiplicity distribution we find HCH = 9-21 ± 0.05 ± 0.1 and nCH —
8.76 ± 0.08 ± 0.1; *CB = 17.3 ± 1.1 ± 1.0 and fcCT = 12.4 ± 0.8 ± L5, for x+p and pp
interactions, respectively. The first error is statistical, the second systematic.



However, in the central region, the x+p and pp data are similar, both for n and *.

Fig. 2 clearly shows that the difference for the full phase space is due to the fragmentation

region, an interesting but not totally surprising result.

For a given y-interval, the fc-values are larger for »+p and pp interactions at y/» = 22

GeV than for pp at 540 GeV[5], but lower than for n+e~ at the comparable energy of 29

GeV[6], shown in Fig. 3.

Comparing the negative to the all charged multiplicity distribution, we also observe

from Fig. 2 that *CH « (I / 2 )*- i n t l i e central region. If the NB distribution is inter-

preted in terms of partial stimulated emission[7], one would expect fccH « 2fc_, in strong

contradiction to our observation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Charged (a) and negative (b) multiplicity distributions for i+» data at 250 GeV/c in
central rapidity intervals. Errors are statistical only, except for 2 and 4 prongi in the full
phase space distribution. Histograms show best fit* to the negative binomial distribution.

Fig. 2 FH values of the n and Jb parameters verus the she of the rapidity interval rQAp = 2»c,
for the charged and negative mulUpficities of the »+p and pp data at 260 GeV/c Except
for roll phase space, errors are statisticaL

Fig. 3 Fitted values of k as a function of rapidity ipanJbr two-Jet data in e+*~ annflnUtioiBi at
29 GeV[«].
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DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION

IK TT+/K*p IHTEKACi'IOHS A? 250 GeV/c
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Koecov - Kijmegen - Serpukhov - Warsaw - Yerevan

presented by
R. Wiechnewski

Inetitut fuer Hochenergiephysik, Eeuther., GPB

Preliminary results on single diffraction dissociation
in V/K*P interactions at 25C &eV/c are presented. The
cross sections obtained for meson diffraction are
2.2? £0.27 Bb for Tt+ p and 1.68*0.24 nb for K+p. i'or
proton diffraction ve derived 1.78*0.26 mb for T*p ana
1.30 sG.20 mfc for K*p. To etudy the h&dronizetion of
diffraetive eyBteinE . the dependence of the average
charged multiplicity on the diffractsve Ease iB giver
and compared to e'e" data.

1 .INTRODUC'i'ION

Diffraction dissociation represents an inportant component of
particle production in hadron-h&dron interactions at high
energies and has been interpreted within the framework of the
Regge theory in terms of pomeron exchange /1/. Recently evidence
has been found for einglelquark-pomeron interactions in protoi
diffraction at the I S K /2/ supporting modern approaehee to under-
stand the dynamics of diffraetior. at the parton level. On the
other hand the hadronizatioi; properties of diffractively excitec
By stems have been studied /3 ti/ at.a interesting similarities to
e*e"-interactions were observed.
We present preliminary results on single beam and target
diffraction dissociation in Tt*/K*p interactione at 250 GeV/c, the
highest energy BO far reached for positive meson-hadron
collisions.
After discussion of the experimental data the beaia ana target
diffraction cross sections are extracted. We confront these
cross sections to data froit other experiments and compare the
dependence of the average charged multiplicity on the
diffactively produced mass to e*e" data.
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2.EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experiment has beer, performed in the European Hybrid
Spectrometer (EHS) with the Rapid Cycling Bubble Chamber (RCBC)
as a vertex detector exposed to a tagged meson enriched beam of
250 GeV/c at the CERH SPS. Details on the experimental set-up
and the minimum bias interaction trigger are described elsewhere
///5/
The present study is based on about 1156 of the total amount of
600 k pictures taken in two running periods. All completely
measureable events (~90£) were passed through the geometry
program GEOHYB resulting in 12356 TT*p and 4746 K*p collisions on
a DST. Additional event qualitiy criteria have been applied:
(i) a well measured and reconstructed beam,
(ii) a completely reconstructed topology and charge balance,
(iil) a momentum measurement of &p/p<25£ for all secondary

tracks and reliable fits for spectrometer tracks.
Exclusion of elastic events was done on the basis of a cut in
missing transverse and missing longitudinal momentum. We end up
with 6589 TT*p and 2541 K*p interactions representing a
aenBitivily of 0.32 and 0.14 events/ yub, respectively. For
proton identification the mass dependent fits in GEOHYB have been
used because ioniBation scan results were not yet available. For
the fastest positive track the mass of the beam particle was
adopted, all other tracks are interpreted as pions*

3.BEAM AND TARGET DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION

The extraction of the diffractive signal has been done in
different experiments using rather different methods. Since the
EHS-Spectrometer offers excellent momentum resolution over the
whole momentum range we look for the characteristic quasi-elastic
target and beam diffractive signal in the Feynman-x distributions
of the forward and backward leading particles, as done in
refs./6,7/.
First we discuss beam diffraction. Figures 1a)-e) present for

p events the distributions of Feynman-x, Xf= 2pt/fe", of the
slowest positively charged hadron, h*(slowest), for different
topologies (raw data not corrected for trigger inefficiencies).
The leading proton signal is clearly visible for the 2- and
4-prongs. For the higher topologies the signal to background
ratio can be increased by restricting the xP values of all other
charged par.ticles to the region xP> -0.05 (see hatched histograms
in fig.1J. A hemisphere cut at this value leaves the leading
proton signal almost unchanged. Enhancements are observed for 6-
and 8-prongs, while no clear signal for ntll > 10 is seen at the
present level of statistics.
We interpret the leading signalB as beam diffraction according to
the reaction

h*+ P -• P + I (1)

where h* stands for TJ* or K* and X denotes the diffractively
produced syBtem.
The diffractive cross sections are obtained from the
xr(h*slowest) - distributions for each multiplicity separately by
counting events above a smooth handdrawn background (see fig.1)
in the region x? (h*slowest) < xp*"*. For nei, > 6 the hemisphere
cut in addition has been used.The x^"**-values vary from -0.95 to
-0.75 for 2- to 6-prongs as indicated in fig.1. Table 1 contains
for "p and K p the resulting number of diffractive events
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together with the diffractive trigger efficiencies (obtained from
HC-sinulations) and the croBe sections for n^, < 8. The errors
quoted take into account statistical as well as systematic
uncertainties.
We obtained an overall beam single diffraction croBS Bection of
2.23*0.27 mb for Tf*p and 1.66t0.24 mb for K*p interactions for
n»* 8.
For the following analysis we define the beam diffractive event
sample by the same cuts in xF(h*slowest) as used for calculating
the cross sections. In addition we require the slowest particle
h*(slovest) to be identified as a proton. The non-diffractive
background in this sample amounts to 12 - 30 % for 2- to 8-prongs
(see fig.1). - , t
The distributions of the effective mass squared M« for the n p
diffraciive sample calculated as missing mass squared recoiling
against the leading proton are shown in fig.2 for topologies up
to 8-prongs and also for >10-pronge (not corrected for trigger
efficiencies). The eventB with a multiplicity n^, >• 10 are
included here and later in the multiplicity analysis. As can be
seen low multiplicities are dominiated by the quasi-elastic peak
•typical for low mass diffractive processes. ¥ith growing
multiplicity the M^-distribution gets flatter not showing a
distinct low mass enhancement. Such 8 behaviour has also been
found in TT"p interactions at 147 GaV/c /7/ and at 205 &eV/c /8/.

The extraction of the target diffraction signal is done similar
to the case of beam diffraction. Feynman-x cuts applied to the
forward leading particle range from 0.95 to 0.75 for 2- to
8-prongs, the hemisphere cut for n a > 6 is 0.1 • The topological
cross sections are given in table 2. We obtained an over&ll
target single diffraction dissociation cross section of
1.78*0.26 mt> for ir*p and 1.30 £0.20 mb for K*p. .

4.COMPARISON OF CROSS SECTIONS AND AVERAGE CHARGED MULTIPLICITIES

A comparision of the total single diffractive cross sections
derived in sect.3 with values determined by two other methods is
presented in table 3. The first method consists in fitting the
topological charged multiplicity distribution measured by this
experiment for multiplicities >10 with a negative binomial and
counting the excess of events when extrapolating the fitted curve
to multiplicities <8 /9/. The second one is a model parametri-
zation of toplogical cross sections suggested by Goulianos
/1,1O/'. The agreement of both the total diffactive cross
sections and the multiplicity distribution can be regarded as
quite satisfactory within the errors. Nevertheless, the first

• method seems to overestimate the low multiplicity cross sections.
Diffraction cross sections for different hadrons can be related
assuming factorization /I/. Ae a consequence the cross sections
of a hadron dissociating on different targets scale as the
corresponding elastic cross sections while those of different
hadrons dissociating on the same target scale as the
corresponding total cross sections. The relevant relations for
our analysis are

and
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The left hand side of eq.(3) gives 0.75*0.14 to be compared with
0.84*0.01 for the right hand side. For eq.(4) the values to be
compared are 0.73*0.16 and 0.79*0.04. The agreement is
satisfactory within the errors.
Next we diBcues the energy dependence of the cross sections.
Comparing our K*p data with available data at lower energies
/11 ,12/ we notice a rise of (0.74*0.28) mb for the beam and of
(0.38s0.23) mb for the proton diffraction in the energy range
from 32 to 250 GeV/c. The contribution from the 2- and 4-prongs
to this rise is about 45 % in the case of beam and about 20 % in
the case of proton diffraction. Due to lack of data no such
comparison can be carried out for T*p.
To confront our results with single diffraction data for other
meson-proton and (anti)proton-proton collisions we present in
fig.3 a compilation of one vertex proton single diffraction cross
sections from "fs*~6 GeV up to SppS collider energies. In this
plot tĥ e meson h* induced proton diffractive cross sections
g ( p i-» pft) are scaled up to the one vertex proton diffraction
cross section § ( p •*• p») according to the factorization
hypothesis by

q^Jsl^g (3a)

while the pp data are reduced by a factor of 0.5« The data are
taken from refs. /6,7,11.13-16/. Per ISR /13/ and UA4 /U/ the
high mass cross sections (Mx/s < 0.1) are chosen since our data
include diffractive contributions from even a slightly higher
M^/a region. The UA5 results at 200 and 900 GeV/c are given only
for M»Vs < 0.05 /15/ (according to the ISR and UA4 data this
lower mass cut leads to a reduction of the cross sections by 0.3
- 0.6 Eb).
Within the caution necessary when comparing the cross sections
obtained with rather different methods we find our values not to
be inconsistent with a slight increase of diffractive cross
sections in the energy range considered.

To study hadronization properties we give in fig.4 the dependence
of the average charged multiplicity of the diffractive particle
system <nw > on its mass H, for meson and proton diffraction-
Systematic uncertainties are estimated to be 0.5 units . With
the present- statistics no difference between TT*p and K*p data is
observed. Plotting <ne»> versus the available energy
Efc = M» - n w (not shown) where h refers to It*, K* or p we find
agreement between the meson and proton diffraction curves as
obtained already at lower energies /4/. The multiplicity
dependence in our experiment also agrees with it* diffraction data
at 205 GeV/c /3/.
A comparison of hadronization properties of quark-antiquark
systems produced in e*e" annihilation and in meson diffraction is
suggested in ref./3/. Assuming jet universality similarities
should be found. As a first step we compare in fig.5 the average
charged multiplicity from T*-diffraction with those from hadron
production in e e" interactions at appropriate energies /i1 = Mx
/17/ (our multiplicities have been scaled up since e*e~ data
contain IT* from K^ - decays /16,17/). A resonable correspondence
is found for masses YlA > 2.5 GeV. The discrepancy at lower
masses can be attributed to a low multiplicity cut-off in the
Adone-data.
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5. SUMMARY

We obtained the following preliminary results:

(i) The single meson diffraction croBs sections for
topologies up to n«= 8 are 2.23*0.27 mb for H*p and
1.68 £0.24 mb for K*p. The corresponding values for
proton diffraction are 1.78*0.26 nib in V p and
1.5.0* 0.20 mb K*p collisions.

(ii) Factorisation of the diffractive vertex is found to
hold at our energy. Our cross section" values scaled up
to one vertex single proton diffraction are not
inconsistent with a slight increase of diffractive
cross sections in the energy range from fs~6 GeV up to
collider energies.

(iii) Within the present accuracy of the data the dependence
of the average charged multiplicity of the meson
diffractive system on its mass is found to be
compatible with hadronic multiplicities in e*e~
annihilation.
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Table 1: CTOSB sections for single bean diffraction

prongs

2
4
6
8
total

events

194
267
191
67

£

0.
0.
0.
0.

TT*

*°
80
62
95
95

P

V,

485
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547
205
2253

fx\>

* 130
'- 190
t 104
t 90
i 268

events

85
89
55
20

K-P

£

0.
0.
0.
o.
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90
95

«",
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742
355
138
1676

Aib
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1 166
l 89
t 66
t 237

lable 2_

prongs

2
4
6
8
total

Cross

events

144
171
72
39

sections for single

T*p

0.48
0.57
0.55
0.85

<o", /ib

600 * 164
694 t157
356 1111
133 t 60
1783 t 260

target diffraction

K+p

events g*^

49
62
20
12

0.48
0.57
0.55
0.85

454
563
211
93

1301

/*

i 134
4 122
i 71
* 55
±202

"'Trigger efficiencies for diffractive events

Table 3_£ Comparison of different methods in deriving total
single cliffractive cross sections "̂ , ub

prongs

2
4
6
8
10
total

this work

1085* 209
1690* 246
905i 152
558t 108

4016 • 373

T*p

negative
binom.

1100
1900
750
120

3870

Goulienos
parao.

893
1581
821
315
142

3750

this

875
1305
566
231

297 7

work

* 185
* 206
i 144
t 86

i 312

K'p

negative
binom.

1060
1700
680
170

3610

Goulianos
param.

797
1296
619
238
110

3060
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APPLICATION OF MANY-BODY THEORY TO PROBLEMS

OF GAUGE FIELD THEORIES*

B. Faber, H. Nguyen and D. Schutte

Institut fur Theoretische Kernphyaik der Universitat Bonn

Nuasallee U-16, D-5300 Bonn, F.R. Germany

&ummary: ~"

A new proposal for the calculation of the spectrum of gauge field

theories is discussed. The baaic principles are the application

of non-perturbative many-body techniques to the cutoff field-

-theoretical Hamiltonian and a check of the continuum limit.

Siaple eany-body approximations (Bogoliubov and Brueckner-

-approach) fail to yield correct scaling. Possible extensions are

discussed.

Introduction

The motivation for the investigation which shall describe in the

following, ia threefold:

(i) The calculation of the QCD apectrum by lattice gauge theory -

though undoubtedly the presently Most advanced non-perturbative

method - reveals the structure of hadrons only in a limited way -

in fact one is left with the feeling that the computer knew more

about the dynamics of the gauge fields during the Monte-Carlo run

than we do afterwards^).

(ii) This makes it desirable to develop alternative techniques

which - if successful - throw more light the way how quarks and

gluons combine to form a hadron. Since any field-theoretical pro-

blem is a many-body problem (in fact, the vacuum problem is very

similar to nuclear matter), we propose to apply non-perturbative

•any-body techniques to the field-theoretical Hamiltonian*). Me

hope that the experience with many-body theory in other domains

of physics (especially in nuclear physics) might give some guid-

ance to this admittedly rather daring attempt.
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(iii) There is an increasing host of "QCD inspired" quark models

(HIT-, cloudy-, little-, Warsaw-, big-bag; constituent, soliton,

chiral soliton, etc.) trying to compute hadron properties

phenomenologically. The conceptual relation of these models to

QCD night be given through such a canonical formulation of the

quantum field theory".

It is the purpose of this talk to give a general survey on the

many-body approach to gauge field theories which we are pursueing

at the moment in Bonn. Technical details will be left out end

will be referred to in the literature. The talk is organized as

follows: in sect. 2 we shall discuss renormalization, covariance

and the construction of the gauge field Hamiltonian. In sect. 3

we describe the prescription for our regularisation and the many-

-body techniques we tried up to now in order to approximate

vacuum and gluebsll states. Results will be presented in sect. 4

'and an outlook on possible generalizations will be discussed in

sect. 5.

2. Basic principles

We shall first discuss the basic principles for our procedures.

In order to have a definite example, we consider the case of a

SU(n) Yang-Mills field theory (without quarks). Canonical quant-

ization yields a Hamiltonian4'

H(A,E)

depending on the canonically conjugate fields A and E (A ,E.€

Lie SU(n), j=1...3)

2.1 Renormalization

This Hamiltonian, describing interacting gluons, will be

pathological in the Fockspsce yielding the well-known infinities

of any non-trivial field theory. The standard way to deal with

this problem is renormalization which can be summarized in the

following way:
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(i) Introduce a regularization of H by a cutoff (M,D) (momentum,

volume-cutoff) yielding H(g,M,c) (g = unrenormalized coupling

constant). For fixed M, the "thermodynamical" limit C+» is well

defined2).

(ii) Introduce a "running coupling constant" g(M). If g(M) is

suitably chosen, observables computed with

H(g(M),M,c)

should have a smooth limit for M+-. (H is derived from a renorm-
alizable field theory!)
( i i i ) Tor large M, g(M) fu l f i l l ing the condition ( i i ) should be
the universal function

(D g(M) = g*/(1+ag*ln(M/Mo))5 a = 22/16*2 for SU(3);

The standard example of such a renormalization is the latt ice QCD
in the Kogut-Susskind formulation1'^), our special prescript-
ions Mill be given in sect. 3.

2.2 Covariance

An important question is how, in principle, Poinare invariance

can be restored within such a procedure: of course, invariance is

broken through the introduction of the cutoff M (we take Q+<» for

these considerations, restoring translation and rotation in-

variance, but boost invariance keeps to be violated). Thus the

"cutoff generators" of the Poincare group

Pt'(g(M),M) (Hamiltonian, momentum)

L>lv(g(M),M) (angular momentum, boost generators)

will not fulfil the.correct commutation relations. (As they do,

in any chosen gauge, at least formally for M*« 6)).
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However, if one considers some finite set of energy-eigenstates

Ta(H) (a - momentum, spin, mass and other quantum numbers) it

is plausible tfist for large enough H the action of the operators

Pli,Lliv becomes consistent with the Poincare algebra up to an

arbitrary small deviation and yields then the well-known formulas

for the irreducible representations of the Poincare group

characterized by mass and spin. Within lattice calculation, such

checks have been untertaken with encouraging success').

2.3 The Yang-Hills Hamiltonian

For a gauge field theory, the construction of H(g,H,Q) via

Noether's theorem is made more difficult by the fact that the in-

dependent variables of the theory are equivalence classes

(orbits) of gauge fields where two fields have to be identified

if they can be related by a gauge transformation.

.The standard way to deal with this problem is the introduction of

a gauge fixing condition (choice of representatives). Because of

compatibility with rotation and translation invariance, the most

convenient condition is (starting from the temporal gauge

(2) vt = 0

This yields the Coulomb gauge Haniltonian

(3) H = ^ Jd3xtr(EZ+B2) + Vc(A,E) + V F a d(A)

containing a Coulomb interaction VC(A,E) - similar to Dirac-

-Schwinger QCD, but of arbitrary order in A - and a Faddeev-Popov

term Fpa(j(A) which guarantees that the spectrua of H is in-

dependent froB the choice of the gauge*'. Detaila of this

Hamiltonian are described in ref. 2.

It should be noted that the transversality condition (2) does not

fix the representative: independent representatives (in sense of

gauge transformations) are given by those transversal gauge

potentials A which lie inside the Gribov horizons). However,
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this restriction to the amplitude of A appears to be automatic-

ally fulfilled within our calculational scheme because Vc and

Vpacj are singular at the Gribov horizon which forces the

carrier of wave functionals ?(A) to lie inside this boundary.

This property of the Coulomb gauge Hamiltonian wss first observed

by Cutkosky9) .

3. Many-body techniques

3.1 Reqularization

For the purpose of applying our many-body techniques, it is con-

venient to define a regularization of H in the following way:

Introduce cutoff field operators A_ „,£„ u by an expansion into a

plane wave basis with finite volume Q (yielding discrete momenta

tc = 2xQ~ (n1,n.,nj), n. integer) and by limiting this expansion

by a momentum cutoff M (|$|<M). This yields:

(4)

tM o = -il '
w 2Q

M o = -il ' I—L e(k,r)a. + h.e.
'w 2Q

Here, akr akr are creation and annihilation operators obeying the

standard commutation relations, e(k,r) (r = 1,2) are polarization

vectors with different helizity guaranteeing transversality2),

colour indices are suppressed.

Inserting these expressions for tu n, tu n into (3) yields the

cutoff Hamiltonian

H(g,M,Q) = H(a+,a) .

The eigenvalue problem of H(a+,a) in now a well-defined many-

-body problem where standard techniques may be applied.
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The "thermodynamical" l imi t Q-»» is easily taken in the expression

for any observable by replacing

ij
We mention that this definition of the cutoff is not the only

possibility. Cutkosky'»' has investigated an alternative by in-

troducing the volume cutoff through a compactification of R' hy

s' and using expansions in terms of hyperspherical functions on

s' instead of plane waves.

3.2 Exp 5-techniques

General many-body theory - which is also applicable to the part-

icle number non-conserving bosonic Hamiltonian H(g,Q,M) = H(a+,a)

- shows that the ground state 7 (- physical vacuum state) has the

structure

¥ = eS|0>

where |0> is the bare vacuum obeying a|(r|0> = 0 and 5 is a

function only of the creation operators which can be expanded in

terms of polynomials Sn of order 2,3,4,...

(6) S = S2(a
+a+) + S3(a

+a+a+) + ...

(For the Yang-Mills theory, Si(a+) is missing because all

operators Sn must be colour singletts).

The general procedure of standard many-body theory is now to

define an approximation to f by the following prescriptions:

(i) Truncate the expansion (6) with few terms. Keeping S2 only

would be a Bogoliubov approximation, including Sj and S3

we call YM-Brueckner theory in analogy to the nuclear matter

approach.
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(ii) Compute the expectation value

E(S) =

within a cluster expansion the order of which is adjusted to

the order of the truncation of (6).

The cluster expansion is defined in analogy to the Mayer expans-

ion of the classical grand partition function or to the hyper-

netted chain expansion of the Yastrow approximation for the

ground state of Liguid He* I^K It is obtained by introducing a

linked diagram expansion for E(5) and by classifying these

diagrams into reducible and irreducible clusters (like in the

case of the Mayer expansion). The approximation ic then given by

summing up all diagrams which do not contain any irreducible

cluster of some minimal order.

Within YM-Brueckner theory, diagrams containing irreducible

three- (and more) body clusters (yielding irreducible nine- (and

higher) dimensional integrals) are neglected. Details of this

procedure are described in re's. 2,11.

(iii) The expansion coefficients defining the operators

S2.S3 are to be determined by applying the Ritz-

-variational principle to the (approximate) ground state

energy expectation value E(S).

ft. Results within the YH-Brueckner approach

We have performed numerical calculations for the ground state and

analogously for glueball states within the YM-Brueckner theory.

The results can be characterized as follows:

(i) An important vacuum structure function is the (on-shell)

gluon propagator
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Of course, we have X|< = 1/|k| f o r t h e f r e e c a s e >? = | 0 > ) -

Gnbov"' conjectures that this function ooes to zero (instead

of •) for small k yielding in this way a suppression of small

momenta (large distances), a (rather weak) signal of confinement.

Our variational approach gives such a structure for Xi<^).

The reason can be traced back to the singularity of H at the

Gribov horizon. Similar results were obtained by Cutkosky''.

(ii) A more direct indication of confinement would be the occurr-

ence of a 1/k -singularity of the Coulomb (longitudinal gluon-)

propagator (the function a^/k^ in ref. 2). Gribov conjectured

that this happens if Y is dominated by configurations very near

to the horizon.

This structure is not confirmed within our approach, in fact it

is just the variational principle which - within the VM-Brueckner

approximation - prevents the occurrence of such a singularity of

the longitudinal gluon propagator. Thus the YM-Bruckner-

approximation does not yield confinement between static quarks.

(iii) A computation of the cluebsll Basses within the same

approximation (we have considered the quantuir. numbers 0 ,0

2 ) and a study of the continuum liirit of these quantities

(which is much easier performed than in lattice calculations) re-

veals that this missing of confinement is not inconsistent: fix-

ing g(3 MeV.) = 1 from lattice results and inserting g(H) from

eq. (1), we do not obtain scaling, i.e. independence of the glue-

ball masses E(M) from H. We rather find for large M

E ( K ) = 0.5 M

Thus we conclude that the YM-Brueckner approach though a rather

natural generalization of the standard many-body techniques fails

to approximate the low mass spectrum cf H. taking g(M) from (1)

yields high lying states which go to infinity for M-»«.
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5. Outlook on possible generalizations

There exiat several route9 for the improvement of our YM-

-Brueckner scheme.

A first source of error could be the cluster expansion for our

expectation value. This we have checked numerically and we found

that this technique yields good approximations (higher orders

yield only correction = 15).

Thus apparently the truncation of the ansatz (6) with only 2

terms must be bad. Apparently, the small -k behaviour of ? must

be improved. From the alternative Hamiltonian approach, the

Kogut-Susskind formulation which is at present pursued by

furmanski and Kalowa1), one may guess that "loop-like" states

should be important. Jur proposal, therefore, is that the ansatz

for S might be essentially improved by allowing string-like in-

tegral equations for S where the kernel must be determined from

the variational principle. (S would then contain polynomials of

arbitrary order in a + ) .

Another strategy could be a variation of the gauge fixing con-

dition VA = 0. It is clear that the structure of the eigenstates

depends on the choice of the gauge, and it might be that a given

approximation is good in one gauge, but bad in another gauge.

Especially non-linear gauge-fixing conditions F($%tt )=0 could

provide a non-trivial freedom to improve on our approximation.

Summarizing we conclude that there seems to exist no simple way

to approximate the solution of non-abelian gauge theories by

many-body techniques. The two main attempts, discussed at

present, seem to have both advantages and disadvantages:
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The "loop-space expansion"1) has the advantage of having built

in confinement in the strong coupling limit - but the reality,

which has to be computed, is weak coupling and it is still open

whether one will be able to tackle the complexities of the

problem in this limit. Our fixed gauge approach has the advantage

that the abelian case is always trivially correct, that the large

volume limit can be taken and that the calculation of the con-

tinuum limit might be simpler, but a guess of the correct ansatz

for eigenfunction seems to be difficult. It has to be decided by

the future which approach will be finally successful.

'''Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgeraeinschaft
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THE GLUON CONDENSATION IN THE PURE GAUGE THEORY

R. Manlca

Silesian University , Katovice , Poland

The effective Bass gauge theory ia constructed.
She gluon condensation In tills theory Is examined.

The Tarlational method £ij constructed, on the
Bogolubov Inequality [2] and on the canonical quan -
tieation approach [3] to the pure gauge theory i s
presented . I t allows to obtain the effective poten-
t ial for SD(n) gauge theory which gives the first-
order phase transition . the transverse gluon mass -
es *.id the phase transition temperature i s establi-
shed .

The Iiagrangian density for S0(n) , the pure
gauge field , i s equal to

vith

and

The Lagrangian (1) i s invariant under the BRS [4]
transfonsation vdiich defines the physical subspace
%fK in the state space % with indefinite met -

ric . In general , only transverse gluons belong to
ft
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The variational method 1B based on the Bogolubov ine-
quality for the free energy :

and <H-Ha^ la calculated with reapect to the trial
system / HQ / . Only the physical states / two trans-
Terse gluons / should be taken into consideration
during evaluations of the traces .

The trial system Lagrangian i s postulated as

with s;v

R r means that only the transverse gluons build Hie
potentials . JLC i s also BRS invariant what does not
change the physical sub space %^ . Unfortunately ,
assumption that all gluons have the same mass m , vio-
lates the BBS symmetry . The transverse gluon mass
m will be treated as the variational parameter . We
assume that

where dfi i s the classical gauge field , what corres-
ponds to the gluon condensation .

The free energy P.. (2) may be interpreted as
the energy of the classical gluon condensate

which effective Lagrangian i s equal to
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»>>

where •fnV i B t h* Ban* a o (1b) f 0 T t h e classical field
u • The gluon nass tensor K v̂ i s equal to

The tensor mass means that transverse massive gluona
propagate In the different way then These massless un-
physical ones . The gluon mass may be determined from
the experimental? know value of

i s equal to [5] .
S = -(SeOiZOHeV)"1 ( }

I H-n2-1 for S0(n) gauge theory / . I t allows us to
calculate Hie gluon mass . If we assume that all glu-
ons have the same mass m , what violates the BES
symmetry , then

what gives us

pj HeV ± 3 7 MeV . (6)

More accurate calculations should. include into ac-
count only the transverse gloone . This gives us

HeV.
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On the other band the gluon mans nay be calculated
from the variations! method . Taking into considera-
tion the fact that only the transverse gluons could
conaeneette , this gives as

The vadational equation

where g s

The gluon mass is the function of the giuons conaen-

Bate CX.u / orPa/. All further calculations lead to

infinities , so the appropriate renormalisation pro-

cedure is used . After that , and after introducing

the convenient dimensioniess values x , t

S ~ %o*

T = T,t

where A i s the renornallsation constant , we get

Ft - IK*) - ^ { k x « - 1

tne potential U(x) i s a typical one , leading xo
the aiscontlnoUB phase Transition / f ig . 1 / .
I t has a deeper minima HUB U*O for t»O at xc«1 .
Then tile gluon mass i s equal to
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It allows us to establish fxoa (9) the renoraallsaclon
constant value

A = 95 ± 5 HeV .

Xta« nontrivial Minima has the value 0*0 at tbe phase
transition point at«'jg"t ror the tempexatoxe
t t - 1 / f ? . Above this temperature theze i s s t i l l ano-
ther local • in ina t i l l t -1 . The order parameter «
being the anlft aeserlblng the boson condensation leaps
at t m\.

Knowing A we can calculate the phase transition
temperature

and the orerheatlng teaperature l 1

T, = ISS ± l l HcV . (IT)

Above 'Oils teapera-core , certainly , the gluon conden-
sate Taniah . X1 % 200 MeT on the latxlee [ 6 ] .
The fact ths* transverse gloons gala mass i s analogous
to the plaaaon creation in (g3> .
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RELATIVISTIC MODEL FOR THE LIGHT MESOM DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDES

Zbigniew Dziembovski
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PL-00-681 Warszaua, Poland

Lech Mankiewicz
Kicolaus Copernicus Astronomical Centre of Polish Academy

of Sciences, PL-00-716 Warszawa, Poland

Presented by L. Mankiewicz

ABSTRACT

We calculate the spin - 0 and spin - 1 distribution amplitudes in
a simple relativistic aeson - wave - function model. With the basic
concepts of the constituent quark model formulated within the light
- cone approach we are able to reproduce the essential features of
the Ctaernyak - Zhitnitsky amplitudes for the pion and £ as they are
obtained from the QCD sum rules techniques.

One of the most interesting areas of application of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) are large momentum transfer exclusive
reactions. These includes e.g. electromagnetic formfactors of bound
state mesons and baryons as well as nuclei at large momentum
transfer Q * . A key result, which enables one to apply the
perturbativc QCD analysis to such reactions is the so called
factorization theorem (#1-12): at large momentum transfer the
corresponding amplitudes factorize in fora of a convolution of a
bard amplitude T|( which is computable perturbatively and a process
- independent "distribution amplitude" ^H(x,Q) which contains all
of the bound state non - perturbative dynamics of each of the
inteacting hadrons:

Here T|| is the probability amplitude to scatter quarks with
fractional momentum 0 < x\ { 1 from the incident to final hadron
directions. It is computable in the power series of strong

#1. G. P. Lepage and S. J. Brodsky, Phys. Rev. D22 , 2175 (1980).
#2. S. J. Brodsky, T. Huang and G. P. Lepage, in Quarks and Nuclear Forces,
edited by D. Pries and B. Zeitnitz, Springer Tracks in Modern Physics, Vol.
100 (Springer - Verlag, Hew *ork, 1982).



coupling c(g taken at the scale •» Q :

+ (2)

and it is the perturbative QCD part of the calculations. Wm is Che
probability amplitude to find quarks in the uavefunction of hadron
Hi colinear up to scale Q. In principle it contains all our
(un)knowlegde about soft bound state, dynamics. The measure [dxf*
HI dy.j- 5(1 - £ x^ ) forces the longitudinal momentum

conservation. The key to derivation of this factorization is the use
of the Fock basis { T * («Cjkfc i ̂i) <*ef ined at equal t - t + z,
rather than more familiar equal t Feck basis. Here ^-C are
helicities and x t - V£*tyl(f*f) and k^ ( Z x ; « 1, Z k£ - 0) are
the relative momentum coordinates of the constituents."'The general
decomposition of the bound state vector (say pion) in QCD reads
(*2):

However, in the physical gauge like e.g. A* = 0 only minimal, or
valence Fock states dominate the hard scattering, higher states
being suppresed by additional powers of hard propagators in T H .

From now on we shall focus our attention on the light - meson
distribution amplitudes. Recently, Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (#3 - #4)
have used the QCD sum rules method, combined with some general
properties of <J>M (normalization and boundary conditions) to
establish a model for the pion and $> distribution amplitudes.
Suprisingly, they have found large spin effects (i.e. the pion
distribution amplitude is much different than the f one, which
itself differs for different helicity states), as well as the large
asymmetry between quarks. In the pion a large part of the total
momentum is carried by one quark. Finally, the quarks are highly
relativistic. All distributions are broad and very different from
the nonrelativistic S - function form, as well as they differ
significantly from the so - called asymptotic form ^jGO " 4 x <

x.-
It should be stressed that despite of the fact that various
objections could in principle be raised against the application of
the QCD sum rules method for detemination of the hadror.ic wave
function, Chernyak - Zhitnitsky distribution amplitudes are
responsible for succesfull description of the wide range of
available experimental data - for a reviev see Ref. 4.

In an attempt to explain an unusual features of light - meson
distribution amplitudes we proposed a simple relativistic model of
meson light - cone wave function (#2). We use the basic concepts of
the constituent quark model (#5) formulated within the light - cone

#3. V. L. Chernyak and A. R. Zhitnitsky, Nucl. Phys. B201 , 492 (1982); B204 ,
477 (1982).
#4. V. L. Chernyak and A. R. Zhitnitsky, Phys. Rep. U2_ , 175 (1982).
#5. N. Isgur, in the New Aspects of Subnuclear Physics, edited by A. Zichichi
(Plenum, New York, 1980), p. 107.
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approach: (i) meson states are dominated by the valence qq
configuration with typical constituent masses of about 300
HeV. (ii) Quark - antiquark pair is a system with substantial
relativistic internal motion, (iii) The *" and O have standard
spin - parity assigments.

To distinguish between the T and $ meson we need the wave
functions of definite angular momentum - J. These can be easily
constructed within the equal - t approach. On the contrary, we are
faced with difficulties for the case of light - cone wave function.
Here the problem is related to the dynamical character of the
angular momentum operator in the light - cone dynamics (f6).
Obviously, we need some approximation to deal with the problem,
i.e., (i) we assume that the ground state mesons are described by
the harmonic oscillator model wave functions. These equal - t wave
functions are known to give reasonable first approximation
description of the static properties (#5). (ii) In order to deal
with the problem of angular momentum we follow to some extend the
mock - hadron method by Isgur (#7). Namely, we assume that our
pseudoscalar and vector mesons are a collection of quarks with the
wave function (i) but with all binding turn off and a mock - meson
mass equal to the mean total energy of free quarks. Although this
assumption is untenable, we use it as a guide to asses a
significance of the relativistic kinemtics. For free spin 1/2
constituents the one particle instant (T) and light - cone (LC)
states are related by the familiar Melosh transformation (#8). (iii)
Now we can make use of an ansatz, due to Brodsky and Lepage (#2),
relating harmonic oscillator instant wave functions and
corresponding light - cone wave functions, while the spin structure
may be related by Melosh transformation, as discussed above. As a
result we obtain a model for the Lorentz - invariant light - cone
wave function of definite (free) angular momentum:

The light - cone Clebsch - Gordan coefficients can be expressed by
the following invariants:

#6. H. Leutwyler and J. Stern, Ann. Phys. 112, 94 (1978).
#7. N. Isgur, Acta Phys. Polon. B8 , 1081 TT9T7), C. Hayne and N. Isgur, Phys.
Rev. D25 , 1944 (1982). ~~
#8. h. A. Kondratyuk and M. V. Terentyew, Yad. Fiz. 31 , 1087 (1980). Sov J
Uucl. Phys. 31, 561 (1980).
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where u A , vA and 6 * are the light - cone spinors and
polarization vectors of Ref. 1, respectively.

We are aware of the fact that the mock - hadron prescription is
by no means unique. For example, if one turns off the interaction in
the spin wave function (5) , assuming p • k̂  +k_, then

ClLC) - f f u i t o i W i v

r. HO

But as it has beee shown in Ref. 9 these spin wave functions lead to
Che distribution amplitudes which are close to the asymptotic ones,
(iv) Our quarks have typical constituent masses. To be specific, we
use the value m ^ = m j = 300 MeV. The Gaussian parameter p is
related to the mean transverse momentum in the meson 3 - <k** >.
We allov it to vary in a wide range of values around 350 MeV, which
is consistent with various estimations (#4 - #10) - As explained
e.g. in Ref. 5 harmonic oscillator wave functions are valid in a
scheme without short-range hyperfine interactions. Therefore it is
reasonable to assume that the and masses are equal and both
approximated by the spin averaged value m H"(1/4m w + 3/4m_)Mp .

Since the specification of the wave function is completed, we can
evaluate the distribution amplitude. It is defined (#1) to be the
probability amplitude to find quarks in the L*0 projection of the
wave function collinear up to scale Q:

Because of the presence of the Gaussian damping factor in our wave
function, we can perform the integration up to infinity. With, the
value of f quoted above it corresponds to the scale Q 6 500 - 600
MeV. It is interesting to note that with our seemingly naive model
of the wave function (4) we are able to reproduce the most essential
features of the pion and $ distribution amplitudes. In
particular, the rich structure of the spin-0 aaplitude is
illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the normalized amplitude (6) for
two values of ^ along with that evaluated with QCD sum
rules , viz. b •» £ H 1 -£*) (#4). On the other hand, they case is

</9. A. S. Bagdasaryan et al., Yad. Fix. 42,440 (1985).
#10. S. J. Brodsky, T. Huang and G. P. Lepage, SLAC-PUB-2580.
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more obscure. Although we do observe helicity

•e-

0

"i 1 : 1 : ' : 1 1 1 ! 1 i 1 ! ' 1 >~

Fig. I: The normalized T distribution ampliude. Curve (a) is the
result from QCD sum rules (Ref. 4). Curves (bi) and (b2) result in
our model for jS - 430 MeV and £ = 460 MeV, respectively.

dependence in our distribution amplitudes, numericaly they prove to
be much smaller than those found via QCD sum rules. As a
consequence, our £ meson distribution amplitudes looks more
like the asymptotic form. Hote that the recent reanalysis of QCD sum
rules in Ref. 11 finds that moments of the o distribution amplitude
are much smaller than that of the pion. This result leads to the
conclusion that $ „ should be close to the asymptotic form. It is
clear that our model favors the result of Ref. 11.

#11. X. D. Xiang, X. N. Hang and T. Huang, Beijing Institute of Theoretical
Physics Preprint BIHEP-TH-84-29 (1984). T. Huang, X. D. Xiang and X. N. Wang,
Chinese Phys. Lett. 2^ 67 (1985).
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Finally, this agreement, even if semiquantative, must be treated
with some causion. It is rather an indication of a role playing by
the relativistic effects in the bound state wave function
Assuming that the inacuracy inherent to the method of Ref. A and 11
has not misled us, the difference between the distributions given by
our model and those obtained from QCD sum rules can be related to
the quark dynamics and all the rest of it may be understood with the
insight of the relativistic kinematics and fundamentals of the quark
model.
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During 1984 th* CDRS collaboration has preformed the last ex-

perisent. It was dedicated to a precise Measurement of the wein-

berg angle sin**, in v. -neutrino nucleon scattering. There are

three reasons to Measure sin*6. with high precision. First, it is

a fundamental parameter in the standard model [1], therefore it is

selfevident to measure it as precise as possible. Second,

sin*«. determined in different processes is subject to different

radiative corrections. A comparison of those different experiments

uill test the renormalizability of the theory [2,3]. Third,

models of Grand Unification [4] may predict a value of sin1*,,

which has to be verified by experiments.

Despite the ezellent work which is done at the CERH p-p

collider (6,7) the neutrino nucleon scattering still offers the

most precise way to determine sin»«, . in this brief report main

emphasis is put on the important features of the experiment which

had a big influence on the precision of the result.

The CDHS neutrino detector was exposed to the UOGeV/c3 nar-

row band neutrino beam (HBB). In a NBB the neutrinos originate

from decays of sign and momentum selected kaons and pions. The NBB

spectrum is easy calculable, which is necessary for the Monte Car-

lo simulation of the experiment. The setup of the beam line was

optimized to obtain a maximal flux of secondary hadrons per in-

cident proton.

In the HBB there exists a background of wide band beam (HBB)

neutrinos. These WBB-neutrinos originate from hadron decays taking
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place upstream of the decay tunnel. Their energy spectrum is
unknown. In order to measure this background a dunp was installed
in front ot the decay tunnel. For about 25V of the data taking the
dunp was put into the hadron beam and only HBB-neutrinos were
•easured in the detector. The events observed in this "dump-in"
runnig condition were subtracted from all data after flux nor-
malization. In the previous experiment this WBB background caused
the largest systematic uncertainty [8], with this direct
•measurement the systematic error on the ratio R. of the neutral to
charged current cross section of neutrinos could be reduced to
0.1k which makes it unimportant. . *

The upgraded CDHS neutrino detector consisted out of 21 mag-
netized iron toroids instrumented as iron-scintillator sandwich
calorimeter [9]. The 21 modules were interspaced with drift cham-
bers for the muon track measurement. In order to avoid any bias
between BC and CC events the event selection was based on
calorimetric and topological information only. Ho reference to the
muon momentum reconstruction from the drift chamber hit pattern
was made. Every neutrino event candidate was characterized by
three measured quantities: First the longitudinal and lateral
shower vertex position, second the shower energy E, . from the pul-
seheight recorded in the first I.5m of iron after the vertex (the
shower box), third the eventlenght. defined as the distance in
iron between the first and last scintillator hit belonging to the
event.

* All neutrino event candidates bad to match the following
selection criteria:

1) The lateral shower vertex had to lay inside a radius of 1.3m
around the detector axis, excluding a 20*20 cm * area around
the central hole for the -magnet coil. This insured full
transverse shower containment and high final state muon
acceptance. The muon acceptance was further increased by a
toroidal magnetic field which focussed the muons to the
centre of the apparatus.

2) The longitudinal vertex position was restricted to the space
between the middle of module 3 and the middle of module 10.
The first two modules served as a veto counter against muons
penetrating the iron and earth shielding in front of the
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detector and producing in-time overlays with real events.

3) The hadron energy o£ each event WAS requested to be larger

than 10 GeV. For HC events the hadron energy was equal to

the visible energy E. in the shower box. For CC events the

muon pulseheight contributed to the measured E, and had to

be subtracted. This auon pulse height was equivalent to

typically 3 GeV of hadronic energy and was Measured fro»

isolated BUCTI tracks to a precision of ±5*. This uncertainty

in the E» cut for CC events caused a systematic error of

0.3* on R, .

16000 "

12000

^ 8000
Ol
•>

UJ

4000
Long MONITOR
NC's

1 1.4 2 2.4

L/Lcut

Fig.l Distribution of the event length L. in units of the cut-o£f

Lei (see text!, for neutrino events with Ek > 10 GeV. The back-

ground frorc cosmic rays and WBE has been subtracted already. The

dashed line shows the Honte Carlo prediction of the muori length

in CC events, normalized to the monitor region.
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The events Hatching the selection criteria were classified as NC

or CC candidates according to their eventlenght as shown in fig.

1. The lenght was Measured in Multiples o£ a cut-off lenght

defined by U* =75+35-lnE.(GeV), in CM of iron, which provides an

optiMai separation of NC and CC events.

ProM fig. 1 it is evident, that the raw number of NC and CC is

subject to several corrections to obtain the genuine event numbers

(Table 1).

CosMic-ray events were subtracted using data taken between the

beaM spill. The UBB background Measured in "duMp-in" running con-

ditions was subtracted after nbrMaliztion to the saMe hadron flux

as for norMai data taking.

For a BMall fraction of short events a Migration beyond U» May

occure. This happened Mostly due to secondary Muons froM hadron

decay in the shower or due to a lenghtening of the shower by

noise. The aMount of this "Long Shower" correction was estiMated

by Monte Carlo calculations, by visual inspection of events and

froM hadron test beaM data.

The largest correction is the deteminatlon of the mmber of

short CC events in the NC region. These are Mainly CC events with

nuons of such snail momentum, that it ranges out within the

shower. Only 7s of the short CC events have a Muon produced under

large scattering angle, where the siuon is leaving the detector at

the side.

The nuMber of short CC events is determined by Monte Carlo

simulation of the Muon length distribution. No siMulation of the

hadronic shower is needed. The Monte Carlo length distribution is

normalized to a Monitor region defined as 1.4 < L/L«t "< 2.4 (see

fig. 1). This procedure is equivalent to an extrapolation of the

CC y distribution (y = 1-E./E,) and is Much less sensitive to

physics assumptions than the normalization to the whole CC sample

would be. Uncertainties in the knowledge of the y distribution.,

primarily froM the longitudinal structure function, induce an er-

ror of 0.7* on the value of the correction. Because of the nor-

malization to the Monitor region the correction is insensitive to

errors in the momentum, the divergence, the x/K COMPOSition of the

parent beam, the nuon energy loss and the hadron energy cali-

bration. However. it is sensitive to a bias in the length

Measurement. This was estimated to be less than ±l,5cm, correspon-

ding to an error of ±1* on the correction.
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Table 1

Event numbers and corrections of MC and CC events with E, >10 GeV

Candidates

Cosmic rays

BBB background

Long Shower

Short CC

Kd correction

NC

60936

-1120

-2920

+159

-9642

-3016

CC

137853

-9

-5187

-158

+9526

+2488

Change of NC/CC

and systematic error

(*)

±0.3

-1.8±0.1

-1.2±0.1

+0.5+0.2

-22.540.35

-8.0±0.2

Corr. event numbers 44397 144513 ±0.65

In the neutrino bean there is a small admixture of electron

neutrinos from K^ decays. The CC events of these v.'s appear'as NC

candidates since the electromagnetic shower from the final state

electron is hidden in the hadronic cascade. The total number of CC

v. events is determinded from the Monte Carlo simulation nor-

malized to the number of fully reconstructed CC v. from Kaon

decay. The CC n. events are subtracted from the MC sample and

those with E» > 10 Gev are added to the CC sample.

Having done al'. these corrections we compute the HC to CC cross

section ratio for neutrino interactions in iron to be:

R. = 0.3072 ± 0.0025(stat.) • 0.0020(syst.).



For an isoscalar target cor-sistiri? out of u,u#d and d quarks

only and without quark mixir.g ;in:£» can be determined from the

following formula [3]:

R. = 1/2 - sin*fl« + 5/9 sin'fly Cl+r),

where r denotes the ratio of the CC F to CC v cross section inte-

grated over the same neutrino spectrum and with the sane E» cut

off. He have Measured this ratio to be r = 0.39 ± 0.01.

In order to use the above formula the experimental result has to

be corrected for the non-isoscalarity of the target, the presence

of a and c quarks and antiquaries in the nucleon and the char*

quark excitation. The corrections were done by using a quark par-

ton model of the nucleon. Corrections due to higher twist effects

are claimed to be small for events with E» > 10 GeV and are

therefore neglected [3,10]. Radiative corrections are calcuated in

the on-shell renormalization scheme according to ref 11. The lar-

gest uncertainty of the model comes from the choice of the charm

quark mass •< , which affects the threshold suppression of charm

production in the CC events [12]. Therefore we give the result on

Bin'04, as a function of me : •

sin'6. = 0.225±0.005(exp.)±0.003(theo.)+0.013(m. - 1.5GeV)

The experimental error is the statistical and the systematic error

on R. and r added in quadrature. The theoretical error does not

include the uncertainty on mc , choosing mc = 1.5 ± 0.3 GeV/c* it

increases to ±0.005.

This value of sin28B is compatible with earlier results

obtained by-this group [5,8], It is alsc compatible with recent

results from other semileptoriic neutrino experiments [13.14.15,16]

and with recent determinations of sin:6i. from the W mass [6.7],

The good agreement between the values of sin̂ fly obtained from

neutrino scattering and from the W mass holds only if electroweak

radiative corrections are applied. Without these corrections the

values of sin'fl,, = 0.207*0.008 from the W mass and sin's. =

0.236±0.007 from this experiment differ by more than two standard

deviations. But to really test the weak part of the radiative cor-

rections more precise values are needed.
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Beeent results on deep lnalaatlc charted

lapton and nautrlno scattering are reviewed.

In this paper, developments In the field of deep inelastic

scatterir' are discussed. Three areas, where recent data has bean

presentee, will be covered.

1. exclusive or elastic **. • and J/# production in deep

inelastic auon production is described i.e. tha process

«t*vvli where T i n vector mason and I ia a nuelaon.

tha data indicate that at high Q* tha vector dominance

behaviour of the photon dies away and the photon bacc—s

a pure electrosagnetlc probe, even for the production of

vector sjesons*

2. lasts of tha fuarfc parton model of the nucleon and <JCD froa

daap inelastic neutrino and anon seattarlnt are described.

3. Data on the differences between the structure functions of

the nucleoo bound In nuclei and those in free nueleons are
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Figure 1 shows the lowest order diigraa for deep inelastic

scattering by neutrinos or charged leptons (e ,II~). Corrections for

higher order diagram are required and such radiative corrections can

be routinely Bade . The data are analysed in terms of the variables

v, the energy in the laboratory fraae and Q*. the negative four1,

aoaentua squared transferred to the virtual boson probe. The Bjorken

scaling variables x«Q /2B» and y-v/E, where B is the energy of the

incident lepton and H is the nucleon aass, are used. The variable

wavelength of the virtual probe which decreases like 1/Q* at fixed x

allows the structure of the nucleon to be investigated in deep

inelastic scattering.

"T <9

S)
p- WMk
u* Cha-gal c

Vp

frieatnti tf= «F Sin1 8/2

The lowest order Feynaan graph for deep inelastic
lepton-aucleon scattering

2. B B PaOPECTIBS OT THE PHOTOB (!• CBUBMD UPTW 8C1TTKMMC)

High energy real photons (Q*>0) have auch larger cross sections

for the production of hadrons than would be expected froa a pure

electroaagnetic interaction. The exclualw production of plon pairs
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it found to be dominated by p' production. This observation led to

tbe formulation of the vector scion dominance Model to explain such

behaviour . Beeently data has been presented by the O K on elastic

p* production at high Q* in suon scattering fro* targets of hydrogen

and •swinis (aminly nitrogen) and also for elastic + production.

To aelect exclusive events containing a single hadron pair, the

total energy of the pair was required to be greater than _0.92 v .

Figure 2 show the invariant BASS distributions of the hadron* treated

as either K*X~ or • »~ pairs. Clear peaks are seen at the p" and +

•asses in the « «" and K K~ distributions, respectively.

ol_
10 I t 12 1.3 U

R i (GcV)
075 075 12S 175

M,, IGtV)

Fig. 2
Invariant aass spectra of oppositely charged pairs of

hadrons of total energy larger than 0.92 v,
treated as a) IT pairs b) « pairs.

The B M S spectra shown in fig. 2 were corrected for the acceptance

I a fit of a Breit-tiigner distribution and a ssnoth background
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function performed. The number of elastic p* and * mesons were found

from this fit to be 538+40 and 94124, respectively. From these yields

the ratio of the cross sections at a mean value of Q*«7.5 CeV*. is

gtVa*1- 9 . u)
1.6 ± 0.4

The observed ratio is consistent with the value of 9:2 expected fro*

S0(3) flavour sysactry (i.e. frai the quark charges). However, it Is

inconsistent with the value of 9:(0.62±0.02) measured in real photon

production (Qa-0) at siailar Incident photon energies5'.

a. i IO.

—ar—.'v&—cr
a t»
tf IGaVI

vac to rmeson photoproduct ion crosa ase l ion

3s o DC/ 120 CM
OK/2oo/aoeai
CMO if ISO CO

CMO V '00 CM
oc j/taou

• * 4 *

Fig- 3
a) The ratio 9o(+)/2o(p)
b) The cross sections

for elastic p» 3* 6 )

and J/« production.

c) The ratio «o(J/*)/So(p)

as a function of Q

The sanoth curves represent

the aodel described in the

text
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Figure 3(a) aliow this raault together with previous measure-

ment i 5 > t ) of the ratio of M M cross sactions for elastic p* to elastic

• production as a function of Q*. Figure 3(b) shows tha cross sactions
3 6)

for elastic p* photoproduction on hydrogen ' and elastic J/* photo-

production on iron7) as a function of Q*. It can ba saan that tbasa

cross sections becoae almost equal at high Q*. Figura 3(c) shows

the data in fig. 3(b) presented as a ratio of the cross sactions.

The smooth curves in figs. 3(a) and 3(c) show the predictions of the

following simple model. Firstly, it is sssuaad that in tha liait of

large Q* (QJ » a?, where a, is tha Mass of tha vector aeson i) the

ratio o :o. approaches the value expected fro* flavour syametry

i.e. 9:2 (9:8) for *(J/*). Secondly, in the intermediate Q* range it

is assumed that the cross section follows the propagator fora 1/(1+0*/

a*)', a behaviour which is wall escabliahed for tha Q* dapandance

of the e' and J/* cross sections2>3>7>. With these aaavsptiona tha

ratio of tha cross sections will vary as

(2)

with c.-2 for 4 and 8 for J/*. The curves agree well with the data

in both figs. 3a) and c) indicating that tha aachsniaas for the photo-

production of elastic vector assons p*. +• and-J/* are similar. The

differences in the production cross-sections ere determined by the

different aeson masses which are related to tha quark aasses. The

photon gluon fusion model gives a reasonable representation of the

J/« data although an arbitrary normalisation factor is required in
9)the elsstic region to account for non-perturbatlve affects . This

indicates that elastic p* and * production at high Q* could also

be described by a similar mechanism.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the yields for elastic p*

production froa the aaannis target as function of f-lt-t , I where t
ain

is the four momentum transfer between the photon and the p* meson and
tmin U "** U n e a a t i c •inimum value. The peaks at small values of f
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correspond to coherent production fro* the nitrogen in the target

••eared by experimental reaolution. The lines show fits of the form

e to the data for f>0.2 CeV* excluding the coherent region. The

slopes of the fitted lines decrease as Q* increases and at high Q3 the

slopes are characteristic of a hard scattering process. This is

consistent with the behaviour described in3> and the measured values

of the slopes at each Q* agree with the hydrogen data3). Furthermore,

as in the hydrogen data for fx>.2 c*V* the polarisation of the p« was

found to vary like cos'e indicating that the p* is produced in a

dominantly heliclty saro state.

MSSlV noGtv

Fig. 4

The event yields as a function of t'a|t-tmln| In different Qa bins

The straight line fits in fig. 4 were extrapolated under the

,
coherent peak in order to estimate the ratio of the coherent, a

to incoherent, o ^ . cross sections neglecting the effects of quasi-

elastic suppression at ssmll f. Figure 5 shows the ratio of o /«
coh inc

for elastic p" production fron nitrogen as a function of Q*. The

points- at Q -0 were obtained by performing similar extrapolations using

photoproduction data from carbon and copper targets10'11*. The smooth

curve in fig. 5 shows the expected M n a — tic effect due to the Increase

°f t»in"W
a-Mip/2»>a "*•*« Q*- »>• ««ta fall such faster with Qa

than expected from such kinematic effects.
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I

O O'O fetvj tl
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coherent to Incoherent

cross sections as a

function of Qa. The
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expected decrease due

to the increase of t

with Qa.
•in

• n u

The decrease of the coherent part of the cross section with Q*

may be understood as follows. ln3) it was shown that elastic p-

•esons at high Q* are produced doainantly in a belicity 0 state from

aainly transverse photons. In the forward direction the spin flip

of the p* iaplies that the proton spin flips to conserve angular

aoaentua. Such spin flip amplitudes will not contribute to coherent

production as the nuclear state aust change. The observed coherent

signal at larger Qa is due to the residual non spin flip (diffractive)

amplitude which decreases approximately as 1/Q*. This indicates that

the residual diffractive amplitude which is presumably due to the

vector B*SWI dominance properties of the photon is s higher twist

•echanisa. Thus at high Q1. even in elastic vector aeson photo-

production. the photon behaves as an electrostatic probe and the

vector aeson doainance properties die away.



3. INCLUSIVE DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERIHG

In deep inelastic scattering the inclusive differential cross

sections are measured. From the lowest order Feynman graph for the

process (fig. 1) the measured differential cross sections are related

to the structure functions12' of the target nucleon as follows:-

a) Charged lepton (pure vector interaction)

a

b) Charged current neutrino interactions (V-A)

(-) (-)

i-r>! («)

Here o is the electromagnetic coupling constant and G is the Fermi

weak coupling constant measured in rouon and nuclear 3 decays.

4 -_T

01
IN

007
>0S

003

112

•-••025

•4-..0JS

5 S » SI TO MI

0' (GeV'l

Fig. 6
The nucleon structure

function F£ in iron

The smooth curve is a

QCD fit.
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Figure 6 shows a sample of the recent structure function data

It can be seen that the structure functions F? are approximately

independent of Q3 at fixed values of x i.e. the absorption probability

of the virtual photon probe is independent of the wavelength of the

probe. Such behaviour indicates that the nucleon contains point-like

structures i.e. quarks. The observed independence of the structure

functions with a length scale is tensed scaling. The small deviations

froa scaling are expected from QCD. The smooth curves in fig. 6 show

the predictions of leading order QCD taking the mass scale parameter

A-90 HeV. The agreement of the smooth curves with the data shows that

QCD gives a reasonable representation of the data over the whole kine-

matic range.

4. TESTS Of THE QBaBK PtRTOl HODBL AW) QCD

The structure functions measured In neutrino and muon scattering

in principal are not the same. However, if these particles scatter

off the same constituents of the nucleon (the quarks) the structure

functions are related to the quark distribution functions as follows

™ * G + edx(d+d> + | x(c+c) + j x(s+s)

+ e'x(d-id) + | x(e-fc) + ^ x(s+i)

x lu+u+d+d] + - x (c+c) + - x (s+s)

2x[d+u+s] F!° = 2x[u+d+i]

(5)
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Here f denotes any quark flavour, v denotes a valence quark, u,d,c,s,

(u,d,c,s) the momentum distributions of the quarks (antiquaries) in the

appropriate target (n»neutron, p«proton, I-nucleon i.e. the average

of the proton and neutron), q denotes any quark distribution and the

charges on the u and d flavoured quarks are e and e.. The chars and
u o

strange quarks in equations 5 are assumed to have charges 2/3 and 1/3,

respectively.

The quark distribution functions are a function of x and Q .

However, as can be seen froa fig. 6 the Q dependence induced by QCD

is rather weak. To avoid such effects in the following the neutrino

and nuon data are averaged over approximately the same range* of Q .

a) The Gross-Llewellyn Smith Sum Rule1*' is given by

f* Xq U)dx (I--4) (6)
O "V *

where a « the strong coupling constant of QCD. In deducing this the

sea quark distribution is assumed to be symmetric. The integral on

the left band side represents the total number of valence quarks in
15)

the nucleon. The world average value of the integral is 2.8U0.10

Correcting for the small QCD radiative correction term , assuming

o =0.2, gives the total number of valence quarks to be 3.0±0.1.

b) The Adler Sum Kule17) is written

assuming that the sea distributions in the neutron and proton are the

same and that the quark seas are symmetric. The integral averaged over

Q2 has been measured to be 1.07±0.2018>. Thus the difference in the

number of valence quarks in the proton is 1.07+0.20.
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From these observations the neutrino data are compatible with 3

valence quarks of which there are 2 of u flavour and one 4 flavour in

the proton.

The quark charges can be measured by comparing the structure

functions obtained from w o n and neutrino experiments. Figure 7 shows

the values of 5/18 T^/r* 19> on iron obtained fro* coopering data

froa the CDHSH1'5 and CCFH 2 0 > neutrino experiments with the E8C muon

data1S).

Fro* equations (5) it can be seen that

where 4 is a nail correction factor for charm and strange quarks.

The data in fig. 7 show that this ratio is independent of x within

the errors even though the structure functions change by more than an

order of magnitude over this range. The mean value is compatible

with unity within the normalisation uncertainties on the experiments.

From the data in fig. 7 the mean value of the ratio of the muon and

neutrino structure functions is

< - * = > - 0.291.02 ~ (9)

making the small corrections for the strange15' and charmed quark
21)

seas (-6% at x>.03 and decreasing as x increases).

In muon scattering it follows from equations (5) that

assuming that there are two u and one d valence quarks in the proton

and that the quark seas are identical in the proton and neutron. The

value of the integral has bean measured to be 0.25±0.1222).
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0.2 03 04 OS 0.6 07 OR01

Fig. 7
The charge weighted ratio of the structure functions measured

in neutrino and auon scattering experiments19) from Iron.

Using the measured values in equations 8 and 10 gives

|ej - 0.64 ± .05 and |*dl - 0.41 ± .08. (11)

Thus the abaolute values of the structure functions measured in muon

and neutrino scattering are compatible with the quark structure of the

nucleon and show that the quarks have fractional charges.

However, all is not perfect in such comparisons. Figures 8 show

similar comparisons to those in fig. 7 for neutrino data from the (U21

collaboration using a hydrogen15' and the WA25 collaboration18'

using a deuterium target and muon data on the same targets22l23).

The smooth curve shows the calculated change in the ratio caused by a

systematic shift of -IX in the came direction on the measurement of

the incident neutrino energy. This energy is difficult to measure in

these experiments and it is estimated by the same technique in both
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esperiaants. The trend of the ratio* i s reasonably represented by
the aaootta curves. Thus such systeastic shifts can explain the data
in figs. • rather than a deviation froa the quark parton aodel.

BfurauM 1 /

Fig. 8
Coaparison of the structure function t •aaaured in a) D ,

b) Hj. In b) r * was calculated fro* the quark distribution
functions auaured by U U l ^ ) . Tha dashed curves show the affect
of a -11 systematic decrease in tba •easured incident neutrino

energy together with a nonalisation shift of 25» In b).

THIS or qcp

"Figure 9 shows the •easureaents of the strong coupling constant,

a(, in leading order as a function of Q* froa aany different tech-
2^ 25'niques2^ negl«cting higher order corrections25'.

It can be eeen that aany different techniques give similar values

of «a within the errors. This shows that QCD provides a good descrip-

tion of a wide variety of processes. However, tha errors are too large

to ascertain if a ( runs. Thus the available data shows that QCD gives

an adequate description of the strong interaction when it can be
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applied in the perturbative region although it is not yet proven that
the coupling constant change* with the energy scale.

»
The strong coupling constant, a., in leading order, as a
function of Q*. aeasured fro* different techniques. The

saooth curves show the expected behaviour

7. lPCLEMt

Result* have been presented by the OK 2'* which showed that

the nucleon structure function •assured on bound nudeons in iron is

different froai that aeasured on quasi-free nueleons in deuterium. Th

I by data fraa S U C 2 7 > 2 8 ) and by theeffect was subsequently confii
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29)

collaboration at m . This indicates that the quark and by

implication the gluon distributions in a bound nucleon, a n diffarsnt

from those of tba quasi-free meleons In deuterium. Many theoretical

models have bean proposed to explain tbaaa effects reviews of which are
in

30)

a M )
The original BIB data ware obtained from separate measure-

ments of the absolute values of the nucleon structure function F, with

iron and deuterium targets. These measurements ware taken under

different experimental conditions (beam energy, beam Intensity, target

length and trigger) and at different times. In consequence, the

systematic errors on the F* ratios ware rather large. Figure 10 shows

the original measurements where the error bars are statistical only.

The shaded band shows the range of the systematic error on the slope.

The systematic errors on each data point are similar la magnitude to

those indicated by the shaded band. In addition to these systematic

errors there Is a further normalisation uncertainty of 1% common to

Fig. 10

The original I K data'

on the ratio of the

nueleon structure

functions F measured

in iron and deuterium

2*>

* 12
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all tba ratio*. The data fro* sue"" 2 8' and tte BCDHS collabor-

ation29} Indicate that the ratio of r^(Pa)/f^(D) tanda to fall at tha

loaest value* of x whereas tba original O B data <fl». 10) indicated

a eontinuoua riaa. »«r, tha different aajaaunajents ara not
incoapatible withia tbe syataaatic arrora oo tha data. Fisura 11
•bom tba aaaaurad ratioa f roai nautriao aapariatants 31)

1.3

1.2

S 11

*-
tc

0.9

0.8

F2 -RATIO

D v -Ne/D, AXooper et al
A v. v~Ne/H.M.A. Parker et al
O v. F-fe/H.H. Abramowicz et al
O v"- Ne/D.V Ammosov et al .
• EMC^-Fe/D

I . l . I I . I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fig. 11

the nucleon structure function ratios froa neutrino •speriaants
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mutrino experiment ia statistically praciaa enough to verify tha

affect. However, the trend of the data ia stellar to that from the

charted lepton experiments.

In order to decrease the systematic errors, new data has been

taken by both the B K and BCDHS eollaborationa32) In experiments

designed to measure tha ratios of the nueleon structure functions

from nuclear and deuterium targets. The B K data were taken as a

parasitic measurement en tbe polarised target experiment with thin

targets of either copper, carbon or deuterium and the polarised

target in the bean simultaneously. The geometry of the nuclear

targeta was Identical and they were interchanged at intervals of

a few hours in order to average out the effects of time dependent

inefficiencies in the spectrometer and the beam intensity monitoring

apparatus. In this way tbe systematic errors were better controlled.

Tbe BCOeS experiment used two targets in tha beam simultaneously to

minimiae the systematic uncertainties.

In the O K experiment events were only accepted with Q*>3 GeV*.

tbe angle of the scattered muon 6>0.01 radians, energy of the tztttered

muon B '»30 CeV. v>25 Get and y>WB<0.85 where C la the incident auon

energy. These cut* «void regions of small or rapidly varying acceptance

and where radiative corrections are large.

Badiative corrections, to obtain the single photon exchange

contribution to deep inelastic scattering, were calculated using the

procedures described in ' . The corrections for coherent radiative

events were calculated taking the form factors for copper and carbon

from . The suppression of tbe quasi-elastic radiative events was

calculated according to the Fermi gas model of the nucleus given

in . The absolute radiative corrections for each target separately

decreased from 19* at x-0.05 on copper through lero at x~0.35 and

continued to decrease to -5* at x-0.65. However. the corrections to

tbe ratios are always less than « in the range of tbe data presented.
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Fig. 12
The rmtios of the structure function F 2 measured in

a) carbon, b) copper to deuterium

Figures 12 show the ratios of the event yields of copper to

deuterium and carbon to deuterium as a function of x after applying

the radiative corrections. The error bars are statistical only, the

systematic errors Which represent a normalisation uncertainty are

-5 % and are currently being studied. Assuming that H, the ratio of

the photo-absorption cross sections for longitudinally and transversely

polarised photons is independent of the nuclear target, these are the

ratios of the structure functions F (nucleus)/F(Deuterium). Within

the systematic and statistical uncertainties of the measured ratios,

the data in figs. 12 are compatible with those in fig. 10 and with

the previous measurements of the nuclear effects on the structure
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function* but at *<0.1 the ratio* tend to decrease rather than show

a continuous increase as x decreases

Figures 12 also shorn the recent structure function ratios from

carbon, iron or copper and deuterium as a function of x fro> other

experiments27'28'29'32'- There is good agreement batmen the differ-

ent experiments. This indicates that the effect Is not strongly Q*

dependent as the data from each experiment cover different Q* ranees.

The data show that the quark distributions for a bound nucleon are

softened for x>0.3. This behaviour can be explained by bag models and

resoling models for the effect. In the region 0.1<x<0.2 the ratios

tend to be greater than unity indicating antishadowing. At smaller

values of x (x<0.1) the trend of the ratio is to decrease indicating

the onset of shadowing. Such behaviour at large values of Q* was

predicted by . The observed decrease at smell x Indicates that the

pion content of the nucleus is probably small and it is obscured by

the effects of shadowing.

8. comcuisiosjs

Over the past year deep Inelastic scattering experiments have

continued and some of the new results have been reviewed. The data

discussed show that ~

1. The vector meson dominance behaviour of the photon decreases

approximately as 1/Qa, indicating that such behaviour is

a higher twist mechanism. At higher values of Q* the photon

becomes a pure electromagnetic probe.

2. The quark parton model of the nucleon and QCD, the currently

favoured theory of the strong interaction, have bden success-

fully tested.

3. lew data have become evailable which confirm the observation

that the structure functions for a nucleon bound in a

nucleus are different from those for free nudeons. These
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data Indicate that there is an interplay between quark and

gluon degrees of freedoa in the nucleus and the nuclear

•ediua.
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1. Introduction

This review b concerned with the properties of hadronic final states in deep inelas-
tic lepton nudeon scattering, with an emphasis on recent, and often new, remits. The
main underlying physics motivation in these, and in similar studies on e+e~ —•hadrons
and oa jet production from hadron eolliden, b to advance our understanding of Quan-
tum Chromodynamics. Although the gross features expected from QCD, namely the
production of hadron jets produced by the fragmentation of energetic partons, have
been beautifully confirmed in e+e~ and high energy pp collisions, precision tests have
proven difficult. This arises, in part, from uncertainty in defining, at the hadron level,
quantities for which there are reliable asymptotic QCD predictions. At the parton level,
there are generally large contributions from higher older graphs in regions of phase apace
where one of the gluons is relatively soft, or two partons have relatively small effective
mass (ie (p< + p,)* small).

In QED these problems can be handled by defining 'measurable' quantities which
sum up the effects of soft and mlinear photons. This procedure cannot be directly
applied to QCD, of course, since the parton* are not detected. The long-distance high
order properties of the theory (ie the fragmentation of partons to hadrons) mean that
the properties of the hadrons cannot be directly related to those of tine underlying
partons. While lattice QCD provides a future hope in the solution of these difficulties,
the most common approach is to make simplifying assumptioos or to use QCD motivated
fragmentation models. These models are baaed on the quark parton model (QPM), so it
is important to test the basic assumptions of the QPM, as well as the various additional
assumptions made in the fragmentation models.

Fig.l shows the basic lowest order diagram. This involves the »«-li«ig» of a
virtual 7*, for pN scattering, and a W±, for v/V charged current interactions. The
data is generally corrected for higher order electromagnetic processes to correspond
to this lowest order diagram. The kinematic quantities used to describe the events
are the square of the exchanged four-momentum e* = —Q*, the energy transferred by
the virtual boson in the lab. system v = Ei — Eg and the Bjorken scaling variables
XBJ = Q1/2Mv and y = vjEt, where M b the nucleon mass. The centre of mass
(cms) energy W of the outgoing hadronic system (or the I'-nudeon system) b uniquely
determined for given values of xBJ and Q1, since

W* = M* + Q\l/xBJ-l). (1)

The bulk of the experimental results are on the inclusive properties of the final
state hadrons. Their momenta can be conveniently resolved along (pt) and transverse
to (pr) the virtual boson direction. In the hadronic cms the Feynman variable xp and
the rapidity y* are used and are defined as

In the lab. system z = E\&jv is frequently used. Note that b r i f 2 0.2 and for high
values of W, Xf «a z. In the QPM, z (or ZJP) represents the fraction of the energy of
the struck quark carried by the hadron.

In the QPM, xB j b the fraction of the nudeon's momentum carried by the struck
quark in a frame in which the nudeon has a momentum large enough that masses and
momenta transverse to the virtual boson direction can be neglected. In v(P) nudeon
interactions the main valence quark transition b W+d -» u (W~u — rf), so that the
fragmentation products in the current (forward) region are mainly those of a «(<f) quark.
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In iip scattering valence quark interactions occur off both « and 4 quarks, but in the
ratio 4:1 (from the squares of the quark charges). Sinca the proton it uud and the d
quark distribution is suppressed at large xBj, most of the interactions are off u quarks
at Urge xBJ. MsmaUxBj (£0.15 for Q* ~ 10 GeV») there is also a Urge contribution
from sea-quark interactions. The main final states at the parton level a n given in table
1. A «imiW list can be written down for scattering off neutrons. Lepton scattering
thus provides an ideal laboratory for the study of the fragmentation of light quarks and
various diquark combinations.

TheQCD0(aJ<»rrectionstothaQPMprocc«aRshawninng.2. These config-
urations will, at sufficiently high energies, had to 3-jct final states. The soft gluon limit
of these diagrams is also expected to influence the properties of the final state badrons.
The asymptotic requirements needed lor the validity of leading order QCD are not met
in practice, so that siseable noo-pcrturbative effects are expected. For example, the
struck quark can have a transverse momentum, kf, arisiiig bom its confinement in the
nudeon. From the uncertainty principle one expects fcr ~ I / A N ~ 0.3 GeV, and this
has the effect of rotating the parton configuration with respect to the virtual boson
(fig.3).

What happens in between the production of energetic partons in the interaction
and the emergence of hadrons in the laboratory can only be approximated by models.
The energetic struck quark can go off-shell (~ Q*) and it • expected, in most models,
that the fragmentation process occurs over a distance of several tennis. Much of the
analysis work on the properties of the final state hadrons is thus in the tasting of models.
Four main models have been tested in lepton-nncleon frittering

i) Independent jet model of Field and Feynman (1). As an energetic parton leaves
the interaction region, f - f pairs are formed in the resulting colour field. The
t - f pairs are suitably ""d*"—' to form ntasnm Baryons can be added by
producing (fy)—(#f) pairs, either directly or indirectly. Jets are treated separately,
with consequent problems in joining them together and «" înt^M""e relativistic

ii) Lund string model |2). In this model the colour field is represented as a string
stretched between the q (colour 3) and qq pair (colour 3). The string subsequently
breaks up and fragments to hadrons. A gluon is represented as a Icink' in the
string. This model is found to reproduce many aspects of lepton-nucleon final
states, but contains a rather Urge number of parameters.

iii) QCD Branching models eg. Webber model [3]. In this model the off-ehell quark
loses energy by the branching processes ( » - » » + f, » - • • + } , » — y + j
etc), calculated in the leading log approximation and including the effects of soft
gluon interference, until colourless dusters of partons of low mass ( £ 1 GeV) are
formed. These dusters are then hadroniaed, using phase space formulae, to the
known hadrons.

iv) Firestring model [4]. In this model the ideas of QCD, in particular dynamical
gluons, are not used. The hadrons are produced by the decay of one or more
firestrings, farmed by interactions of the virtual bosons with the quarks and anti-
quarks. A confrontation with the data is described in |5].

On the experimental side, the v/P data come from the FNAL 15' and CERN
BEBC bubble chambers-, filled with either H,, D, or Ne. A typical charged current
event sample from one of these exposures has about 10K evetns, < Ey >~ 50 GeV
(but with a long tail to high energies) and W up to about 12 GeV. Charged particles
can be identified by kmisation, but only for pu* £ 1 GeV. Neutral decays (if0, A)
are identified by kinematics. The nmon data come from three phases of the European
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Muon Collaboration (EMC) programme. In the first and third phases (NA2 1078/80
and NA2* 1684/5), only hadrons which were forward going in the cms were detected.
Data samples with E^ = 120,200 and 280 GeV have been collected from these phases.
Long target* of Hi and Dj wen used for the NA2 phase, giving consequently high
statistics (~ 500K events). In the NAT phase, hadrons from a polarised target (mainly
NHs) and from some additional pariaitic targets of Dj, He, C, Cu and Sn (to study
A dependent effects), ham been used. The NA0 phase (1081/3) has ~ 4r acceptance
for charged hadrons and good particle identification (in contrast to the NA2 set up).
Using differential Cherenkov and time of flight counters about SOX of the charged final
state had reins are identified. The beam energy used was 280 GeV and the event samples
consist of about 25K on H, and 20K on D», with < Q* > ~ 20 GeV* and 4 < IP < 20
GeV.

A general review of hadron properties in t - N scattering can be found in [8] and
some more recent results are covered in [5].

2. Point-Ilk* n»tnr»rfth«virtn*lbo«opprol>€

It is generally assumed that, at high enough Q*. the virtual 7* (or W±) behaves as
a point-like probe of the* and f constituents of the nudeon. However, the analysis of the
interactions of real photons (<j* = 0) on nuclsons and of low energy dectroproduction
(Q* £ l G e ^ ) , has kd to the foUoii^ picture of tite photon. Fluctuations from the 7
(real or virtual) to a ff pair can occur, the time of which is limited by the uncertainty
principle. This f f pair will cany the quantum numbers of the photon and can thus
behave as a virtual vector mm in (p, u, 4>, / / • ) etc). The vector meson-nudeon crass
section is large, so that the probability that tile virtual meson interact* is high, and
these interactions account for the bulk of the total 7(7') - JIT cross section. This picture
is called the vector meson *»nin«ir» model (VDM) and predicts that the final states
will be generally diSractive in nature (ie the mnmnntuin transferred to the nuclson will
be small).

The diagram in the VDM for the exclusive reaction siff -» ftif>° ie shown in
fig.4. The 7* convert* into a virtual p°, which scatters diflrsctnejy (ie with small 1)
off the nudeon (eg by Pomeron exchange). The 7* can be polarised either transversely
(helicify A = ±1) or longitudinally (belkity A = 0). The helicity of the final state p°
can be measured from the distribution of the angle (•) made by the a- with respect to
the p° direction, in the p* cms. hi general we have, integrating over asmmthal angles,

«/(cosf) = ? [(1 -r)*ra*« + 2reos*#] (3)

where r = 0 corresponds to a transverse /"(A = ±1) and r = 1 to • longitudinal
p°(X = 0), giving a sin1 # or cos* $ angular distribution respectiiml/.

Measurement of the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse virtual photon cross sec-
tions for this process gives, for Q* = 2 GeV*, R = •>*/•* = -0.3B±0.M(st«t)±jJ1(>)*t)
|7]. Hence the photons are mainly transverse. FigJta shows the results of some mea-
surements of r a s a function of Q*. It can be seen that r changes from r ~ 0(A = ±1) at
Q1 = 0 (which correspond* to the ff helicity hong equal to that of the 7* i.e. s-chsnnel
helicity conservation) to r = 1(A = 0) for Q% £ 5 GeV*. It is interesting to note that
inclusive p"'e in ffNe scattering favour A ~ 0 [5].

The t dependence (see fig.4) of elastic p° production can be parameterised by
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la the VDM » « («J.+ «j , ) /2 , what « , and « w are the *o and JV radii. From the
uncertainty principle, the lifetime of the virtual p' is

(5)

In the f cms * . •» 2m,/(Q* + m}), which is much 1CM than 1 fin for Q* > 1 GeV1.
Hence, at large Q1, * - • JZ&/2~ 4 GeV-1. Fig.5b shows some data on the value* of l a s
a function of 9*. The dope » steep (» ~ 8) at Q* £ 1 GeV1 but becomes progressively
broader (ie harder pr diitribution) as Q1 grows. Thus for Q* Z 5 GeV1 the elastic />°
fH^pn»l has the characteristics of a hard scattering process and not that of a diffractive
hadron process.

The W* probe can also disocciate into virtual mesons. The coherent produc-
tion of a single «•- in the process P,,JV« — it+w~Se has been studied by the WA59
Collaboration [8] to look for such effects. This process can occur by a W~ — p~ transi-
tion, together with the exchange of an u ' in the (-channel (ie vector interaction) or by
W~ - • A7(»") and a Pomeron exchange in the (-channel (ie axial vector interaction).
The vector term has a croas section r(Q* -» 0) - t 0, from CVC. The W~ — x" tran-
sition arises from PCAC (d,A» = / . ^ . ) , but is predicted to give a small contribution.
The main term is thus the At. contribution, which using PCAC and VDM can be written

Experimentally it is found that

"toi

Fitting the date to equation 6, a plausible value of MA{.= 1-35 ± 0.18 GeV) is found.
Further, the model gives a reasonable fit to the dependence of the cross section on the
various kinematic distributions.

It is also of interest to investigate whether a deuterium target, which is normally
treated as a loosely bound system of p and n (and thus elementary), has additional
structure. It has been suggested that the deuteron may be composed, for some fraction G
of the time, of A(1236) A(1236). From isospin symmetry, the states A + + A " and A+A"
should be equally probable. If an interaction occurs on the A", then the spectator A + +

should leave an experimentally measurable signal from its px+ deacy. A study of the
interactions of v , and &, in Dj should then lead to a signal in i/v, but not in P^ (since
the i> does not interact with the valence quarks of A~ = ddd). A search in these
reactions has been made for a A + + signature [9]. No signal was found and an upper
limit G < 0.4% at the 90% cX is given.

3. Tests of the Quark Parton Model

Much of our knowledge of the strong and electroweak properties of quarks has
been extracted from the data assuming the QPM. It is thus important to test, wherever
possible, the underlying assumptions of the QPM. The normalised cross section for the
production of a hadron h in deep inelastic scattering is given, in the QPM, by



where the sum is over all q and g contributing to the cross section and D* is the
fragmentation function for quark q to fragmert to badron h. The denominator is equal
to the structure function -FJ(I) and, for H2 and Dj targets, has the form

J ^ + •«• (9)

§
where the valence quark distributions refer to the proton.

Assuming that DZ+ = T>\ , £>£' = D; + (from isospin) and also D*~ =
Di = ZBt *tc-> then

where the approximation is expected to be good to a few percent. That is, £ should not
depend on z, nor on the target, so that YLFP = YL^d- Some data on £ from high e n e rgy
/ip and /id interactions [10] is shown in fig.6, and it can be seen that the prediction is
consistent with the data.

If we take the difference between h+ and h~, namely

«

the effects of sea-quarks cancel. For example,

Thus A can be factorised into z and z dependent parts. Similar equations can be
written down for A * and A p . By measuring Ar, A K and A p in pp and /uf interactions
the structure functions uv(z) and (^(z) c&it be extracted. This has been done using
identified *--, JT* p and p hadrons, with xF > 0, by the EMC NA9 Collaboration. The
quark distribution u«(z), extracted in this nxy, is compared in fig.7 to that determined
by fitting functional forms to the EMC H2 and D s structure functions [11]. Attention
should be drawn to the remarkable similarity of the results, rather than to the possible
small differences at small z. Note that the extraction of u*(z) from the structure
functions is sensitive, at small z, to the pararneterisation assumed for the sea.

Using the fid data from the EMC NA2 experiment, the fragmentation functions
Dl* and D£~ have been extracted [12]. Since the above tests of the QPM have proven
satisfactory, this can be done with some degree of confidence. The data is restricted to
xBJ > 0.15, so that the corrections for sea-quark contributions are small. The resulting
fragmentation functions can be parameterised (for z > 0.1) by

zDZ*= 0.7(1 - . ) " » , zZj;-= i l Z i | , l > :
+ (14)

The difference .D£+(*) = Dl*{z) - D£~(i) gives the fragmentation function of
a u-quark to a leading x + ; that is to a jr~*~ l'crmcc py a v-quark picking up a & quark
directly (or from the decay of a resonance eg p+). Contributions further down the
fragmentation cancel. Fig.8 shows the measured distribution of D\ (z), and it can
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be seen that small values of z are favoured. This is in contrast to heavy (e, 6) quark
fragmentation, where < *t > 2,0.5. The momentum fraction zD\ carried by the
leading * is roughly constant up to * = 0.5, and then drops rapidly.

4. Fragmentation to Identified Hadronn

Detailed measurements on the fragmentation properties of identified hadrons are
an important ingredient in our attempts to understand the hard to soft fragmentation
process. Data, from ftp scattering, now exist on *±, *% if*, K°,p, p, A A and on the p,
w, ^, n", / , A + + and J/ip resonances. Obvious questions to be answered are what are
relative production rates of vector and tensor particles relative to pseudoscalar particles
and what is the mechanism by which baryons are produced.

The Lund model (with the ratio of as to uu pairs set to I«/TU = 0-3, the ratio of
(««) ~ (H) P"™ to 4 - J pairs set to i , , / i , = 0.075 and with the ratio V/PS = 1) can
be used as a guide to the data. The Lund model adequately reproduces the observed
proton distribution, but overestimates A + + production by a factor of about two [5].
SU(6) symmetry for the proton target is assumed in the model, however this could be
violated, for example, by the presence of a (ud)i=s=o diquark state.

Fig.9 shows the normalised zF distributions for p°, K'" and R'° mesons from the
tip EMC NA9 experiment. The p° production in the central region falls below the Lund
model curve. The If* (892) production is, however, reasonably well reproduced, includ-
ing the excess of K'° over K" in the backward hemisphere. This can be understood,
because the K'° can be produced more easily with a A°.

A comparison of the z distributions of non-strange vector mesons is shown in
fig.10. The inelastic data (z < 1) on p°. u° and 4> come from the NA9 experiment.
The elastic p° point (at z = 1) is from the NA2 phase of the experiment [7], and has
< Q1 >= 17 GeV1 (which is similar to that of the inelastic data). The ratio of elastic
4> to elastic p° production has been determined, using data obtained from the NA2'
polarised target (mainly NHs), to be (1.6±0.4)/9, with < QJ >~ 7.5 GeV1. This ratio
is considerable larger than that measured for real photons (~ 0.6/9) or that for low
energy electroproduction and approaches the value <j>/p = 2/9, expected from SU(3).
The elastic <p point in fig.10 is obtained by scaling the elastic p° point by the meaiured
4>Jp ratio. The J/</> data is from the NA2 phase of the experiment (using an iron target)
and is normalised to 8/9 of the p° elastic (ie the SU(3) prediction). Possible mechanisms
for the fragmentation of light and heavy quarks to vector mesons are shown in fig. 11
The mechanism of fig.lla would lead to a rapidly falling fragmentation function with
increasing 2 (as observed for p" and u). The photon gluon fusion diagram (fig.lib).
which reproduces most aspects of J/$ production, gives a fragmentation function which
increases as z -> 1 (ie as the final state gluon radiated becomes softer). The 4>{ss) data
falls less rapidly than that for p° and u, indicating perhaps that both mechanisms may
contribute.

The production mechanism of tensor mesons is also of interest. Fig.12 shows a
comparison of the normalised Xf distribution of the /(1270) meson (identified as a peak
in the »jr mass spectrum), compared to the distributions of p° and protons. Unlike the
p° meson, the / shows no peak in the central region and the shape of the distribution
is more similar to the proton than to the p". Factors which could contribute to the
suppression of the / in the central region are its high mass and high spin (if indeed the
peak is the JF = 2 + / meson).

5. Direct Photon Production

The observation of direct photons (ie not from the decay of JTC, U, n etc.) in
hadronic final states is potentially of great interest in understanding the behaviour of
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quarks in the fragmentation process. In a recent analysis of the EMC NA2 200 GeV
MP data, such a direct photon signal has been observed. Using a lead-gloss detector,
signals compatible with having arisen from a single photon (with £ , > 5 GeV) were
extracted. Fig.13 shows the ^-distribution of the observed photons, together with the
yields expected from QED processes on the ingoing and outgoing muona and from the
decays of a-0, u, r) etc. The latter curve was calculated using the Lund model, which was
carefully tuned to fit the observed r° spectra in the same experiment. For z-, < 0.4,
the photon data is larger than the sum of these contributions. The difference, which
is attributable to direct photon production, is also shown in fig.13. The total observed
yield after acceptance correction is # , ( * , > 0.05)/tfM = 0.15±0.01(stat.) ±0.06(syst.).

A possible source of the direct photons is the QED Compton process. This cor-
responds to the graphs shown in figs.2a and b, with the gluon replaced by a photon. A
calculation of this process (13] leada to the photon fragmentation function

For m, = 3 MeV (ie a current quark mass) and < Q* > ~ 10 GeV*, this gives iV,/JV, =
0.023; somewhat less than the observed yield.

The differential distributions of the direct photons, as a function of z , and p\
(wrt the virtual photon) are shown in figs.14a and b respectively. Also shown are the
expectations from the QED Compton model for m, = 3 MeV and m, = 300 MeV. It
can be seen that the data is much larger than the prediction at small z( < 0.2). The p\
distribution is also underestimated. Note that the p\- distribution of the direct photons
is much softer than those of *•" mesons.

6. Transverse Momenta

Momenta transverse to the virtual photon direction are sensitive to the magnitude
of the various potential underlying sources. In the large pr region, perturbative QCD
should dominate, leading to production of events with two forward jets. At the other
extreme, soft hadronisation processes will dominate for < p\> & (0.4 GeV)3; this is
the domain of fragmentation models. From the form of the leading log QCD formulae,
significant production of soft gluons is expected at the parton level. These gluons may
be too soft to form a separate jet, but may well influence the final state hadrons. In
the Lund model, the transverse momenta of the soft gluons are summed over one unit
of rapidity and given to the final state hadrons. The recoil is taken up by the struck
quark. In this scheme the pr of the leading Ji* is compensated in the central region.
Another source of transverse momentum is the intrinsic kT of the struck quark, which
leads essentially to a rotation of the jet axes wrt the f' axis. In this case the py of the
leading fc* will be compensated in the backward (target fragmentation) region.

Fig.15 shows a plot of < p\ > against xjr, for all charged hadrons, from the pp
NA9 experiment. Also shown are various curves computed using the Lund model. It
can be seen that the inclusion of both hard and soft gluon radiation, together with a
value < k\. > ~ (0.4 GeV)2, are needed to reproduce the data. An estimate of the
value of < Jkf. > has been made using < Pr >, where FT = |Eprl is the modulus of
the sum of the pr vectors of the backward going hadronB. It is found that < fcj. > is
correlated to the parameter a,, which controls the width of the transverse momentum
distribution for fragmentation. The parameter aq is found from a study of < f, >,
where 6, = |pT l - pj-3 | is the absolute value of the difference between the transverse
momentum vectors of hadrons having opposite charge and within 1 unit of rapidity.
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Companion of the measured values of < PT > and < «, > with those computed by
Monte Carlo with different settings of < t j . > and o , gives

< fcj. > = [OJ9i3,(.tat)i;{i(«yst) GeV]1
 ( w )

«-f = 0.410 ± 0.002 ± 0.020 GeV

The values < fcj. >= (0.44 GeV)1 and a, = 0.44 GeV are used in the curves labelled
standard Land in figs.15, 16 and IT. The transverse momentum balancing the leading
particle in the forward direction (denned as xr > 0.5) is shown in figs.l6a and b
as a function of y". The data is the same in both cases. Figs.lfjc and d show the
pr balancing a trigger particle in the backward direction (-0.5 < xr < -0.2) . The
conclusion concerning the Lund model (figs.l6a and c) is the same as that for the plot
of < pj. > v. xr- In figa.l6b and d two variants of the independent jet model are shown,
corresponding to the energy-momentum conservation schemes of Hoyer ct al and Ali et
at. The independent jet model, the parameters of which were tuned to fit the data as
well as possible, fails to reproduce the behaviour of the pr compensation.

An obvious question to be asked is whether there is any direct evidence for hard
QCD 3-jet processes and to what extent such final states can be distinguished from
higher order effects or from the effects of soft gluons. A search for events with three well
separated jet has shown that their production rate is small (< 1%). However, evidence
for hard QCD effects is found from a study of J^ip'f)' m t i l e e T e n t P l a n e (defined as
the plane minimising ^(Pr**)' *or e v e n t s w ' t n - * forward charged hadrons). From
fig.17 it can be seen that a long tail, compatible with planar events, is found and that
this is well reproduced by hard QCD (with a.(Q* = 20 GeV1) ~ 0.25). The inclusion
or »««-l»i«i«*n of soft gluons does not substantially change the prediction.

QCD studies of the energy Sow of the energy flow of final state hadrons are difficult
to interpret because of their dependence on the fragmentation models. An interesting
variable in this context is that proposed by Ochs and Stodolsky [14], namely

S ^ <•»
where $ a the angle made by a hadron with the virtual photon. Denning dt = dE/Ejct,
where E is the hadron energy, then in cascade models, the energy flow dc/dX is predicted
to be independent to E,cl. Fig.18 shows the ratios of the distributions of de/dX, as a
function of X, for various intervals of W. The denominator is in all cases 4 < W < 8
GeV. It can be seen that the data is consistent with scaling in the backward direction
but that there is an increase of de/dX in the forward direction. This increase grows
with increasing W. The independent jet model, with QCD included and A = 300 MeV,
falls well below this increase. Increasing A would make the model incompatible with the
data in the backward hemisphere. The Lund model with QCD adequately reproduces
the data.

In e+e~ annihilation, the QCD cluster model of Webber successfully accounts for
many aspects of the data. The model predicts that, at the parton level,

da fl\ large Wl . 1, fW\ , ,
XdxV * l i j —• gaussian with max. at - log[ ^J (18)

where * = 2p/W. The position of the maximum versus lnW1 should thus be linear,
with a slope of 1/4. For the hadrons, this prediction may be modified by the effects of
badronisation.
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The distributions of xda/dx, as a function of 1/z, have been investigated for
identified **, K*, K° and p, all with xF > 0, from the EMC (NA9) up experiment.
The distributions are indeed gaussian in shape and the positions of the maxima, as
a function of WJ, are shown in fig.19. Also shown are some e+e~ data from TASSO
and the predictions of the Webber and Lund models. The Webber model is that for
e+c~, modified to include the appropriate quark distribution functions for deep inelastic
scattering. The Lund model serves as a control. Note that it is only the slopes of the
distributions which should be compared with the theory. The slopes are summarised
in table 2. It can be seen that for the heavier hadrons (K,p), the hadronisation in the
Webber model does not significantly change the slope from the parton value of 0.25.
The data are consistent with the Webber model, which contains the effects of soft gluon
interference, and also with the Lund model, which does not.

T. Lepto-production off nuclear targets

The study of hadrons produced in a dense nuclear environment has two main aims.
Firstly, by interfering with the process of hadronisation one may learn something about
it. Secondly the flavour content of the leading hadrons can be used as a tool to study
the quark distributions in nuclei. Such studies provide, therefore, a rather unique tool.
Charged hadron data, in the forward direction, has been collected off deuterium, copper
and other nuclear targets (He, C, Sn) in the NA2' experiment. The copper nucleus has
a radius of ~ Sfm, which is large compared to the mean interaction length of a pion in
nuclear matter L, ~ 2.4fm). Thus a pion created at the centre of the nucleus has about
a 90% change of interacting. One common idea in many models of hadronisation is that
the struck quark will travel a finite distance before fragmenting (formation length).
Thus, if the hadronisation occurs outside the nucleus, there will be no attenuation of
the hadrons, provided the parent partons traverse nuclear matter without interacting
(theoretically there is some belief that this may be so). If the distance over which a
hadron is formed is related to the hadron size (~ lfm) then, in the lab system, this will
be Lorentz boosted to larger distances. Hence fragmentation effects may depend on the
velocity of the quark in the lab system and hence on v.

Fig.20 shows some measurements of the ratios of the z distributions, for Cu and Dj
targets, for different regions of v. The data were obtained using 120 and 200 GeV beam
energies. The Dj target, for the purposes of the comparison with Cu, can be considered
as a free proton and neutron (at least to a good approximation). In addition to the
statistical errors shown in fig.20 there is an overall systematic uncertainty of ±10%.
Fig.21 shows the ratio of < p\ > for Cu to Dj, for different regions of v. Secondary
interaction effects in the nucleus are expected to broaden the jet. Figs.20 and 21 show
that the jet properties in Cu and Dj are rather similar. Any nuclear effects are rather
small { < 20%), and are not a strong function of either z (in the range z > 0.05) or v (in
the range 30 to 200 GeV). This implies that the hadronisation process occurs mainly
outside the nucleus. These results confirm a previous study made using the NA2 set-
up [15]. An experiment at SLAC, exploring much lower v values (~ 10 GeV), found
considerable attenuation of hadrons in heavy nuclei [16]. These results, when combined
with the EMC data at high v, indicate that the formation length increases with v. The
long formation length for jet formation, together with the short ( < lfm) longitudinal
dimension found for the Bose-Einstein interference effects for like-sign pions [17], may
indicate a space-time ordering of the hadron momenta. A reduction in the size of both
the statistical and systematic errors, and the analysis of more nuclei, is expected from
the more recent EMC data.
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a. Summary and Conclusions
Ilw renon 9 a 2 5 GcV1 and fT 2 10 GeV caa be eeoaidered at the domain of

deep inelastic scattering. Here the virtual •»' (W*') behaves aa a point-like probe and
the ueumptioni of the QPM are satisfied to within the current precision of the data.
Detailed measurements now exist far the fragmentation functim rf vsctor masons and
the results are compatible with the production by a chain-like fragmentation mechanism
for light quarka and from pboton-gluon fusion for heavy quarks. The /(127O) ha* a
prodnctionapectnunmsF>noreimiilartothepro4onthwtotbe^0meMn. Preliminary
reanlta on the extraction of direct photons now exist and the meamred croat acction ia
higher than that expected from the Compton QED proceaa.

In the domain of modek, the independent jet model faik to reproduce the fr
correlationa between the forward and backward jete and the behaviour of the ecaled
energy Bow with W. The Webber model haa not been fully formulated for deep inelastic
.uttering but, where tested, b consistent with the date. The b u d string model is
compatible with many aspects of the data, provided that hard QCD and soft gluon
effect* are included and that a value < 4 > - (0.4 GeV)' ia need for the intrinsic kr
of the struck quark.

The hadronie jeta formed in collisions on Cu and Di nuclei an rather similar,
i that the fragmentation of last hadrons occurs mainly outside the nucleus.

%d
firmly.

Main reactions at the partoo level for deep inelastic leptoB-proton acattaring at Q* ~ 10 GeV*.

Interaction

iff valence

Pp valence

Hi valence
sea

Forward

«
i.
d
e.

JK + *.)+\[d.+i.)

Backward

uvdu.
ud

*uud(i. + «.) + \«ud(i. + d.)

Slope

data
Lund model
WBDDCT mood

.42 ±.01 ±.02
.38
42

K±

.29 ±.06 ±.09
.43
.26 •

.36 ±.12 ± .10
.35
.24

P

.21 ±.05 ±.06

.23
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Fig.l. Lomt order diagram for lepton-nucteon Mattering.

Fig.2. 0(o.) QCD correction* to the QPM diagram.
Fig.S. Effect of the intrinsic fcr of the itruck quwk on the scattering process.
Fig.4. VDM diagram for pN - uNf".
Fig.S. Distributions of a) polarisation parameter r and b) dope parameter t as a function

Fig.6. Distributions of £ a* a function of 1 for ftp and ltd interactiona.
Fig.7. Valence quark distribution determined from the structure function! and from the

nnal state hadrona.
Fig.8. Fragmentation function lor a leading * + at a function of t.
Fig.9. Distributions in z r of p\ K'° and &".

Fig.10. Distributions in x for the vector mesons p, w", ^ and J/V>- the elastic data is
shown at x = 1.

Fig.ll. Possible fragmentation mechanisms a) chain mwhaniam b) photon-gluon fusion.
Fig.12. Distributions in rr of ff, f and p.
Fig.lS. Distribution in «, of obserrad photons in 200 GeV fip interactions.
Fig.l*. Distributions of direct photons in a) *, and b) pj.. The cunrts are for the QED

Compton proeeas far different values of the quark masses.
Fig.15. < pj. > as a function of xF. The Lund model curves with hard QCD, soft gluons

and < fcj. > = (0.44 GeV)1 is called the standard curve. Variations from this are
labelled.

Fig.16. Distributions of the transverse momenta K»l»ncinc a trigger particle with xr > 0.5
in a) and b) and -0.5 < xr < -0.2 in c) and d). The curves in a) and c) are
from the Lund model and in b) and d) from two variants of tike independent jet

Fig.17. Distribution of DO"?)1, the curves are for the Lund model.
Fig.18. Ratio of the distributions of <fc/<iA(Wri)/<fc/<fA(H'1) for various intervals of Wt.

For each Wt, 4 < W^ < 8 GeV. The curves are for the independent jet and the
Land models.

Fig.lS. Maxima of l / i distributions as a function of W* for identified r± , JT±,
ff'andp.

Fig.2O. Ratios of the < distributions of Cn/D, for different regions of v.
Fig.21. Ratios of < p}. > for Cu and D», as a function of v.
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New Results from the VA5/2-Experimentl

Ch.Geich-Gimbel

Phyiikalisches Institat der Univenitat Bonn, F.R. Germany

This talk will cower recent results from the investigation of pp-interactions at y i = 200
and 900 GeV with a streamer dumber detector (U A5/2-experiment) |l] at the CERN
SPS Collider. I will jwesent results on cross section measurements, diffraction disso-
ciation, multiplicity distributions and forward-backward multiplicity correlations.

The data these preliminary results are based on were taken during a very successful
run of the pulsed pp-Collider at CERN in spring 1985. The UA5/2 detector [2] took
115,000 streamer chamber pictures and 500,000 electronic events (i.e. only containing
information from the trigger hodoscopes and the hadron calorimeter), mainly at the
flat bottom at 100 GeV beam energy and the four seconds flat top at 450 GeV of
the cycle, see fig. 1. For part of the run, an additional photon converter plate was
introduced between the beam pipe and the upper streamer chamber to increase the
photon detection efficiency at large production angles.

The U A5/2-detector consists of two large streamer chambers (6 x 1.25 x 0.5 m3 visible
volume), placed above and below the 2 mm thick beryllium beam pipe, see fig. 2. The
aximuthal coverage of the chambers is 95% for a pseudorapidhy2 |IJ| < 3. At each end
of the chamber there is a pair of trigger hodoscopes, designated Al and A2, covering
a pseudorapidity range of 2 < |i)| < 5.6. The large solid angle covered by these
hodoscopes and their good time resolution made the trigger efficient for beam-beam
interactions, suppressing a good part of the beam-gas background. At 90°, see fig. 2,
a 4 x 1 x 1 m s sandwich calorimeter is located.

1. Cross Section Measurementa

The count rate N,(t) is related to the trigger cross section o\ by the luminosity L(t)
as N-,(t) = o\ • L(t), thus requiring the knowledge of the luminosity to calculate the
cross section from observed count rates. The absolute luminosity at the SPS Collider
tarns out to be hardly measurable to better than 10%.

In pulsed collider mode however, the fact that the same circulating bunches of protons
(and antiprotons) are accelerated and slowed down between 100 and 450 GeV, allows

•Bonn-Braneb-Cimbridie-CERN-Stoekbolm Collaboration
*1 = -In Un 8 / 2
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for a measurement of the cross section ratio for y/s = 200 and 900 GeV:

where L2OO/Lgo° only depends on machine parameters, and is essentially given by
the ratio of the beam energies (nominally 2/9). Its precise, measured value |3] is
LS00/LM0 = 0.224±l%, obtained by analyzing the radio frequency settings, the radial
positions of the bunches in the machine and extracted beam measurements.

Two different triggers were used in parallel to record inelastic pp-interactions in the
UA5-deteetor: a 2-ann-trigger A1-A2 to select NSD (non-single diffractive) events,
and an 1-arm-trigger Al -A2 to select events of the reaction pp -»X + p (p-diffnc-
tive)1. Fig. 3 schematically shows the trigger set-ups, and fig. 4 illustrates the distri-
bution of the total cross section to the various triggers.

The relationship between ONSD.^SD and the trigger cross sections o\ reads

_ f «I,NSD «I,SD

) \ ITSD

The fractions t (trigger efficiencies) were obtained by the UA5 Cluster Monte Carlo [2j.
Single diffractive events were generated with an s/M3-dependence and a longitudinal
phase space decay of the diffractive system of mass M, see also [4).

Solving eq. (2) for either amt\ = O-SD + <?NSD, CSD or ONSD one obtains (at each -y/s)
an equation of the form

a = Kiffi + K3O3 , (3)

where the «c's are functions of the above efficiencies t. The trigger cross sections ax

and a-i in eq. (3) finally follow from the counts Ni (in time t at a luminosity L),
corrected for non beam-beam interactions as

S »
The proportions of genuine events, fj, were obtained by scanning and where necces-
sary measuring streamer chamber pictures from time intervals corresponding to the
electronic triggers.

Combining eqs. (l), (3) and (4) one finally gets2

'The corresponding A1.A2 trigger w u not used on account of more severe background condition!
bom the interne proton bunch.
'The factor 2 in eq. (5) arises from the use of only one of the possible 1-arm trigger combinations.
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For the ratio R we have measured |5]

the first error being statistical, the second systematic, reflecting the uncertainties in
the trigger efficiencies and the luminosity ratio.

1.1. Absolute Cross Sections

To get absolute values of the crow aectiona we uae the fit to OtetfpP) by Amos et
ai.,|6|, which renden ffgp = 51.«± 0.4mb, aee fig.51. Additionally, from the UA4
measurement of o.i/<»toi at >/» = 546 GeV [7| and ISR-meaaomnents we interpolate

5P = 0 1 9 ± -°1. compare fig. 6, and hence obtain a£S = 41-8 ± °-6 mb-

From this input, and the R£? /*°° wrae measured, it foilowi

ffgJS = 5O3± 0.4 ± 1.0 mb,

and, with e$°/<%£ = 0.23 ± J01 {bom extrapolation),

9SJ3 ± 0.7 ± 1.0mb.

Thk agrees to a value of 65.8 mb, predicted by the dispersion relation fit [6] mentioned.
As the ratio <r«i/0tot < 1> the additional error in the determination of otot from c-mci
and a«i/<rvot '• much amaller than the error in ot\/otot-

1J. Diffraction Pinociation

Diffraction dissociation, i.e. the inelastic excitation of interacting particles with
diffractive like signatures (sharp forward peak, no quantum number exchange) was
predicted long ago [8j. Inelastic diffraction was viewed as a process which puts virtual
hadronic states on the mass shell, the mass M of such states only being limited by a
coherence condition, which in most analyses is taken as M'/s < 0.05.

For the investigation of diffraction dissociation in the UA5 - experiment the mea-
surements of Oi and 02 can be exploited to calculate CSD at each energy, as eq. (3)
may also be expressed for ^SD/^NSD in terms ofot/oj and e's, independent of the
luminosity. The measurements give |9]

r = oliPArNSD =0.132 ± .016 ± .024

' = <rSD>/<'ileD = 0.180 ± .014 ± .029,

•Fot Ikt low owtfy diU poinli we |10-U|
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and with OSD r/(r + 1) and the values of the inelastic cross sections

= 200 GeV.

Table 1 summarises the information on cross sections, also in comparison to ISR
results [ll-M].

Table 1

"lot

<W«tot

-sob )

*NSD

f>P CfOM 96CtlOfU

ISR

5343*)

~44

~ 0.175

~7.7

~36

- 7
~29 f )

SPS-Collider

200

51.6 ±0.4

0.1» ±.01c>

41.840.6°)

4.8 ± 1.3
-.37

540

61.9 ±1.5

0.215 ±.005

13.3 ±0.6
48.6±1.6d>

8.1±0-8">
~41f>

000

65.3 ±2.2

0.23±J01C>

- 1 5

50.3 ±1.4

7.8 ±1.6
~42.5

GeV

Kb

mb

mb

mb

a) All croa •ectioni in tha column an
b) fiwM2/«<00S-

Input vmluM bom mtnpolatton, m
Cakalit«d from |7J.

i | r i from different ISR-TTpwirH |ICJ-

rablnctkm of ago bom ffia*).

Figure 7 shows these results on diffraction dissociation together with a large number of
measurements of the single-diffractive cross-section over a wide range of cm-energies,
where different experimental techniques were used to extract single-diffractive events.
We have included measurements of the SD cross-section for different definitions of
the M2/s high mass limit and ibr various experimental methods of extracting the
single-diffractive sample [17], resulting in partially inconsistent results at the same
energies. For example, at ISR energies the measurements for M*/a < 0X16 from one
experiment give lower cross sections than for M*/s < 0.05 from another experiment
at about the same energy, indicating the difficulties of measurements of this cross-
section. It appears that the single-diffractive cross section increases only slightly with
energy, in contrast with the tendency, suggested by the ISR data [15], that the the
SD cross-section is a constant fraction of the total pp cross motion (OSD = 0-17 OVA).
This would yield a single-diffractive cross-section of about 11 mb at 900 GeV and 9
mb at 200 GeV, both of which are clearly ruled out by the Collider measurements.

All collider measurements, together with the valuta at highest ISR energies are in bet
compatible with oSD being constant with a value between 5 and 8 mb.
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In the aualysis of diffraction dissociation at Collider energies also an attempt was
made to estimate the contribution of double-diffract'rve processes. In analogy to the
method described above, a third independent trigger' was used in order to enrich DD
events in the 2-ann trigger sample. In practice, this trigger' consisted of an off-line
cut, e.g. demanding no charged track within a certain central pseudorapidity region,
for details see |9). One ended up with

gg = 4.0 ± 2.5 mb

•xgg = 3.5 ± 2.2 mb .

One may compare these results with calculations amnming factorization of diffractive
vertices. If factorisation holds for the double-diffractive cross-section it may be written
« (18]:

^ % (6)

with bDD = 2bsD ~ b . i , relating the slope parameters b of the exponential dependence
of all three diffractive cross sections on the 4-momentum transfer t (do/dt = a - e b t ) .

In the Collider energy range data for oei> b.i and bso are only available at ^/s = 546
GeV (7), so we compare our result with calculations based on 546 GeV measurements.
Taking ffei = (13.6 ± 0.6) mb, 6,i = 15 GeV"2, 6 S D = 8 ± 1 GeV~2 and aSo = (7 ± 1)
mb the above fornmla yields a value for ODD between 2 and 4 mb in approximate
agreement with oar measurements.

The import /• -. question, whether the diffractively produced system of mass M tends
to hadronixe by an isotropic fireball-like decay, or rather according to pr-limited phase
space was investigated by means of the dispersion

of the revalues of the observed particles around their mean per event. Whilst for
the case of an isotropic decay the above quantity is expected to have a half width
at half maximum of about 0.88 units in pseudorapidity, independent of the mass of
the diffractively produced system, a multiperipheral decay implies a mass dependent
HWHM of approximately !n(M/ < it >), where JX denotes the transverse mass of the
final state particles. These different situations are illustrated in fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the observed pseudo- rapidity distribution of charged particles in 1-ann
triggers at yji = 900 GeV in comparison with two different model predictions. A pr-
iimited hadronization process in diffractive dissociation events is clearly favoured. In
fact, only at collider energies the difference between the two possible hadronization
schemes becomes large enough to be distinguished that way.
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2. Multiplicity Distributions

Generally measurements of charged particle multiplicity distributions in hadronic in-
teractions provide important constraints on models of multiparticle production, es-
pecially in lack of a theory of soft hadron production.

The mean charged multiplicity < nch > from non-single diffractive reactions at various
center-of-mass energies is shown in fig. 10. The new data points at y/s = 200 and 900
GeV originate from the UA5/2 experiment [19]. The observed multiplicity has been
corrected by standard techniques, see [2,20]. The lower energy data are from [21,22;.

The energy dependence of the charged multiplicity is equally well described by

< n c h > = A + B l n s + Cln*s (7)

< nch > = D + E sF (8)

in the range y/s = 10-900 GeV, as shown in fig. 10. The fit parameters are A = 2.7 ±
0.7, B = -0.03±0.21 and C = 0.167±0.016 with x2/NDF = 17/9, or D = -7.0-t 1.3,
E = 7.2 ± 1.0 and F = 0.127 ± 0.009* respectively, with x*/NDF = 11/9.

The result of the fit to the power law (8) definitively rules out an energy dependence
of the mean charged multiplicity such strong as s i , which had been favoured by
statistical or hydrodynamical models [23], and still seemed possible at ISR energies
[24] (already the first data from the Collider, namely < n,± >= 28.9 ± 0.4 at v/s =
546 GeV [25,26] were in disagreement to the s 0 M fit used in [24] at the ISE).

The quadratic In s term (form (7)), which also gives a good fit to the data, gains plau-
sibility by the observations made in inclusive pseudorapidity distributions (not shown
here), where both the height (at »j = 0) and the width of the inclusive pseudorap:dity
distributions were found to rise approximately with In s.

2.1. Inclusive Multiplicity Distributions

In 1972 Koba, Nielsen and Olesen [27] predicted that the normalized charged par-
ticle multiplicity distribution for hadron-hadron interactions should become energy
independent when B —» oo, i.e.

< nch > -Pn -» *(*). * = nch/ < nch > (9)

with Pn being the probability for n charged particles to be produced and with the
general definition of the normalized multiplicity distribution

*(*,s) = < lleh >-Pn(B) • (10)

The KNO scaling law [27] had been derived from Feynman scaling [28]. Though
Feynman scaling is known not to be valid, the KNO scaling apparently holds in an
energy range of 11 to 63 GeV cm. energy [24,29].
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Clear evidence for the violation of KNO scaling at Vs = 546 GeV was shown by the
UAC collaboration in 1983 |25,30j, see fig. 11. The normalized multiplicity distribu-
tion *(x) for NSD events at y/s= 546 GeV is much broader than that at ISR |21] or
FNAL and Serpukhov [22] energies. This becomes manifest e.g. in the fraction of
events with I > 1 increasing to •% from about 2% at lower energies.

2.2. Negative Binomial Distributions

The UA5 collaboration has found [31,32] that charged particle multiplicity distribu-
tions for pp reactions at v € = 546 GeV and pp reactions between about 10 and 60
GeV c m . energy may well be fitted by a negative binomial distribution (NegBin)

This NegBin distribution has two free parameters: n , which denotes the mean chargtu
multiplicity < n«b > ' *nd the (non neccessarily integer) parameter k, which affects
the shape (width) of the distribution. The dbpenion (second central moment) of a
NegBin is given by

D2 = n + a*/k. (12)

The observed widening of the normalized multiplicity distribution with increasing
energy is connected to a decrease of the parameter k with energy, as shown in fig. 12.

It may be recalled that k = l in the NegBin leads to a geometrical (single-cell Bose-
Einstein) distribution. For any integer value of k formula (11) leads to a generalized
Bose-Einstein distribution, as used already in 1923 by Planck [33] to describe the
number of identical photons coming from k independent phase space cells.

UA5 has found non-integer k values for the NegBin to fit multiplicity distributions
best [32], with the binomial coefficient in eq. (11) written as

_ (n + k - l ) . . . ( n + k - l - ( n - l ) ) = k (k + l ) . . . ( n + k - 1)
\ n J n! n!

(13)

It had been remarked [34] that in the case of very high energy, such that the average
multiplicity becomes large (ft > k) the NegBin can be expressed in terms of scaled
quantities z = n/fi and fiPB like

(14)

'Henceforth we will not distinfunh between 6 and < n^,:
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This asymptotic form (14) obviously requires constant k"1 for KNO scaling, such
that the NegBin (11) is the correct form at current energies, to which a KNO-like
scaling would appear as an asymptotic approximation [34].

At highest current accelerator energies (t/s = 900 GeV) an asymptotic region has not
been reached, as shown by the UA5/2 data [19], see fig. 12. The shape parameter k
is still changing with energy. One obtains

k"1 = a + b bW» (15)

with a = -0.104 ± 0.004 and b = 0.058 ± 0.001 (s in GeV3).

Furthermore already in a previous publication of UA5 [32] it was concluded that
the 'observed' KNO scaling in the cm. energy range between 10 and 6C GeV was
'accidental', as in the Cq moments, e.g.

Cj = l + ( j + i ) , (16)

whose energy independence would be equivalent to KNO scaling, the term ( j + p)
numerically dominates: The variation of ( i + j ) with cm. energy is shown in fig.
13, where the fortuitious approximate constancy of 73 = Cj - 1 at the FNAL and
ISR shows up.

There two new data points at y/s = 200 and 900 GeV are added, which were obtained
by fitting negative binomial distributions convoluted with the UA5 acceptance matrix
to observed charged multiplicity distributions [19], see fig. 14.

Hence, the multiplicity distribution turns out to be governed by the negative binomial
distribution (11), whose parameters n and k are smoothly varying v.ith energy in
a range of two decades (10-900 GeV) cm. energy, confirming the result from the
first collider runs at y/i = 546 GeV on the violation of KNO scaling [30]. One
might conclude, that up to now KNO scaling never was valid rather than calling the
observations a violation of KNO scaling!

In conclusion, the negative binomial distribution, replacing KNO scaling, provides a
new basis for predicting multiplicity distributions in hadronk interactions at higher
energies.

2.2.1. Physical Interpretation of the Negative Binomitl Distribution

Originally the NegBin was reached assuming' stimulated emission of identical bosons
by k identical phase space cells [33]. For a translation of this picture into high energy
physics the condition of k being integer is quite unpleasant, as k has been found to be
generally non-integer, varying smoothly with the energy available, and furthermore k
is showing an energy dependence (eq. (15)) opposite to what seems natural from the
above idea [19,32].
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Before Collider data arrived, however, in the framework of stochastic cell models
related interpreUtions of the NegBin and its shape parameter k have been advanced
|35j, which called for integer k and k to increase with energy.

Data from the Collider demonstrated the broadening of the multiplicity distribution
with rising energy, independent of the framework of the NegBin, i.e. not involving
any physical interpretation of the shape parameter k of the NegBin so far.

2.2-2. Superdusters

Recently a way was found to overcome the interpretational difficulties of the exper-
imental result of k being non-integer and decreasing with energy, the idea of super-
dusteis |36,37): One assumes a fluctuating number c of independent (super-) clusters
with a Poissonian distribution per event, branching into fluctuating numbers mj (log-
arithmically distributed) of particles per cluster; such that

c

n = ^ m j a n d fi = m e , ( 1 7 )

rendering the desired NegBin for n.

The average number of clusters c and the average cluster size m are related tc • >
parameters fi and k of the NegBin by [36]

m = n/J and c = k ln(l + £) . (18)

The average number c of superclusters and the mean cluster size m are shown in fig.
15, plotted versus the c m . energy.

Surprisingly the average number of (super-) clusters seems to reach a constant value
(about 8), at about the energy (v*s as 60 GeV), where the 'accidental1 KNO scaling
ceased to hold. The further increase of the total charged multiplicity then seems to
be provided by an increase of the average cluster size, only. Why does the number of
super-clusters saturate, and why does this saturation occur at the exquisite number
of 8 primary clusters?

First referenced in 1713 [38] (based on gambling) negative binomials have been known
and applied in biometrics since long. Two schemes have been developped in the
application of NegBins in biometrics more recently:

The NegBin (11) has been derived in risk theory. An illustrative example is giver-
in |39{: The frequency distribution of accidents occurring to women working on the
manufacture of shells was found not to be described by a single Poisson distribution,
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but rather by a superposition of individual Poisson distributions, with the condi-
tion of the mean values of the individual Poissons following a Gamma-type distri-
bution. The working hypothesis supposes that the individuals investigated differ in
their 'proneness' to the attribute under study, represented by different parameters of
the individual Poisson distributions [40].

Mathematically such a mixture of Poisson distributions, with their mean values ac-
cordingly distributed (Gamma-distribution) is equivalent to a negative binomiai dis-
tribution, cf. [39).

Elsewhere, in counting problems in biology (more precisely in bacteria and colony
counts), it was found in 1948 [41], that if the colony counts c followed a Poisson dis-
tribution and the numbers mj of bacteria per colony were logarithmically distributed
the total bacteria counts were distributed according to a negative binomial.

A proof of this conjecture was first given by Quenouille in 1949 [42], relating the
parameters n and k of the negative binomial (11) to the average number c (of colonies)
and m (of bacteria) under the above suppositions in the same way as applied to particle
multiplicities in high energy physics now [36,37], see eq. (18).

3. Forward-Backward Multiplicity Correlations

Prom the foregoing results on multiplicity distributions at the Collider, and the feet
that the dispersion of the NegBin, see eq. (12), is larger than the dispersion of a pure
Poisson distribution (for which Dj =< n >) for any finite value of the parameter
k, one may conclude onto the presence of correlations in the production of charged
particles. Also, the investigation of correlations may provide a deeper understanding
of the dynamics of multi-particle production.

Forward-backward multiplicity correlations appear as the easiest way to access cor-
relations in the particle production. Defining n& and n^ as the number of backward,
resp. forward going particles, such that ns = ng + np, one has found experimentally

< ns(np) >= a + b - nF - (19)

where the slope parameter b is equivalent to the linear regression coefficient

- «"**.»*) ( 2 0 )

Vvar(nB)var(nF)

In order to decouple the two regions (forward and backward) from the (trivial) effect of
resonances emitting their decay products into either region simultaneously, a central
gap of 617 = 2 was introduced. Fig. 16 shows for the 900 GeV data the average number
of backward going charged particles < ne(np) > versus the number of forward going
particles nF. For the slope parameter b a value of 0.51 ± 0.03 [43] was obtained.
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Thfe remit proves the existence of long-range correlations. Fig. 17 summarizes the
results on the correlation parameter b at ISR |44] and Collider [43,45] energies. Still,
the correlation parameter rises about linearly with the logarithm of the cm. energy,
reflecting quite strong correlations at Collider energies.

3.1. Correlations and the Cluster Model

Formally, for each n s there exists a U(nr) distribution and its moments. It can be
shown |4S] that the following identity holds for the correlation parameter b:

iD§-<dg(ny)>
j D l + < d | ( ) > K '

For the physical interpretation of the correlations observed different assumptions may
be distinguished. In the case of independent single particle production, i.e. having a
binomial distribution with p = 1/2 for a particle to fall into either hemisphere, one
obtains d|(np) = p(l - p)ns = 1/4 ns, and with the measured values of < ns >=
16.0 ± 0.2 and Ds = 8.8 ± 0.1 (for a &» = 2 gap at 540 GeV [43], thus b = 0.66, in
contradiction to a measured slope parameter of b = 0.42 ± 0.01.

If instead inpendent production of clusters (groups of particles, possibly including
resonances) is assumed, with a fixed cluster site k, one would get d§(np) = p(l -
p)kns = 1/4 kns (thus increasing b), or

k = 4d|(nP)/ns . - (22)

This picture is still unrealistic, as the cluster size may vary, at least due to various
decay multiplicities of known resonances. Under the assumption of clusters of mixed
size the cluster size k in eq. (22) turns into an effective cluster size keif (46]

k . f f =<k>+var(k) /<k> , (23)

which b a function of the first two moments of the (unknown) cluster decay multi-
plicity.

This quantity 4d|(n r) /n s = W is plotted in fig. 18 for different cm. energies and
different spans &q of the pseudorapidity intervals considered, in dependence of the
overall charged multiplicity ns in the intervals considered. It appears that, provided
the multiplicity ns is large enough as well as the interval ATJ, the effective cluster size
saturates at k.ff = 2.5, also independent of the cm. energy. As for smaller intervals
and/or smaller multiplicities the relative probability for clusters to emit particles
outside the control regions (leakage effects) is enhanced, naturally smaller values for
«*» emerge.



The curves in fig. 18 represent the results of Monte Carlo simulations, based on
independent cluster emission (UA5 Cluster-Monte-Carlo |2j). There for the charged
cluster decay multiplicity a truncated Poisson distribution was input, with < k >=
1.8, resulting in k()r ss 2.6.

This result ties in with the conclusions drawn from the analysis of two-particle pseu-
dorapidity correlations [47] at v/I = MO GeV and also with earlier ISR results [48j,
where compatible values for k,t were obtained.

4. Search for Pmmiaf P.nenameni

Cosmic ray physics have provided a variety of unexpected - from the viewpoint of
extrapolating the behaviour of the bubonic interactions from ISR results known then -
phenomena, as the so-called Centauros, Geminions and Chirons (40], at beam energies
around 10M eV. One major motivation to perform the UA5- and UAS/2-experiment
|l,50) was to search for these suggested phenomena under laboratory condition;' in
a similar energy range. Especially the Centauro hypothesis deserved attention. From
the signature of events recorded in a two-atorey emulsion chamber (Mt. Chacaltaya,
Brazil-Japan Collaboration [SI]) the presence of a siseable fraction of photon-poor
(compatible with no photons at all) and high multiplicity (possibly baryon-rich) events
was inferred, with considerably bigger mean transverse momentum.

At y/i = 540 GeV both the UA1 and the UA6-experiment [52,53] reached a negative
result in the Centauro search. The cosmic ray data could however be interpreted to
suggest a threshold for Centauro production just above that Collider energ) [54]. This
led to the proposal of raising the Collider energy to the equivalent of Eo = 430 TeV,
where the Centauro signature, if genuine, should occur at a frequency of 5-10% (1].

In our detecting system (fig. 2) such an event-type would maUrialiie in events having
relatively big signals in the calorimeter, preferentially in the deeper Tiadronic' layers
of the calorimeter (caused by neutrons and anti-neutrons of high transverse momen-
tum), and showing few or no photon shower initiated tracks in the streamer chamber,
especially in the upper chamber, where the photon conversion probability is enhanced
by a converter plate1.

From a detailed analysis of the U A5 data at y/i — 900 GeV [55] along these principles
upper limits on the Centauro production were obtained, shown in fig. 19, being
typically in the order of a few per thousand inelastic events.

In conclusion, no evidence for the existence of Centauro-like events has been found at
the SPS Collider, suggesting either a threshold still higher, or alternatively that the
Centauro phenomenon is an observational 'artefact', to which accelerator detectors
might be less susceptible [55]. However, if the observed Centauro events were not

'Effective thkknca of the converter plate, placed between the beam pipe and the upper •trainer
chamber, is 0.4 radiation length! for tract* with |a| < SJ6-
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caused by nueleon-micleon collisions (but by some exotic object), laboratory experi-
ments are not expected to see the phenomenon.

5. Summary

In this review of recent UA5 results from pp-interactions at y/a = 200, 546 and 900
GeV, obtained at the CERN SPS Collider, the following points were discussed:

• From the measurement of the ratio of the inelastic cross sections at v's = 200
and 900 GeV for the total pp cross section fc: 900 GeV a value of 65.3 ± 0.7 ± 1 . 0
mb was determined.

• The investigation of single diffraction dissociation showed that at the Collider the
single diffraction cross-section appears to be about 5 - 8 mb, being only weakly
energy dependent.

• The hadronization of the diffractively excited system preferentially proceeds ac-
cording to pr -limited phase space, rather than by an isotropic fireball-like decay.

• Violations of the KNO scaling are well established. The multiplicity distributions
can instead be parametrized by negative binomial distributions, whose parame-
ters smoothly vary with the c m . energy.

• Besides strong short range correlations in the particle production, which appear
to be energy inpendent as far as 1SR and Collider energies are concerned, the
analysis of long range correlations revealed a linear increase of the correlation
strength with the logarithm of the cm. energy.

• The findings on correlations strongly favour the independent production of clus-
ters (of mixed size) of particles, giving rise to multi-particle production. For the
effective cluster size, which is defined by the first to moments of the cluster decay
multiplicity, a value of about 2.5 charged particles is estimated.

• There is no evidence for Centauro events up to yfi = 900 GeV.
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CYOIUS X-3 AS EVIDENCE OF HE* PABTICIES,

NEf INTERACTIOBS OB EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS?

Maria Oiler

Physios Institute,flhiversity of lodi

Poland

The discovery pf Cyg X-3 as a Galactic source of very high
energy quanta /10'5 - io'6 eV/ inducing in the Earth's at-
mosphere extensive air showers'0 has been causing a great in-
terest among cosmic ray and also elementary particle physi-
cists. The reason is that for the first ti>se a confirmed
cosmic source0* of particles of such a ere at energy has been
identified. Moreover, all the existing experimental data on
Cyg X-3 are non compatible with any known particle traveling
from that source to us, neither with their expected inter-
actions extrapolated to high energies.

Cyg X-3 is a binary object on the edge of our Galaxy, lying
some 10 kpc away from the Sun in the Galactic plane. It is a
strong X-ray Bource displaying a periodical change of the in-
tensity /the period being ~ 4.8 hours/ usually interpreted as
a result of the orbital motion of the two components. It is
observed in radio waves /where it exhibits strong outbursts
with unexplained period of-367 days/ and in the infrared rad-
iation where the 4.8 hr period is seen.

measurements at higher energies are less consistent with
each other. Some of the baloon and satellite missions de-
tecting y-rays at 108 •*• 109 eV do see Cyg X-3 , some of
them don't™. It is plausible that at least some of these
differencies might be attributed to the variability cf the
source over the time scale of years or even months.

Here we shall be concerned with the interpretation of the
experimental results at the highest energies, corresponding
to the energy of the primary quanta BilO'* eV* There are two
sets of that data based on
t/ surface detectors registering . 2

a/ Cherenkov light produced by small /Ei.10 eV/ electro-
magnetic cascades which themselves die out high in the
atmosphere,

b/ extensive air shower arrays /B£,1015 eV for sea level/
and

2/ deep underground saion detectors with the typical union
energy of the order of several hundreds GeV.

The identification of Cyg X-3 was made by the observation of
an enhancement of events coming from its direction and /or by
a nonuniform distribution of the events in the phase plot for
the 4.8 hr period/. Most experiments identity this source by
the second method because, aa it turns out, the excess events
are concentrated in a rather narrow phase bin. However, in
the first observation of Cyg X-3 by the extensive air shower
array in Kiel both the enhancement of the shower counting
rate and the nonunifora phase distribution was seen /fig t
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and 2a/. The angular resolution of the shower arrival direc-
tion was better than 1°, due to a large number of scintillator
detectors measuring the delays in detecting the shower front.
An interesting thing ia that Cyg X-3 was seen only in the
shower sample with broader lateral distribution of particles
/age parameter s>1.1/ - as one would expect for showers ini-
ciated by high energy /B> 2 x 10' 5 eV/ * -rays. This is an
imposing idea that the quanta producingushowers in the at-
mosphere are X -rays but it meets with a very serious diffi-
culty. The tf -ray induced showers should produce much less
J*> 10 times/ muons than the normal showers induced by strong
interacting particles /protons, nuclei/ - whereas the muon
content in the Cyg X-3 showers shows practically no indica-
tion of being smaller <o»

The Kiel observation was confirmed shortly later by the
Haverah Park air shower array rt). The phase analysis of the
showers coming from Cyg X-3 direction shows an enhancement
of events in the same bin /0.2 - 0.3/ aa in the Kiel experi-
ment although the time averaged flux is some 5 times lower
/fig 4/. Further air shower and Cherenkov technique experi-
ments displayed nonuniform phese distributions but the phase
of the maximum was about 0.6 rather than 0.2. Fig 2 shows
examples of the data obtained mainly in 1984 /appart from
the last histogram produced from 1931/82 data/. A compilation
of the phase analyses from many experiments in different en-
ergy ranges is presented in fig 3 where positions of the
phases of highest peaks are marked. It can be seen that the
phases are grouped around two values 0.25 and 0.6^the prefer-
able phase for later measurements being rather 0.6. The sta-
tistical significance of the peaks exceeds 4 6" in many ex-
periments. However, the primary X~ r a y energy spectrum drawn
in fig 4 shows a rather large scatter of the data, particu-
larly for E>10'4 eV. Some of the discrepancies may be at-
tributed to the uncertainties in the primary energy determi-
nation /which are not shown on the graph/, some might be due
to the variability of the source, some of course are caused
by systematic errors. Nevertheless the overall shape of the
observed integral spectrum can be roughly described by a
power law I/>E/~E~• with ^ 1. This is much flatter than
the cosmic ray particle spectrum for which X » 1.7 in that
energy range. It also implies that the energy content in the
X -ray flux is the same in any constant logarithmic inter-

val of energy. Thus the flux must steepen or cut off some-
where. Moreover if one wants to calculate the energy spectrum
at the source the X -ray interactions in the interstellar
space must be taken into account. At 10'? eV the mean free
path for pair production on the microwave background radiation
reaches its minimum and is about equal to the distance to
Cyg X-3. So the source spectrum may be even flatter. Fig 4
shows a hypothetical source spectrum with }J * 0.7 chosen so
to fit the Kiel observations after absorption correction.

Aa it was already aaid V -rays from Cyg X-3 should not pro-
duce many muons in the Sartti atmosphere. So it was quite puz-
zling when within a short period of time two groups reported
observations of high energy muon fluxes from Cyg X-3 direc-
tion tw. These were proton decay experiments located deep under-
ground which in addition are well suited for measurements of
high energy muons produced by cosmic ray particles. However
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other experiments have not confirmed these results '. Fig 5
shows phase distributions of muon events for the two positive
results together with one ofthe negative ones, obtained with
a large muon detector in Baxan /Caukasus/. The statistical
significance of the latter is much better than the others,
partly due to lower energies. What also is important is that
the HUSEX data correspond to a rather large declination and
right ascension interval /both 10°/ around Cyg X-3 position
chosen so to maximize the signal, although the angular uncer-
tain iy of muon arrival direction was about 1°. Moreover the
Soudan I data represent the events coming from the direction
shifted by 2.7° in declination from Cyg X-3 position. This was
also chosen in such a way to maximise the signal in the phase
plot.although it is less than the estimated pointing error.

If the observed muon enhancements were really due to some
particles from Cyg X-3 then they are in conflict with the
V -ray hypothesis by several orders of magnitude. The muon

flux from the Soudan experiment is 7.10"' 'cnT's"' for E«> 650
GeV which is the same as the V -ray flux of that energy /fig 4/
The NUSEX flux is not so drastically high but ^ -rays of the
intensity from fig 4 would also not produce it. However one
should keep in mind that the source may be variable and di-
vergent results of different groups might be at least partly
due to it.

A very rough model for the high energy * -ray production in
Cyg X-3 is the following*. A compact object /probably a pulsar/
and a rather low mass normal star are orbiting around each
other with the 4.8 hours period* This corresponds to the dis-
tance between them of the order of solar radius. X-raya are
produced by the matter falling from the companion star into
the deep gravitation potential well of the pulsar, heated to
temperatures 10' - 10° E. The quickly rotating pulsar is pro-
bably the site of the acceleration of protons to the energies
up to about 10'' eV. These protons producer's in the star's
atmosphere /by Jt°-» 2jJ/f which shields the pulsar twice during
one period. Phase zero corresponds to the minimum X-light so if
it means that the pulsar is then behind the star we should ex-
pect the V -ray pulses at phaaea somewhere in the regions
0.1 - 0.2 and 0.8 - 0.9. The observed situation is different
/phases«*0.25 and 0.6/. Particularily phase 0.6 corresponds to
the situation when the pulsar is in front of the atmosphere.

A very interesting possibility to determine the pulsar's
orbit arises by measurements of the derivative of the pulsars
own period of rotation. The only observation of the pulsar's
period was reported recently by Chadwick et al™. They observed
the Cherenicoy light flashes, corresponding to primary X,'8 of
1000 GeV, being periodical with 12.59 ma. So the pulsar may
serve as a dock and due to the Doppler effect its own period
should vary with the orbital phase. The data gives negative
derivative at phase around 0.6 implying this being a rear part
of the pulsar's orbit - in contrast with the simple model de-
scribed above, but in agreement with the <»raj peak for that
phase. So the model of Cyg X-3 must be different and there are
several attempts, assuming e.g. eccentricity of the orbit and
or asymmetric gas distribution, trying to fit the data.
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What in fact'most disturbing for elementary particle and
cosmic ray physicists is the nature of the arriving quanta and
their interaction in the atmosphere. The particle must obviously
be neutral - otherwise it would be deflected by galactic magnetic
fields from the straight line direction. 7e have already ex-
plained the problem with the photon hypothesis - there are to
many muona /almost an order of magnitude/ in the extensive air
showers. The photoproduction cross-section at ̂  10'5 eV would
have to be comparable with the nuclear one which means an in-
crease by two orders of magnitude in comparison with 10*' eY.
The very large distance /£ 35 000 light years/ excludes neutron
as a particle which would produce, the muons. The neutron energy
should be i 10 1 8 eV for its life time to be equal to the travel
time but the primary energy of the ahowers is £2. x 10'" eV.
If neutrinos were the primary particles then their interaction
cross-section in the atmosphere should be greater by about six
ordera of magnitude from whatsis expected from its linear rise
with energy, implying 6* *-' B~. If neutrinos had normal cross-
-section and produced underground muona then the signal should .,»
not change with the zenith angle - contrary to the observations' •

The duration of the signal a t provides an interesting in-
formation about the particle mass - the relative time dispersion
of particles with the energy, greater than 5 is At/t/t6(m/E)

i h l i I f A t < 0 5 h /A
les w t h t e eergy, greae n 5 is A / t 6 ( / ) ,

where t .is the travel time. IfAt<-0.5 hour /A»f • 0.1/ then
for Ei 10'' eV the particle mass must be lesa than about 100 MeV.
Moreover if the observations of Cherenkov light pulsing with the
12.59 ms period are real then the upper limit for the mass is
much smaller - m£0.1 MeV. This puts severe limits to various
exotic hypotheses concerning the nature of the particle* There
has been suggested that the compact object might be a quark star
rather than the neutron star and Cyg X-3 would emit bits of
quark matter. They would produce showers with enough muons but
their mass would be to large to give a short signal.

The assumptions that the primary particles are the super-
symmetric ones /e.g. photinoa/ meet with one common difficulty*
They would imply a gigantic emissivity of the source. If we as-
sume that the primaries are Y "rays the inferraLemiasivity is
already extremely large - L//E->10T5ev/=: 10*

7erg/a /if it is
isotropic/. The emissivity in high energy parent protons
/Ep> 1O'b eV/ would then amount to about lO^'erg/s if one allows
for the inelasticity coefficient K«|w • 0.13 and the fact that
JJ 's are observed during 0.5 fraction of the period. This frac-
tion may be even several times smaller increasing the total
emissivity by the same factor. It is difficult to assume that
protons of the energy 10 > o eV produce supersymmetric particles
instead of jt • but the smaller is the fraction of theaa par-
ticles.the larger would be the inferrei total emissivity.
1̂ > 10-" erg/a is already almost two orders of magnitude greater
than the energy input rate needed to fulfil the Galaxy with the
cosmic ray intensity for S> 1016 eV aa observed at the Earth.
It is only few times lesa than what is necessary for all the ob-
served cosmic rays with E>10° eV. If this large emissivity is
transient that would relax the above discrepancy but we must
then be quite lucky in observing an object like Cyg X-3 at all.
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In concluding we would like to underline a rather low sta-
tistical significance of the two underground experiments
claiming to observe high energy muona from Cyg X-3 direction.
If these are statistical fluctuations or some detection biases
then the photon hypothesis seems to be the best. However the
large muon content in the showers still remains to be explained*
Further measurements will hopefully clear out the whole pheno-
menon if only Cyg X-3 does not fade away.
The author wishes to thank prof.Jerzy Vdowczyk for many useful
discussions*
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Of ElECTROWEAK EFFECTS IH c+e~ AHHIHUATIOH

D. H. Saxon

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chlleon, Dldcot, Oxon 0X11 OQX, OK.

A B S T R A C T

• leptons have been measured
to an accuracy of about 51. This allows for accurate comparison with
theory, and the differences between theoretical schemes are discussed,
together with the sensitivity of limits on deviations from theory to
normalisation systematics. The weak coupling Is seen in the hadronlc total
cross-section and the Z° propagator in leptonlc forward—backward
asymmetries. The weak isosplns of heavy quarks have been measured.
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I . INTRODUCTION

The f i rs t significant measurements of electroweak interference in
e + e - + u

+u~ were made in 1982 f 1-3]. Since then the field has evolved
rapidly, with very high s t a t i s t i c s (total 567 pb"1) available at
s - 841 GeV2 from PEP. and 180 pb"1 of high energy data at PF.TRA, up to a
maximum s of 2188 GeV* (/s < 46.78). Present running at PETRA is
concentrating on a large Improvement in the s t a t i s t i c at / s ~ 35 GeV, where
there are some discrepancies from theory. The development of the study into
i t s modern forn can be seen In a number of reviews [4 -7 ] . This report is
written as an updating of a previous work by the same author [7 ] ,

The Increase In experimental precision has been matched by
sophistication in theoretical treatment. Full one-loop radiative
corrections are needed to match the 5Z accuracy of measurement of the
Interference ten, both pure QED 0(o3) and Z* self-energy, y-Z' t ransi t ions,
and double Z* and W*W~ exchange. This Introduces a dependence on the
electroweak scheme, as we now discuss.

2 . WEAK HBuTKAL COMET PAJUtgTEIS

In the theory as developed by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [8-10], the
fertnlon vector and axial weak neutral couplings are related to the third
components of the weak lsasplns of the fermlons.

8. " T3L(f) - T3R(f)

4 " T 3L ( f ) + T3R ( f ) " 2Qf8*n2e
w

The fermlons are members of left-handed doublets and right-handed
singlets, assuming the existence of a top quark. The couplings obtained are
therefore:

Pendon Qf K. «£ gj(«in28w - 0.22)

e,w ,T - 1 - £ ~k w

u.c.t + $ + \ +-^-^sin2ew +0.21

d.s.b -% - \ - -^ + ̂ sin2ew -0.35

The lowest order diagrams for e+e~ • fF are shown in Figure 1, with
intermediate Virtual y and Z*.

For final states other than e+e~ • e+e~ we define the ratio of the
total cross-section to the point-like pure QED cross-section for
e+e~ + v\~

RfF * \*t- *kG&* + («f + «f )(gf • gf )|x|2

The angular distribution Is of the fora

(1 + ^Acose + cos2e)
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I
c

e*e-onty

Flgoce 1 Lowest order Feynaan graphs for e+e~ • fF. The ma (for hadrons)
runs over colours.

ox oo 0.2 at as at

Fig«e 2 Lowest order cross-section, normalised to point like QED, plotted
agiast slir^e^ (•) e+e" * v%~. (h) e+e~ • hadrons (5 flavour*, ignoring
QCD effects) .

Figure 3 Measured erosa-seetions/QED predictions, (a) w+p", aany
«Perl«ents. (b) w"*ii~ ana T*t~. JADE.



where 6 Is the cm scattering angle between the in i t ia l state electron and
the final «tate fermion. Thus we define the forward-backward asymmetry

. The Z°-propagator la contained in x- This can be formulated In two
ways. Conventionally one follows Veiaberg and Salaa [9,10,1l]

In this case there are three free parameters (p, G-, sin26w). The
charged weak coupling, Gf, Is obtained froa v-decay, and the Hlggs mechanism
Is used to relate this to the weak neutral current, via the parameter p
(p - I In the simplest case), and m̂  - /

However, given that the Z* has now been discovered. It has been pointed
oat by Bobs [ l l ] that i t It perhaps sore economical of theory to follow the
original Glasbow formalism and write

4«ln2«vcos2eH s - * | + lmjT

In this ease there are two free parameters (*c and «ln26w) [ l O . l l ] .
Given the Z* mass, the Beinberg angle then measures the strength of the weak
neutral coupling. There la no link to charged currents and hence neither p
nor C_ occurs.

We shall analyse the data both ways below, and also compare the weak
one-loop corrections In the two schemes.

Examining the formulae for R r̂ and kfj we notice some simplifications
at PETRA/PCT energies. The terms In |x | 2 are negligible. Weak neutral
current effects therefore enter only through their Interference with the
electromagnetic current. The cross-section Is sensitive to the vector
coupllmg g^isj, which i s very small because sla?«v Is close to i , and the
asymmetry to the axial coupling g£g,. The signs of gT and ga are not
measurable, nor la the relative sign, so. that one la not sensitive to parity
violation. Be. shall look at these topics In turn.

3 . UJHMUC OKB5—SECTHM WEASB—*TT5 aBD THEM. lHUJJlTOTHWI

Figure 2(a) shows the dependence on s in 2 * , of the M-palr cross-section
at / s - 30 aad 40 GeV. !„„ depeada on g2 . It Is therefore very dose to
the QED value for slnz6w •> 0.22. The extraction of s la 2 e v from total
cross-section la fraught with difficulty. If one measures «„„ too high, a
value of slc?9w - 0.25 with a small "error" la found, apparently
satisfactorily. If one measures !„„ too low, two solutions are found for
sin z6H , both far from 0.25 and with large errors. This Is In fact the major

.problem comparing to Clashow's theory (Section 7 below). Measurements of
R̂ u and »rT are shown in Figure 3 [ l - 3 , 12-16]. Because of the
lnsensltivity to *l^*m one traditionally adopts another approach, to fix
the electroweak terms at their standard value (or cero) and to look for
deviations from QED In terms of cut-off parameters (or photon form-factors)
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Ho significant deviations from QED have been reported. 95Z confidence
level lower Halts on A+ , baaed on data above 40 GeV are as follows. Be
also show a high-precision number baaed oa 29 GeV (BRS).

Fiaal State sens

JADE
MAKE
BBS

JADE
HARK
BRS

JADE
MASK

ms

•at

J

J

J

9S CL Uatts (OeT)

267
165
154

230
238
172

285
235
92

A_

200
235
220

245
174
172

210
205
246

Befereaee

14
17
29

14
17
29

14
12
18

(See leference 19 for a summary cf earlier work)

One must be cautious against taking such values too seriously, for
three reasons:

a. The errors on A + and A_ are very asymmetric and embrace Infinity.
Making a substitution % - 1/A+

Z (K > 0) and K - -I/A.2 (K < 0) one
sees that Gaussian experimental errors on • _ lead to Gaussian
errors on *. Since K « 0 Is always within the experimental limits
the errors on A± become singular [ 20] .

b. The formal lea Is very specific about the font of any new theory.
In particular a QED cut-off of 200 GeV is quite consistent with a
Z* mass of 83 GeV.

c. The experimental error bars should be treated with care. Almost
all the published results H e with lo of 1.0. This can, of
course, be the result of proper caution by the experimenters, but
It means that combining them to arrive at a cutoff parameter can
be misleading in either sense.

QED cutoff parameters are a useful expression of Ignorance but become
out-dated when a deviation from QED la seen.

4 . VETtOH-fAtt ACTMEnro.

The forward-backward asymmetry la given by

For s « s?r this Is always negative. At /s - 35, m r - 93,
sin2ew - 0.22 the Glashow form gives
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A(uu , T T ) - -.090
A(cc) - -.135
A(bB) - '.27 which becomes -.25 after

correction, for finite Bass (factor 28/(3 - 82) - 0.92) and QCD corrections

[21].
In comparing f*l~ final states data with theory one must always nake

radiative corrections. (This was already done in the crosB-aectloo data
presented in Section 3 above.) Every theorist knows that it is impossible,
In principle, to distinguish the f*l" final state froa t"*l~ + soft or
colllnear photons. Every experimenter also knows this also for different
reasons. What one does therefore is to make a cut at a position of one's
choice, count those events within the cut and correct the theory
accordingly. Figure *(a) shows as an example the acolllnearity angle
distribution of the final state u-eair, defined as shown, for events jwith

> I E(beaa), coapared to QED predictions following Be rends and Klelss
2] . (Data froa Mark-J [ 12] .) A cut is made at K < 20*. Everything at

g < 20* is called v\~ and everything at 6 > 20* Is called v*b~X. The
correction, S, is shown in Figure 4(b) for various values of the cut 5,
where

PL.

p2

The corrections alter both the normalisation and the asymmetry.
Initial stnte brensstrahlung, for example, lowers the effective ca energy
and hence Increases the cross-section. The aayaaetry arises because of
0(a3) Interference between the leading diagram (0(«2)), which leads to a
final state U*l~ + unresolved T») with C - -I, and diagram (0(a*)) with
C - +1. (See Figure *(c).) The pure QED asyaaetry Is positive (le opposite
in sign to the electroweak Interference) and - II, depending on the cuts.
In all the work presented here, QED corrections to 0(o3 ) are Bade to the
data before they are presented. This is a reasonable procedure as the
aagnltude of corrections depends on the experimenters' cuts.

The calculation of the weak one-loop corrections was clarified by Bohn
[ll]. It includes corrections to the Z* propagator, l - Z transitions,
vertex corrections, and dlagraas with two Z* exchanged or V* and W~
exchange. At /« - 34.5 the corrections have been calculated by Hetzel In
the Velnberg-Salaa scheme [23] . The ton ten asyaaetry Is -9.231 and the
one-loop corrections +0.601, leading to a one-loop corrected asyaaetry of
-8.63Z. Brown et al [24] , Be rends et al [25] and BSha and flolllk [26] have
aade calculations on the dashow scheme. They find a Born tern asyametry of
-8.65Z, one loop corrections of -K>.05Z and a one—loop corrected value of
-8.60Z.

In the early days, coaparlson was normally aade to the data after 0(o3)
QED correction to lowest order tfelnberg-Salaa. This Is wrong, and
misleading if one tries to reconcile resulting a z values with collider
measurements [27]. A consistent approach can be aade If one uses either
scheme at the one-loop corrected level (the difference Is beyond
experimental sensitivity) or, for the staple alnded, the Glashov scheae in
lowest order.

It has recently been advocated by Cashmore et al that one should aake
comparison of theory and data after asking order a3 corrections to Z*
exchange diagrams within the Welnberg-Salaa scheme [28]. Whilst this is
clearly a self-consistent picture. It does not allow ready coaparlson with
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the Glashoa scheme and so we have retained the approach of the previous
paragraph.

S. MBOLTS m LPTOIIIC FUMLL 1 M B

Figure 5 show* results on Bnahha scattering at high energies. The
dominance of the forward peak due to one photon exchange i s clearly seen.
He alao show the result* divides by QED and standard model predictions.
Because of the one-photon exchange t e n , the angular distribution Is
sensitive both to gj and g*; . The highest s tat i s t ics u"*ii~ and T+T~ results
fro* MAC, shown In Figure 6, together with the highest energy JADE data.
The 0(o3) corrected «T«~ aad t*t~ asywaetrles are as follows:

MAC
turn. 2
mts

Averag*

CE£LO
MARK J
JADE
PLUTO
TASSO

Average

CELLO
JADE
MARK J
TASSO

average

CELLO
JADE
HARK J
TASSO

•tvtr«ipi

/s(6*V)

29
29
29

29

34.2
34.6
34.4
34.7
34.5

34.S

38.9
38.0
39.1
38.3

3S.6

44.3
43.7
44.1
43.6

43.9

w

16058
5312
5057

387
3658
3400
1550
2673

244
•22
684
173

576
1258
1316
614

s.
- 5.9 ±
- 7.1 ±
- 4.9 t

- 5.» ±

- 6.4 1
-11.7 ±
-11.1 ±
-13.2 t
- 9.8 t

-11.2 *

- 9.3 i
- 9.7 1
-10.0 ±
+ 2.4 ±

- 1.5 t

-18.8 ±
-19.1 t
-16.0 t
-17.3 t

-17.7 ±

(I)

.7 ±
1.7
1.5 ±

0.6

6.4
1.7 ±
1.8 ±
2.8 ±
2.3 ±

1.1

7.3
5.2
4.1
8.6 ±

2.8

4.7
3.1
3.0
4.4 *

1.S

.2

.5

.5
1.0
1.0
.5

.5

.5

Theory (one loop)

- 5.9
- 5.9
- 5.9

- 5.9

- 8.5
- 8.8
- 8.7
- 8.9
- 8.7

-8.7

-11.7
-11.1
-11.8
-11.2

-11.4

-16.2
-15.6
-16.0
-15.4

-15.7

R*f

39
30
29

13
12
1

16
3

i
4
4
31

4
4
4
31
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Figure 6 (a) Differential cross-section for e*e~ *v\~. Solid l ine-fit:
dotted line pure QED. (b) Sane dlTlded by QED prediction, (c) e*e~ * T+T"
All at 29 GeV. (d) e*e~ * v%~ at **.» GeV (JADE). All data ahown after
0(a3) correction*.

Plfnre 7 Detendnation of •_
from electroaeak asyaaettr ana
croae-sectloo. Solid line -
one loop corrections. Dashed
line - lowest order.
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b.t Theory (oaa loop) laf

MAC
HIS
HA1K 2

Average

CELLO
JADE
MARK J
TASSO
PLQTO

29
29
29

29

34.2
34.6
34.6
34.4
34.6

10153
7372
3714

434
1998
860
350
419

- 4.4 i
- 4.2 i

- 4.9 i

-10.3 i
- 6.0 i
- 7.8 i
- 4.9 i
- 5.9 i

1.4 t
2.0

E 0.9

i 5.2
b 2.5 t
b 4.0
b 5.3 t
b 6.8 +

.5

.5

1.0

1.2
0 - 2.5

- 5.9
- 5.9
- 5.9

- 5.9

- 8.5
- 8.8
- 8.8
- 8.7
- 8.8

15
18
30

13
32
12
33
34

Average

JADE

34.

38.

S

0 336

-6.8

+ 7.5

X

t

1.8

6.3 1 1.0

-8.8

-11.1 4

CELLO
JADE
MASK J

43.9
43.7
43.9

Average 43.8

397 -14.2 t 4.8 ± 1.0
913 -17.0 ± 3.6 i 1.0
222 -12.8 ± 7.0 * 1.5

-15.5 t 2.7

15.7
15.6
15.5

4.35
•.32
12

-15.6

The resales are shown graphically In Figure 8, compared to
ttelnberg-Salaa predictions for a - «, and to Glaahov predictions for
ax - 93 and aln*ew - 0.22.

The 34.5 GeV v*V~ data lie 2.2 SO froa theory, and this tends to pull
up fitted values of p, or pull down fitted values of a_, away froa the
expectation for •, - 93 GeV, sin2*,, - 0.22.

With p, Gp and ax aa paraaetara we find

Be have eoabinad the above u+u~ and t*t" results and looked for finite
•g by deviations froa a linear fit In the dependence of A, on s. (See
Figure 7.) Results are, froa the one-loop corrected fit

7 3- 16

or 63 < a, < 101 OeV (95Z CL) [ 7]

In good agreeacht with pp collider results [27] .

Using a , - 93 t 2 GeV we can re-Interpret the data as a ecasureaent of
P and obtain
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p • 1.02 ± .05 U P , " 1-1 oop
(p - 1.11 ± .07 mi 1-loop

1.03 ± .07 up l oves t order) [*]

or , s e t t i n g p - 1 and assuming lepton un iversa l i ty , from e+e"; u+u~; T + T ~

g , - 0.26 ± 0.01

-»d * " 0.0.*}$

What Is the significance of these results? We have seen in Section 3
that cross-section measurements In e+e~ + II+H~, T+T~ provide an unreliable
measure of g*,. The Interference with Y-exchange In e+e~ • e+e~ Is much more
sensitive, In the angular distribution, to g^ than to g*.

The measurements Bade froa the asymmetry alone give low values of mz,
or high values of p from y+u~. These are just two ways of expressing the
sane experimental result. He should be cautious of over-interpreting the
value of p obtained. As with a QED cut-off parameter, obtaining the
expected value provides sons reassurance, but a value of p * 1 arises In
theory from a non-minimal Hlgga structure. In such a model the radiative
corrections would likely be different and so the precise value of p obtained

subtraction of assumed corrections would be Incorrect.

7 . HEASuHEHMT OF

With mz, » ln z 9 w as parameters we find

The HARK J Collaboration were the first to analyse their data this way
[ l l , 1 2 ] . Figure 9(a) shows at / s - 45 the sensitivity to normalisation
changes. An accurate measurement of K)U defines a locus in the (sln z6w , m )
plane and ± 22 variation in normalisation allows a considerable range along
this locus.' We have analysed data on \ v , RTT, A|i|| and ATT to obtain the
allowed regions shown In Figure 9(b). Here we have allowed normalisations
to move within the quoted systematic error, but adding a term to the x2 wnen
this Is done. Two solutions are clearly seen with g^ of opposite sign.
However, if we Impose a 2Z normalisation change the other way the dashed
contour i s obtained, with only one solution.

Bearing in mind the problems of normalisation addressed in Section 3 ,
we draw the conservative conclusion that the 11-palr and r-palr final states
do not allow an independent measure of mz and sin29w in the Glashow scheme.
If we set mt - 93 ± 2, one obtains essentially from the strength of the
asymmetry

sin*ew - 0.19 ± 0.016 *J:oi f r o " w

<>.» 18:81! i-:8? * « • « • . " . -
The analysis by Raroaka that gives these results is illustrated In

Figure 9(c) [4].
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8. SEARCH IPS. PARITY VIOLATION

Parity violation is the best evidence for the presence of a weak-
interaction. To establish parity violation one needs to measure a non-zero
expectation value of a pseudoscalar. Lacking (to date) polarised beans, one
looks at the final state lepton heliclty. In the case of T-leptons one can
use the T-decay as analyser. The T heliclty feeds Into the laboratory
monentun spectrua (x - p/EbeaB) of the final state charged particle. The
decays T • »w , pv. evv , yvv have been used by the CELLO Collaboration [33]
(see Figure 12).

The final-state T hellclty Is given by

" GF 8'^ * r e _ .2coa8—*
») "*• 1 + cosV

He expect g T - -0.06 and hence a very snail effect.

The statistical precision Is as yet poor and the errors span the
physical region. From the asymmetry of P(8) they obtain g^ - -0.1 ± 1.4 and
from the average and asymmetry, assuming universality, gvga - 0.25 ± 0.35. .
(cf gyga " 0.07 ± 0.09 from uN DIS charge asymmetry [37].) He conclude that
evidence for parity violation i" e+«~ + lepton pairs should await SLC
operation with polarised beams.

9. LIMITS OH THE DBPAKTORE F10H ELECTBOBEAt THSORT

Kith modest (< 2 SD) discrepancies, all the above results show
experiments in agreement with electroweak theory. This limits the range of
new phenomena that could contribute to t+l~ and l*l~y final states. We
review these briefly.

Lepton substructure (preons) [38] can be searched for at energies below
the preon threshold by looking for residual contact Interactions. (Compare
the study of weak interactions at low energies.) The effective Lagrangian
is altered.

Leff ^

He set g?/4» - 1 (by ansatz) and n L L iggiflRL - 0, ± 1 according to
one's preferred model. Limits on A± of order 0V6 to 2 TeV In e

+e" • e+e~
have been presented by CELLO, HRS, JADE, MAC and TASSO. The reaction
«+e" * v\~ Is more sensitive (assuming e and u to have common components).
Results from'TASSO are shown In Figure 11. One obtains 95Z confidence level
limits [3,14] a* follows:

TASSO JASE

A+ A. A+ A_ (TeV)

LL.RR
W
AA

2.1
3.4
3.1

2.6
4.4
3.4

4.4
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2.1
4.8
2.3



Figure 11 (a) Lepton angular distr i-
bution for tbe reaction e*e~ * T+T'V.
Points with bars-data, hlstograa-QED
0(o3) predlciion. (b) er »ass spectrua
coqwred to QED prediction for
e+e~ • ê e"T (CELLO), (c) Limits to
the coupling strength for v*. T*
production.
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Figure 12 t helicity analysis. Moaentoa
spectra for various final state particles.
Dashed lines show maxima possible effect.

Plgore 13 Average values of
K (c+e" •» hadrons), showing the QPH
prediction and the fitted
contributions of QCD and electroweak
effects.

as u u io is
E l K l n x P, IGaWfcl
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Btdron p, (GWfc)

Fignre 14 Electron transverse nonentum spectrua showing calculated churn,
beauty and background contributions.
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The JADE results are the first to be published using data for
/a > 40 GeV. As can be seen fron the figure, the W curve is equivalent fo
a QED cutoff fit, and the remarks made In Section 3 apply again. The A
Halts are, of course, proportional to the Input value of g.

Excited leptons can be searched for via the coupling t* • ly, for which
one sets a Lagranglan

L • &**oo6l l - + h c

(Beware of Inconsistent conventions between and within experiments.)

There are three reactions of Interest:

1. e+e" + 1*1* • t+t^nr <e*,li* up to /s/2)

11. e+e~ • IH * l*l~y (e*,u* up to /s)

111. e+e~ • n (e,e* exchange. m(e*) > /s)

Excited electrons and muons are excluded totally for masses below
22 GeV. For masses up to 44 GeV e" (and u*) are excluded for "reasonable"
couplings X [7,19,40,41].

New results have been presented this year on T * searches by CELLO and
JADE [42,43]. In Figure 12(a) we show the forward-back asymmetry
(COS8(T +, e+)) for the reaction e+e~ • T +T"V. This asyometry arises from
the Interference of initial and final state bressstrahlung. The angular
distribution Is conpared to the predictions of a QED 0(o3) Honte Carlo. +A
new state would show up as an excess over this prediction at a fixed m(l~"Y>.
The er mass spectrum of CELLO is shown In Figure 12(b). The (absence of an)
excess at a fixed m(t~Y) sets a limit on \, and results on u* and T* are
shown In Figure 12(c).

Supersymmetrlc leptons could contribute via reactions such as .
e+e~ • UU , each u decaying via v + vy. The photlnos might be unseen or
decay T * YG. The cross-section for scalar pair production Is R(up) - IB3.
The B3 factor depresses the signal at high masses. The signatures are, for
a low mass u*, an excess of u +u~ pairs, and for high mass u*, an excess of
acoplanar u+u~ pairs.

The most sensitive limits on p aasses come from JADE and Hark J
[44,45]. For My < 15-16 GeV, at 95Z ftj > 20.9 GeV. Similar limits exist
from MAC, TASSO and CELLO [46-48]. Fo" Mr < 13 GeV, Mr > 18 GeV
[45,48.49,50]. '

From the process e+e~ • "eye, JADE and CELLO obtain Ms > 25 GeV for
My - 0, Meg - fie, [51,52]. Similar Halts are found by MAC and Mark 2 '
[53,54] . from e % ~ • e"1?" JADE and Mark J find [45.51J , for My < 19 GeV and
HeR - }&l that M£ > 22-23 GeV. Howeve£, the most sensitive limits on
selectron production come from e+e~ + rTTf. These are strongly dependent on
the assumed value of Ms. For My » 0 and Meg - lit, the limits from MAC and
CELLO are Mj > 43.5 ank 37.7 GeV [49,55], and from ASP Mj > 51 GeV [56] .

The conclusion is that over essentially all the available kinematic
range, no significant deviations fron electroweak theory are seen In
leptonlc final states.
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10. BADIOMIC TOTAL dOSS-SECTlM

The total hadronlc cross-section is sensitive to UI&cb ĝ ĝ Qq- F o r

s l ^ e - 0.25 therefore, no change i s expected from pure QED (g v - 0) for
s « a^, but the derivative with respect to sin2ew of R (hadronlc) Is
non-zero, in contrast to the situation In e+e~ * M+y" (see Figure 2) . A
measurement of R (hadronlc) leads to two solutions for slif^S,,, one near 0.25
and one far away which i s usually rejected. It may occur that the two
solutions serge within errors. Since the sln2flH value coses from the energy
dependence (or Jack of It) of ft the Measurement Is somewhat insensitive to
energy-Independent normalisation systematic*. Results from individual
experiments and" from a coablned analysis by Marshall are given below. This
f i t is shown in Figure 13. The fitted value of a, - 0.188 t 0.056.

Bxpt

JADE
HARK J

TASSO
Combined

1. qOARX

(.18

FLAVOUR X

0.23
0.28

.30
•

iocn

aiB*e,

+ .03
+ .08

+ *23
272 i

K

w

- .04
- .05
0.60 at 2a)
- .07
.035

A+

> 277
> 200

> 288

A-(GeV)

> 266
> 325

> 372

Kef

7
7,17

3
6

For a known quark flavour we expect an asymmetry

2/2»o

At /s - 35 we expect A « -0.090 for up, T T , A • -0.135 for us, cc, and
A - 0.25 for d3, si, bC, after QED corrections and mass corrections [2l].
Thus the hadronlc asymmetries are larger than the leptonlc ones. The
experimental problem is to Identify the flavour and to distinguish q from q.
For u, d and s quark no reliable method has been found. For example, a
primary K+ meson is more likely tocoma from a o-quark jet than from an
s-quatk jet [ 57] . For c- and b-quark* two methods bad been used which take
advantage of the fact that c- and b-mesons come froa primary quarks and not
from fragmentation. The methods are for chara, direct observation of D or
D* mesons, and for charm and beauty, observation of direct leptona. He
discuss these In turn.

Chara asymmetries have been measured using D* meson tag by HRS [ 58],
JADE [ 59] and TASSO [ 60] . One takes advantage of a method first used by
MARK 2 [61] , that although the mass resolution on the 0° meson or the D*
meson say be low, the mass difference &m - a(D*+) - a(D*) Is only 145 MeV,
so that the decay D* + • D** + has a very low Q-value. As a result the
resolution on Aa Is such better. All these experiments have used the decays
D* • r"»*. K-»•'*•'*-, ITw+fr*) unseen, and TASSO have used «"»"*»• (seen) in
addition. The charm signal Is predominantly at x > 0.4, whereas the
background is at lower x. Charm-tagging efficiencies are typically - iS,
and TASSO, for example, have a signal of 119 events including 26 background
(see Figure I5(a)). The HRS D* angular distribution is shown in
Figure 15(b),
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The HRS detector has sufficient resolution to observe D* • K~*+ and
n + • K"*"**+ directly with a • 13 MeV for xD > 0.5 (see Figure 15(c)).

Direct leptons have been used by several experiments as heavy-quark
tags. The sources of e~ in hadronic events are as follows:

Lepton source e~ asymmetry Us - 35)

b • e~ - 0.25
c* e+ +0.14
b + c • e+ + 0.25

Hlsidentlfled hadron 0
Tf conversion 0

The yields are low and the backgrounds to be distinguished high (one
track In 700 Is b • |i direct), so that additional methods are needed to
enhance Che heavy-quark fraction. All the experiments look at the p T of the
lepton with respect to the jet axis, which peaks at 0.5 for muon candidates
from u, d, a jets, 0.6 for c-jets and 1.3 for b-jets. MARK J use the event
thrust as a heavy-quark selector [62]. TASSO have used a sphericity
product. The event Is cut Into two halves, each half boosted by y • 1.6 and
Its sphericity calculated. To suppress light-quark and gluon-breasstrahlung
events they demand that the product SJ-SJ > 0.1 [63]. JADE define the jet
transverse aasa [64].

•here che sum run* over charged and neutral tracks. They alao use pT(v),
the event missing momentum perpendicular to the jet axis.

TASSO study direct electrons and make a 4-dimensional fit In the
variable* (p, Pj, co«3 , S1«S2) to obtain Ac and A. . For 1.0 < PT < 2.S
about SOZ of the electron signal 1* fron b * evX (see Figure 14).

The TPC Collaboration [ 65] Identify electrons by dE/dx and shower
counters, so that the misidentified hadron contamination Is ouch reduced.
The sain contamination 1* from T conversions. In their c-enrlched sample
(p > 1.5, pj < 1.0) they have 270 events, 571 charm and 24Z background, and
In the b-enriched sample (p > 1.5, pj > 1.0) they have 80 events, 65Z beauty
and 111 background.

The most accurate results coae fron JADE Inclusive auons [64]. At
^% - 34.6 for fy > 1.8 GeV/c they report on 1780 y-candidates. They make a
four dimensional maximum likelihood fit in the variables <M>, PjdO, pj(w)
and coat. The distribution In those variables and the reconstructed b-quark
angular distribution are shown In Figure 19. They quote a b-quark
asymmetry

A b - -22.8 ± 6.0 ± 2.5Z

The main systematic errors are fron uncertainties In fragmentation and
the b + uX branching ratio, set to (11.6 ± 0.5)%.
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12. QOABK BEAK ISOSHHS

The weak axial coupling, g a » T J L - T 3 R.
measurements are summarised below.

Cham

The results of the above

Expt

MARK J
JADE-
PLUTO
TASSO
TPC

BRS
MAC

• a

35.5
34.4
34
34.4
29

29
29

*ce

-16 ±
-14 ±

-10 ±

-12 ±

9Z
9

9

8

Expect

-13.5
-12.9

-12.9

- 8.8

I

.59

.54

.55

.39

.90

.9

.68

.8

±
i
±
±
±
i
±
±

.33

.35

.51

.35

.46

.9

.91
1.8

Method

c • v

D*
c • W
D*,c + e
c • e,v
D*
D\D+,D*
c • v

Kef

62
59
4
63
65

58
66

Containing these, gj - .56 ± .17, where we aspect i.

Beauty

Bxpt /• Expect Method Kef

CELLO 34.0 -40 ± 17 -24.6 -.81 t .69 V,e 67
JADE 34.4 -22.8 ± 6.0 ± 2.5 -25.2 -.45 ± .12 ± .05 b • u 64
MASK J 34.6 -21 ± 19 -25.5 -.41 ± .37 b • v 62
PLUTO 34 -.65 ± .45 b • u 4
TASSO 34.5 -30 ± 18 -25.4 -.59 ± .35 b*u,e 63,68
TPC 29 -.69 t .42 b * u ,e 65

HARK 2 29

MAC 29

- 7S +-35

• 7 5 -.30

-.3 ± .35

b •• u ,e 69

b • u 66

Combining these, g* - -.49 t .10, where we expect i .

Hence T3L(b) • - .49 t .10 and the b-quark Is definitely a aeajber of a
weak left-handed lsodoublet. Many topless models were demolished previously
by b • l-^Tt limits (< .291 at 90Z froa CLEO [70] , < .7Z at 95Z CL from JADE
[71] and MARK J [ 72] , where topless models require > 1.3Z [73). A possible
escape devised by Tye and Peskln demanded a very short b lifetime [74] .
Thus, Independent of any direct observation of t-quarks, we conclude that
weak Interactions require a third generation of Che same structure a* the
f irst two.

13.

In the leptonlc sector the data are described well by GWS theory at the
one-loop level. The w-palr asymmetry Is a l i t t l e high at PETRA energies.
Asymmetries have been measured up to 46 GeV. In the Helnberg-Salam scheme
we need a finite n z - 73*1? GeV, 63 < m, < 101 at 95J CL. p la consistent
with 1 (p - 1.02 ± •05.>Alt£

n
nth« Clashow scheme, taking m - 93 ± 2 GeV one

obtains Jin^e,,- O-W-oiS-Ioi- c°mhlne* " " " « . »». " yield
«l " •O8-.O4 a n d «a " " " * • ° 1 ' O n e 9Ould l l k e greater precision on
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normalisation than It perhaps reasonable Co expect. Parity violation
effects are expected to be very small and a f irst search has been made. The
success of electroweak theory In describing the data puts strong Hal ts on
lepton substructure, excited leptons and SOST leptons.

In the hadronlc sector the weak lsosplns of the c- and b-quarks nave
been aeasured and agree veil with the standard model. Both quarks are
member* of weak lsodoublets so that a t-ouark Is required.
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MBLYSIS CF e+e" MMIMLKriCH m TOMS OF TOE VtBBER WEB,

Boaz Klina

CESY, Hantouxg, FTC

ABSTRACT, e* t' annihilation data obtained at a c m . energy of 34.6 GeV i« compared with
a modified version 2.2 of Webber Monte Carlo thai has been developed. The model is found Is
reproduce wefl the cross featwa of the data, including the fraction of muttijet event* and the
'string* effect in 3-jel events. The modified version's best parameters are : AweWcr = 200*MMeV
and U. = *.2tO.&GeV where Aw,w«r * the QCD scale in this model and Me is the maximum
clatter i

1. Introduction

The Webber model (1), the cluster model with interfering soft gluons, is one of the two
successful fragmentation models, the other being the Lund model '2*. The Webber model
does very well with very few parameters which b a particular success. It reproduces the
"string* effect, the inclusive spectra and even a few higher order aspects which were studied
so far. Its main failure up to now was that it could not give the correct fraction of 3-jet
events. This in general has prevented a thorough overall comparison between mode) and
data since no good fit to the data was obtained. The studies published so far concern the
3-jet analysis (3>4), but the model was used with the parameter set of the original version.
These parameters did not reproduce the data satisfactorily, therefore one should first of all
solve the 3-jet fraction problem, then find the model's best parameters and only then proceed
with detailed comparisons.

A modified version 2.2 of the model has been developed which corrects this problem.
This note describes briefly the features of the modified model in comparison with data from
t*e~ annihilations taken with the TASSO detector at PETRA.1

2. Modified Version 3.2 of Webber Model

In order to improve the model(1) two changes were made. The first one deals with the
value of the boost. As it was explained in detail previously (1' the kick of manifest covari-
ance means that it is incorrect to simulate multijet production by combining single cascades
generated in different frames. This difficulty is avoided by requiring that all branching will
take place in a single hemisphere, i.e. in e+e~ annihilation the entire final state must be
generated first of all as a "photon jet" and subsequently be transformed to its rest frame
after computing the exact <?2 of the virtual photon. The minimal boost, 7 , required in
order to have the initial quark - antiquark at 90 degrees is -Ji, but any larger value is also
acceptable. Even though the calculations are performed in a non-infinite momentum frame
it makes little effect both on most of the event distributions and on the fraction of multijet
events. In the original version a value of 1.5 was chosen assuming that the physics results
will not depend on this value. Unfortunately this is not the case and one better look for that
value for which the Q7 distribution is peaked exactly at E^.the square of the cm. energy.
The value which gives that requirement was found to be 7 = 1.465.
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The second improvement deals with the energy distribution of the initial quark and
antiquark. The energy of the quark in the boosted frame is

Eq = mf + *(iEcm - 2m,)

where m, is the mass of the quark, £ m is the cm. energy, "I is the boost and z is a random
number between 0 and 1. The energy of the antiquark in this frame is

£? = iEm - E,

In the original version it was assumed that the z distribution does not affect the physics
results and * flat distribution was taken. However, since one deals with the virtual photon
which is a vector rather than a scalar source one bettei uses the Altarelli - Parisi type
distribution function z2+ (1 - a ) 2 instead of a flat one. Using the Altarelli - Parisi distribution
function however results in harder gluons and consequently in a larger 3-jet rate.

. S. Tuning of the Parameters

3.1 Assumptions

Using the modified version of Webber Monte Carlo described above there are few pa-
rameters which either should be tuned or should be chosen according to certain physics
assumptions.

Assuming that the hadronisaion of the clusters is due to phase space and spin factors
only, there are the following parameters : A.wcbt*r, the QCD scale in this model, which is not
.identical to the commonly used kjj§, Me, the maximum cluster mass above which fission
occurs, mt, the gluon virtual mass cut-off and the quark masses, m,'s. These parameters
have been explained in detail previously ( I ) .

One has to remember that there are some constraints on these parameters which are
built into the model which affect our choice. The constraints are : (1) mt > 2mH,a. (2)
m»,d > lAAwthUr- (3) m, > Mp where P is the lightest pseudoscalar which contains the
quark «, e.q. m«,̂  > JUT,, m, > MK, mc > MD, mt > MB etc.

Since the masses of the quarks were pushed up by the third constraint, at least for the
heavy ones, the minimal values for the t,e and b quark mass were chosen.

A reasonable value for the light quark mass was taken and the virtual gluon mass which
is the cut-off where the perturbatWe part is being stopped was chosen to have exactly twice
the previously mentioned value, m, = 2m.|rf. The value for the gluon virtual mass is the
minimal available according to the first constraint. However the physics results turned out
to be almost insensitive to reasonable «*«ig»n in this value.

3.2 Event Selection

The experiment was performed with the TASSO detector at PETRA. The data used
for this analysis were taken at cm. energies in the range 32 < £ m < 36GcV. Details
of the detector are described elsewhere <*'. Hadronic final states from e+e~ annihilation
were selected using the information on charged particle momenta measured in the central
detector. The selection criteria for charged particles and for nmltihadron events were identical
to those described previously <e). A total of 215*7 events were accepted. The experimental
distributions were corrected for the effect of acceptance and for QED radiative effects (T).
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3.3 Fit Procedure

Following the procedure of a previous analysis ("> the determination of the two remaining
parameters, namely AwcWer and Mt, was done usinf a •imulteneous fit to the following set of
three distributions :\jata,iojixv, l/o.rfdo/rffj" and l/oM&'/dPFt where xr n the scaled
momentum of the charged particles xP = 2{p\/Ecm and Pj-H, P f ' are the transverse momenu
in and out of the event plane which is determined by diagonaliring the momentum tensor of
second rank.

A lattice of 4x4 points in the kweUtr and M, space was considered. For each lattice
point about 3700 Monte Carlo events were generated and the distributions were calculated
according to our definition (Sect. 3.1). The content of each bin of each distribution was
parametrised by a 2nd order polynomial in AitrlUtf and Mc which gave a good description
of the Monte Carlo data. The best values for Awcttcr and A#c were obtained by a combined
fit of these parametrisations to the corrected data using the computer code MINU1T <•'.

3.4 The Best Parameters of the Model

Using the following values for the untuned parameters :
m, = 2m»,rf = 0.70GeV

m, = O^OGeV
mc = 1.87GeV
mt = 5.3OGeV

the modified Webber Monte Carlo best parameters are

200±90MeV

The relatively big errors, especially in AweM*r, reflect two facts : (1) kwebbtr always
appears logarithmically in physics expressions so that they are not very sensitive to slight
changes in this parameter. (2) The Monte Carlo distributions are not in a good agreement
with the data. For very high momenta the model deviates from the data.

3.5 The Interpretation of KwHttr in the Webber model

It is very important to emphasize that Awcbbtr in this model is not the commonly used
one, namely Ajj^-ln order to compare our result with other experiments using different
models one needs to know what is the connection between these two A's.

A recent theoretical publication '10' which might define and prove the connection between
these parameters deals only with moments of multiplicity distributions so it cannot be applied
to the present study. A more general theoretical proof is required in order to be able to
interpret our result.

4. Comparison with the Data and with the Original Version

4.1 Results of Distributions

The x2 INDOF of the fit, bearing in mind that it was done using the statistical errors
only, is reasonably good. For the three different distributions x2 IN DOT values of 4.3 for xp

distribution, 4.5 for the /f" one< 3-2 *°T t n e T " ' *n<* 4-° *°r *" these three distributions
were obtained. The quality of the fit is comparable to that of 2nd order Lund model (8).
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Figs, la-c: Webber model fit. The normalised distributions 1/ototdo/dY .where Y is
the quantity indicated on the horizontal scale, for the corrected data (+) and for the best

fit predictions of Webber model ( - ) . a) The scaled momentum distribution
xp = 2p/Ecm- b,c) The single particle inclusive Pj"and J»j?" distributions.

In figures la-c one can see that up to certain values of Pj." and P f ' the fit results
describe well the data. For relatively high values the fit is wone, even though one has to
remember that the systematical errors which are much larger in this region were not included.
Since these distributions were plotted using a logarithmic scale one should realise that the fit
is good up to two orders of magnitude, i.e. the integrated deviation from the data is much
Jess than one percent. In the xp distribution it seems as if from a value of 0.5 on the model's
curve deviates from the data points. This might reflect an intrinsic problem in the model
l'4K Once again since one is dealing with a logarithmic plot it should be emphasized that
the integrated deviation from the data in the xp distribution is less than 0.1 percent.

4.2 The Fraction of Multijet Events

Since the fraction of multi (> 3) jet events was the main problem in the original version,
the modified version's results are compared both with the original ones and with the data.

In table 1 the percentage of multi (> 3) jet events was summarized using two different
methods. The first method, the angular cluster algorithm ( I ", was used in order to find
the number of 'jets of charged particles while in the second one the generalised sphericity
method'lz> was used. In the first method any other cuts besides those which exist in that
algorithm were not applied . The parameters (a,fi,fi,it) as denned previously (11) were
chosen to be (30°, 45",0.1,0.11). In the second method exactly the same cuts as was done in
the previous analysis (13) were applied.

The two methods might give a hint about possible systematic errors. Nevertheless, in
both cases it is very clear that the modified version reproduces the data well.

4.3 The "String" effect in Webber model

Using the method of generalised sphericity ( 1" and applying exactly the same cuts as
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Data

Original Version

Modified Version

Method 1

23.810.6

18.810.4

22.910.4

Method 2

l l . l i0 .4

10.010.3

11.710.3

Table 1: Percentage of muhi (> 3) jet events in the Original and
Modified versions of Webber Monte Carlo in comparison with the Data

was done previously 'I3' a multi (> 3) jet event sample was obtained. This sample was
studied with and without removing the 4 and 5 jet events. In table 2 the ratios of particle
flow into the gap regions between jets for data and for the modified version 2.2 of Webber
model were snmmariicd.

Data

Webber model

N(2)/N(3)

> 3 jets

1.1910.03

1.1610.02

3jets

1.2610.04

1.2010.02

N(l)/N(3) |
1

> 3 jets

1.5ll0.04

1.4610.02

3 jets

1.6410.05

1.5610.03

Table 2: The ratios of particle flow into the gap regions between
jets for data and for the Webber modified version 2.2

In both cases, with and without removing the 4 and 5 jet events, it seems as if the * string"
effect is reproduced in the Webber model even though iu strength, the above mentioned ratios
of particle flow into the gap regions between jets, might be a bit too small. Nevertheless
OUT results are still compatible with previous studies (3>4> done using the original version's
parameters.

Another investigation which was done using this sample concerned the momentum de-
pendence of the density ratios. Figs. 2a and b show N(l)/N{3) and N(2)/N(3) in intervals
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of xiK = PxniEbtam where j>m is the particle- momeniurr: projected into the event plane.We
limit the analysis to x,B < 0.1 for reasons of suiisiics. In both ratios the Webber model
reproduces the data reasonably well.
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Figs. 2a,b: Ratios of particle densities in angular gaps between jet axes as a function of xxn

Superimposed on the data ( £ ) are the Webber model ( | ) calculations.
The Lund and Independent Jet models predictions are taken from reference (13).

5. Conclmions

A modified version 2.2 of Webber Monte Carlo which well reproduces the gross features
of the data, including the fraction of multijet events and the "string" effect in 3-jet events,
was developed. The two improvements included in this version gave a better description for
the initial quark-antiquark energy distribution.

Using this model the best fit to e+e~ data yields the values :

^Webber = 200I90MeV
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Me = 4.2'OhGeV

The interpretation of kwebber in this mode) or the connection between this parameter and
the commonly used A j jg needs some more theoretical understanding.
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TRIPLE HADRONIC ENERGY CORRELATIONS IN

KICH ENERGY e+e~ ANNIHILATION*
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In the past few years hadronic energy correlations

/EEC/ in high-energy e e~ annihilation [lTJ have been

studied by many groups. While EEC could be calculated in

perturbative QCD, it has been recognized soon that the

fragmentation corrections to EEC are large at present

energies. Since fragmentation corrections are expected

to decrease as H with increasing center of mass energy

W /the perturbative part is proportional to lnW /, in

order to c'e more sensitive to the QCD part, we recalculated

EEC in the Z resonance region £2\ where a copious hadron

production will appear. In ̂ T +2° exchange the normalized

EEC is independent of initial state polarizations and

weak interaction parameters

Another possibility is to introduce such an energy

weighted cross section whose fragmentation correction

decreases faster than that of EEC. Such a quantity is the

triple hadronic-energy correlation /TEC/ f37 for which the
—2

fragmentation correction is expected to decrease as W ,

at least at asymptotic energies. TEC is defined as a

threefold differential quantity

I Ac*

Presented by G.Pdcsik
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where In a hadronic event the ith hadronic calorimeter

collects an energy£Ei in a solid angle /j&i (i=l,2,3y'

during a time T, L is the luminosity. TEC has many

interesting properties. Here, we note only that normalizing

TEC to the total hadronic cross section and integrating

over at least one azimuthal angle, initial-state

polarizations and 2° parameters are cancelled.

TEC has remarkable properties: 1. it is a symmetric

way of treating three jets /in EEC only double correlations

are measured/, 2_. it does not require an event by event

analysis /similar to EEC/, 3. in a large enough phase

space it is completely independent of EEC and from all

previously used methods in jet physics.

If we are interested in describing three-jet events,

TEC must be defined in a plane £3j , this leads to the

planar triple energy correlation /PTC/

kt
N is the number of hadronic events, in the event A E. , E,^.

Eftc are the individual particle energies, and the momenta

of particles a,b,c have relative angles "^ to %,, *A~i^, ,

Xj to %i*&i,*i ,yL̂  to Ti-̂ TiJx̂ with the planarity requirement

\^--Ls,-iz~i,y} %.°-'iza&' Each distinct triplet

contributes only once, but a particle may contribute in

several triplets. PTC is symmetric under the exchange

>*-*' <r~> ^-j . For PTC an Ocoi^) QCD result is written
down in ]_fj .

Zt is advantageous to sum up the various PTC values

belonging to different 7^, %^, therefore, define [V]
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r - 0 cannot be taken for the presence of colllnear
singularities.

Recently, we have carried out a Monte Carlo simulation
of Jl^) and shown that a s t a t i s t i c a l l y reasonable
determination of T[p) i s feasible from the exist ing data
and i t provides an independent eC, determination JYj .
2- ,3- ,4-jet cross sections were computed in OiflJ? QCD
using the Sterman-Wninberg E,d -prescriptionr as well
as the scaled invariant mess squared cut, and ->!. =1OO MeV.
Fragmentation corrections were computed in the Lund string
model and in independent fragmentation models / IF/ . He
verified that for |3>2 3O° Ifi) i s infrared insensit ive in
both prescriptions for the pure QCD and also for the
complete Monte Carlo in both models. Furthermore, for
C>> 40° the qq fragmentation gives a contribution of £ 8%
for £ - 0 . 1 , If=44 GeV in both models. For measuring the
fragmentation l e t us introduce the quantities

4/V.H

where QCD+FR refers to the complete Monte Carlo and K

is the normalized asynmetry of EEC. Table 1 shows the

fragmentation corrections.

• PTC . PTC Asym. Asym.

-* string " IF w string " IF
W/GeV/

34 O.4O+O.O5 0.23+0.05 0.44+0.07 O.31+O.O6

44 O.3O+O.O15 0.16+0.03 0.32+0.08 O.18+O.O8

90 0.22+0.07 0.08+O.O4 0.22+0.10 O.O8+O.O5

Table 1
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It follows that fragmentation corrections to the

integrated PTC and A lU) are about the sane, for IF
1they follow a w"1 type law, but for the string model

they show a slower decrease up to 90 GeV.

Recently HARK 3 has carried out an o(, determination

[5]] based on the idea of PTC outlined above. From their

data they found that for (£^40° Xf/V i s infrared

insensitive and two-jets contribute negligibly. Furthermore,

All and Lund models give good descriptions of PTC data in

the range 22-46 GeV. Table 2 shows their results for

from PTC.

«/GeV/ ,** v L u n d

22
35

41

44

46

O.O71+O.O15
O.112+O.005

O.O97+O.OO8

0.1O5+O.O07

0.130+0.Oil

Table 2

0.11+0.018

O.147+O.005

O.116+0.010

O.125+O.OO7

0.138+O.007

Erross are statistical ones in Table 2. There is a systematic

error of 0.004 from data analysis and the same value

from changing the planarity cut and (? . The combined data

on PTC and A (A) provide the fit [5]

A. * 105 + 25 HeV

o r ^ ,sO.124 + 0.004 + O.O12 at 35 GeV
4 ^̂0..12 + 0.007 + 0.01 at 44 GeV

This is to be ainanpd to the results from EEC [6} :

.13 + 0.01 + 0.02 at 35 GeV

O.12 + 0.02 at 44 GeV
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A virtue of ]_SJ is that uncertainties were minimised

in the «i4 determination.

In summary, TEC offers a More detailed picture on

jets, FTC probes 3-jet final states in a natural way,

it is infrared insensitive. Fragmentation corrections to

PTC are still large, the asymptotic W~ law can be reached

at best beyond the Z° region extending the validity of

current models to about 90 Gev. PTC leads to aiwdetermination

independent of EEC. It would be worthwhile to reconsider

the <>(j determinations of various experimental groups in the

light of PTC.
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AM AMAIXTIC KBSOlff OH

O.K. Fedorenko* and T. Biemann

Joint Institute for Huclear Research, Subna

We have determined the electromagnetic one-loop ra-

diative corrections to the differential cross section

dtfy Jcos © (© being the scattering angle) of the reac-

tions

/ (2)

The 2 -boson of the GWS-theory we took into account in

Born approximation. The following diagnns are contribut-

ing:

from the differential cross section, one usually derives

H

and the forward-backward (or charge) asymmetry,

A

[/* £ - r JEJ - (o
Deft of *** '« • < MieU^fcs, Sfcb ttei^«% «f
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We obtain analytic expressions for the bremsstrahlung

contribution after integration over the complete photon

phase space. Xe rely on techniques developed injjlj • Our

results are an upper limit on the radiative corrections

in real experiments where due to cuts only part of the

hard bremaatrahlung has to be included. In fact, one can

uae our result to simJILate realistic experimental condi-

tions if one subtracts with a Monte-Carlo program the ob-

served photon events from the analytic cross section. In

this wayi one gets an alternative to the usual approach

to realistic hard bremaatrahlung calculations M J . In

the ultra-relativistic approximation, the cross-section

for (1,2) ia:

Ve got the following results:

K, - f.

( 7 )
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(8)

with the following abbreviations:

+2 fcX

C 1 2 )
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Wheareas one may find ^ 4 in the literature]^],

the "fi and FA have been derived here for the first

time. Our formulae partly correct corresponding results

published earlier Jj}J .

We would like to thank B.Yu. Bardin for discussions

and cooperation in the first stage of this work and the

organizers of this Symposium at Kazinier* 1986 for the

opportunity to present our results. An extended version

will be submitted to Acta Fhysica Polonica.
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A 5LCSAI ANALYTIC ^ODIL GF TEL P I S i:LÊ ?:OUA.Gir£TIC STRUCTURE

ATP ITS UTTUZAglCE -JOR OTHER 3SY3ICAL gRCBLESS

S.Dubnicka and I .Hart in cnr IS
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It i s well known that the pion-pion-virtual photon vertex in

Feynman diagrams of different electromagnetic processes can not

be considered as a point-like and the quark - gluon structure of

the plon has to be taken into account. The l a t t e r i s phenomenolo-

gical ly simulated in terms of a s ingle structure function or form

factor (ff) ^ ( t ) where t « -Q i s the photon four-momentum tran-

sfer squared.

In this contribution we would l i k e to present a global analytic

model of ^ ( t ) with an arbitrary number of radial ly excited rho-

-states and i t s application to other physical problems l ike a de-

termination of f (1250) and ^(1600) from date on e+e"-* JC*X~ ,

the prediction of the P-wave lsovector 3T1C phase s h i f t cjjlt)

and the ine la s t i c i ty ^ ( t ) i& 'the whole experimentally measura-

ble region and f i n a l l y , the evaluation of the two-pion contribution

to the muon anomalous magnetic moment.

I . A SLOBAL ANALYTIC P I 3 ff KODEL

The idea was [1] to incorporate a l l well established properties

of F.gtt), respecting the analyt ic!ty .as precisely as possible.

The analytic properties consist of the e la s t i c branch point at

t « 4m£. , the effect ive ine las t i c branch point at t = t j ^ », the

*) Its position v.ili be left as a free paraneter ia the f i t of data
and the date theneelves vcill take as much, inelasticity BE they
need.
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pole t - -15.36 E £ and the zero tg= -8.96 m̂ . on the second Rie-

mann sheet by means of which the so-called left-hand cut i s appro-

ximated [2,3] and the poles t ? , t?>, y , . . . on the unphysical

sheets, which correspond to the f(770), ?'(1250), f(16OC) . . .

resonances respectively.

The cut structure used generates the four-sheeted Riemenn surfa-

ce, on which our model of FK(t) is defined. By using the inverse

Zhukovsky transformation

with i - C-1)1/2
f q,= ^ ( t ^ j - 4) 1 / 2

t q - 1/2(t - 4)
1 / 2, m^i

we nap all four sheets in t - variable onto the W - plane and all

cuts disappear*

The variable W(t) possess the assumed pion ff dominant cut

structure in t - variable and the Bane holds for the expansion

L
(W2- 1)m(W - W.)

with arbitrary 1 and real coefficients Afl. The factor (ff2- 1) m

is present to ensure the asymptotic behaviour of the form ^t

with m being a positive integer.

In order to find explicit dependence of our model on the ratio

f
V3nt/fT. which is the measure of a strength of residua at the cor-

responding poles, we employ the vector'meson dominance CWED) pole

diagram contributions

•transformed into the W - variable
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for v - f, <p , f . . . .

Here l f 0 . -*JQ - llm », . 1 ^ . 1/W^ - l j j W, i f ^ v * f

since f(770) is placed on the second sheet and f(1250),

^(1600) . . . are placed on the third sheet as-we expect [ i ]
+ s »2 «2

In expression (2), for every resonance only the complex conju-

gate pair of poles nearest to the physical region is considered.

Therefore, we extract only the term with denominator of the form

(VT -V.1 )(Hf - Wvo^ frcln ^} an<i d e B a n d l t s equality to the equiva-

lent term from (2) In the limit f̂  -» 0 .

As a consequence we obtain the equations

n»o

L

n«o -

where

c ~ —

°" ttp)(V"

1 ) I D ( W f . o '

i)»Jv

•V
- wf0(

•v

-v
<)Cl

811(1 rfo» rp'0»
 ry°oi ••• are the residue of F^.vJ(t) at the polee
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V * V>* Vof •"
Another two equations

Ao + R(v) An - 0 18)

»'"• «?-<*»• 51-JTJI1-
vwV |%|

and L,

where

are obtained from the threshold behaviour requirements

* P*(t> |q=0 " °

and the normalization condition Fn[W(0)] = 1 respectively,

The summation parameter L takes the value K + 1, where K is

the number of resonances under consideration*

The quark structure of hadrons leads to a general belief that

with Increased energy of e+e" always a new excitation of vector

meson is produced. Then the number of resonances K taken in (2)

depends on the range and preciseness of existing experimental data

on ^(t) and is always chosen empirically according to an abso-

2 •

lute minimum of X sn& the values of parameters of the model,

which are controlled by other experiments, as they have a clear

physical meaning.

The dependence of the coefficients AQ in (2) on the parameters
m' tinel» " V ^V tvia/tv ( T •?••?'» f\ ... ) *»"n dear phy-

sical meaning is found by a solution of the linear algebraic equa-

tions (5),...(9).



Prior to the determination of f(125D) and f ( i 6 0 0 ) from

e+e~—*>Ti*ic~ we present r e s u l t s on a compatibi l i ty check of spece-

- l i k e region pion ff data with t ime- l ike one.

I I . A COiifATIEILITY CHECK 0? SPACB-IIKE 3EGI0S P ig ; f f DATA

•>VITH THKE-5IKE QKE

The electroproduct ion of pions from nucleons e~JT -*• e""3tE i s the

only avai lable source of the space- l ike region pion f f da te a t l a r -

ge momentum t r a n s f e r s [4] • However these are s t rongly model depen-

dent [5] .

On the other hand the annihilation process e+e~-̂ -x*sr" provides

through the one photon exchange approximation very reliable tine-

-like region date.

By using the aalytic properties of Tn(t)t expressed through

the following integral representation

we have carr ied out a compatibil i ty check of the space- l ike region

elsctroproduct ion model dependent pion ff date £4} with t ime-l ike

one.

The idea YI&S t o t ransfer the r e l i a b l e experimental information

on e+e"-*.9rwr by means of (10) i n to the space-l ike region ace

then to compare i t (calculat ing the values of p a r t i a l "Xf 'B) w i t t

electroproduction da ta .

The data or, lie" TK(t) in the f i r s t in tegra l of (ID) are ob ta i -

ned by equating the experimental cross sect ion of j + e ~ -

v.'ith tneore t i ca l one as follows



where ^ , 2 . ,r

ot= 1/137 is the fine structure conctcjit and q) = ere tg -5 g- .

Eow, if v;e take into account tlie idtr.tity 'bet'.veen the pion ff

phase and the P-wave isovector Vtx rr.are rhift c^(t) for

4 < t < t r t i l ( i . e . &t the elast ic rer.ior.) tr.e relation (11) gives

the quadratic equation

ffi r 3 t g - ( : l \ ( 1 2 )

the physical solut ion of -.vhich ic

(13)

vjhere

Tak:ne the experimental infer -.?.-'. rr. or. -.,<\>, n w , f̂  , <JJ(t) and

6^ ( t ) one can d e t e ^ i n e the date. or. Ir.~ ^ {t) for * < * ^ * w ^ .

frcm C13.) and PK ( t ) = l l ^ C t ) ! e::p(i J j ' ( t ) ) v;hich through the

f i r s t i n t e g r a l of (10) are givir.r ^crt 1z:.r-.r. SDJ contribution t o

I ^ ^ 2 ) fo r Q2= C.

For the InA \ W in the secrr.5 i.-.te-rsl of (1C) usine the

per turba t ive QCD r e s u l t we }-.&ve prrvs i [1] ths.t i t has a t l e a s t one
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zero and is vanishing from negative values as t —* + oo .

Therefore v.e have parget: ized i t ac follov:s

InsA P_(t) = a 8* (1
K (t - b)~

v;here the parameters a, t , b and K are determined fran the

reauirements _

*-
>

(15)

| i ImE F J r( t ) , t t = | r a ^ . (16)

(t - t )
a ^ . i (17)

(t - b^lt-i^

o e
B(t - t J

t(t -
> dt (1E)

and the results are as follows

a = -.41557, to= 165.5762 B | , b = 27.6SQ67 and M = 1.31934 (1°)

There are 2G experimental points on |F a ( t ) | et different

values of t ir. the space-like region [4] • Calculating the corres-

ponding inte£rais with IEE T^Ct) and I*A F^(t) of (1C) at these

values of t one gets the results presented in Table 1.

Comparing the corresponding partial "X. values use came to tne

conclusion that despite the ambiguities in extracting the pion ff

data from the pion electroprodaction cross section aeaEurenents of

Bebek et al £4] the reported values are except for 4 points et

t = —1.IS, -1.2C, -2.0", -S.77 consistent witfc reliable e+e~ pion

ff measurements.
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In the f irst section of this talk we have costructed the pice ff

model with an arbitrary nunber of radially excited rho-st&tes w'zLct

i s suitable for a description of al l existing pion ff data. As a

result a l l parameters of the model are determinsd in this way.

All together 278 experimental points from e"ll-> e~* E,

nt'e"—s> w~e~ for t < 0 and jfp -• « V n , e+e~-»*V t J/y-»srV~

for t > 0 were analysed including also the newest ORSAY [7] and

NOVOSIBIRSK [8] data. The best description of the data was achieved

by means of the pion ff model with three resonances <p, ip', »"

and the results are as follows (for data and our f i t s c fig.1)

X2/ndf - 1.85, m - 3 . i . e . Sjjv(t)] ~ t" 3 / 2

*inel " 1»46±0.01 GeTT

ay= 760.1+1.9 EteV, J^- 152.4 i 2 . 4 KeV, tpnJt^ - 1.24 t 0.01 (20)

m»« 1217.4±2.4 MeV, Î '« 323.8 114.3 HeV, ^ R / ^ * -.10+0.01

ny*. 1531.61 54.5 MeV, [Jr* 454.0±64.8 MeV, ^ / ^ = - .0710.03

Since the values of n^, Vv can be determined reliably only in

the case there are sufficiently precise experimental data around
2 '

the points t = m̂  one can say that the parameters of <°(1250)

and ^(1600) In (20) are determined fron the data on e+e~-+itx ,

The errors in (20) correspond to the X change of 11.54 [9] •

Here we would like to note that the values of <p(1250) and

f>(i600) parameters published In [10] were obtained with a compu-

ter program faults and they have to be disregarded. On the other

hand the errors of parameters in [11] correspond to the Xc change

of 1.0 . So, only those errors of parameter values presented In

(20) have to be considered as right one.
In order to carry out a further test of validity of our model
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of the pion electromagnetic structure we use i t for a prediction, of

the behaviour of the P-wave isovector %9r phase shi f t O4(t) and

the ine las t ic i ty W4(t) at the experimentally measurable region.

IV. PREDICTION QFCT PHASE SHIFT <ff(t) AKD INELASTICITY ^ j ( t )

FROM e+«"-»

The model of F^Cwtt)] presented In section I. has one elastic

and one effective inelastic cut. Only the Inclusion of the latter

into our model enables us to predict the phase and the inelasticity

in agreement with existing experimental data.

The elastic unitarity condition, valid for 4 < t <.

Ln F ^ t ) « F^Ct) A*(t) ' (21)

can be used for the analytic continuation of the pion ff on the

second Riemann sheet (generated by the elastic branch point) as

follows T

*£<*>- . (22)
* 1 + 2i A}(t)

1 21 F^(t)

The latter expression is valid in the whole complex t - plane.

Further we restrict ourselves only to the physical region which is

defined on the upper boundary of the cut in the t - plane.

The standard parametrizatlon of the P-wave isovector srsr scatte-

ring amplitude et the physical region

(24 )1
2i

leads in (23) to
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i t ) exp(2i £ \ t + i t 5

%T Ct + i t )

from where i t is straightforward to find
Im [F^(t + i ) / ^ ( t ) ]

£ ( t + i t ) - 1/2 arc tg T- —?j 1 (26)4 Ee [l£(t + ifc )/F j;
i(t + i£ )]

^ ( t + 1 € H F i i ( t + . i e ) l (27)

If we Inser t on the right-hand sides of (26) and (27) the exp l i -

cit expression of our pion electromagnetic s tructure model with the

values of the parameters (20) one gets the behaviour of Sjlt) and

f[*(.t) presented in f i g .2a ,b . The corresponding experimental date

are reproduced quite wel l . This nontrivial r e su l t i s beyond a l l ex-

pectations and i t is r i s ing a confidence to our model conetructed

in section I . The l a t t e r wi l l be further used for the evalueticr. cf

the two-pion contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the

muon.

V. TV.'0-PIOE CQKgBIFJTICiK TO THE AK0MA10US MA.GEZTIC SiOICEKT 0? IJQc::

The anomalous magnetic moment CL a 1/2(g - 2) i s one of the

basic properties of the muon which is measurable with great p rec i -

sion and also calculable theore t ica l ly . So, I t i s a sensitive tool

for tes t ing the val idi ty of our present theore t ica l ideas about

the microworld. I t s most accurate measurements are those obtained

at the CEEU muon storage r ing [131

<ap"= (116 591 OGC 11200)x10"11 (26a)

dOp* (116 593 60G±120C)x1C"1'1 (2&b)

or, if combining both
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OU~ (116 532 300l2500)x10"11 (29)

The largest uncertainties lc the existing theereticel calculations

come from the order - a . hadronic contributions (see f ig . 3a) to the

anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, particularly the low-energy

two-pion contribution (see f ig. 3b).

Our global analytic model of the pion electromagnetic structure

could contribute to diminishing of these uncertainties and this pro-

blem will be discussed in more detail elsewhere. Here we are in te-

rested only In the comparison oftwo-pion contribution with e l l other

hacronic contributions given analytically [141 *>y

4

61(t) dx g *H J x% (1-x)(t/
dt 61( t ) J dx -5— : ——5- (30)

0

where 6 (t) is ®I-+(e+e'"-* hadrons) measured in the form of
totv

6(e+e~-5> hadri
R s •

The most recent evaluations of CL(H) are: using only experimental

data on R tl 5]

a j H ) = (7070*60 £170)X1CT1 1 (3D

or more refined procedure [161

OJH) = (7100 ±105+49)x10~11 (32)

where the first error is statistical and the second i s systematic.

By using our pion ff model (2) with the values of parameters (20)

raid evaluating the contribution of the diagram (3b) one gets the

following result

CM2tt) = (6073 tB^-lcT11 (33)

Comparing U2) and (3D with our resul t (33) we came to the conclu-

sion that tvro pion contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment

of the muon Is more than 85% of the total hadronic contribution re -
presented by -he diagram (3a).
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2 5 3

TAEEE 1 .

t (GeV2) I***' A?2**m
 PP«dlc. "Xpartial

-9.77 0.0700 0.0190 0.0191 7.20

-6.30 0.0590 0.0300 0.0477 0.15

-3.9S 0.0040 0.6780 0.0921 0.01

-3.33 0.0860 0.0330 0.1146 0.74

-3.30 0.1020 0.0230 0.1158 0.35

-2.01 0.1540 0.0140 0.1941 7.98

-1.99 0.1790 0.0210 0.1959 0.61

-1.94 0.1930 0.0250 0.2007 0.08

-1.71 0.2380 0.0200 0.2247 0.47

-1.31 0.2420 0.0150 0.2805 6.36

-1.22 0.2900 0,0300 0.2964 0.04

-1.20 0.2693 0.0082 0.3002 13.54

-1.19 0.2380 0.0170 0.3021 13.90

-1.18 0.2560 0.0260 0.3040 3.31

-1.07 0.3090 0.0190 0.3267 0.79

-C.79 0.3840 0.0140 0.4007 1.27

-0.62 0.4450 0.0160 0.4621 1.02

-0.40 0.5700 0.0160 0.5731 0.01

-0.29 0.6340 0.0290 0.6497 0.24

-0.16 0.B50C 0.0440 0.7490 5.44
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THE EEUTRAL KAON MASS MEASURfMEST

l.M.Barkov, I.B.Vasserman, P.V.Vorob'ev, P.M.Ivanov,

G.Ys .Kezerashvi l i , I.A.Koop, A.P.Lysenko, A.A.Mikhail ichenko,

V.S.Okhapkin, E.A.Perevedentsev, A.A.Polunin, S . I . R e d i n ,

K.M.Ryskulov, A.H.Skrineky, V.P.Smakhtin, E .P .So lodov ,

B. I.Khazin, Yu.M.Shatunov, A.I.Shekhtman

I n s t i t u t e of Ruclear Phyeice, S i b e r i a n Branch, Academy of

Sciences of the USSR

A b s t r a c t

The momenta and the emission angles of the pions in the

reaction et"-*̂  ̂—»«,- have been measured with the help of

the cryogenic magnetic detector at the TEPP-2M storage ring.

The energy of the particles in the storage ring was determi-

ned by the resonance depolarization method. The preliminary

value of the neutral kaon mass was found to be 497.644-0.037

HeV by the analysis of 5197 events.
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The experiment was carried out with the cryogenic magnetic

detector D3 at tne VEPP-2M electron-positron storage ring [?] .

The cryogenic magnetic detector consisted of a superconducting

solenoid and a cylindrical aix gap optical spark chamber inside.

The spark chamber had 26 cm diameter and 22 cm length. The spark

chamber operated at 180°K aad 2 atmosphere gas mixture pressure.

The magnetic field was parallel to the beam axle. The amount of

matter crossed by a charged particle inside the detector was about

0.014 radiation length. The Z-coordinate along the beam axis was

measured by the spark displacement in the optical prismes.

Because of the magnetic field, the low temperature, and the

increased pressure of the gas mixture in the spark chamber, the

spatial resolution about 55 micrometers was achieved in the XY pla-

ne, which is perpendicular to the axis of the beams. The spatial

resolution along the Z axis was 1.6 mm. The contribution of the

pions multiple scattering into the momentum resolution was compa-

rable with the contribution of the detector spatial resolution.

The neutral kaon mass measurement was performed in the reac-

tion e*€~-»Klt<Z t . at the total energy of the beams 2E -1018.64

- 0.03 MeV on the left-hand slope of the <f-resonance curve. At

this point the kinetic energy of the kaons is 11.7 HeT and both

the kaon momentum and the minimum angle between decay pions which

is about 150 degrees are sensitive to the relatively small varia-

tions of the neutral kaon mass.

The experiment was performed at two values of the magnetic

field in the detector volume. The luminosity integrals L = 28.3nb~1

for the magnetic field H « 14.92 kGe and L . 35.3 nb"1 for

H • 24.69 kGs were collected. The momentum resolution for kaons

was equal to 8 MeV/c for H - 14.92 kGs and 5.6 MeV/c for H-24.69 kGs.

The measurement accuracy of the angle between the decay pions was

about 1.2 degree.
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The optical features of the detector, the displacements of

the sparks in the croBsed magnetic and electric fields and tbe

nonunifonnity of the magnetic field were taken into account for

tbe tracks reconstruction.

The trigger conditions allowed the detection of the two-par-

ticle events with the angular noncollisearity in the XX plane

between 0° and 90°. The detection efficiency for the reaction

Q*e'-*kiKs * _ was about 2C%. About 97000 events pictures were

recorded in this experiment.

The primary selection of the useful events was connected with

the fact that the Bum of the pion momenta, (P1+P2), concentrated

in tbe narrow interval near 416 HeV/c for this reaction.

Taking into account the -relotion corrections and the momen-

tum resolution of the detector the selection conditions 380 MeV/c<

< X P 1 + P 2 X 4 7 2 KeV/c for H • 14.92 kGs and 400 HeV/c<KP1+P2K

<448 MeV/c for H * 24.69 kGs were used.

To reduce the contribution from the electroproduction reaction

e+e"-»e*e~«*e~ the two-track events with the angular noncollineari-

ty in the XY plane less than 10° were rejected. The events with

three and less sparks on the track and with the spatial resolution

three times more than average resolution were also rejected. Only

kaon decays inside the vacuum tube of the accelerator were taken

into account. Applying these conditions 5197 events were selected.

Using the resonance depolarization method [~3»4j together

with the feedback system [5] the average beam energy was keeping

constant throughout the experiment within 15 keV for each beam.

The absolute value of the magnetic field was determined by compa-

ring the total energy of the piona measured in the detector and

the known beam energy. Since the energy of the kaone after the
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radiation corrections was known, one could obtain the neutral kacr.

mass from the kaon momentum distribution. The 0.1^ uncertainty in

the magnetic field contributed 23 keV into the mass determination

error by this method. Hote that the same uncertainty in the magne-

tic field caused a 320 keV change in the invariant mass of the

pions if one did not take into account the known energy of the

pious.

The kaon mass can be determined also by measuring the minimum

angle between the decay pions..

For each value of the magnetic field the selected events were

divided in two groups. One group contained events, in which the

momenta of the pions differed more than 10%. It was used for neu-

tral kaon mass measurement by the first method. It included 1781

events, collected with magnetic field H > 14.92 kGs, and 2448 events,

collected with H = 24*69 kGs. From the kaon momentum distributions,

shown in fig. 1,2, for these events, cne can obtain the kaon mass.

The 100 keV displacement in the kaon mass corresponds to 460 keV

shift in the average kaon momentum. Applying the maximum-likelihood

method over these events, the neutral kaon mass was found to be

M = 497.605 - 0.068 MeV at H - 14.92 kGs and M > 497.610 - 0.046

MeV at H s 24.69 kGs. The errors here consist of the statistical

errors and the errors which came from the optical distortions, the

displacement of the sparks in the electric and magnetic fields,

the imperfect calibration of the magnetic field in the detectjr,

the uncertainty of the beam energy calibration and the momentum

distribution generated by Monte-Carlo method.

The second group contained events, in which momenta of the

pions differed less than 10&. This group included 406 events, col-

lected with magnetic field H = 14.92 kGs, and 562 events, collected
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with magnetic field B • 24.69 kGs. The angles between the decay

pions in these events should concentrate in a narrow interval of

0.6 degree near the minimum angle, which was about 150 degrees.

However, processes with emission of soft photons and the finite

angular resolution of the detector broaden this distribution. Prom

the angular distributions, shown in fig. 3,4,for these events one

can obtain the kaon mass. The 100 keV displacement in the kaon mess

corresponds to 0.12 degree shift of the distribution. Applying the

maximum-likelihood method over these events the neutral kaon mass

was found to be 11 c 497.754 t 0.063 HeV at H * 14.92 kGs and

M « 497.636 i 0.056 MeV at H * 24.69 kGs. The errors here consist

of the statistical errors and the errors which came from the opti-

cal distortions, the displacement of the sparks in the electric

and magnetic fields, the uncertainty of the beam energy calibration

and the uncertainty in the expected distribution in the angle bet-

ween the pions which was generated by the Monte-Carlo method.

The correlations between errors in these four values were taken

into account and the neutral kaon mass was found to be I « 497.644

i 0.037 MeV.

This value is in agreement with the result, M - 497.742 - 0.085

Me? obtained in our previous work [$], and with the average value

H • 497.67 -0.13 MeV [?] based on the results of the other authors.
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PI6PBB CAPTIOUS

Pig. 1. 3he kaon momentum distribution for the events from the

first group. H • 14.92 kGs. Solid line - calculated with

M - 497.605 MeV.

Pig. 2. The kaon momentum distribution for the events from the

first group. H • 24.69 kGs. Solid line - calculated with

M * 497.610 MeV.

Pig. 3> fro pion relative angle distribution of the events from

the second group* E • 14.92 kGs. Solid line - calculated

with M > 497.754 MeV.

Pig. 4. Two pion relative angle distribution of the events from

the second group. H s 24.69 kGe. Solid line - calculated

with H « 497.636 MeV.
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0(1690) AS A GLUEBALL

Miehal Majewski and tfaeiaw Tybor

Institute of Physics, University of Lodz

Bowotki 149, 90-236 £6dz, Poland

1. The nonet of 2** mesonB: A2(1320), K ^ H S O ) , f(i27O),

f'(1525) is almost ideally mixed. The mixing angle is 28°, and

deviations from ideal structures:

l f > i d - U > , | f > i d - l 3 > ,

where
_w , | s ) - | a i > , (1)

and ideal mass relations

are small. These deviations were ignored for a long time, but in

1981 J. Rosner have made an attempt to treat them as a signal

from an additional state, which could be a glueball [i^ . The

extra state is required mainly by the mass difference
mA ~ mf ̂  0 and by the decay rate of f—»ii"IT . However, it is

probably not required by the present data, if only decay properties

are considered [2] (but it is still allowed).
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2. The meson 9 (j 5 0 = 2++) was discovered in 1982 by Cristal

Ball Collaboration [3] in the gluon rich process

Its present values of mass and width are \_$\ :

2 C - (153 + 10)Mev/c2m - (1710 + 5)Mev/c

It is regarded as a glueball candidate, but its decay pattern

indicates that it can not be a pure glueball state. Its decay

rates axr::

C (@ —*> \{ l<) I 3 ' 6 (expected for pure glueball)

1 ' : °«8 (observed).(9 W Tr)
Therefore it is necessary to investigate the mixings in the 2 + +

multiplet for testing the glueball assignment of 6 ; these

mixings are more needed for B than for the nonet.

3. The mixings of f, t',Q were investigated [5,61 with the

-assumption of their flavour independence. The appropriate mass

operator has been taken in the form given by Puchs [7l . Diagonall-

zing this operator Rosner and Tuan construct the mixing matrix 7:

10 7

IO
(3)

where \G> is a glueball state, In"1) and Is) are defined in (1).

The main feature of this matrix is that f is almost pure H state,

but f' and '9 are strongly mixed S and 0 states. For this matrix 7:

a) The decay f'—9TT1T is suppressed as a result of interference

between states N and G, but not only as a result of OZI rule.

b) The decay f*—*"/*T is almost totally suppressed in direct

contradiction with data.

The failure of the flavour independent mixing is sometimes

regarded as an argument against the gluonic nature of @ meson.
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4. Rosner and Tuan construct also the phenomenological mixing

matrix (desired one) describing all known experimental data on

nonet and 0 , but they do not justify it. It is completely

different from the previous matrix.

We propose another mixing, which is based on exotic commu-

tator method, and obtain the mixing matrix essentially identical

with the phenooenologieal one. Hence there is no trouble with

the decays of f' into "ft" «" and "ft .

5. Exotic Commutator Method rests on vanishing of the

following commutators [8*1 :

[Ga,[m
2,db]] = 0 (4a)

[Ga,[m
2
t[m

2
tGb]]] = 0 (4b)

•where m is operator of the mass squared, ̂  Ga^ are generators

of flavour *".'(3) group and (a,b) is the exotic combination of

indices, i.e. such a combination for which the commutators (4)

do not belong to an octet. These relations produce the mass

formulae depending on mass squared.

We use below the particle symbols for its mass squared and

the symbols of tensor mesons for any multiplet.

6. Let us consider a nonet. If If "> and |f '^ are states

of real partici.es then the isosinglet state from octet is expressible

as

where the mixing parameters \^ are real numbers and £_ ^ A = 1.

If we impose the conditions (4a) and (4b) on the nonet states,

then we obtain the Schwinger mass formula for nonet and calculate.

"^1" >̂  g» wnic& 3re expressed by the masses of the particles from

nonet.
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If three constraints (4a), (4b) and (4c) are Lrr.-osea, z:.* ideal

mixing is obtained:

f.A2. f'=2K--A2, X'% ^l-f-

Inclusion of the subsequent conditions from (4) does not

disturb tl*e ideality.

7. The ideality is broken if we include an ex^ra state

Then we have a" decouplet and three isosinglets do mix. In this

case

i > \ |f> + o^aif'> • y

Restricting the decouplet states with the conditions (4a), (4b)

and (4c) (the ideality conditions for a nonet) we obtain one mass

formula and find "X s, which are expressed by the masses of all

particles belonging to decouplet. The mass calculated from the

formula, say Q , and ^. s should be positive. We must require it

additionaly, and this restricts-the possible masses f and f'.

One can deduce very simple necessary condition: if three states

|f">,lf") ,\@} belong tff a decouplet, then the masses of these

states comply with the conditions:

f < A2 < (6)

The necessary and sufficient conditions can be formulated as well
++

O++, 3These conditions are satisfied by nroltiplets

and probably by 1**, 1+~, 4 + +. The multiplets o~* and 1 "

do not satisfy them and consequently can not be extended to

deoouplets. .Obviously other mechanisms are responsible for their

deviations from ideality.

8. The decouplet mixing matrix 0 defined as

I f >

I f*>

\e >

!*«>
IS >

where |fQ> is qq singlet state (V is defined in (3)),
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can be parametrized by three angles * J I J•

S1C3

S1S3

C1C2C3 " S2B3

°1°2S3 B2°3

S1S2

-°1S2C3 " C2S3

~C1S283 + C2C3

where cos „ B.. = sin J, (5*1.2,3). The elements of the

first column are equal Ov.,, Qkg, "> ̂  respectively. Consequently,

the angles v v _ can be expressed by the masses, but v g

remains free. It reflects the unknown mixing between two SD(3)

singlets and can be determined only from decay rates.

9. The mixings ocenring in the deeonplet slightly change the

masses of the two physical isosinglets attributed to the nonet.

But the structures of these isosinglets can be drastically

disturbed. It is possible to accomplish the displacement of the

flavour from one particle to another, as is seen in the case of

scalar mesons: we can easily get almost pure ss state for

SX(97O) meson

10. The mass formula for 2 + + mesons is satisfied, if we accept

the mass values presented in Table [10^ . The PDG values are given

for comparison

Table. The masses of 2 + + mesons belonging to decouplet (in He7/e )

Decouplet

PDG

A2

1311

1318*5

Kxx

1432

1425+5

f

1281

1274+5

f

1522

1525+5

9

1725

1690+30
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The mixing matrix V is (in brackets the numbers from phero-

Benological mixing matrix [_6\ ):

V =

0,9532
(0,95)

-0,0711
(-0,09)

-0,2940
(-0,3)

0,0633
(0,07)

0,9973
(0,98)

-0,0360
(-0,13)

0,2957
(0,3)

0,0157
(0,1)

0,9551
(0,95)

Obviously the decay f '-*W ii is suppressed by OZI rule.

We are dispenoed from a duty to quote all decay rates calcu-

lable from this matrix since they are described by phenomenologi-

oal matrix. As an example we cite the radiative width t'

0,124 x phase space correction.

This is in agreement with the measured value of [12^

• r(f'-*Yf) B(t'—• KT) - (O,H+p,O6)kev/c2 .

The decay rate (0 —» KK) : (£?-* T » ) - 4 is taken as an input.

We conelu.de, that according to available experimental data

meson 0(1690) can be understood as a particle containing

about 90# of glueball state.
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PRODUCT ION ANO DETECTION BY THEIR L£PIONIC DECAYS

61 e*e~ COLLIDERS

A. Leike, Sektion Physik, Karl-Marx-Universitat, DOR

lhe chargino production at e e colliders with polarized and

unpolanzed electrons is conndtrtd for _ ot least on»

sneutrino I Q H saaller than the chargino eavees. the forward-

backward asyaaetrics and the angular distributions are

studied for charged leptons coiing from the churgino decay.

A left handed electron beaa enhances the part of leptons

detected in the backward region and vice versa.

Supersynmetric theories predict new particles with »pins,

differing from those OF the known particles by. hair a unit.

in detail they predict partners of the H bosons and the

higgs, which are called wino and higysmo, respectively.

These charged spin 1/2 particlss Bay » m . Their au&b

ciuenstates ar^ called charginos.

(he total cross section of chargino production (Kiy.la,

Kig.lb) in e a collisions »ay exceed that of standard lepton

production by a factor 10 /I/. So a rising cross uection at

c.n. anargies *f? < 2* H <«w is the H-botcn aosb) aay t-e a

uignal of chargino pair production.

As was shown in /I,2,3/, the polarization ot the electrons

may help in finding the origin of this increase.

We were interested in the leptons COB ing fro» the chartiino

decay. There are 3 leptonic and & hadronic decay maoraire of

u chargino /4/. The branching ratio of the decays depend* en

the aasses and nixing* of SUSY purticltrs. If at leant one
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sneutrmo iat« is snalier than the cnorgmo masse*, the

leptonic two particle decay (Fig.2) is fcinematicuiiy ailowud

and the leptonic branching ratio is alnost 100Z. In this case

we hove no background problems for c m . unurgie* 42 < 2*^. At

c.n. invrgiav 4% > »M the H M pair production m i l give an

importand background,i.«. Much charged lepton* with mutiny

ener gy.

Results • .

The forword-baclcicard uvynaetries of the charged leptons

coming fro« the chorgino decay <Fig.3) depend on the

polarization of the electron bean and to a lcumr vxtrnd on

the nixing Model and thte sporticle Masses.

The angular distributions of leptons coning fro*, chai-gino

docay depend on tho sparticle aasves. Almost no dependence

on the nixing nodel M O B seen for c.n. energies

A left handad electron bean enhances tha excange <Fig.lt>) of

v/
thct snautina and gives aort leptons in the backward region

(Fig.4).

Th« exchange is forbidden for a right handed electron beam.

tio leu» leptons fron chargino decoy will be detected in the

backward region. A dependence of tha angular distributions on

the onial and vector couplings in the annihilation pro£asE

(Fig.lu) nay ba seen only for detected'leptons very closed to

the beam.

Kinully we nay conclude that a polarized electron beam may

nolp in detecting of nsw physics. Left handed electrons

ennance the backward region of the detected leptons due to

the exchange diagran (Kig.lb). The angular distributions of
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the detected leptons show o strong dependence on the

polarisation of the electron bean especially in region*

closed to the beam (ICOBBI > 6.6).
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Fig.la, Fig. lb: production diugraas or a chargino pair

Fig.2: The two particle decay diagra* of the chargino

Fig.3: The rorMard-baskward asyasetry for charged leptonv

coilnn rro* two particle Hino decay, nJJ - 40GeV,

unpolarized electrons (dotted line)

right handed polarized electrons <dasht>d line)

Fig.4: The angular distributions Tor leptons coning from two

particle wino docay, mjr "• 40I>eVt mf « SOGicV

for c.«. energies Vs" - 620eV, VE* « y2tii>V» onil

left handed polarized electrons (dotted line)

right handed polarised electrons (dcished line)
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ABSTRACT
This is an abbreviated summary of work performed in collaboration with E.
Farhi and M. Claudson. * We analyze an alternative formulation of the standard
model in which the SU[2) gauge interaction becomes confining at energies
of order fl£1/a ~ 300 GeV. We show that, making reasonable dynamical
assumptions, this model accounts for all electroweak phenomena up to and
including the W and Z mass scale. At yet higher energies the model predicts
a wealth of new phenomena.

I. INTRODUCTION
The standard electroweak theory has been completely successful in its description

of physics up to 100 GeV. This success includes the predictions of the masses and
couplings of the observed W and Z. The precision of the agreement between the
low energy predictions of the theory and experiment indirectly tests the theory at
even higher energy scales. Higher energy scales are also probed through radiative
corrections and effects such as the KLKS mass difference. To date, there is no
convincing experimental data to evoke any doubt about the validity of the standard
electroweak theory up to several hundred GeV.

In this paper, we explore the possibility that the success of the standard model
may be shared by another theory. We will investigate the predictions of this specific
theory and see how they differ from those of the standard model. Making certain
reasonable dynamical assumptions, we find that the experimental predictions of this
theory an also consistent with present data. However, deviations from the standard
model predictions are expected and at energies well above the W mass a rich spectrum
of new particles should emerge.

The theory we investigate here is the strong coupling or confining version of the
standard model (SCSM).1 This theory is based on the same lagrangian as the standard
model with the parameters adjusted so that infrared growth of the gauge coupling is
not cut off by symmetry breaking in the Higgs' sector. The SU[2)i gauge coupling
becomes large at the weak interaction scale ~ G^ l / 2 (= 293 GeV) which is taken to
be much larger than the mass parameter in the Higgs' sector. Physical particles which
participate in the weak interactions, such as left-handed fermions and intermediate
vector bosons, are composite particles bound by the strong SU(2)i force into SU(2)L
singlets. The observed "weak interactions" are then residual interactions between these
composites, analogous to the "strong interactions' between color singlets in QCD. It
has already been demonstrated that this theory reproduces much of the experimental
data of the weak interactions well below the W mass.3 In this paper, we examine
the dynamical assumptions required for the SCSM to produce the correct W and Z
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phenomenology as well as all low energy results. We also describe some of the new
physics above the W and Z mass which clearly distinguishes the SCSM from the
standard model.

The SCSM is based on a renormalizabie gauge field theory which cannot be an-
alyzed perturbatively since it is strongly interacting at the energy scales of interest.
Instead, we use methods of analysis familiar from hadronic physics such as symme-
tries, dispersion theory and effective lagrangians. Remarkably, these methods allow us
to show that the long distance behavior of the theory corresponds to the observed weak
interactions if we make three crucial assumptions about the dynamics of the strongly
interacting theory. We must assume (i) chiral symmetry breaking is prevented by the
presence of scalar fields, (ii) the effective fermion-anthfermioij-JV coupling is small,
and (iii) the W and Z are much lighter than the typical mass scale of the theory. We
know of no compelling arguments against any of these assumptions, however, we are
also unable to offer any firm justifications for them.

If the weak interactions are in fact described by this strongly interacting theory,
then how has the standard model managed to masquerade as the truth for so long?
Why does the impostor theory work so well? We will show, given our assumptions,
that the low energy effective theory, consisting cf operators of dimension four or lower
which describes the interactions of the lightest bound states in the SCSM. is in fact
the standard model in the unitary gauge. [Actually, certain 'Higgs scalar" couplings
may differ in the two theories and could, in principle, distinguish between them.) The
standard model is then a very good approximation of the long distance behavior of
the SCSM. The phenomenological successes of the standard model might in fact be
successes of the SCSM. Ultimately, of course, the only reason to depese the standard
model is if it fails to agree with experiment. Should this occur, then the SCSM may
be the truth behind the charade of the standard model.

In the next section we summarize the SCSM and explain how it can account for the
broad features of weak phenomenology. We describe its spectrum and its symmetries.
We examine the light composite fermions and the composite bosons which arise in
the model and find that under reasonable conditions they coincide with the observed
quarks, leptons and weak bosons. We explore the implications for the model of the
small observed value (jf = 0.66) of the W-fermion antifermion coupling. We study
electromagnetic effects in the SCSM and establish an equivalence between the SCSM
at low energies and the standard model in unitary gauge.

Section III gives a brief summary of the SCSM interactions at energies up to
of order mw. For a more complete analysis, see Ref. [1]. We show that reasonable
dynamical assumptions can render the SCSM indistinguishable from the standard model
in all experiments to date. More accurate tests of certain standard model predictions
[e.g., mly = irot/\/2GFsin1*H') a s well as searches for new phenomena at high
energies can distinguish the SCSM from the perturbative version of the standard model.

In Section IV we examine the exotic particles expected at energies above mw in the
SCSM. We briefly discuss the phenomenology of excited quarks and leptons. excited
weak bosons, dileptons. diquarks and leptoquarks. The lower limits on the masses of
exotic particles in the SCSM which come from low energy tests of the standard model
suggest that we shall have to wait for the next generation of accelerators to see thes*
particles, if they do exist.
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The possibility that neutral current phenomenology could be understood
through a mixing between the photon and a neutral member of a global SU(2) triplet,
was first discussed by Bjorken* and Hung and Sakurai.4 The fact that in strong cou-
pling the standard model can have a low energy spectrum with quantum numbers that
match those of the perturbative spectrum was shown by several groups.*'6-7'8 That
the SCSM could reproduce weak interaction phenomena in detail (at energies below the
W mass) and might be an alternative to the standard theory was first demonstrated by
Abbott and Farhi.* Many other composite models have been introduced.9 As far as we
are aware, the SCSM1 is the only one among these without serious phenomenological
flaws (e.g.. too many or too few unbroken chiral symmetries, trouble with anoma-
lies, flavor changing neutral currents). Kogerler and Schildknecht10 and Schrempp and
Schrempp11 have studied weak interactions in generic composite models aided by the
assumption of "strong vector dominance".13 Our work focuses on a single model, the
SCSM. which is the only one we believe is viable and we show that it can account for all
weak phenomena. Although we do not invoke vector dominance per »t. the constraints
on masses and couplings in the SCSM which enable it to reproduce experiment can be
interpreted as limits on the corrections to strong vector dominance.

II. THE SCSM: SYMMETRIES. INTERACTIONS AND
COMPOSITE PARTICLES

11.1 SYMMETRIES A N D MASSLESS COMPOSITES

In this section, we review some of the basic features of the strongly coupled
standard model. We begin with the standard electroweak lagrangian with the usual
charge assignments. The gauge group is SU(2)L X U[l) with N left-handed fermion
doublets V>£ (a = 1 , . . . , JV). For now. we neglect QCD strong interactions so that the
index a labels colors as well as flavors. Thus. N — Anj for n / families of quarks and
leptons. Each doublet has 17(1) charge y. with yB = 1/6 for quarks and yB = - 1 / 2
for leptons. For each left-handed quark doublet, there are two right-handed SU(2)L

singlets uK and dR with V(l) charges 2/3 and -1/3. respectively. Also, for each lepton
doublet, there is a right-handed SV(2)L singlet tR with 1/(1) charge - 1 . [Right handed
neutrinos can be included; they have y = 0.] We collectively denote these right-handed
singlets by ^ for * = l , . . . , 7»y and their U{l) charges by y .̂ There is also one
scalar field <t> which is an SU(2)h doublet with l / ( l ) charge -1/2. The lagrangian is
then

\tr UD^ (D"n)l
(2 1)2] *J | , - | [tr

where the covariant derivatives are given by

igitlrga,,

(2.2)

DMCl = S^fl ff2M +
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with wM = |uj,r ' for » = 1, 2, 3. Also, we have written the scalar fields as a 2 x 2
matrix

and
7 - dOr - dvO.p

Later we will consider the effects of Yukawa couplings between the scalar field 4> and
the left- and right-handed fermions as well as QCD. However, it is first convenient to
discuss the theory in the limit in which these effects are neglected.

There are two important dimensionful parameters which characterize this theory.
The first, v2. appears in the scalar field potential. Positive v7 corresponds to ordinary
spontaneous symmetry breaking, while, for v2 negative, the gauge symmetries are
unbroken and the scalar fields develop masses of order •\/—Xv2. The other dimensionful
parameter is A2. the scale parameter of the SU(2)L gauge group. If v2 is much less
than A§. the running coupling constant jfj becomes large at energies of order Aj just
as the running coupling constant of QCD becomes large at AQCD- For t/2 > > A2,
the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field cuts off the growth of the coupling
and this coupling never gets much larger than g?(v). This is the case in the standard
model where gj(t> = 246 GeV) =; 0.66. When gi(v) is small. A2 can be defined as
the scale where the coupling would get large if v2 where zero. We wili characterize the
theory as strongly coupled or confining for A§ > > »2 and we will use the language of
spontaneous symmetry breaking for v7 » A2.

There are two other couplings to consider. The first is the coefficient of the #4

term. X. which we assume to be fixed and of order one or smaller. We will not attempt
to study how the dynamics changes as A is varied. The other coupling is gi. which
determines the strength of the ordinary electric charge in both the confining and the
spontaneously broken modes. This coupling is always chosen to give the correct value
of the fine structure constant. In all cases, gi is small.

For gi = 0. the lagrangian (2.1) possess the exact global symmetry group
SU(N) x SV(2)W where the SIHN) is associated with the N fermions V>£. We
are not concerned here with symmetries which act only on the right-handed fermions
since these are neutral with respect to the SV(2)L force. The SU(2)w symmetry
arises from the invariance of the lagrangian (2.1) under the transformation O —• tlh
with h e SV{2). If ffi # 0 or if color forces or the Yukawa couplings are included in
the full theory. SU(N) x SU{2)w is only an approximate symmetry. Because these
symmetry breaking effects, are small at the scale G ^ 1 / : . we can sensibly discuss the
exact symmetry limit.

We now consider the strong coupling version of the theory, that is A| > > v2. The
scale. A2. characterizes the interactions of the SCSM and is of order Gl?"'3 = 300
GeV. The spectrum of physical particles consists of SU(2)L gauge singlets, including
fundamental particles which are neutra! with respect to the SU[2)i force such as the
right-handed fermions and the U(\) gauge boson aM. In addition, we must consider
bound state gauge singlets much like the mesons and baryons of QCD. We can classify
the composite particles by writing down (low dimension) St/(2)x,-singlet composite
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operators which create the states of interest from the vacuum. However. SU(2)i is
strongly interacting so any attempt to attribute a simple particle content to a bound
state should be done with caution. We can combine each fermion rj)La with the scalar
field <p in two different ways to make a gauge singlet fermion. With a, 0 = 1,2 being
SU(2)L indices, we let

{£%) (2-5)
be an interpolating field which connects two spin 1/2 gauge singlet fermions for each V£
to the vacuum. Fl transforms as an (N,2) under the global group SU(N) x SU(2)w-

For the SCSM to be a viable model, these composite fermions must be massless
in the exact symmetry limit. A necessary condition for the existence of massless
composite fermions is that they satisfy 't Hooft's anomaly matching conditions. It is
easy to see that the composite fermions F£ match the anomalies of the fundamental
fermions V>£. The only diagram to consider is the SU(N)3 triangle. The fermions
^1 are doublets under the SU{2)i gauge group and transform as two N's of SU(N).
while the hound states Ff are doublets under the global SU(2)w and also transform
as two N's. Thus, these bound states produce the same anomaly as the fundamental
fermions and may. in fact, be massless composite fermions. However, it may be
energetically favorable for condensates such as (^£tf£) to form, in which case chiral
symmetry is spontaneously broken. If so. all fermions would acquire mass and the
anomalies would be saturated by Goldstone bosons. If —vz > > A*, no SU(2)i gauge
symmetry breaking is induced by the Higgs potential, and the scalar field 4> has a
mass of order i/—v2 which is much larger than the composite binding energy ~ A].
In this case, we expect the bound states Fl to be massive because they contain a
heavy constituent <f> and chiral symmetry breaking occurs. [Another way to see this
is to note that in the limit of very heavy scalar constituents the SCSM becomes a
theory of N left-handed fermion doublets strongly interacting at the scale A2. N/2
of the fermions may be replaced by their conjugate fields, which destroy right-handed
anti-doublets. Since SU{2) representations are real, these are equivalent to right-
handed doublets. The resulting theory is N/2 flavor, two color QCD which certainly
breaks its chiral symmetries.13] On the other hand, if v2 » A|. the theory is in
its familiar perturbative mode and the standard wisdom is that no spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking occurs. There must be 3 chiral symmetry breaking phase transition
controlled by the parameter A§/vz. In the SCSM. we take h\ » t/3 and. in order to
avoid spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, we will also assume that, if v3 is negative,
its magnitude is not greater than of order A|. Thus, our first assumption is that in
the SCSM with a binding scale As and scalar fields whose masses do not exceed Aj.
chiral symmetry breaking does not occur and the fermions F£ are masslesu. There is
no reason to expect any states other than the fermions F£ to be massless.

11.2 SCALAR-SCALAR BOUND STATES
The SCSM also contains gauge singlet bound states whose interpolating fields

contain two fundamental scalars. These are interesting because their properties repro-
duce much of the phenomenology of the fundamental W± and Z of the standard model.
The simplest interpolating field for such bound states is the SU(2)L invariant, spin-0
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operator H = <t>'a4>" = 1/2 tr (n f n]. We identify the lowest mass state connected by
this operator to the vacuum with the Higgs particle of the standard model. Its mass
is determined by the mass of its constituents and the strong interaction dynamics and
should be of order GJ.1*7. although we have no way to compute its value reliably.'

In the absence of fermion masses, this particle, like the usual Higgs particle, does
rot couple to fermion anti-fermion pairs. Dimension four operators of the form HFt.Fl
vanish because of the left-handed nature of Ft.. Couplings of the form HF^R do iiot
occur because the right handed fermions do not feel the SU(2)L force. The addition of a
Yukawa coupling. 9afc^£(l^. to the underlying lagrangian (2.1) would induce BFti>R
couplings in the effective theory and would generate masses for the lightest composite
fermions with mat ~ Ajff"*. Therefore, y°* ~ m ^ / A j are typically very small. In
the standard model, the Higgs-Yukawa couplings are ~ Gy*mj which are roughly as
small. Thus, the observation of a scalar particle which couples to fermion anti-fermion
pairs with an amplitude proportional to the" fermion mass would not distinguish the
SCSM from the usual form of the standard model.

Spin one bound states can be made using the interpolating fields Wj =
tr |n t D l > 0r' ] . These particles form a triplet under the global SU(2)w and are de-
generate in the absence of electromagnetism. The two charged states are identified
with the W±. while the neutral component IV3 mixes with the photon and produces a
state heavier than the W± which is identified as the Z. There is no analogous SU(2)w
singlet operator so there is no reason to expect an SV{2)w singlet victor particle near
in mass to the W. The SU(2)w singlet operator Tr\tfDMn] is proportional to d^H
which does not create a spin one particle from the vacuum.

In the absence of electromagnetism. we can write down an effective lagrangian
consistent with the global symmetries which incorporates the self-interactions of the
spin-one bound states and their interactions with the bound state fermions F£. The
most general SU(2)w invariant effective lagrangian including all terms of dimension-4
or less is

where W^ = d^Wy - dvW^ and j t = if£r-y*»f£. Here, g, g3, g4 and g'A are
dimensionless couplings which characterize the interaction between on-shell. physical
composite particles much like the p-nudeon. p3 and p* couplings. In the SCSM they
are determined by the underlying gauge theory. However, their values are not equal to
that of the gauge coupling and cannot be calculated in any known manner from the
SU(7)L strong interaction dynamics.

The reason we include only operators of dimension four or lower is that higher
dimension operators have coefficients which are proportional to the scale factor. A3. to
a negative power. As we will show, the model can account for W and Z phenomenology
only if the scale A2 is much larger than mw. perhaps by a factor of five. In this case,
higher dimension operators are suppressed at energies up to m w . We do not include
a four fermion operator at this stage because it has dimension six. However, a four
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of order mJJ,2 which is much larger, by assumption, than A, 2. so it is consistent to
keep in the effective four fermion theory only operators induced by exchanges. [The
.'act that a compositeness scale much greater than mw might be a desirable feature in
composite models of the weak interactions has been suggested in other contexts.]14'l5

Of the many couplings in eq. (2.6) only § can so far be inferred from experiment.
Notice that the exchange of W s between fermions via the lagrangian (2.6) leads to an
effective four fermion theory at energies well below mw of

^L • (2-7)

For this to match the usual four-fermion interaction we require

(2.8)

[We are neglecting electromagnetism. but our results are still strictly true for the
charged current interactions.] We are assuming here that the dominant contribution
to the effective four-fermion operator comes from W exchange. Clearly, there will
be contributions from other states, e.g. excited W s . The reasonableness of this
assumption will be examined later. Using measured values of the W mass (81 GeV)
and Gp. eq. (2.8) implies that § takes the same value § = 0.66 as the gauge coupling
of the standard model in the pertubative mode.

11.3 THE RISE AND FALL OF THE COUPLING

There is a remarkable similarity between the low energy spectrum of the SCSM
and the usual spontaneously broken standard model. Assuming no chiral symmetry
breaking in the SCSM. both theories have massless fermions transforming as an (JV, 2)
under the unbroken global symmetry group SU(N) x SU[2)w- [In the standard model,
the unbroken global 5(7(2) w is the diagonal sum of the SU{2) discussed previously
and global SU(2)i gauge transformations.] Both theories have a spin zero particle
transforming as a (1,1) and three spin one W's transforming as a (1.3). This is an
example of "complementarity" s '6>7>8 which states that in a gauge theory with a Higgs
Field transforming in the fundamental representation, there is no phase transition be-
tween the confining and spontaneously broken regions of parameter space. This should
not be taken to mean that all Green's functions are independent of the parameters.
Rather, it says that the Green's functions change smoothly as underlying parameters
are vahd. In fact, complementarity cannot hold for all values of A^/v2 in this model
since, as we have argued, when —v2 is much greater than A2 spontaneous breakdown
of the SU(N) chiral symmetry must occur.

Let us consider the interaction between the lightest spin one triplet of particles.
W^. and the massless fermions F£. The on-shell WFLFL coupling is given by eq.
(2.6) regardless of the relative size of the parameters v2 and A2,. The dimensionless
coefficient g is a function of the ratio Af/v*. It is measured, for example, in the decay
W —• Fi.Fi or by independent measurements of Gr and mw. To see how 2
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the anomaly-free condition is

D-D'-10 = 0. (6)

Since we want to consider Xa as a component of a Majorana spinor, it follows that in our

approach the relevant space-times are those for which the Majorana-Weyl '111 condKion can be

imposed, we see that z>'=2& (2mod8) so D" = 2, 16 ... . However, only for two- and

sixteen-component spinors we can have consistent supergravity theories in dimensions 2 and

10 and we see that D may be 12 or 26. This last dimension is of great interest since il

corresponds to the heterotic strings construction [2], in which the number of bosonic and

lermionic dimensions is respectively 26 and 16.

From what was said above it seems that the last, so-called doubly graded o-model, has bright

prospects. There are however many problems that must be solved including finding the

correspondence with D=10, N=1 supergravity and/or Yang-Mills-supergravity system, anomaly-

free and finiteness conditions. Work in this direction is in progress.

r.:--..
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Abstract

We give an introduction into Theorem Proving by presenting in this second paper the basic
resolution refinements: semantic resolution, linear resolution, and paramoduiaiion. Semantic
resolution introduces the predicate ordering and uses semantic criteria to split the set of input clauses
into two groups; resolution is then blocked between the members of the same group. In linear
resoiuiion, one of the two parent clauses roust be the preceding resolvent. If the second parent clause is
an input Ainit clause, the number of possible resolutions is further reduced. Combining the concepts of
linearity and ordering, we arrive at ordered linear resolution. Due to its extended set of equality
axioms, the equality predicate introduces an additional complexity into resolution which, to a iartx
degree, is reduced by paramodulauon. Paramodubtion is compatible with several of the earlier
mentioned resolution techniques. Since this tutorial is intended as a rapid introduction into th:
essential concepts of the resolution refinements, we slop all proofs but add iliusaaave ei^rr.pks.

") also at CERN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The prospect of having a computer system that can draw logically correct conclusions is doubtless
a reason for cicitcmait. Theorem Proving' in the framework of first—order predicate logic [1] offers
such a possibility with a range of applications going far beyond mathematics. Theorem Proving is in
the title of this paper although perhaps 'Automated Reasoning' [2] would have been more appropriate.

This paper grew out of the interest to understand the notions and concepts which permitted the
realization of 'Automated Reasoning Programs' or computer systems. It is the second part of a set of
tulsnal icctures and focuses on the refinements of Robinson's resolution principle. We safar considered
the resolution principle as an inference rule that can be used to generate new clauses from old ones.
We also have seen that unlimited applications of the resolution may generate many irrelevant clauses
besides of useful onrs. Although the deletion strategy can be used to delete some of the irrelevant ant*.
redundant clauses after they are generated, time has already been wasted by generating them. Further-
more, if useless clauses are generated, many resources such as computer time and memory are required
to determine whether they are indeed irrelevant and redundant. Therefore in order to have efficient
theorem proving procedures, we must prevent large numbers of useless clauses from being generated.
This leads us to the discussion of the refinements of resolution.

There are basically three different types of refinements: semantic resolution [3], linear resolution
[4] and paramoddation [51. Semantic resolution introduces the predicate ordering and uses semantic
criteria to split the set of input clauses into two groups; resolution is then blocked between the mem-
bers of the same group. In Unear resolution, one of the two parent clauses must be the preceding re-
solvcnl. If the second parent clause is an input or unit clause, the number of possible resolutions is
further reduced at the price that the completeness property in full generality is not valid any longer.
Combining the concepts of linearity and ordering, we arrive at the ordered linear resolution. Due to its
extended set of equality axioms, the equality predicate introduces an additional complexity into resolu-
tion which is reduced, to a large extent, by paramodulation. In addition, paramodulation has the ad-
vantage of being compatible with several of the earlier touched resolution refinements.

These r.;>lf.s are intended as a rapid introduction into the main resolution refinements and the
ne-.-ded terminology. We consequently leave aside all proofs and focus on the presentation of results
and their practical use, rcfering for a deeper understandinz of the subject to the specialized literature
[2,6].

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we summarize some of the earlier insights from
paper 1 concerning resolution, soundness and completeness. Section 3 focuses on the semantic resolu-
tion refinements such as: PI — Resolution [71, Hyper - Resolution [S], UR - Resolution [17], Set—of—
Support Resolution [S], O-Resoiution [10], O I - Resolution [11], Lock—Resolution [12]. The linear
resolution refinements are discussed in section 4 where we consider in particular linear-Resolution
[4], Input—Resolution [13], Unit - Resolution [13], and OL—Resolution [14]. Section 5 explains
Paramodulation [5] and its combination with some of the earlier mentioned resolution refinements
such as: Hyper—, Input — , Unit—, and linear—Paramodulation [IS]. In section 6 we give a few hints
at the best applicability of the above resolution refinements, and section 7 is reserved for the conchi-

2. RESOLUTION, SOUNDNESS, COMPLETENESS

This section summarizes the earlier insights from paper I concerning: — Resolution, Soundness
and Completeness.

2.1 Resolution Principle [16\

The general inference technique to derive new clauses from known ones and their succe isive use
to derive the empty clause D, is called the 'Resolution Principle' (denoted byV.). This principle
makes use of Tactorization' and 'Binary Resolution' on any (unsatisfiable) clause set without giving
any preference to particular clauses or selecting a specific proof strategy. For completeness we repeate
here the essential notions.

Factor
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If two (or more) literals with the same sign of a clause G have a most general imificr Ss.MGU, then
G8 is called a 'unit factor" of G:

same—sgn L sFactor T : I) G(..L1_L,_)
2) B8-MGU(L1,L,)
3)TtG)-G8

Binary Resolvent:
Let G and H be two clauses with no variables in common. Let L, and L, be two Steals in G and H,
respectively. If L, and ~Lj have a most general unifier 6eMGU, then the dause:

JR[G,H) = {G8 - Lj} U {H8 - L,} is called a 'binary resolvent'. The literals L, and L, are called
literals resolved upon', and G,H an the 'parent clauses' of JsR:

Binary Resolvent 111-

1) GC-L,-) , H(-L,_) : dirT-sign L's
2) 3 6 B MGU(L,,~L,) :
3)"BKG,H) = {Ge-L,8} U {He

Resolvent:
A 'resolvent' of the (parent) clauses G and H is one of the following binary resolvents: © aTBRof G
and H, (u) aSK of clause G and a factor of H, (ui) a SEof a factor of G and the clause H, (rv) a
•JRof a factor of G and a factor of I t

ResolveraH: H(G,H)

Chose or Factor

22 Soundness

The resulting process of deriving new- dauscs from old ones will eventually derive the empty
dause, if and only if, the original clause set is imsatisfiablc. The 'only if part of this is the soundess
theorems

If a fonnula. S, in conjunctire """T l̂ fonn, is satbfiable
and if C is derived from two riawiai in S by K'lcsohitioo.
then SAC is misfiabfe.

It thus states that we cannot produce an unsatisSable conpmebon of ciatraea. and in ]
en̂ it̂ nwnp \be empty fj^ty. from A tttis&ablc one.

SounQness k • joxemz li tocxe c
clause KtS, then Sbunsarisfiabk:

s mil -ii_f TJr < ^ ^ sV̂  n

n
Since the bssc resolution step is common to all inn riuvc ir^nlntmn refinements, the 'soundness
property* is almost never endangered.

23 Completeness

That the inference of new clauses via 11 —resolution win always lead to the empty dause O,
provided the original clause-set S is mwatitfalik. b guaranteed by' l-completeness'.

B" a dause setS is unsaus&ahle, then there
b a&K —deductsm of the empty riawy
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The completeness property is by no means a resolution-inherent property and it has to be ensured
explicitly for each of the resolution refinements. Choosing a particular proof strategy by deleting spe-
cific types of clauses, or preventing sets of clauses from resolving amongst themselves, or other possible
restrictions, can lead to the loss of refutation completeness, meaning that the empty clause might or
might not be found. It therefore is necessary that the completeness property is explicitly ensured for

resolution refinement.

3. SEMANTIC RESOLUTIONS

In this section we present those resolution rrfinrmmt which use semantic criteria to split the set
of initial clauses into subsets. It is divided into several sob—sections each one considering a particular
method.

3.1 Introduction

In order to Qhistrate the essentials of semantic resolution let us consider the following simple
example. A set of clauses be given by

S - ( - P V - Q V R , P V Q , Q V R , - R )
(1) (2) (3) (4)

To prove the unsatisfiability of the set S we will apply binary resolution by resolving first the original
clauses against each other, and then the original clauses against the deduced resolvents. We thus arrive
at the set of clauses

1
s*s

S - (1 )«~PV~QVR fromS
(2) = PVQ fromS
(3) = Q V R from S
(4) >= ~R from S

*5^ (5) = - Q V R fromTD+(2)
(6)-~PVR from(l)+(3)
(7) = - P V ~Q from (l)+(4)
(8) - P from (2)+(4)
( 9 ) - Q frmn(3)+(4)

(10) - ~Q V R from (1)+(8)
(11) - ~P V R from (l)+(9)
( 1 2 ) - R from (2)+(6)
(13) - ~ Q from(4)+(5)
(14) - ~P from (4)-)-(6)
1 1 5 ) - D from (4)+(12)

Among all these generated clauses, only (6) and (12) are actually used in the proof. AH other clauses
are irrelevant. Is it possible to have some mechanisms that can reduce the number of ••"'-«« clauses
being generated ? Indeed, there are such ™?~tmniiim and we shall now discuss them in detail.

Let us imagine that we can, in some way, divide the set o f S dames into two groups, S, andS,.
Let us further imagine that we do not allow clauses within the same group to be resolved with each
other. This will obviously cut down the number of clauses being generated. Let us assume that in the
above example the two clause sets are:

S, - {PVQ.QVR} S, - { - P V - Q V R . - R )
(2) (3) (1) (4)
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Since clause (I) and clause (4) are both in S,, (1) and (4) wul not be resolved. Thus we have succeeded
in blocking the resolution: (l) + (4). As we shall see, this blocking will not afiect our ability to drducc
the empty clause O.

The question is: how do we divide the clauses into two groups ? In semantic resolution, we use
an interpretation to divide clauses. This is why this kind of resolution is called SEMANTIC
RESOLUTION. Note that in the above example, the clauses (2) and (3) are falsified by the I—inter-
pretation ] z { ~P, ~Q , ~R }, while the clauses (1) and (4) are satisfied by L Therefore, this inter-
pretation can be used to divide S into S, and S2, where S2 contains the clauses falsified by I and S,
contains those «a*isfi'*d by L The reader should trmpiiilif.i that we are Healing with an unsatisfiable set
of clauses. No interpretation can satisfy or falsify all clauses. Therefore, every interpretation divides S
into two non-empty sets of clauses. We shall see in the following that any interpretation can be used.

Another means to block unnecessary resolutions is offered by the P—ordering of the predicate
symbols. Suppose we order aU predicate symbols appearing in 1he rlansp* of S by the relation

P > Q > R

and we consider the binary resolution of clauses (one from S, and one from S2). We now require that
the resolved literal L is the S._—clause G shall be of higher or equal priority than (or contain) all

L_ > Predkates( G )

In this way we have blocked the resohrants: (2)+ (4) and (3)+(4) because R is not the largest literal in
(2) and (3).

The foregoing ideas: the use of an I—interpretation to divide rfa"«*< into two groups and of a
P-ordering of the predicate symbols to reduce the number of possible resolvents, are important con-
cepts in semantic resolution which shall be further explained in the following.

32 PI-Resolution

This resolution allows the deduction of a resorvam with several (not only two) clauses being in-
volved. This has the advantage of jumping over a whole set of binary resolution step. We first will in-
troduce some new notions.

Pi-Resolvent. Pi-dash:
Let i be an interpretation" and P be an ordering of all predicate symbol' A finite set cf clauses, com-
posed of "Satellites" Ej which must be false in I and a 'Nucleus' N ( m R, ):

[ . E 1 , E 2 ^ _ E n . N ]

'Satellites-false in I 'Nucleus'(i

is eaued a PI-dash, if every satellite can be resolved with the preceding resolvent: R j + , = (E;,R;)
whereby the Steal resolved upon L m Ej must be of higher or equal priority than (or contain
predicates in Ej, and furthermore if the last resolvent R + j ( • PI-Resolvent) is false in 1:

1) Resolvents :
2) ll-Literal :
3) Pi-Resolvent : R ^ , false in I

H l ^ t J E , Bucleus (Tn
R2 IX- - "\

Satellite! (Talse )

"q*l ^ H-Bcsolvent ( false •)
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Note, the ordering the 'Satellites' { E,,Ej,....E ) is immaterial; we always get the same Pl-resol-
vents of this clash. An interesting thing about semantic resolution is that we can use any P-ordering
and any I—interpretation.

Example 1:

. I-Interpretation - ta»,~ty,~-S* 3 = tlT

. P-Orderino - tQ>2>S ]

. Satellites : Ê  3 "fll «"0* - V
S^m 1Zbv.Sc _ f

. Nucleus : N ' Q»»aoLV-Tl,»-RlvSc. = T

. Resolvents : \ - ""

. Pi-Resolvent :
= "

PI—Deduction:
Suppose a clause set S is given. Let I be an interpretation, and let P be an ordering of all predicate
symbols in the clauses of S. A deduction from S is called a PI - deduction if and only if each clause in
the deduction is either a clause in S or a PI-resolvent:

Pi-Deduction = > S-dauses, PI -Resolvents

Example2: $ s {-)»evH,2»a"-U

J-Interpretatlon-Ca.-a * S+« 1

Cl«sh-1

Cluh-2

MaBh-3 , \

Completeness of PI - Resolution:
If P is an ordering of predicate symbols in a finite set S of clauses, and if I is an interpretation of S,
then there is a PI -deduction of O from S:

PI—Resolution = > complete

PI - Resolution and Deletion - Strategy:
The Pi-resolution can be used together with the Deletion-Strategy without loosing the completeness
property:

PI—Resolution + Deletion—Strategy * > complete

3 J Pos./Neg. Hyperresobttion
We now mnqifn* an inference rule which emphasizei <h» role of the positive/negative

We first introduce some definitions.
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Positive, Negative. Mixed Clauses:
A positive (negative) clause is composed of positive (negative) literals oniy. A mixed clause is com-
posed of positive and negative literals.

P ' pos.clause = QvRvSv... (pos.Ls only)

nea.clause =«K3»->'R»-S»_. (neg.Ls only!

mxd.clause • ~U*R»-S»Ti'~ (pos.+neg.Ls)

Positive Hyperresolution:
The inference rule 'positive hyperresolution' consideres simultaneously a set of clauses {E1,Ej,...,E0}
("Satellites") where each contains only positive literais, and a clause N ('Nucleus') that contains at
least one negative literal. The resulting hyperresolvant TJ »» + is required to consist of positive iiterals

only:

Pos. Hypcrresoluuon~R JJ + :

{ Satellites + Nucleus } = > { Hyperresoivent}

pos. Ls 1 < neg. Ls pos. Ls only

Posrtiv* hyperresolution is a special case of PI—resolution in which the interpretation I consists of
negative literals only: I = [~Li, ~ L j , - - ] - The predicate ordering P is immaterial but it can ninher
constraint the resolution possiblities.

Example 4 :

I-Interpretation

P-Ordering

Clash-i :

Clash-2 :

Negative Hypexi'tsolunon:
The inference rule 'negative hyperresolution' considers simultaneously a set of clauses (E,,....E }
('Satellites") where each contains only negative literals and a clause N ("Nucleus") that ccr.Ums at kail
one positive literal. The resulting hypenesolvent TR I I _ is required to consist of negative Lirrajs cn!y:

Negative Hyperrcsohnion "R JJ _ :

{ Satellites + Nucleus } = > { Hyperresoivent }

neg. Ls 1 < pos. Ls neg. Ls only

Negative Hvpenesolution a a special case of PI—resolution id which the interpretation 1 consists of
positive literals only. I = [ L, ,Lj, .J . The predicate ordering is immaterial, but it can farther con-
strunt the resohition possibilities-
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Example 5 : g = j a^vjjXi ̂ ,QX ••Ry^TUvS*., Sx )

l-lnterpretation = [Sx/Rx.Sx ] ^ [ Q*V**<~Q><vR><»M = a n T
P-Ordering = tS>Q>"R3 <f= j "•Uav wSa. } * all V

Clash-1 : E1=~'B«.v~So. T2,sS»

Clash-2 : B^2~1i». 15,5 "SLxVB*

Clash-3 : ^ S - T U . ^ = ~Q«- U<5fl«.VRx

P-Ordering = ["R>Q>S3

Clash-1 :

Clash-2 :

ciasn-3 :

Completeness of Hypenesolution:
If P is ar. ordering of predicate symbols in a finite set S of clauses and if I is an interpretation of S,
then there is a pos./neg. hyp resolution deduction of D from S. If the ordering P is dropped the
statement is still valid:

Pos./Neg. Hyperresolution = > complete

Note, it is often the case that the axioms of a theorem are represented by some positive and mixed
clauses, and the negation of the conclusion is represented by a negative clause ~C. In this case the
positive hypcrresolution roughly corresponds to 'thinking forward", which means that the deduction
r-+m wiih the axioms and derives a clause C which is contradictory to the negation of the conclusion
~C. The negative hypcrresolution corresponds to "thinking backwards" which means that the deduc-

tion starts from the negation of the conclusion. Assuming that the conclusion is false, we derive a
contradiction from this assumption in one nf the other clauses.

5.4 UR -Resolution

Another special case of PI - Resolution is UR-resolution ("Unit Resulting"). The satellites are
required to be Unit - clause, the nucleus is constrained to have one more literal than the number of
satellites and the result is required to be a unit clause. Thus UR—resolution requires that a set of unit
clauses is used to yield a unit clause. Remember, a unit clause is a clause that contains exactly one lit-
eral, while a non—unit clause contains more than one literal. The inference rule U R - Resolution'
(IRj-n) thus considers simultaneously a set of n unit clauses ("Satellites') and a non—unit clause
("Nucleus") with n+ 1 literals. The resulting UR—resolvent is required to be a unit clause whereby the
sign of the literals is immaterial. For UR—resolution to succeed, a simultaneous replacement of all
variables in the set under consideration must exist that, when applied to each pair, makes the pair
identical except for the sign:

UR-Resolution1U R :

{ n Unit-Clauses + 1 Non-Unit-Clause } » > {Unit-Clause}

1 Literal n+1 literals 1 Literal
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The UR-resolution removes the restriction that the derived clauses must have only positive literals
(as is the case for pos. hyperresolution) but imposes the restriction that the derived clauses must be
unit- clauses: { E , s P , E 2e~R, N=~PV~QVR } = > R 2 s~Q. UR-resolution would derive ~Q
whereas pos. hypenesolution would be unable to derive anything. One thus might say that UR—reso-
lution emphasizes unit-clauses in exactly the same way that hypenesolution emphasizes the positive
clauses.

Exampl' 6 : £ = Gu. E. = " Ht» "R,̂  S « vufl«.v"Rxz

Completeness of UR - Resolution:
Given an unsatisfiable set S of n unit clauses and a non-unit clause with n + 1 literals, then there is a

UR-resolution deduction of D from S:

UR-Resolution = > complete

Example 7 : see example S.

3.5 Set-of-Support (SS) Resolution

The set—of—support strategy forbids an Automated Reasoning Program (ARP) from applying
an inference rule unless at least one of the potential parents to which it is being applied has been de-
duced from some specified subset of the input clauses. A theorem, for instance, consists of a set of
axioms {A,,._ A } and a conclusion C. To prove this theorem, we are essentially proving ih?f
A, A A2A...A A ~ C is unsatisfiable. Since the conjunction of the axioms: A, A A ; A...A A is
usually sausfiable, it might be wise to avoid resolving clauses in A, A A, A...AA . This is what the
set-of-support strategy tries to accomplish. Again we first give some definitions.

SS - Resolution:
A subset T of a set S of clauses is called a set — of — support of S if S—T is satisfiablc. A sci —cf—

support resolution ( <-g) is a resolution of two clauses that are not both from (S — T):

SS - Resolution TR s g :

{ ( S ) + ( S - T ) } = > {SS-Resolvent)

sansfiablc
The set T is chosen best to consist of the axiom expressing the negated conjecture (or query), or of the
'special' axioms together with the negated conjecture.

SS - Deduction:
An SS — Deduction is a deduction in which every resolvent is a SS — resolvent:

SS-Deduction = > S - Clauses, SS - Resolvrfht
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Example 8 : £=|t

T-\li

Deduction : t ' l » ( : L«i
S-+3 = 7

<,7 = I : * £
!H =1 = a

Completeness of the SS - Strategy:
If S is a finite, unsatisfiable s:t of clauses and T is a subset of S such that S - T is sati&fiable, then there
is an SS - deduction of D from S with T as the set—of—support:

Set -of -Support Strategy = > complete

SS - Strategy + other Refinements:
The SS —strategy is not compatible with most other resolv ;;. - ': r_ ;.. . ^ particular, the combi-
nation of hyperresolution with the SS —strategy leads to the loss cf .™r_^^uii completeness:

SS - Strategy + most Refinements = / = > complete
SS - Strategy + Hyperresolution = / = > complete

3-6 O—Resolution

The ordering of predicate symbols may not be a sufficiently stringent condition to single out
uniquely a literal. In a clause there may be more than one literal which is of higher or equal priority as
the largest predicate symbol of the clause. Anyone of these can be a candidate to be resolved upon. We
thus may be forced to generate from a clash more than one resolvent. In order to remedy this situ-
ation, we consider O(rdered) - Clausss and develop the O(rdered) — Resolution.

O-Clauses:
An O(rdered) - clause is a sequence of distinct literals. We introduce the ordering of literals in a clause
by agreeing that a literal L2 is greater than a literal L, in a clause if L2 follows L, in the sequence
specified by the clause. Thus, the last literal in an ordered clause will always be considered the largest
literal in the clause:

Clause = [ L, V - L , V...V ~ L Q ] , O - d a u s c = [ L, < - L , < . . . < ~ L ]
\ it[_i —- n f

ordering of literals

Merging Left (ML):

In an O-clause, if there is more than one occurencc of the same literal with identical arguments, we

always keep only the leftmost one and delete the other identical literals:

O-Clause = [ L;

Example 10:
o-Clause : Pa^

Obv Ruv pv
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O-Factor
If two (or more) literals with the same sign of an O—clause G have a most general unifier 6 E M G U ,
then the O-clause obtained from G6 by deleting a litenl that is iriratiral to a smaller literal in the
sequence is called an X>-factor1 of G:

O-FactorT o :

1) GI..L-..L;..] : same - sign Li
2) 3 6 « MGU(L..L,) :
3) G6 r \ •• mdudesG
4)TO(G) = a i ^ . . ^ . . ] : merging left

Example 11 :
G1- PxVOxvpa » TptGĵ ) - Gj or Pavfii

G4- Pa» Pxvpy .> TQCGJ) - C± or Pavpx or Pav py o r pa

G^ Pxv Pfx v Qx * TQICJ) - C1 or PfyVOfy

O - Binary Resolvent:
Let G and H be two clauses with no variables in common. Lj and L? be two literals in G and H, re-
spectively. If L1 and ~Lj have a most general uni&er 6sMGU, then by concatrr_iUcn:'5^)(G.H) =
[ (G6 - L , 8 ) , (H6 -L,©) 1 whereby the hi^ier ones of possibly identical literals are dropped.jjjo
is called an 'O — Binary Resolvent' of G againrt H. Note that the ordering of the concatenated se-
quences is important l i ^ G . H ) ;^BRQ(H,G).

0 - Binary Resolvent ^,

1) Gi-L,-) , H(..L,_) : diff-signLs
2) 3 6 m MGU^.-Lj) :
3) [ (G8 - lyg), (HS - L,6) ] : concatenate

^ ^ = merpngleft

Ejamplel2:

O-Resolvent:
An 'O-Resolvent' of the clauses G and H is one of the following O-binary resolvents: (i) B S Q cf
G against H. (n) I K Q of the O-clause G against the O-bctorof H. (in) a3J^j of the O-factor
of G against the O - clause of H, (a) a TSSQ of an O - factor of G against an O - factor of H:

O - Clause or O-Factor



Example 13 :

Completeness of O—Resolution:
If S is an unsatisfiable set of O—clauses and O—resolution is the inference rule to generate new claus-
es, the O -resolvents, then there is an O -deduction of • from S.

O—Resolution = > complete

3.7 OI- Resolution

We now consider semantic resolution for O—clauses. We still use the concepts of interpretation
and clash. However we shall use the concept of ordered clauses rather than that of the ordering F of
predicate symbols. We first give some definitions.

OI - Resolvent. OI - dash:
Let 1 be an interpretation of a finite set of O—clauses in S. A finite sequence of O—clauses which is
composed of the "Satellites' Ej, assumed to be false in I, and an 'O - Nucleus' N ( • R, ):

•O-Satellites' false in I •O-Nucleus' ( «Rj )

is called an OI —Clash if:

1) Resolvents . : 3 R j + | =*RQ(E:,RJ) ( i - l_q)
2) IRQ-Literal : E.(L=last literal), R.(L=largest true in I)
3) O I - Resolvent : R_ j . , false in I.

I/"1

Y*2
O-Nucleus (True)

O-Satellltex ( Fal.el

OI-Resolvent (Talse)

Note, the order of the O—Satellites is determined by the order of the literals in the O—Nucleus.
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Example 14:

. o-ciauses : j<f5(£vG), 1= (&%), 3* (~Vy~Qv£) \

. I-lnterpret- : Z*£l**Qt *̂ R3 = all True

. Satellites :. E= pvfi s "J1

- Nucleus : kl — r^tVfjQvT* T

. Resolvents : 13 5 N

- OI-Resolvent : *j^ s H f e l̂ J » I •

Ol-Deduction:
Let I be an interpretation for a set of O—clauses. A deduction from S is called an OI—deduction if
and only if each O—clause in the deduction is either an O-clause in S or an OI—resolvent

OI-Deduction « > S - Clauses, O I - Resolvents

0I-Clash-3 :

Completeness of OI—Resolutions
01-resolution is not complete: OI—Resolution 9 0 complete

Onrestricted l*lf=V fl»"£ , &t=4l = ~R
Resolution t _ « „ •

7+i««•- a t 3^f. n = K

OI-Resolntion : 1 = [1"f,"01~^,~ W]

Ol-Clash-1

OI-Clash-2 = E=

OI-Clash-3

No new clauses possible ->D not possible.

^ OI-Resolution not complete
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3.8 Lock - Resolution

The idea of Lock-Resolution is similar to that of ordered clauses since indices are used to or-
der the literals in the clauses of S. Each occurence of a literal in S is arbitrarily indexed by an integer
and therefore different occurences of the same literal may be indexed differently. Resolution is then
permitted only on literals of lowest index in each clause. If a literal in a resolvent has more than one
possible index, the lowest index is assigned to this model. We introduce a few definitions.

Indexing
Clause: (PVQ) = - = » = = > ( , P V a Q )

Literal Indexes I I

Merging Low (MLol:
In a clause, if there is mi J than one of the same literal with identical arguments, we always keep only
the literal with the lowest index and delete the other identical literals. This operation is called 'merging
low forTdentical literals'.

Example 17 :

Lock Factor
Let G be an indexed clause, meaning that each of its literals is given an integer index. If two (or more)
literals with the same sign have a most general unifier SsMGU, formation of G8 and dropping any
literal that is identical to a literal of lowest index ('merging low") is called a 'Lock Factor' of G:

Lock Factor TTL:

1) G(..L ..La») : same—sign Ls
2) 3 8 a \K5U(L ,Lfl) :
3) G8 P

4) TL(G) = G e ( . X n . ' ^ ) : merging low

Example 18:

Binary Lock Resolvent:
Let G and H be two indexed (parent) clauses with no variables in common. Let L, and L, be two Kt-
erals of lowest' index in G and H, respectively. If L, and - L , have a most general unifier 8nMGU,
then the dause:]&a (GfH) = { ( G e - I ^ S ) U ( H 8 - L , 6 ) } (+mergjng low) is called a "Binary
Lock Resolvent' of Gand H:

Binary Lock ResolventJRL:

X : dW-signL»
MGU(L1,~L9) :

3) J J 0 8 " ^ ) u (H6-L,S)} :
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Lock Resolvent:
A 'Lock Resolvent' of the indexed (patent) clauses G and H is one of the following binary lock resol-
vents: (i) aERi of the indexed clauses G and H, (n) a B R of the indexed clause G and a Lock factor
of H, (ui) > K L of a Lock factor of G and the indexed clause H, (iv) a j 3 ? L of a Lock factor of G
and a Lock factor of H:

Lock Resolvent T{ L : "R^CH) ="9ilCFL(G> .T"L(H) )

ypArr<j dansc or T "**̂  fartfw*

Exampk20: . _

: D

' "-V Deduction:
Let S be a set of indexed rl?usw A deduction from S is railed a l o c k Deduction' if ur.d only if cverj-

dause in the deduction is either a clause in S or a Lock resolvent:

Lock Deduction = > indexed S-clause, Lock Resolvents

Example 21 : i

Cornpletgiess of Lock
Let S be a set of clauses with their literals indexed by integers. If S is unsatisfiable, then there is a Lock
deduction of Q from S.

Lock Resolution m > w?mplclr '

Lock Resolution and other Strategics:

Lock Resolution + Deletion Strategy • *> complete

Lock Resolution + SS-Strategy / > complete

Lock Resolution + most other Strategies * > complete

Note, Lock-Resolution is a very <•<*"•-"' ii jerence rule and refinement of the unrestricted resolution.
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Example 2 2 :

Us

A = •

4. LINEAR RESOLUTIONS

This is the summan' nanic of a set of resolution procedures which all have in common that one
of ths two parent clauses in a resolution is the preceding resolvent.

4.1 Introduction

When applying an identity we often start with the left—hand side of the identity, apply an in-
fercne: rule to it to obtain some other expression, then apply some inference rule again to the expres-
s-on ML- have just obtained until the left-side expression is identical to the right—side expression of
th: identity. The ides of linear resolution is similar to a kind of chain reasoning. It starts with a clause,
resolves u with another ciaus: to obtain a resolvent, and resolves this result with some clause, until the
empty clause D is obtained. The special appeal of linear deduction is its simple structure allowing also
for heuristic search methods.

4.2 Linear Resolution

We now consider the proper linear resolution'.

Linear Resolution: _
Given a set S of clauses, a linear resolutionTR^ is an K~resolution in which one of the two parent
clauses is the preceding resolvent and the other parent clause is either from the set S of input clauses or
i: is an earlier resolvent

Center- Clause * *— Side—Clause
(preceding resolvent) (from S or any earlier resolvent)

Example 23 :
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Linear Deduction:
Given a set S of clauses and a clause GQ in S. A linear deduction of G from S starts with the t o p -
clause G which is resolved with the clause BQ. The resulting rcsolven! G j (center — clause) is resoived
against the side-clause B j , and so on. AD side—clauses are either from S or are earlier resolvents.

Example 2 4 :

i*-i*i

Completeness of Linear Resolution:
Given a finite set S of rlsnnf<_ then there is a fripar deduction of O from S.

Linear Deduction •= = > complete

43 Input Resolution

When we consider a refinement of resolution, we would like it to be complete, that is, to guar-
antee that the empty clause can always be derived from the unsalisfiable set of dsusss. However, effi-
ciency is also important. Sometimes, we may like to trade completeness for eficiency. That is, there
may be some refinements of resolution that are efficient, but incomplete. If a refinement of resolution
is fffiyignt and powerful «"nn»gfr to prove a large class of theorems, even *h"»gfe it is not complete, it
may still be useful. Input resolution (and also unh resolution) is in this situation.

An input resolution is an~R — resolution in which one of the two parent rlanv-i is an input clause
(from the input set S).

Center—Clause ' *—Input—Clause
(earlier resolvent) (bom S)

-S =
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Input Deduction:mow Ltcuut,t:u^

An input deduction is a deduction in which every resolution is an input resolution. Note, an input de-
duction is actually a linear deduction in which every side—clause is an input- clause, and hence it is a
subcase of linear deduction.

Example 26 : ^ _

Completeness of Input Resolution:
The input resolution is not complete. However, given an unsatisfiable set S of Horn-Clauses (with at
most cnc positive literal) there is,a input deduction of • from S (Input Refutation).

Input Resolution (General) =l=> complete
Input Resolution (Horn—Clauses) = = > complete

4.4 Unit Resolution:

Unit resolution is essentially an extension of the one-literal rule by Davis—Putnam to the first—or-
der predicate logic. This rule is especially important, for in order to deduce the empty clause, one must
obtain successively shorter clauses, and unit resolution provides a means for progressing rapidly to-
wards shorter clauses.

Unit Resolution:
A unit resolution is an TR—resolution in which a resolvent is obtained by restricting at least one parent
clause to a unit clause or a unit factor of a clause:

1 < unit — clause/factor

None of the two parent clauses is required to be a preceding resolvent.

Unit Deduction:
A unit deduction is a deduction in which every resolution is a unit resolution.

Example 27 :

C 'nr*

Unit resolution is not complete. However, given an unsatisfiable 1 art S of Horn—Clauses (with at
most one negative literal), there is a unit deduction of D from S (Unit Refutation).

Unit Resolution (General) - / - > mnptfff
Unit Resolution (Ham-Clauses) - - > complete
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Equivalence of Unit and Input Resolution:
There is a unit refutation from a set of S clauses if and only if there is an input refutation from S.

Input Refutation < = = > Unit Refutation

4 J PI - Resolution

For completeness we also mention here the PI -resolution although it logically is dose to the hyper-
resolution.

PI-Resolution:
A PI -resolution is anil—resolution in which at least one of the twp parent clauses is a positive

clause (which consists of positive literals only) :

Gj ="R(G,H)

1 < pos. clause / factor
None of the parent clauses is required to be a preceding resolvent. Note that PI—resolution is a spe-
cial case of hypencsolution.

PI-Deduction:
A PI—deduction is a deduction in which every resolution is a PI -resolution.

Completeness of PI - Resolution:
The PI-resolution is complete: PI—resolution = = > complete

Example 2B : see example 27.

4.6 OL—Resolution

We can strengthen linear resolution by introducing two additional concepts into a: ordered clauses
and information on the literals resolved upon. The concept of ordered clauses in linear resolution will
not destroy its completeness. In resolution, when a resolvent is obtained, the literals resolved -jpoc are
deleted. Actually, the information provided by these literals is very useful since it can be used to im-
prove further its efficiency without loosing the completeness property.

O—Clauses:
Let us consider the mechanism of recording information on the resolved literals. Suppose two O —
clauses are resolved:

G - P V Q ^ K O ( G . H ) = P V R " >
H = ~Q V R

from first clwiy

whereby Q and ~Q are the literals resolved upon. Since they 'are complementary to C3ch other, we
need only record one of them, namely Q in the first clause G (keep the order!). The ordered resolvent
can be represented by U Q as indicated, whereby the framed lgeral is the literal resolved upon. Thai
is, lhcrak resolved upon are indicated by framed literals in an O ~ clause which we denote from now
on by: O—clause. The framed literals are merely for recording those literals that have been rcsoived
upon; they do not participate in resolution.

Example 29:
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Deletion Convention: In the above scheme, if a framed literal is the last literal in an O-clause, it
shall be deleted. ~~

O-Clause

Example 3 0 :

U VlLjy - L , V ..VjL^V L u V .. V^_

literals resolved upon — Undelete if framed

Reducible O —Pause: ^
An 0 - clause G is called a 'reducible O — clause' if and only if the last literal of G is unifiable with the
negation of a framed literal of G.

Example 31 :

Q « |£]v
reducible 6-claus« —J reduced 6-clause

Reduced O-Clause: ^
Let G be a reducible O—clause. Let the last literal L £ e unifiable with the negation of some framed
literal using the most general unifier 8 . The 'reduced O—clause' is obtained from G6 by deleting L6
and ever) subsequent framed literal not followed by any unframed literal:

all framed
literal

P - F a c t o r ^
If two or mere framed literals (with the same sign) of an O-clause G have a most general unifier 8 ,
the ordered clause obtained from G 8 by merging left for identical (unframed) literals and by deleting
even* framed literal not followed by an unframed literal in the remaining clause, is called an 'O — Fac-
tor' of G:

6-Factor V § :

2) 3 8 •' \J3U(L..L,)
3) G6
4) -S1-
5) TQ

= Gt..vn

: qmf sign

* merging left
: delete convention
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O-Binary Resolvent: .
Let G and H be two O-dauses with no variables in common, and let L- and L? be two unframed
literals in G and H, respectively. Let L. and L, have a most general unifier 8 = MGU, then by con-
catenation:'XR§(G,H) = [ G8(IL|8 l ) , ( H 8 - L , 8 ) ] whereby 'merging left' for zny identical un-
framed literals ii applied and any framed literal, not followed by an unframed literal, is removed. J |Jg
is then called an 'O-binary resolvent' of G against H. Note that the ordering of the concatenated se-
quences is important.

0-Binary Resolvent3$^:

1} G(~L*i~) i rl(»L^~) : diff—sign L*s
2) 3 8 m MGU(L,.~U)
3) G8( E l ).(H8-L,8)
4) l^4^T . .

Example 33:

O-
An O-̂ resolvent of the 3-clauses G and H is one of the following O—binary resolvents: i) aa33!
of the O-clauses G against H, i i l ^ H g of the O-clause G against an O-faaor of H. iii) a n S
of an 9-factor of G against the O-clause H, and iv) anBRA of an O-factor of G against an 6
{actor of H.

6-Resolvent

—Clause or 5 - Factor

QL-Deduction: A

Giver̂ a set S of O—clauses whereby GQ shall be a particular element of S. An 'CL-deduoion' of
J|he O-dause) G from S is similar to a linear deduction': G^ is the top-clause and th=rc are center
O-clauses Gj which are resolved against the side O—clauses B- The conditions are slated as follows:

1) fypery B* is ^̂ "*r in S or it is an Jntfaiuy of an earlier

2) If the center 6-'clause G| is reducible, then G i , j is the
reduced O-cjausc of G-: G j + j = Gz(reduced).
If the rmtrr O—clause G- is not rrdnrit>le, then
H O^Gj.B;) with B- in s/whereby the literal
L^ resolved upon (in G-) is the last Steal.

3) No tautology s admitted in the deduction-

i G îeduced) : if G-reducible

(withB-—G- -^mstance)
i j<i

: if G- not reducible
(with B- in S)JLcenter—clause J «•• - yj^p
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Completeness of O L - Resolution:
IfG is a particular member of an unsatisfiable set S of 0 - clauses, and if S - {GJ a sansfiable, then
thenfis an OL-deductioii of D from S with GQ at hs top:

6L-Resolution + ( S - {GQ } ) satisfiabk = = > complete

Example 34:

Example 35 :

5. PARAMODULATIONS

This is the summary name of a set of resolution techniques involving the equality—sign (predi-
cate) such that its set of axioms can be left aside.

5.1 Introduction

We are in this section concerned with the equality relation. If only resolution is used there is no
possibility to prove a theorem which involves the equality relation. There are additional axioms needed
describing the properties of the equality relation. The extra axioms describe the reflexive, symmetric,
transitive and substituitive properties of equality. Such an approach is however very clumsy. It not
only requires more clauses for the generation of numerous useless resolvents. In order to curtail this
problem and to disperse with the troublesome axioms of equality many remedies have been proposed
among which 'Paramodulation' is simple and natural. We shall see that paiamodulation can replace
those axioms concerning the symmetric, transitive, and substituhive properties of equality. We shall
also see that in conjunction with resolution, paramodulation can be used to prove theorems in a very
natural and efficient way.

5.2 Equality Axioms

Let S be a set of clauses with function and predicate symbols. Then the set of 'equality axioms'
for S consists of the following clauses:



1) EQ(x,x)
2) EQ(x,y) - > EQCyjc)
3) EQ(x,y) A EQ(y,z) -
4) EQfo.Uj) A „ A EQCXJJ.U ) - > EQ( fix,,..,*,,) , flu,,..^)
5) EQlx,.!!,) A .. A EQ^.u^) - > EQ( PCx,, . .^), POi,....^

where the predicate EQ(x,y) stands for the trjuality—sign ( x=y ). Note thai the axioms A) and 5) ap-
ply for every n—place function symbol: ffx,,..^), and ever)' m-place predicate symbol: PCxj,-.^).
occuringin S.

EQ — Interpretation:
An *EQ— Interpretation' is ar interpretation that satisfies all equality axioms.

EQ-(Un)Satisfiable:
Suppose we consider an interpretation that satisfies all equality axioms (EQ—intcrr.rstaiion). A K: of
i-1an«f« S is called "EQ — salisSable' if and only if aB clauses in E are szusfiab!: m ins EO~ auiprcta-
tion. Otherwise, S is called "EQ—unsatisnable'.

EQ~ Theorem:
Let S be a set of clauses and let K be the set of equality axioms for S. Then S is EQ — unsausSib'::: if
and only if (S U K) is unsaQsnable.

S (EQ-unsalisf.) < = = = > S U K (EQ-unsatisf.)

Equality Substitution Rule:
If a clause G[t,..] contains a tenn t and if there is a unit—ciause EQ[t,s] fetonirig: t = <) ihcn irSci a
new clause by substituting s for one single occurence of t in G{t,J, giving GLs,-].

Example 36-. f , ^ ^ E f l U ( i l _ . ^ ' s p.

5.3 Paramoduiation

The 'proper' panimodularion consists of binarj' paramoduiation with a specific type of parrm clauses
(or iheir factors).

Binary Paramoduiation:
Let two (parent) clauses be defined as

I J V A and H = EQ[r,s] V B

' Unification-* '

whereby no variables shall be in common. t,r,s are terms (constants, variables, furnni™; : F?|r.:-; '••
the equality predicate and L[t,..] stands for any literal depending on the icnr^ t. A zr.i E K arriir^.-.
rlanva. If t and r have a most general unifier 6 z MGU such ihat *£ and rS bcrcsi; i j^nural v~
instantiated equality literal reads: EQ[r8^8]. The 'Binary Paramodulani' then r^ads

ElR p^CGJI) = L6[se..J U A9 I) BS

where L6[s6,.J denotes the result obtained by replacing one single occurcncr of t8 ( s r ? j iri L8 by
s8. The clause H is called the 'from—clause* and the clause G is ca!i=d the "into - cicusc" Th; ii-.craJ'.
Ht,-.] and EQ[r,s] are called "literals paranioduiaied upon". Note, insitaa of unifying: l v.vj: r -AC aisc
could have unified t with s and applied the above procedure in an analogous way.
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Example 37: Lei] R jB

. Tcr= t
— — — — - — Literal

Letts]- lCj(f( j l i ) l => LeCse]=

Paramodulation:
A ••-aiainodalant of the two Cparent) ciauss G and H is one of the following binary paramodulants: i,
aTiJ£R,,,_ of the clause G and the ciaus: H, ii) an'3$Lan °f ̂  clause G and a factor of H, iii) an

t t l * "oi1 a faaor G and Ac ciauss H, ar,a iv) a ^ ' K E J ^ ol a factor of G and a factor of H.

ParamoduUnt *Rpara :SSpara(T(G)

Clause or Factor

of Resolution + Paramodulation:
1; S ;; a:; Uj — unsaiiscablc set of clauses then there is a deduction of D from S using resolution and

Resolution + Paramodulation = = > complete

5.4 Demodulation

The process callsd 'Demodulation' enables an ARP to simplify and canonicalize information. A
demodulator is a positive unit —clause with an equality predicate that has been designated to rewrite
expressions. A demodulator of the form ;

EQ[r.s]

equality predicate ' > I terms

ippHes to i. term t, if and only if t is an instance of either r or s. Suppose D[t] is a clause with its term
'. r-.:n? an iniiancc of say r, such that the demodulator EQ[r,s] can be applied. Unifying r with t such
tha: r£ =t. we denote the instantiated modulator by: EQSrB.sB]. Thus, the result of applying the de-
mtiduiatcr IZQir.s] to the clause D[t] changes it to the demodulator D[s8]. The procedure is graphi-

\ by

EQ[r,s] < = = = = = = = = = = = = D[t]
(Demodulator) (Clause)

r6=t

EQ[r6,se] = = = = = = = = = = = = > D i s 0 ]
(ir.nar.liatcd Demodulator) (Demodulator)
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Sofar t was considered an instance of r with so called "left—to— right applications* of the demodulator.
Instead we could have chosen that t is an romance of s leading in this case to a 'right—to -left appli-
cation' of the demodulator. Ordinarily, a term is treated to as many demodulators as passible. Only
the final demodulator is retained.

Example 38 : Q = 3 [ j (((U))l , 1= Efl [ £ , * } => €?= Q [ g f t j ]

Bade Demodulator.

When newly adjoined clauses are designated as demodulators and these are applied to already retained

clauses, the process is termed: Back Demodulation-

Comments:
1) Employment of demodulation results in the loss of refutation

completeness. Nevertheless, demodulation is heavily used for
many problem domains by the ARP.

2) Unification in the framework of demodulation is constrained
tc making non—trivial variable replacements only in the analogue
of the "from—clause' (demodulator) and not in the clause under

3) TVmrulnlaTirm myiii»i that t\tr FQ —litirai Trortii m a (prwMvp)

4) Demodulation discards the original clause into which the
substitution takes place, while pararoodulation retains *fc*
rlaiiwt before and after the substitution.

5-5 Hyper— Paramodulation

As in resolution, the purpose of refining paramodulation is to increase the efficiency; these re-
finements however are somewhat weaker than those of resolution. It now arisis the question whcAcr
the paramodulation "R can be combined with some earlier discussed resolution schemes. There is
no complete counterpart to PI-resolution and OL—resolution in paramodulation. The combination
of paramodulation with hyperresohmon, and of paramodulation with Enear resolution, however, is
possible. We therefore define first pafaTTKM^"W*rin TL™— _ v under the constraints of the additional
resolution X, and in a second step we investigate the possible consequences if bosh resolution schemes
are applied. In this sub-section we analyze in particular the combination of paramodulatien + hy-
p e r r e s o l u t i o n : < R p a i a _ H + t H .

Hyper Paramodulant
Let P be an ordering of predicate symbols indu ing those of the clauses: C E HI) V A and
H E EQ[r,s] V B. A paramodulant of these two clauses is called a "Hyper Parsmodulanl' ^ , ,
if and only if G and H are positive clauses and the literals paramodulatcd upon ( l i t ] and EQlr^f J
are of higher or equal rnvaity (or contain) the largest predicate symbols in G and H, respectively.

Hyper Pamnodulant " R ^ 1 | a _ U :

1) P predicate ordering
2) G m LW V A, H • EQ[r,s] V B
3) G,H positive clauses
4) Lit] > Predicates(G), EQtr.s] > Predicalcs(H)

Combination: HvperresolnUon + Hyper Paramodulanon
Let P be an ordering of the predicate symbols in a set S of clauses. A deduction that is obtained by
using both: hypenesolulion (RJJ) and hyper paramodulation ( S p a j a - n ) . >s called a "hyper deduction
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by resolution and paramodulation'. or short 'Hyper- Paramodulation': T ? H
 + TRp a r a _n- Every

clause is either in S, or a hyper resolvent, or a hyper paramodulant:

Hyperrcsolution + Hyper Paramodulation = = > Clause in S
~ D „ T ? TJ Hyperresolvent

** H î para.— H , ' r „ , ,
Hyper Paramodulant

Completeness of Hyper-Paramodulation:
If P is an ordering of the predicate symbols in a finite EQ — unsatisfiabls set S of clauses, then there is
a Hyper— Paramodulation deduction of • from the set: { S U EQ(x,x) U F }. F represents the set
of functionally reflexive axioms for S.

Hyperresolution + Paramodulation = = > complete
( S ' E S O EQ(XJI) U F )

Note the above theorem says that for hyperresolution we need only consider dashes whose "satellites'
are positive, and for paramodulation we need consider only positive clauses.

Corollary—Theorem:
If P is an ordering of the predicate symbols in a finite EQ—unsatisfiable set S of clauses such that the
equality predicate EQ(..) is the smallest in P, and if F is the set of functionally reflexive axioms for S,
then • can be deduced from : { S L EQ(x,x) U F } by hyperresolution and paramodulation where-
by: i) ail resolvents are hyperresolvents, and ii) paramodulation is applied only from clauses consisting
entirely of positive EQ-literals into positive clauses.

Example 39 : [ Hyper- Paramodulation ]

P - Ordering = C Q > T £ > E < 3 ]

cu»h-i :

CLsh-2 : BQC|i,ji3

D

5.6 Input — Paramodulation, Unit — Paramodulation

The input jad unit resolutions discussed earlier can be extended to include also paramodulation.
In the following we go through the definitions and formulate the theorem.

Input Paramodulation:
A paramodulation in which one of the two parent clauses is an input clause is called an Input Para-
modulation'

S—clause or ' < Input Clause
Input Paramodulant (S—Clause)

Combination: Input Resolution + Input Paramodulation
deduction that is obtained by employing both: input resolution ( S j ) and input paramodulation
' ara-I^' '* railed an "input deduction by resolution and paramodulaticn', or short 'Input—Para-

Elation': K. + 1 L ™ _ i. Every clause is either in S, or is an input resolvent, or is an input par-
idulant:amodulani:
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Input Resolution + Input

^ I * p m - I

Example 40: g * {^ j r « ^ l v QC

( r = -fl

Fara-I

Input

Fara-I

Input

Input Resolvent
Input Pwnodulant

»lDij[ti*(U

EOCs.O

If Gisadausein an EQ-unsatisfiablc set S ' a { S U EQ(xji) U JFJ of unit clauses, and if S'-{G}
isEQ—satisfiable, then S'has an Input—I ""*

S' m { S U EQ(XJL) U F }

»#

(EQ-unsauT.) = •
(EQ-sanst)

Unit Paramodulation:
A paramoduLiUon in which a paramodulant is obtained by using at least one unit—rlan^ or a unit-*
factor of a parent ri;m<-> j5 ^n^* ^ 'Unit Panunodulant':

G-j < = TJ rr( G- G- 1
1+1 oara—U*- i ' i '

4 f
S—Clause or •* • Unit—Oause
Unit Paramodulant (S—clause or Unit Paramodulant)

Combination: Unit Resolution + Unit Paramodulation
A deduction that is obtained by using both: unit resolution (K, • ) and unit paramoduhiion
(IK _ . - •. is r^Xi^ii a 'unit deduction by resolution and paramodulauon', or short 'Unit—Paramo-
dulsion' :^(f i + Ê **. Every ^^fy is either in S, or is a unit resolvent, or is a unit paramo*
dulant: p 3 l a

Unxl Resolution + Unit

£u

Example 41 : S= \ KC«,O,

OaussinS
UnH Resolvent

Theorem:
If a s« of dausKrms an input deduction by ( H . +
tion of D by ( H - j + T t p ^ . - j ). F stands for the

_ , ) of D , then { S U F } has a deduc-
reflexive axioms of S.
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S | - - - = > { S U F )

There is not yet» proof of the inverse of the above theorem.

Emm*42: £« jte«

5.7 Linear- Paramodulation

As in the case of unit and input resolution there exists similarly an cjCMsion of linear resolution
to include paramodulation. This is what we will consider in this section.

Combination: linear Resolution + Paramodulation
Given a set of clauses with the selected member GQ . A deduction that is obtained by using both, lin-
ear resolution CRi) and paramodulation (P.para.L" called a linear deduction by resolution and
paramodulation' or short 'linear—Paramodulatioir:'J?L + 12 para' *ro~" S of the clause Gn with:

G,+ 1 - ' * L « V » , > + ^ p a r a ( G i - B i )

Center—Clause ' +—Side—Clause
(preceding linear (from S or any previous resolvent)

resolvent or paramodulant)

Every clause is either in S, or is a linear resolvent, or is a paramodulant:

IJIMT Resolution + Paramodulation * s > Clause in S
linear Resolvent

K L *^para Paramodulant

Completeness of Linear—
If G is a clause in an EQ-unsatisfiahle set of clauses: S ' - { S U EQ(xji) U F} , and if S'-{G) is
EQ—satisSable, then S' has a linear—Paramodulation' ( • , + t a n ) of D with top—clause

S' = { S U EQ(x^c) U F ) (EQ-unsatisf.) - «• > ST \
S' - {G} CEQ-satisf.) 1RL

Example 43 : [
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P»r«-L

Linear

Linear

Par«-L

Linear

Linear

6. HELPFUL RULES

In the preceding section we have introduced several different resolution refinements giving any
hints at thei; practical applicability and their use. In this section we aim to fill *h*< gap by transmitting
a few general rules which. »1ttimiD<i not universally applicable, can be quite helpful. We first introduce
a few notions.

6.1 Strategies

Strategy is a means for piMmg the refutation search process of an ARP. One ni^inrj'i'*'"
among others the ordering-, restricting—, pruning—, canonicalinng-.... strategies. Without a strat-
egy a ARP would eventually, even for the most simple problem, generate too many conclusions to be
effective. Two particular strategies have proven of quite some help:

Set-of-SuPDOrt Strategy-.
The set—of—support strategy prohibits the application of an inference rule to a set of clauses unless at
least one of the two «<»«i«>« has support. A clause "has support' if it is an input clause and has bcm
dragnatrd as having support, or if it is obtained by application of an inference rule to a set of cbuiss
one of which has support. In other words, having support is interned in the sense thai in each step of
the derivation of the clause, at least one of the clauses participating in the step has support. The re-
commended choices for the set—of—support are either the set of Clauses that comprise the special h>-
pothesis and also those that comprise the denial, or simply those that comprise the denial. Notice that
either of these '•hf""^ has the piopcity that the complement of this set is expected to be a satistbbk

The 'unit preference strategy* is the strategy which causes an ARP to prefer for the application of an
ife l f l F h if i l f

p gy gy p pp
inference rule at set of clauses, one of which ia a unit ri""* Further, if a unit clause is found, the
ARP employing this strategy seeks a clause -with the fewest possible literals and containing a umz! tha:
unifies with the unit clause but is of opposite sign. IT no such set exists, then the unit preference strat-
egy causes an ARP to prefer a set in which one of the i*""" has a number of litctok as few ss possi-
ble. The motivation for the unit preference strategy is the "-i-VinE of unit clauses, and especially of unit

fli

Weighting
One of the most powerful ordering strategics is thai of weighting. With this strategy, priorities for vari-
ables, function symbols, and predicate symbols are assigned by the user. Thus the user informs the
ARP about which concepts are thought to be keys to solving the problem at hand. These priorities or
weights are relied upon to direct the ARP in its choke of the next clause on which to focus. The
weighting strategy can be imposed regardless of the combination of inference rules being employed.
Using weighting in tins manner imposes an ordering strategy on the program's processing of clauses. In
contrast, weighting also permits a threshold to be **^ign1^ that in turn causes the deletion of clauses
whose weight cured; that threshold. Used in this manner weighting imposes a restriction strategy.
Whether used as an ordering strategy or as a restriction strategy, weighting can interfere with refutation



6.2 Guidelines

The application of the earlier discussed resolution refinements on many practical problems has
lead to a set of guidelines for the representation problem in clausal-form, for the optimal choice of
the inference rule and for the best strategy to choose. We summarize in the following the essential.but
rarely available information;

Problem Representation:
1) Use unit clauses in preference to non-unit clauses.
2) Employ equality predicates.
3) Rely on shorter clauses in preference to longer.
4) Depend on implicit argument—typing in preference

to literal—typing.
5) Include dependent information.

Inference Rules:
1) Use Paramodulation if equality units are present.
2) Use UR - resolution when unit - clauses are present or

when unit -clauses are being sought.
3) Use Hyperresohnion when positive clauses are being

sought.
4) Avoid binary resolution.

Strategies:
1) Rely on the set-of— support strategy, with the choice

for the set—of- support of the clauses that comprise the
special hypothesis and the clauses that comprise the denial.

2) Weight functions and predicates to reflect your knowledge
and intuition about how the problem being studied might be
solved.

3) Include in the input demodulators that simplify and
canonicalizc.

4) Employ the unit preference strategy, if you need to
employ binary resolution.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper is the second part of an intoducloiy tutorial on "Theorem Proving/Automated I.'W-
soning'. It focuses on the basic resolution refinments which can be grouped into: semantic resolution,
linear resolution, and paramodulation. Each of these techniques comprises a set of particular resolution
refinements. Semantic resolution introduces the predicate ordering and uses semantic criteria to split
the sei of input clauses into two groups; resolution is then blocked between the members of the same
group. In linear resolution, one of the two parent clauses must be the preceding resolvent. If the sec-
ond parent clause is an input or unit clause, the number of possible resolutions is further reduced at
the price that the completeness property in full generality is not valid any longer. Combining the con-
cepts of linearity and ordering, we arrive at the ordered linear resolution. Due to its extended set of
equality axioms, the equality predicate introduces an additional complexity into resolution which is re-
duced, to a large extent, by paramodulation. In addition, paramodulation has the advantage of bemg
compatible with several of the earlier touched resolution refinements.

Having in mind the realization of a theorem proving/automated reasoning program and its'
practical applications, these notes are intended to give the reader a rapid introduction into the em-
ployed basic concepts, a kind of overview about the notions and theorems, without going into the
technical details of the proofs.

Part I of this tutorial introduced the basic notions of prepositional and predicate logic. The
present part II concentrates on the resolution refinements, and part III will focus on the applications of
theorem proving/automated reasoning in science, technology and every—day life.
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GLUOHS AMD QUARKS INSIDE KADROWS

AND RISIHG HADROK CROSS SECTIONS

A.V.Kiselev*'

Institute for High Energy Fnysics, Serpukhov, USSR

Multiple production processes have always bees regarded as

a manifestation of a complex particle structure. IThese proces-

ses prove to be especially significant for strongly interac-

ting particles (hadrons). Over the last few decades the concept

of the hadron structure has evolved from the pion cloud of the

nucleon to the quark-gluon structure of baryons and nesons.

As is now clear, the hadron structure is closely related to

thst of vacuum. Modern ideas of this problem are accumulated

in the theory of two vacua, physical (hadroEic) and perturbative

(partonic). On small space-time scales, both vacutza ana real

hadrons are thought to be parton vacuum bubbles containing valence

quarks. Inside the bubbles, partons are normal excitations.

Various bag models that take into account this picture succes-

sfully describe static characteristics of hadrons.

As known the bulk of hadron interaction occurs at long dis-

tances (comparing with the scale of eTe~-annihilation, for ins-

tance). Therefore, hadron periphery plays the major role in had-

ron-hadron collisions. In the picture above it is determined

by the transition layer between two vacua. In the bag models

: there is no reliable quantum field description of the bag walls.

•' It is not a surprise then that no noticeable advance has been

f RReport is based en the teani-wcrl: with V.A.re.rov.



achieved in studying ha&ron interactions at high energies within

the framework of bag models.

In our opinion, the "physical contents" of the transition

layer should naturally be referred to the gluon field. Relative

independence of gluon matter in forming the transition layer

(wall) of the hadron is ensured by the gluon self-interaction.

At moderate energies, when hadrona have time to stick together,

they interact via their internal constituents, valence quarks

and hadron-hadron scattering processes are well described by

additive quark model*

For high energies, the mechanisms associated with the inte-

raction of gluon walls become dominant. The idea of gluon domi-

nance in high-energy collisions goes back to refs. • ' in

which it was endeavoured to estimate possible experimental mani-

festations of the gluon mechanism. As fras pointed out in ref. ,

the presence of leading hadrons carrying about half the momenta

of iEitial particles testifies to a relatively passive role of

valence quarks. Additional arguments in favour of the gluon do-

minance model were given in ref.'•* .

In ref.' ' the gluon interaction was allowed for "as a whole",

by using distributions in the sum of momenta of all the gluons

in the hadron. This approach obviously contradicts quantum field

forsalism. In this connection, the approach from ref.'^/ is pre-

ferable since in it the interaction is mainly determined by the

interaction of two gluons* As an argument favouring this mecl.a-

nisa it is pointed out that in the interaction of more than one

giuon froia each hadron, they will form (due to intense self-inte-

raction) a virtual glueball. The interaction radius will be then

greatly diminished. Another argument consists in the estimate

of the relative density of gluons (in impact parameter) in col-

liding hadrons, which is of the order of 1O-2O5S.
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One should also mention ret, in which the "bare" Pomeron

is thought of as a simple exchange by a minimal number of gluons.

This mechanism brings about a constant cross section.

Rising cross sections result from the gluon interaction mec-

hanisn/2'5'6/. It was first realized in ref./5/ where the model

for the glueball resonance production in hadron collision was pro-

posed.

In the following we shall proceed from the model which takes

into account the main features of the above picture. For defini-

teness, it will be referred to as the "giuon dominance model"

(GDM).

In the GDM the hadron multiple production amplitude is set by

the graph in Pig. 1. After inelastic (in a general case) scat-

tering of gluons from hadrons A and B, final hadronic states may

be subdivided into thr.ee groups. There are fragments of hadron A,

produced after the absorption of "return" gluon; "vacuum hadrons™

as a result of the energy transfer from hadrons A and B to vacuum

via active gluons; and fragments of hadron B.

The basic GDM ingradients are: gA(x,U) - the gluon distribution

in the momentum fraction x and the impact parameter b in hadror. A:

and *t__(s,T>) - the scattering amplitude for two gluons with the

invariant mass e and the impact parameter b. Consider first the

total cross section. For large invariant masses of final hadron

groups, we replace in Fig. 1 summation over hadronic states by

that over partonic (totally colorless) states. Rote, that the

parton-hadron duality hypothesis is extensively used in analysing

hard processes, say e+e~-annihilation into hadrons.

With the help of parton-hadron duality one can easily verify •

that in the GDM the unitarity condition is fulfilled. The total

cross section for scattering of hadrons A and B is described

/2 6/in its main rising part by the following expression' '
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11 \

where

(2)

In formula (1) there are restrictions on gluon momentum fractions

showing the field of application of the parton description

m being a typical hadron mass.

In the composite quark model, the role of gluons reduces to

formation of dressed quark-valons. One of the agruments favou-

ring this model is approximate proportionality of cross sections

to the numbers of valons in hadron collisions. In particular,

hereout one obtains the known relation

established in ref./7/.

What happens in our model? It has been estimated experimentally

that in the proton (and in the pion, but not so difinitely) half

the momentum is carried by gluons. We assume this to hold for

all hadrons containing light quarks. Hext, in different situa-

tions one can apply the constiturnt counting rules which for the

gluon distribution read

« Cs(4-*)**-* (5)

nA being the number of valons in hadron A

It follows from above that

tf,-^ (6)

This in its turn, leads to the following asymptotics for the

total cross section

where
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is a universal function for all sorts of colliding hadrons.

Thus, the GDIiJ mimicrises the result of the additive quark

model, but its nature here is quite different'°'. It should be

underlined that in our model active gluons are collectivised

and cannot be referred unambiguously to quark constituents.

As for valence quarks, their interaction leads to a constant
•tot

contribution to ^teCSj (which is also proportional to n^, n-,)

Note that the rise of G\j> (S) is associated with the sin-

gular behaviour of the gluon distribution, i.e. with the infi-

nite number of gluons in the hadron. Demanding also that the

Froissart bound on €^g tfs) be fulfilled, one coies to

strong limitations on the singular behaviour of function g.(x)

at x=0. Up to the degrees of In i/i they are of the form

.- / (9)

Remember that these conclusions hold for any behaviour of tr.e

gluon-gluon scattering amplitude.

Now we turn to choosing a particular fora fcr gjj and T"

We assume that the gluon-gluon scattering amplitude is describee

by the pole Regge theory with asymptotics

The basic assumption is that the Regge trajectoryc^(t) is a

glueball linear trajectory:

aLfc)- 4+ otJ/eJt (11)

Then for small -t, the gluon-gluon amplitude is specified b;-

expression

-f^ Cs, £)= -i £c s e y
where we denote fi£ = £2fcJ>/'st,.
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Based upon the straight-line glueball vacuum trajectory,

we predict the existence of condensate of 0 + T "glueballr" with

the "mass" -Mel? • As shown in ref. , instability of the per-

turbative vacuum can actually lead to the creation of conden-

sate of gluon bound states with vacuun quantum nunbers filling

in the hadron vacuum. *

The Foseron pole in the gluon amplitude causes a double loga-

rithm rise of the total cross section:

(13)

Using formulae (1), (12), find the average momentum frac-

tions for interacting gluons,<x^> =2/ln s. In other words with

the energy cf colliding hadrons growing still softer gluons

participate in the interaction.

The choice of the gluon spatial distribution in hadrons

.-.(;:,b) should ar;ree with the physical picture in which the sof-

test gluor.s are located in periphery. Under the chosen Regge

behaviour of the gluon-gluon amplitude, the size of the gluon

cloud ie strictly fixed by the condition e~ < &•*** . We require

-further that the gluon distribution function, integrated over

the impact parameter, g^d:), should be the same as the one mea-

sured in deep inelastic scattering and charm photoproduction.

Car ,~"ound£ are the results from refs. ' where it was shown

t~r.£.i the inclusive hadron-hadron and deep inelastic lepton-

fc-iron procesces can be described by universal structure func-

*;Ir. f'-ot gluecall trajectory being linear at high angular
~---.-:.-.f- -:•:.;•• -i:-:hibit a highly nonlinear behaviour in "quantum
r-:jic; ". ^o, our estiaate of the tachyon mass nay change dras-
tically «
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Finally we choose the soft gluon distribution to be

In elastic hadron scattering each gluon in Fig. 1, after

being elastically scattered on the gluon from another hadron

coverts the excited parton configuration into the initial hadron.

Present now the results of calculations. The slope of the

elastic differential cross section B^Cs.t) depends on the

variable t. When t=0, it has the following esynptotics

- To (** + **) &Z-t (15)

With - t rising, the behaviour of the differential cross

section becomes Regge-like:

el
J6AB = <J!£!**!>£ exp(2.i*&)&S&,) (16)

•& fa

The slope parameter in this region is detemined by the slope

of the leading glueball trajectory

Finally at high s the total elastic cross section

is proportional to

where

In particular, ̂  * %

In the single diffraction without a quantum number exchange

AB-*AX, hadron A is a kind of a probe for the gluon distribu-

tion in hadron B similarly as the lepton serves as that for the

quark distribution in deep inelastic lepton-nucleon processes.



The GDI' allows one to calculate the single diffraction diffe-

rential cross section in the kinematic region

S» Mz»-i (19)

with K2 being an invariant mass of final hadron states. The

high KZ allows to apply again parton-hadron duality and express
A

the cross section through the quantities g. and T^9 . Here is

the result of the calculations:

The contribution coming from the large M^ region to the asympto-

tics of the single diffraction total cross section, is given

by the formula

To study the resonance region in the diffraction process

(tl^'ai^), one has to introduce some additional quantities which

would describe overlapping of gluon clouds of hadron B and asso-

ciated hadron resonances.

Similarly, the differential cross section of double diffrac-

tion without a quantum number exchange AB-frXjX, in the kinematic

region

S»M,*M/»-fc (22)
looks like .

3 4 V S (23)

Accordingly, the total cross section of double diffraction

(except the contribution from resonance production of the had-

ron groups X1 an(i xg) behaves as follows:



(24)

Note that its scale is dictated by the glueball trajectory slope.

In some respects the consequences of the GDE coincide with

those of other approaches, for instance, for the single difirac-

tion the M~ law for large M' can be also obtained in the three-

reggeon mechanism' . Our model shares also with the three-

reggeon mechanism such a result as factorization. Indeed, from

(15), (20), (21) we conclude that for high enough -t, namely,

in the range """t^a^n^S^: » 4 tbe following equality is satis-

fied:

-SIjRy«z <*Uf (25)

AE for the totalfelastic, single and double diffraction cross

sections they are determined in the GDI! by the behaviour of

corresponding differential cross sections at parametrically

small momentum transfers ( -tttfo Q**1^^ j£ 1 ) and are not con-

nected via an analogous relation.
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RECENT RESULTS FBCH NEUTRINO SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

C. GUTOT

CEN, S a c l a y , F r a n c e

Abstrac t :

The recent results froa neutrino experiments at high energies are review-
ed. Emphasis is given cm their impact on the knowledge of the structure of the
weak neutral current and the nucleon structure.

Outline :

I"1 pert Structure of the weak current. Purely leptonic processes. 425
2mi part Deep inelastic scattering off nucleons : Total cross section measu-

rements. Structure functions. 433
3rd part Neutral current results from experiments on neutrino DIS. *51
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1 " PART : STRUCTURE OF THE WEAK CURRENT. PURELY LEPTONIC INTERACTIONS

1.1 Neutrino scattering and the structure of the weak current

1.1.1 - Basic formalism for the weak interactions of neutrinos with natter [1] :

The lagrangian for neutrino interactions with ordinary natter a t "low"

energies (Q2 « M|) can be written as follow :

L = l /» • 1/- * L " .

where we have separated the charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) inter-
actions with nucleons. If one assumes a current-current form with only Vector
and Axial terms, no flavor changing neutral current, the lagrangien for the
interactions of a left-handed neutrino with a fermion f can be written :

f , f = e, p̂

where we have introduced the phenomenological chiral couplings g*

The weak hadronic current will be described in the framework of the
Quark Parton Model :

L- = - i ; r

with J* = ̂  ĉ  T g*' + g*1 T I o , the a being the quark flavours.

= *» * **. C = '" " **
2 * 2

SU(2)xU(l) model, the chiral couplings are related to the weak isospin and the
electric charge of the fennion :

«, =p(T, -Qaur-8M) , J, = - p T

V?
with f> = 2 = 1 in the standard model.

M1 coa'e
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1.1.2 Structure of the weak charged current

For the OC interactions, we will assume a pure V-A structure (no

right-handed currents) : ̂  s | ( : i 1 or C( : 1, C( : O. This is supported by

data on |i decay [2] and by neutrino scattering data [3].

If one assumes an admixture of right-handed current in the transition

u « d given by p - |C /C |, then it is easy to demonstrate that :

- (l-y)» d'ff'/dxdy

d*a*/dxdy - (1-y)1

which gives experimentally : |p | < 0.009 (90 X CL).

These limits can be interpreted in the framework of the le f t right syme-
tric model SU(2)( x SU(2)t x U(l) with 2 bosons «L , H( which mix with an angle
C into 2 mass eigenstates W and W .

Then. C i *
SS2l£ • , C = sint coat i - - U

Wt i s the recently discovered W

C. s s M* (W( )/M* (Wj ) are given in Fig. l .

Fig. 1 : Experimental 90 X CL
limits on C and a = If fit . The
allowed region contains { s a s 0.
The limits from the neutrino
scattering experiment f=—i> apply
for mil v> mass, (Aereas toe
limits from the ft decay ( ) mpply
for some assumption about the
nature and the mass of the r, (e.g.
m, =0).

boson. The limits in the plane

I I I;) Ul)/C*i

sm MO a a a
USr

-1151-

005
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1.2 Pnrelv leptonic interactions :

Neglecting terms of the order m^ /Er, the cross sections for ̂  scatter-

Tg are expressed in terms of the vector and axial couplings as follow :

• (1-y

• (1-y

Using only v e interactions does not allow the separation of ĝ  and g^, and the

'knowledge of their sign. Further information comes from v#e cross section due

o the interference between the CC and NC diagrams.

1.2.1 - .loon neutrino scattering :

Two experijnents gather most of the world statistics on v^e interactions.

'heir results are presented in the following table 1 :

EXP.

CHARM

[4]

BNL
E734
15)

number of

Y

107
+ 17

59
+ 9

events

V

147
± 23

59
± 10

9. /Er

V "
x 10"

1.90

+ 0.90

1.60

+ 0.39

o— /E

cm'/GeV

1.5
+ 0.5

1.16

± 0.25

1

1

r

• 0.

.27 . ..

• ».

.38 . ..

• 0

ai

44

sin'e

0.215
± 0.034

0.209
i 0.032
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1-4
H and sin l8w are related : K = 3 1 2 I .

1-4 sin2eB + X6 31**8^

Combining the 2 results leads to : sinl6w = 0.212 i 0.023- This result will be
significantly improved (± 0.005) by the next CHASM II experiment which expects
to gather ~ 2000 events by the end of 1988.

1.2.2 - Electron neutrino-electron scattering :

Experiment E225 at LAMPF [6] is continuously taking data. Neutrinos are
produced in the following cwscnrip :

P Cu -> + «*
<780 MeV) L » v.'v

~* e*v./. ' < Er > - 20 JteV.

The v^ contributions are subtracted using CHAKi and £734 cross sec-

tions. The present statistics is 99 ± 25 events after 'v background subtraction

(7 v^e, 14 i^e). One expects 94 ± 13 events if there is a destructive interfe-
rence between NC and CC diagrams (as in the standard model), 187 ± 27 for nc in-
terference and 292 ± 39 for a constructive interference.

The measured cross section is :

c{v e) = 9.8 ± 2.7 ± 1.6 E /GeV x 10"*2 en*
. • mi. u«i. •

vtoich gives in the standard model : sin'B = 0.23 * •••• * °-05

» - O . 0 9 - O . 0 *
• i n irsi

There nay be a great future for this kind of experiment. Projects exists at
LAMPF which aim at a large statistics (2, 10 000 evts) and a precise measurement
of sin18M (• 0.0025) [7].
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1.2.3 - Hie chiral couplings for charged levtona :

Using only the data from v e scattering gives the following ambiguous

results :

|gj A| = 0.08 ± 0.05, \t\t1\ - 0.496 + 0.04

Further information is necessary in addition to v ^ data. Forward-backward

asymetry of muons pairs produced in e*e" —• |fc*|*" provides essentially a measure-

ment of g* g". Universality (g* = g1*) will be assumed, these results gathered in

fig. 2 define only one solution :

gj = - 0.08 i 0.05, g][ = - 0.49S ± 0.040

n agreement with the standard model prediction :

< = - | • 2 sin'8^. g J a - 1 .

U)

OSK

Q0I

E3 v,-e data
•+• IL-i datt

•05-

-10
-to •as

. . 1 . . . •

oo as to
s.

Fig. 2 : Allowed region in the plane g^, g^ from data on'v^e, v e and
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2»a PART : NEUTRINO INDUCED DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

AND THE SHUCTUHE OF THE NUCLEDN

2.1 Total cross-sections

A proper measurement of the total cross section of neutrinos on nucleon
involves a good (but difficult) calibration of the neutrino flux. It xs essen-
tial for the extraction of the structure functions. Up to now nc experiment has
ever reported a departure from the linearity with the total energy of the neu-
trino and the antineutrino cross sections. The history of the most accurate mea-
surements of a on isoscalar targets is given in fig. 3.

EXP :

GCM 73
CFEB 77
CDHS 77
BEBC 79
CCM 79
CHAKM 81
GGM 81
BEBC 82
FNAL, 15
CCFRR 83
BEBC "86"
CDHSN 86

E (GeVi

a
-i . 10"
E.

cm1 GeV-»

Fig. 3 : Sunsnary of available accurate measurements of o'/E on the nuclecn.

This slope i s assuxed to be constant over the quoted energy range.
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The present most accurate measurements are given in table 2.

Table 2

EXP <J'/E . 10" an* GeV 1

CDHS 77 [8] 0.62 + 0.04 0.30 + 0.02

CHARM 81 [9] 0.604 + 0.032 0.301 ± 0.018

CCFRR 83 [10] 0.669 + 0.024 0.340 ± 0.020.

BEBC revised [11] 0.723 + 0.040 0.351 + 0.022

CDHSW 86 [12] 0.686 + 0.020 0.339 + 0.010

vp [11] 0.474 + 0.028 0.500 + 0.032

CDHS vp (HI 0.44 ± 0.02 0.44 + 0.03

From the new results of the CDHSW group, the energy dependence of the cross sec-

tions has been derived by 2 independent methods : first by separating the con-

tributions of the neutrinos from K or ft decays in 3 different NBB exposures

(Fig. 4a), and secondly by the determination of the neutrino energy from its

radial position in the high statistics 160 GeV NBB (Fig. 4b). Again no departure

from the linearity with Er can be seen.

As a conclusion, there is now a better agreement between CERN and FNAL

experiments at a value _L 2 0.70 10"3S cm' GeV"1. As a consequence previous CERN

structure functions have to be rescaled upward by — 12 X.

2.2 Structure function measurements

2.2.1 - The differential cross sections

Assuming a current-current form for the interactions and zero lepton
masses, the differential cross sections can be written :

( -1

d'a v

dxdy ( xyM \ ("' 1

1 - y - 1 F(x,Q») + y(l-Z) xF (x.Q1)
2E I l 2 3
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where x, y are the standard scaling variables :

,1
. x = J£_ , v = E^S = E - E,

E, 2M.v M, ' '

'tic, cc

The F = F are the structure functions vhich are "a priori" dif-
i i

ferent for v and v interactions, and for CC and NC. the F| s are related to

cross-sections of left ( + ), right {-) and longitudinally (L) pclarized W (or Z)

bosons :

2x F

F

1

xF,

_ 2

. 2

_ 2

MxK

NxK

*

MxK
V

. ! {0 + C
2 *

. 1

Jl+tf/v8

)

>

1
2

+ <r ) + c
• * )

where K = — Z L is a someufaat arbitrary flux factor.
2M,.

This introduces the longitudinal structure function :

In the quark parton model (with n = PT = 0) :

o-t = 0 -t Ft = 0

ff^ d CJ q(x) + C* q(x)

c_ « CJ q(x) + CJ q(x)

In the leading order of QCD (and to a very good precision, in the next to lead-

ing order), Ft and q (x) can be replaced by the QCD prediction Fj
cr(x,Q J ) and

q (x, Q* ) with a Q* variation given by the Altarelli-Farisi equations [15].
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For the CC interactions on an isoscalar target with no KM mixing, s = s,

c = c, q = xtu+d+s+c), one gets :

2xF*(x,Q2) = 2xFi"(x,«
2) = q + q

xFj(x,tf) = q - q + 2x(s-c)

xF^lx.Q*) = q - q - 2x(s-c>

But, one may also include the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing and the threshold

for d or s —» c production e.g. by using a slow rescaling model [16] :

Then

F"N = x (c2 + i SM (u+d) + 2x <Sa + i Ca) s + x(u + d) + 2 c * F*N,

with £. = x II + -LI, C = cos9 , S = sinB , E.q = tq(E., Q*) 8(1-5.)

In addition Ft develops a non zero value in addition to the QCD

contribution. As a consequence, there are ambiguities in the definition of the

measured structure functions. In principle, they are corrected for :

- The non isoscalarity of the heavy target |_1 2 0.5 (1-:

- The strange sea term (s-c) in 2xF and F (See 2.2.2).

- The radiative corrections.

They are sometimes corrected for the charm threshold effect (slow
rescaling), the propagator term, the target mass effect,the Fermi motion, etc...

The present most accurate measurements are described with their
assumptions in the following table. Emphasis will be given to the new CDHSW
results presented for the first time. Only preliminary results were reported at
Bari 1985 [17],
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Table 3

Assumptions CCFRB [18] CHABM [IS] CDHS 79 [20] CDHSK new [21]

0.67 0.60 0.62 0.70

s-c

C threshold

F
R =

2x F

2 2

m = 1.5

u = d s s

No

R = 0

2 2

No

R = 0.1

Fermi motion

Rad. Cor.

# evts v

r

Beam

No

<

150 K

23 E

NBB

Yes

De Rujula et al.

50 K

110 E

WBB

No

[13] >

90 K

25 t 175 K

NBB (v*v)

HBB (v)

s = 2 = 2
2 2

No

Target Fe CaOO Fe

No

Bardin et ai. [35]

650 t

550 K

WBB

Fe

l i e strange sea correction takes into account its suppression b.r the cfcann
threshold.
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2.2.2 - Extraction of *+...- structure functions

Ignoring the already discussed corrections, the differential cross
sections can be simply written as :

ME dx dy

Ft!l-y) + |
x ~ y y l | x(s-c) + I1 - ̂~y' | xF,

q+q

Starting from these expressions, the usual procedure goes as follow :

i) Determination of the longitudinal structure function F̂  and the sea :

F can be extracted from the y dependence of the following combination :

c' * c - fl - (l-y)2] x(s-c) (1.v)
[ 1 = 2xF] + ' Ft

1 + (l-y)3 ' 1 + (l-y)2

Another combination, used by the CDHS collaboration, is :

- (l-y)2 c' + 2x(s-c) f(l-y)2 - <l-y)4| _; {1 , _ (1 ,,
1 1 = q +

l - (l-y)' 1 - (l-y)4

r - - —

with q = u + i + 2s.

Taking only the domain y>0.5 minimizes the effect of the s-c correction and

r

the ff /<r' normalisation.

Hie CDHS collaboration has presented at the Bari Conference [17] a new

determination of F (f ig . 5 ) . Fig. 6 shows the measurements of R = L. from
L 2xFi

the CHARM and CDHSW groups. A good agreement with the QCD prediction is found

although the sensitivity to the value of A is very weak.
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At the same time, the sea q can be extracted from the above equation.

r

Thus, the values of q are strongly correlated to F and show big errors. A

standard procedure consists in using an analytic form of F compatible with the

- r

previous measurement (e.g. F*CD). Final results on F and q wil l be presented

at the Berkeley Conference [21]. -

For what follows, a QCD like parametrisation is used for R - L—.
2x F

i i ) Determination of F^ :

F is derived from the following combination :

F _ a* + <? - 2x(s-c) [1 - (1-y))']

1 + (1-y)2 - y» _ L
1+R

A similar formula for 2xFt would involve a correction term for Ft of

the form (l-y)R in average larger than ; _ . This shows that F is in r-.-ner̂.!
1+B 3

"better" measured than 2xF^, being more free from assumptions on K, especially

if one considers only lew y data.

The new measurement of F from CDHSW is shown on Fig. 7. A comparison

with the previous measurement of the same group using the assvasptions and the

corrections with the old analysis is shown on Fig. 8. A difference oi the cni-?r

10 % remains at low x. The agreement with CCFRR (Fig. 9) is now acceptable given

the statistical errors.

A significant test of the quark model (or of the consistency of t-he

data) is provided by the comparison with the measurement of V* . Neglecting the

charm threshold and the charm sea, these functions are related according to :

IE F* = F* (1 - 1 .
in average
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Figure 10 and figure 11 show comparisons between the right hand side
from CDH5K and the left side of the above equation from the EC [22] and BCD-MS
[23] collaborations. Bather than pointing to physics problems, the disagreements
seem to indicate some experimental inconsistencies especially between the two
muon measurements.

Hi) The determination of xF = I (xF' + xF')

This measurement does not need any assumptions on R and s-c :

xF3 =
1 - (1-y)2

Figures 12, 13, 14 show the new measurements of the CDHSW group with the
comparisons with the old CDHS and CCFRH data. The improvement in stat ist ics i s
significant although the data are concentrated at lower Q* values where the
standard perturbative QCD predictions may be invalided.

2.2.3 - QCD fits to the structure functions

They are all based on the Altarelli-Parisi equations. In the early
eighties, the study of scaling violations appeared to be very promising to test
QCD. The interest has been decreasing due to the appearance of several
difficulties :

i) The higher twist effects (1/ Q2 terms) may be present at low Q2 where
seal ing violations are maximum.

i i ) Nuclear effects (E>C effect) are s t i l l an open problem although some data

sc-em to indicate no Q2 dependence.

i i i ) The data suffer from stat ist ical and systematics limitations for xF which

has the only well understood QCD behaviour. Uncertainties from R, s-c,

GU.Q2 ) (gluons), may have a non negligible impact on F .

iv) Finally, several programs exist on the market which integrate the
Altarelli-Parisi equations and f i t the expected Q2 evolution to the
observed data. There are s t i l l inconsistencies in the results of different
programs. But these technical problems should be overcome soon.
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The results of QCD fits to available data, which do not involve
assumptions an the glue (Non Singlet fits), are suanarized in the following
table. Results are given in tern of the value of A (lowest order or next to
leading order fit).

Table 4

EXP target type of f i t tf range (GeV*) (MeV)

CHE 83 Fe F

XF
3

(x>0 .35)

W :

<t :
V :

> 2

> 10

275 +

88 ^

80
1(3
60

200 *

300 ±

155 '

1 0 1

I O C

150
ase
I S O

OCFRR Fe 360 ± 100 340 ± 110

CHABi CaCOi

WA25 0a

(BEBC)

xF,

3 187 + 150 310 + 160

1 250+90

170 * l "
- 14*

EMC

BCDMS
(Preliminary)

Fe

C

F i § x>0.25

F j ( x>0.25

tf :> 5

> 25

125 • J;»• 170 ' " •
D - 1 1 0

220 + 20 • "

Preliminary results on a second order QCD fit to the new CDHSW data have
been reported (fig. 15) [21]. An agreement with OCD can be found only if one
restricts the data to the high Q*, high W8 domain e.g. <? > 20, W» > 11. Still
the value of A seems to depend upon the W and Q* cuts. A preliminary range of
[50 - 300] MeV for A ^ is given. The departure from the QCD behaviour at low x
and low tf may point to interesting physics outputs, given the fact that
systematic errors seem too snail to bring the data points back to the
theoretical curve.

" • > • ;



The extraction of the gluon distribution suffers from the strong

correlation with a and o . Better data are needed at high tf . But it should be

noticed that such a determination which uses the QCD evolution makes sense only

if the QCD fits agree with the data over the whole range in x, including the low

x region where the glue is concentrated.

2.2.4 - Conclusions on the structure function aeasureaents

There is now a better agreement between the experiments mainly due to

the new values of the total cross sections. Comparison have to be made with the

same assumptions to be relevant. The situation with QCD fit is still .confused.

The new CDHS data are promising if the systematics can be properly understood

and may lead to interesting physics outputs (may be not QCD).

2.2.5 - x-distributions from NC interactions

The previous formalism for CC interactions can be reproduced for NC

interactions up to "the different chiral couplings which introduces small changes

in the structure functions :

j * G1 ME
*I_ = 1 F+(x)
dx 2 « *

in the scaling approximation with

F+(x) = i F"c(x) ± 1 xF"c(x)
3 2 3 '

FJC = (CJl + Cj' • Cj' +Cj") i

~ 0.33 (sin26=0.23)

- (C** - Cj' + Cj' - Cj2) 2x(s-c)

~ 0.44

j '- Cj' ) (q-q)

~ 0.27

Thus, x distributions for CC and NC are similar. They have been measured in
experiments which use fine grain calorimeters allowing the measurement of the
shower direction. Results have been reported by the CHARM [24] and the PM1 [25]
collaborations <fig. 16) which show a good agreement with the expected
distributions.
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Fig. 5

.5 -

.2 .63 .4

X

The longitudinal structure function F measured by CDHSW [17]. Each

point is an average over a different Q2 range.
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X
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Fig. 6 : Comparison of the measured ratio R = Ft/2x Fx from the CDHSW [17] and

CHARM [19] groups. Also shown is the QCD prediction for A ~ 250 MeV.
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3 r d PART : NEUTRAL CURRENT RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTS
ON SBH-LEPTONIC NEUTRINO SCATTERING

3.1 The measurement of Rr= N'C/OC and the determination of s in 28 .
— - ^ — — ^ w

Experimentally, the measurement of R'is the determination of the ratio

of the number of events without any muon in the final state (neutral current

events) to the number of events with a muon (charged current events). A cut on

the hadron energy, E , is necessary to ensure a full detection efficiency.

Additionnal corrections are needed to correct for background events such as v
c

events (see [26] for more details).

Theoretically, this ratio is related to the chiral couplings, and so

to sin2 9 , in the following formula :

dEr <KEr) dy dx 2£L_ iC*.

r
jo

where (KE,.) is the neutrino flux function of the energy.

The differential cross-sections of neutrinos or. the target nucleus say
calculated in the framework of the quark parton model if the experiments is ir.
the deep-inelastic regime. In addition, radiative corrections have to M taken
into account.

The motivation for high precision measurements of sin2 8 are the

possible test of the presence of radiative corrections from a comparison of the

measured value of sin36^ in different processes and the check cf 3_7s

predictions.

Several difficulties arise which lead to a theoretical error in the

extraction of sin18 :
w

i) The knowledge of the quark distributions :

It is actually good enough for isoscalar targets. Snail non isoscaiaritj-
U

(Fe Target) can be corrected for by using the measured ratio _1 of the
D
T

valence u and d quarks in the proton. Fortunately x distributions are
similar for NC and OC.
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ii) The existence of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing and the threshold for charm

production (for CC only).

This is the largest uncertainty. The correction rests on the use of the

slow rescaling model [16] involving the charm quark mass m̂  . Which value

of m to be used is still an open problem : constant m , QCD "running

mass" (with Q2 or W )... There are some constraints from data on n* |*"

production in neutrino interactions and on D decay wnich indicates

m ^ 1.5 + 0.3 leading to an uncertainty isin*8 = 0.004.

iii! The possible breaking of the QCD Quark Parton Model due to higher twist

terms 127]. It has been shown [28] that these effects may be small if one

could use an iscscalar target containing only u and d quarks. Then the

weak isospin symetry is identical to the strong isospin symetry and the

following relation can be deduced :

t-)

dxdy
(i - sin18
2

£ sin'B
9 * dxdy

+ £ sin'8
9 dxdy

up to snail twist i terms (isinl6 i, 0.002).

But corrections to this formula in order to apply to the "real" world are

calculated in the QFM leaving the main uncertainty from the charm
threshold unchanged.
Another possibility would involve the use of the fteschos-Wolfenstein
relation :

R" = -JLE !£ = (I - sin28 ) pJ

2
a' - cr'
CC CC

Then, due to the cancellation of the sea constribution, the uncertainty
from the charm threshold effect is roughly divided by 2. But this would

require a very high statistics in v and asks for a relative normalisation
<r./<rr not achievable at present.
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3.2 The results for isoscalar" targets

The most accurate measurements are given on table 5. The new CDHSW

result is now final. Values of sin26 are expressed in the Sirlin scheme [35].

Table 5

EXP E (GeV) R K c s i n s 6 (p=l)
I C B t * i iGeV)

CDHS I I [29] 10 0.301 0.363 ± 0.015 -» 1.1 0.226 ± 0.012
+ 0.005 + 0.005

CHARM I [30] 2 0.320 ± 0.010 0.377 ± 0.02C 1.5 0.220 i 0.014

BM [31] 10 0.307 ± 0.011 0.384 + 0.023 1.5 0.246 ± G.G1S

OCFRR [32] t 1.5 0.242 ± 0.011

i 0.005

CDHS III [33] 10 0.3072 0.381 ± 0.015 1.5 0.225 T 0.005
+ 0.0025 + 0.0020 ± 0.003

CHARM II [34] 4 0.3098 1.5 0.236 t 0.005
+ 0.0025 + 0.0018

* This result uses Pascbos-Kolfensteins ratios R- with s radius dependent ~ cut
to reduce the background of short CCs. The Evste-aatic error includes the
theoretical error.

The present experimental s i tua t ion including measurements from ozher
processes i s summarized on Fig. 17. Given the s t a t i s t i c a l e r r o r s and the
theore t i ca l e r ro r s , t he re i s an acceptable agreement.

Several remarks have to be done :

i) The value of s i rrB^ of a given process may depend upon the renoras.iisa-.ion

scheme. Two se t s of rad ia t ive correct ions have been used : one i s expr»i:-L-d

in the MS scheme [36] wnere sin s6 i= a running parameter Eirrt1 tGr :

expressed a t tf : NP , the second i s calculated in ihe on-scneli

renormalisation scheme of S i r l i n [35] where sin2 6 i s defined by

M2

p c o s ^ ^ = JL, Mw and M beeing the physical (measured nesses of the heavy
M2 *



bosons. The corrections to the measured values of sin*8u are the following

for a standard high energy neutrino experiment <E,eBI =
 1 0 GeX"'

A sin28MS 2 - 0.013
w

a siir t8S i r l i 0 2 - 0.011.
W

At present, uncertainties in the available programs are og the order of

magnitude of the difference between the two schemes. This technical

difference is likely to be understood in a near future.

ii) A theoretical error ~ 0.005 is common to all neutrino experiments. As it

comes from the unknown value of in, , CDHS choosed to give its result

including explicitely the m^ dependence :

sinJ8 = 0.225 + 0.013 . (m - 1.5)

(Cs)

Vp

en

JVDI5

PP

BEBC
CHARM I

c DHS n
CCC F RR
FMM

C DHSW 86
CHARM 86

UA1
UAl

C.!5 0.20 0.25 030
Si n"9

"ig. IT : The measured values of sin'B from different processes involving

different Q2 ranges. The results are given independentely for the
high energy neutrino experiments.
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= CJ(1J + Cj . In order to extract separately C°(j|)

3.3

From experiments on isoscalar targets, one can derived only the sum of

the chiral couplings

and C , experiments on proton or (and) neutron target are necessary- In

bubble chamber data, it is possible to identify the nature of the target nucleon

on an event by event basis. Results have been reported on the measurement of the

P a" a*' - ff*»
ratios R[-> , R"/p = -!£, r<-> = — — • The latter ratio minimizes the

" ' c" v c" - <r"

»c cc cc

systematic errors which originate mainly from the rescattering probability. The

most interesting results are given in table 6 :

Table 6

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

HEBC (TST) [ 3 7 ] .

BBCU© [38]

B» = 0.455 ± 0.038

= 0.384 i 0.0Z8

R = 0.320 + 0.038

H = C.33S + 0.02:

FNAL 15' [39]

[40]

HJ" = 1.08 ± 0.09

H"» = 1.01 ± 0.14

BESC Deut. [41] r. = 0.06 + 0.06 r. = 0.02 + 0.03
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3.4 Comparison with the stanHnrd model predictions : evidence for radiative

corrections

3.4.1 Determination of the quark chiral couplings

What follows is based on a combination of the most accurate results on

neutral currents from neutrino experiments using isoscalar targets or proton ar

neutron targets. Dependence of the measured quantities upon the electrovreak

parameters and a fit to the experimental results have been worked out by G.L.

Fogli [42]. These results are preliminary and do not use the most up to data

experimental results. It uses the value of R' from CHASM presented at Bari's

conference (R'= 0.215 + 0.010) which has been revised since to the value given

in table 5. Still, this analysis gives an estimate of what can be achieved if

one accepts to combine independently nearly all the available experimental

results. A criterium for such a combination to make sense could be that the

statistical errors are dominant which is no longer true for the recent

measurements of R".

The measured quantities (R*, R", R1 / p , r"> are parametrized in terms
of the chiral couplings :

e.g. Rr = a i gj + a > gj + a 8* + a S1

8' = C 1 - C - 2

L, I I , I I , I

The a( 's are coefficients which depend on the experimental conditions
(beam spectrum, cuts), the quark distributions (QCD, QFM), the K.M. mixing
matrix elements, the charm threshold parameter ra and the radiative corrections
(ioi = 36 GeV) i f required. The uncertainties on the a. 's reflect the theoretical
misunderstanding of the semi-leptonic neutrino scattering.

The result of a 4 parameters f i t to gj_ § , 5*^ i s given in figure 18

restricted to the planes <g^, gj) and (SJ, S»>. A comparison of the ler domains

with the l ines of fixed p and sin'9^ giving the constraints of the SU(2> x U(l)

model shows that the data are consistent with th i s model, whether or not the

radiative corrections are included.



3.4.2 Evidence about radiative corrections ? Comparison with VA's results

A test of the radiative corrections may be provided by a comparison of

the electroweak parameters determined by two different processes. In the

following comparison, we use the data from the neutrino DIS experiments given in

table 5 and the masses of the heavy intermediate basons measured by the UA

experiments as given in table 7.

Table 7

ESP M (GeV) H (GeV)

UA1 [43] 83.5 + 1.1 (± 2.7) 93.0 + 1.4 <± 3.0)

UA2 [44] 81.2 + 1.1 (± 1.3) 92.5 i 1.3 (± 1.5)
UA2 (Prelim.) [45] 80.3 + 0.8 (± 1.3) 91.5 ± 0.9 (± 1.5)

The second error stands for a calibration uncertainty coatnon to M and M .
z «

In the Sirlin scheme, one has the following relation 146] :

M2

— = p (1 - sinJ8j

# = A* with A' = 3 7 - 2 8 1 '
sin2ew

 1 ~ to

AT < » „ „ . = B3, mt = 3 6 GeV) = 0.0696

sin26 = s i n ' e 1 " (1 - e )

p = p £ " (1 + e^)

sin'S"1" and p t x p are the values derived experimentally in the neutrino

experiment ignoring the radiative corrections e ~ 5 X and e <, 1 X.
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= 1, the average value of sin2 6 from table 5 is

sin28 = 0.232 + 0.003 (EXP) + 0.005 (THEO) . The comparison with the values
W

derived from M and M is shown on Fig. 19. While the agreement is very good

when both radiative corrections are included, ignoring them leads to a -»2 <r

discrepancy. From this comparison a value of Ar can be derived :

dr = 0.077 + 0.030 (pp> ± 0.030 <fN)

The contribution from vN includes the present theoretical error. Given

the variation of tlr with m̂  [46], one can set a limit on m̂  within the standard

model :

mt < 200 GeV (90 X CL)

A value of the parameter p can be determined from R* and E' only. Using the CDHS

data only (table 5), one gets :

* p = 0.991 + 0.020

sin28w = 0.216 + 0.021

In his fit to nearly all the available neutrino data, G.L. Fogli gets [42] :

sirfe^ = 0.224 + 0.010 (EXP) + 0.007 (THEO)

P = 1.004 + 0.008 (EXP) + 0.007 (THBO)

A more reliable method to get p is the comparison of R" with the
measured Mw and M̂  through the relations :

M1 = 38-65'

sin's

ainae = 1 -

,*.

= P* \i - sin'S^ + J! sin'S^ (1 + r)l
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A 2 parameters fit to M , M and R' from CDHSK and CHABM gives :

p = 0.997 + 0.011

sin'6 = 0.229 + 0.007

This set of results gives the best presently available determination of the

electroweak parameters.

3.5 Conclusions

The high statistics neutrino data presented this year represent

presumably a sort of final word on the study of NC coupling using the Beep

inelastic neutrino scattering. A good agreement with uA results needs the

radiative corrections to be taken into account. Is it a reliable test of the

electroweak theory ? Actually, ~ 70 S of the effect on the PIS corrections is

due to "trivial" electromagnetic effect at the vertex of the CC interaction. In

addition, the value of Ar cooes mostly from the renorsalisstion of <x through

pure photonic effects (at least for small m ). It is certainly tec ezrlj to

claim that we have seen the presence of the one loop weak corrections.

Another -=st of the radiative corrections may be available •-•hon Gi\7.X II

results on v^e,.^ are available (tsin'6 = 0.005 alnost free ct rsdi^iive

corrections). This will be the next important round for neutrino experiments.

I am grateful to my colleagues of the Saclay group of the CZys«
collaboration for their help in preparing this review, in particular Frederic
Perrier, Bertrand Vallage and Patrice Perez.
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Fig. 18 : The lir allowed regions for the chiral couplings (i?2 , g2 ) and (8* , Sa )

from the general fit to neutrino data by G.L. Fogli [42].
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Fig. 19 : Comparison of the values of sin*8 derived from the measured matiscs

of the W and Z bosons and frnm the measured ratios U" . The sUuitairl

model (p = 1) is assumed.
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ROLE OF SIHGiLS PARTICLE KUCLEAF. KTECTIAL IH THE BC EFFECT

JaceK RozyneK.

Ins t i tu te for Kuclear Studies. Warsaw, Poland

TMe sinple single part ic le nodel of tlie nucleus is proposed t c ex-

plain the EJK effect. Tne good agreenient with data i s ofctainea. "Eie

essential features of the change of the nucleon structure function in

nuclear medium are explained by Kinematical effect only.

1. Single Particle Energies In Unclear Mzdiizn

I t is Known -tliat tiie wtan free p a d of ttie rrac3eon i s a nacleus ic

large in conparison tc nucleon sizes. Therefore *-he iticiecn cars t-*

treated as s. cuasifree object, v&ich moves in t&e average pc-tentii:

coming from the interactions with a l l otners nucieons. For tiie tvD tooy

nucleon-nucleon interaction V we can write t t e foiiowiryr r-elatiin for
K. n

tiie single nucleon energy e,. and tne single nucleon p^ter.iial u in tlie

nuclear medium:

A

«Khere UH - ^ ( v , p is Use three-Er-mentuns of Ktli nuciec-n. A I S tne

mass nurfiber and K nucleon mass.

From the definition of the average fciniing enerey per mc'ieor^ t . . v,e 5j=v=

the following relat ion:

rv
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where E i s tiie nucleus energy and <p „> and <U > are the average values

of tne nucleon square momentum and the single particle potential in the

nucleus.

How we want to determine the value of <UK>. First we nave to calculate

5 . In the Fermi-gas model the average nucleon square momentum,

<P&>=G. 6p_* and Fermi momentum, P F = &fl.5n p) , is the function of a

density p .

The nuclear density o(r) is almost constant for 0<r<R -d/2 (Rtl.ilA )

and equal f. (0)s. l™ fna ". "Die surface width is also almost constant for

nuclei and equals d s 3. * fm. "Qie density decreases at the distance d

from e(R -d/£)sO. S>P(Oi to p(R +d/£)KO.ip(O). These numbers allow us to
A A

estimate tne average raiclear density p which varies from PAJ I P 2 0 - * ! 5 ^ )

for light nuclei to <'AyZOr)
!l0- 7p(0) for heavy nuclei. Now using Fermi-gas

2
ncoe! relation we calculate <PK>. then using (l)-(2) we calculate <UH>

ar.i the average riiigle particle energy <eH>.

For light (Asi2i nuclei we obtain: (*)

<pj!>.'2H s lc HeV, <UN>= 2ri2HeV+€) X 40 HeV, <e^-«s 28 HeV

In the iirait A > 2 0 0 we have: (5)

^ s 18 KeV, <UH>S 2flSHeV+€) z 51 HeV, <eH>-M« 33 HeV

In our caicv.iation we will use single particle energy e H as the zero

conponent P 0 cf trie four vector pH. I

the average value of p & will toe <eN>.

conponent P 0 cf trie four vector pH. In our LAB frame (nucleus at rest)



S.Deeply Inelastic Electrcn-'Ivdeus Szattsrirss

The differental cross section for deeply inelastic election nucleus

scattering is given by :

X dl^SF £ ^ | 1 - C ^ ( Q 2 . P H
1 ) s i n H « e ' / 2 ' + '^K'E .PHl)cos£i&/£)]. (6)

In our model the electron-nucleus cross section is a si^a of single

nucleon cross sections. If we use tils Fenrd distribution for nuclecrs w?

obtain:

v . [ - , ; p , . ! ' ' ? ^ . • - -

'..'e -7ar. ob ta in ir-^Ti (5)- (6; -Tir follc-*1r=g r - r . a t io

f "^.cticn V.C1 of 2>ouTid r;Mcl=-:n a;.'i V,:

aLrulatira v (G2, P.^IK^ ir. Ua p-^-v:.r. rcuel3

C i

V2(O
2. Psq)!'^: (H>'/p,.q;.V. i.x') = (K.-'Pc;Vg.,2' >.

Ŵ  is the struct-jre ftoiticr. for free m i l eon. Tr-_e f

iron integration of fc? c?lta furirticn in 'Jr.- •lizLr.^

Finally vre obtain frc~; (3) for r p ( 2 ' ; =i-'«~;:-:') '."-.e fi



;FQ- IPicos«)d
3p , (11)

\Oere :•: is tile Bj^rt'.en variable for free niicleon and F g its structure

function.

The factor < P O / K ) in (9) is cancelled and the influence of tbe

nuclear ireiiira is iccluisd only in the change of BJprKen variable x' as

V.J see from (3) (the variable x', as x, from its definition varies from

C to I). Tnis conclusion does not depend on our particular Fermi-model

distribution cf the nucieons in the nucleus.

3. Results and conclusions.

'.:•. M.f -.cirle we present tte results for the ratio R(x)=F?(x)/F (x) for

tv.-.-, liraits cf nuclear nrass nuiSber A (Asl£ and A>2OO).

7 -J:: i

\ ::

1 A.*|
j A',2

i

i

-.£ ratio

.05

i.o;

0

'

R(xi for

•X:

CO

o.a

.99

.96

Axle and A>cOO.

C. 3

.97

.S6

0.4

.9*

.93

.sa

.90

0.6

.89

.88

0.7

.68

.86

0.6

.96

1.03

0.

1.

2.

9
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•1*

; itiir.fi -i-cir. (11; for p.= (H2+pc)^+<Uxt>. "ttse values of <U..>C N N

«̂ M 3

"J ir-.oj ! i ; - ( 5 , . For F, is) we choose af ter F_(x):x^Cl-x) .

:, *TA sz-2.\\ i>in-ii:ig effects for lieuteron, and also negligible

i n to Lh? ;rcss section from structure function vr, we can

•cr- reruitc for Rix) with the SLAC experiments5. The general

witii tht dita rur-ports cur model. Ttis fast increase of the

:: 0. T i.r rru~!- strc.-iirr for lai^ge A and i t exhibits the essen-

-: :•-. .--.r-.:le pa.-tlcle iDechanisn. Ihe asj-mptotic value of R(x)
- ' •":!:•! = {:vpo)

Kt(M/<eH>)'i.Eut for a/ail values of x
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for x=0 is R(x=O)=(A/px)5f:(X'<ew>)
!i. Bat for sniall values of r

(xsOfl/2R H) one can expect strong overlapping between quarks from dif-
A

i

ferent nucleons and tlie single nucleon mechanism can be invalid in this

region .

The idea of single particle mechanism in deep inelastic electron scat-

7 6

tering was fonnilated in . "Dae Fermi-smearing expresions for R(x) are

very similar to ours tout witout single nucleon potential U... Ihe inclu-

sion of U is essential to obtain tlie mininum of R(xi for x=Q. 7 and
C

K(x)>0 for z<0.15 . In the paperJ ve can find the calculation of R(xj

nioich use also tde single nucleon mechanism. Tbey calculate R(x) from

the expression similar to fll) with more sophisticated distribution of

iiis nucleons in a nucleus. Bat they do not show the cancellations of
(H/Po) factors which appear ltfien we derive the structure function F£

free the cross section.
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ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF HI(g

HADRON IKTHtACTIONS

J.tfdowczyk and A.W.WoIfendale

I n s t i t u t e of Nuclear Studies
90-950 ECdt, Poland

Department of Physics ,Uhiversi ty
of Durham, Durham DH1 3LE, UK

ABSTRACT

Using both accelerator and cosmic ray

data it is shown that Feynman's scaling is

strongly violated also in the fragmentation

region at least up to 10° GeV.

1. IKERODUCTION

In analysis of cosmic ray propagation in the atmosphere

the knowledge of the properties of high energy interactions

at various energies is critical. Those properties are usually

taken by extrapolation of accelerator experimental data using

certain phenomenological formulae. In early cosmic ray works

the so called CKP formula given by Cocconi Koester Perkins

/1961/ was used. later in many works the scaling" formula

suggested by Feynman /1969/ has been applied. That formula

due to its simplicity is still used in spite of the fact that

it has never been really confirmed by experimental

observations. First of all, shortly after the formula was

suggested, it has been pointed out by us that it leada to an

extensive air shower development picture completely different

from observations /Wdowcsyk and Wolfendale,1972/.

Accelerator observations, as soon as the energy range

available became wide enough, also showed that there exist

significant deviations from that formula particularly iii. the

so called central region where accurate data were

available.lt has been pointed by the present authors that the

degree of scaling violation may be the same in the whole

secondary energy range /Wdowcayk and Wolfendale,1979A The

formula suggested in that paper and generalised in our later

paper /Wdowcayk and Wolfendale, 1984/ has the following form

6;
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where dL gives the degree of scaling violation. .That formula

leads to Feynman»s scaling if <*» = 0. The best fit to the

accelerator data gives now the value of <&- O.t8. That value

is in very good accordance with results earlier deduced from

cosmic ray observations which were summarised by

Wdowczyk /1980/ as givin^the value «*» Q . 2 0 + 0.05.

2. UA5 DATA AND THE SCALING

The most recent measurements of the paeudorapidity

distributions by UA5 group are given in figure 1. The

distribution are plotted in coordinates •? • f£- y. If

Peynman's scaling was valid the experimental points for all

distributions should be identical. There is seen clear

deviation from scaling. In addition, to the well known

deviations in the central region it should be noted that in

the region of highest available energies of secondaries there

is no sign of saturation, the curves show a clear tendency

for crossing over. That gives strong indication of the

scaling violation in the fragmentation region. More definite

conclusions about scaling violation at the region of high

energy secondary particles /fragmentation region/ are limited

by the restrictions on available measurements at very small

angles. The regions acceaible for measurements as a function

of x and p variables are given in figure 2.

The same UA5 data are used in figure 3 for verification of

the above given formula describing scaling violation. The

axes are choosen in such way that if the formula is valid the

cross-sections should be independent of the primary energy.

It is seen that the pointa really follow one line in spite of

the fact "that Vs* varies -from 53 to 900 GeV. It is important to

point out that a single value of cL= 0<:18 was taken in

deriving that figure.

In figure 3 were omitted points for the cms rapidity below

unity. The justification comes from the fact that in the

figure there should be used the distribution in function of

the rapidity. The most significant differences between

distributions in rapidity and pseudorapidity occurs for

small values of those variables.

Figure 3 shows that formula 1, very well describes the

changes of the invariant cross-section in the region

accessable for accelerators. The question which remains open
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is the behaviour of the invariant cross-section at high x and

low pt. That region can be accessed only on the basis of

cosmic ray data.

3. COHjEQUfiNCIES OF SCALIMG IN THE FRAB1EWTA3M0H REGION

The picture we would like to investigate here is the

following. It is assumed that high energy interaction is

characterised by the existence of a leading particle which

conserves its identity /baryon number/. The energy taken by

the secondary particle E = KEo so the energy taksn by the

leading particle is E = /1-K/Eo. The basic and fundamental

question for cosmic ray research is how the energy is shared

among the secondariea. In general there are two possibilities

either the fraction of energy taken by every particle is

decreasing when energy and consequently the multiplicity of

the secondaries is increasing or there exist some particles

which always take a constant fraction of the primary particle

energy. The second case is normally called preservation of

scaling in the fragmentation region.

If scaling was preserved in the fragmentation region st

the accelerator energies that would require an increase of

the total inelasticity coefficient. That follows from the

fact that the fraction of primary energy seen in the central

region increases with that energy. If at the same time we

assume scaling in the fragmentation region we suppose that

the fraction of energy in that region remains constant. Those

two facts lead to the statement that total energy of the

secondaries increases faster then primary energy.

Estimation made by us earlier /tfdowesyk arid

Wolfendale,1986/ lead to an increase of the inelasticity

coefficient according to the following formula

K = 0.44 + O.O3261n(s/1OCGev)

That behaviour, although unlikely, can not be ruled by

accelerator data. It can be however verified on the basis of

cosmic ray data. We intend to verify that formula cr. the

basis of the cosmic ray hadron and 0 —ray propagation in iha

atmosphere. It has been demonstrated that the rate of jT-rs;,-

families observed in emulsion experiments can be made tc

agree with expectations only in the case that primary cos-ic

rays are predominantly heavy nuclei. On the basis of
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calculations of V/rotniak et al /1985/ we have founa that, for

the normal mass composition with the assumption"of scaling in

the fragmentation region, the expected intensity of -ray

families withZE >100 TeV is 8.5 x 10 m"*a"1ar~1

The observed intensities for the sane observation level

vary from 1.1 x 10 /Mt Fuji recalculated to Pamir level/

to 2.5 x 1Q~8 /Japan USRR experiment at Pamir/. To make the

expectations agree with observations it ia necessary either

ca change the model of high energy interaction or to reduce

drastically the proton content in the primary cosmic ray flux

at energies around 10 5 eV.

In the so called constant mass composition the proton flux

amounts to about 35% of the total flux of the primary

particles. To obtain the above quoted observed flux we would

have to reduce the proton content to the level of 5-9%.

4. COSMIC RAY HADRCNS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Above we have discussed two consequencies of the scaling

in the fragmentation region. It is important to note that

both are leading to a reduction of the expected hadron flux

in the atmosphere. The hadron flux is dominated by the

leading particles- If the inelasticity'coefficient increases

the energy of the leading particle decreases so their flux

become lower. The increase of the heavy particle content in

the primary flux lead to a reduction of the flux of nucieons.

This is due to a steep spectrum of cosmic rays. If we replace

protons by nuclei v/ith mass A we reduce the flux of nucieons

by a factor k' ~ ' v/here a is the integral spectral index of

the priifcary spectrum approximately equal to 1.6. The

reduction in nucleon intensity also gives a reduction of

hadron flux in the atmosphere.

Detailed calculations lead to a result which is shown in

figure 4. In that figure the flux of hadrons at Tien-Shan

level is compared v/ith the expected flux calculated under the

assumption of the validity of scaling in the fragmentation

region. It is seen that the joint effect of the two • ;ve

stated phenomena is so drastic that it become clearly

impossible to made the predictions and observations agree.
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Fig. 1: Possible behavior of the effective WFLFL coupling as a function of
A|/v*. (a) admits a SCSM which can agree with experiment: (b) does not.

must behave for the SCSM to make sense experimentally, we restrict our attention to
Aj/i>* > 0. When this ratio is small, the theory is analyzed perturbatively and § is just
the gauge coupling j 2 evaluated at v. s2(»). which goes to zero as A2 approaches zero.
For small A| /» 2 . g rises monotonically from zero at least as long as the perturbative
analysis is valid, that is. for $ = g2(v) < 1.

We believe that the SCSM may describe weak interaction data. For this to be
true. 9 must take the value of 0.66 at some large value of A?./r2. This can happen
only if g falls back to the value 0.66 after its monotonic rise in the perturbative region.
Furthermore, the value of A?,/B2 at which § falls back through 0.66 must be within the
domain f£ which chiral symmetry remains unbroken. This behavior is sketched in curve
(a) of Fig. 1. It seems clear that g should approach a non-zero asymptotic value, since
for A?/v large enough, v becomes irrelevant and there is no reason for the effective
coupling between the bound states in a strongly interacting theory to vanish.

This picture of g helps us to understand how the perturbative standard model may
have mistakenly been taken to describe the weak interactions: if the weak interactions
are actually described by SCSM. then g must equal 0.66 for two values of A?,/v2. It
will require more experimental data, involving quantities other than g. to determine
which value of A | / » 2 best describes all weak interaction phenomena.

The behavior of § which we have described is required for the SCSM to be the
correct theory of the weak interactions. However. 5(Aj/ti2) is a dynamically determined
quantity whose behavior may be quite different from what we require. For example g
may continue to rise monotonically and approach a large asymptotic value as in curve
(b). In this case, the only solution to g(Al/v2) = 0.66 is the usual weak coupling
solution and the SCSM cannot reproduce experimental weak interaction data. In fact
the value 0.66 for the effective interaction between strongly interacting bound states
may be unnaturally small. In comparison, the corresponding p-nucleon coupling is
roughly 5. However, it is difficult to make direct comparisons between the SCSM and a
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Fig. 2: Photon mixing with a composite W*. bound by SU[2)L gauge
boson exchange.

vector theory such as QCD. since the gauge groups, the constituents and the patterns of
chiral symmetry breaking are all different. Because we are unable to calculate g[Al/v2)
from the underlying gauge theory, we must impose the dynamical assumption that there
is a large value of A£/v2 for which § = 0.66.

11.4 ELECTROMAGNETISM AND THE EMERGENCE OF A YANG-MILLS
STRUCTURE IN THE SCSM

In the SCSM. there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking and the 17(1) gauge
boson, a,,, remains massless. The 17(1) coupling. glw is the QED coupling e and
the V(l) charges of states are their electric charges. The scalar field 4> has charge
—1/2 and the left-handed doublet V>£ has charge yo. The two right-handed fermions
associated with i>% have charges yo + 1/2 and yo — 1/2 which are 2/3 and -1/3 for
quarks and 0 and -1 for leptons. The upper component of the bound state F£ is made
of 4>" and rpl so it has charge ya +1 /2 while the lower component is made of <t> and V£
so its charge is ya — 1/2. These match the charges of the corresponding right-handed
states and electromagnetism is vectorial as it must be. The Higgs particle. H. is made
of 4-' and <t> so it is electrically neutral. The three W's are bound states of 4>' with
<f>", <j>' with <$>• and 4> with <j> which carry charges of +1 , 0 and —1, respectively.

The inclusion of electromagnetism allows the W3 to mix with the photon and the
resulting mass eigenstate. the Z. is heavier than the W*. This mixing occurs because
the W3 is made of charged constituents and is illustrated in Fig. 2. To study the
effect of this mixing let us add electromagnetism to the effective lagrangian eq. (2.6).
Because the quarks, leptons. and IV are composite, their couplings to the photon need
not be minimal, but they must be U(l) gauge invariant. Non-minimal couplings include
anomalous magnetic moments, quadrupole moments for the W and electromagnetic
form factors for quarks and leptons. Couplings involving operators of dimension five
and higher are suppressed by powers of g/Aj at low energies. Their effect on weak
phenomenology at energies up to and including mw is explored in Section III. Here we
study the effects of including all electromagnetic couplings of dimension four or less. In
addition to the electromagnetic interactions obtained by gauging the V(l) in the usual
(minimal) way. two other couplings can occur. — |7MJ/W l̂p,. which mixes the photon
with the W3; and ieXW+W'J,^ which generates an anomalous magnetic moment for
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e^-v/\/"'o
*f y« -K(q

(o) (b)

Fig. 3: Direct (a) and ^'-dominated (b) couplings of the photon to the
masstess composite fermion.

the W±. The complete effective lagrangian (including right-handed fermions) through
dimension four is

WW - 2a»W2WW) - ^TW^, - i«A7W
(2.9)

where j * 1 " is the fermion electromagnetic current.
The presence of Ws-photon mixing gives rise to form factors for all electromag-

netic vertices involving composite particles, even at tree level. For every direct photon-
composite particle coupling there is an analogous graph with the same tensor structure *
in which the photon goes first into a W* and the Ws then couples to the composite
particles by an SU(2)i "strong interaction" (see Fig. 3). If the composite dynamics
is based on an asymptotically free gauge theory, as it in the SCSM. then the elec-
tromagnetic form factors of composite particles should vanish at asymptotically large
momentum transfer. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that the form factors gener-
ated at the tree level from eq. (2.9). satisfied this constraint; that is. they vanish as
q2 — oo (q* being the virtual photon mass). As we will show, this requires certain
relations among the parameters in CM. namely

A = l
(2.10)

ft = 9

The ff'-photon mixing term also makes the quadratic part of the lagrangian non-
diagonal. To diagonalize it we make the transformation

. (211)
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Rewritten in terms of A and Z. £& is quite complicated. If. however, the relations
given in eq. (2.10) hold, then a remarkable simplification .occurs: the result is exactly
the standard model tagrangian (in unitary gauge and not yet including the H particle
or fermion masses) with sinfl replaced by k = e/j l

Let us recapitulate. The SCSM has an effective long distance lagrangian. involving
composite W's. massless fermions and the photon, which can be rewritten in the
form of eq. (2.9). The parameters of the effective theory are e, §, ga, g4, g'A, k,
X and mw. If we can justify saturating-the electromagnetic form factors of the charged
composite states with the contributions generated at tree level from eq. (2.9) then the
relations of eq. (2.10) must hold and this theory shares all of the phenomenological
successes of the standard model including the W and Z masses. In Section III we will
study the use of eq. (2.9) as an effective theory through the energy region of roughly
100 GeV. In doing so. we will explain the relations of eq. (2.10).

In the SCSM the physical photon is an admixture of the gauge boson aM appearing
in the original lagrangian and the bound state IVs . The photon already contains an
admixture of the p°, u and all other spin one bound states with which it can mix.
so including the bound state Wa is perfectly natural. What is perhaps troubling is
the amount of mixing. The parameter k has the value .46 which implies a rather
large mixing. The corresponding p - 1 parameter is is .05. However, again, the p
and the bound state Z are very different beasts. Also, if k = e/g. the smallness of
$ previously discussed and the largeness of k are really the same issue and not two
separate concerns.

III. THE SCSM: DYNAMICS AT Q3 < (100 GeV)a

l l l . l T H E SCSM AND VECTOR MESON DOMINANCE

' The ordinary nucleon is a bound state in a confining gauge theory with A Q C D ~
200 MeV and therefore has form factors characterized by this mass scale. At very
high momentum transfer one probes the constituent quarks and gluons interacting
within the nucleon. so one can use QCD to study the asymptotic behavior of the form
factors. At lower energies the form factors reflect the interactions of the nucleon with
other bound states in the spectrum. This connection can be nude precise by means
of dispersion relations based on analyticity and unitarity. The low q7 behavior of. for
example, the proton's electromagnetic form factor has been successfully related to the
strong interaction coupling of the proton with the p, w and ^.

All composite particles in the SCSM should have non-trivial form factors char-
acterized by a scale As ~ G^1**. As an example, consider the electromagnetic form
factor of Fl and begin by considering the contributions from the minimal sector de-
scribed by the effective lagrangian (2.9). To lowest order in e and k there are two
contributions shown in Fig. 3. The first is the direct photon coupling and the second
arises because the photon is mixed with the W which interacts with the fermion.
Thus, to this order.

^ i ^VL (3.1)
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Using Qa = ya + T S / 2 we can decompose the current into SU{2)W singlet and vectot
pieces

The SU(2)w vector form factor is then

7 ^

which has the required value of unity at q* = 0.
Since the light left-handed fermions are SU(2)L composites and SU[2)L

is asymptotically free, the electromagnetic form factors of F£ must vanish as
\g2\ -> oo. If there were no other bound states coupled to the SU(2)w vector channel,
then the two graphs of Fig. 3 would have to satisfy this constraint by themselves. This
implies Jt = c/g. which is one of the relationships we need to match the phenomenol-
ogy of the minimal sector of the SCSM with that of the standard model (see Section
11.4). The other three relationships of eq. (2.10) are obtained by applying the same
reasoning to the charge and magnetic moment form factors and two photon (seagull)
couplings of the W±.

The relationship k = e/§ has counterparts in ordinary hadronic physics.11 The
isovector part of the nucleon electromagnetic form factor has a direct contribution from
the photon as well as a piece where the photon mixes with the p which then interacts
with the nucleon. The assumption of "vector meson dominance" is that these two
contributions are sufficient to saturate a form factor which vanishes as q1 —* oo.
yielding the relationship * „ — e/gfNff. Remarkably, this works at the 10% level as
does the isoscalar VMD relationship *„-, = e/gunft- Similarly. VMD works quite well
for pion form factors where it implies 9 ^ , = gpNfj. much like our relation 53 = §.
The successes of VMD in hadronic physics embolden us in our application of these
ideas to the SCSM.

We have shown that the effective theory describing the interactions of light
fermions. the W±. Z and photon in the SCSM. ignoring the exotic sector, is pre-
cisely the standard model lagrangian in the unitary gauge. We do not expect relations
like fe = t/g to be exact in the SCSM. Intermediate states involving exotic particles not
present in the standard model also contribute to Fv{q2) and alter the relation between
k and e/g. Potentially, there are many sources of corrections: anomalous thresholds,
polynomials and exotic coupling among familiar particles, to name a few. In fact, all
significant deviations between the low energy SCSM and the standard mode) can be
expressed in terms of the masses and couplings of the exotic particles in the SCSM.
To ensure that the deviations are small we must assume that the particles in the exotic
sector are heavy and/or weakly coupled. We will demonstrate this and show how to
parameterize these deviations in the next subsection.

The equivalence of these two theories applies to radiative corrections as well.
We can separate all radiative corrections into minimal and exotic parts. The former
may be relatively large (0(a), 0(37/4x). large logarithms) but are identical to radiative
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corrections expected in the standard model. The latter are novel but small because they
are corrections to exotic processes already required to be small in order to reproduce
weak interaction phenomenology at tree level. We conclude that radiative corrections
do not place new restrictions on the SCSM beyond those already required at tree level.

•11.2 DISPERSION THEORY ANALYSIS OF THE SCSM
To study the modifications of weak phenomena which come from new physics

in the SCSM, we use dispersion relations to separate the contributions to processes
into parts coming from the minimal sector and from the exotic sector. We do not
analyze all vertices since it would be rather tedious, but instead confine ourselves, for
the purposes of illustration, to the photon vacuum polarization.1 We use dispersion
theory rather than effective lagrangians because we are interested in momenta as large
as the compositeness scale of the confining SU[2)L i.e.. If3! ~ m%,. Also, by using
dispersion relations we can entirely avoid ambiguous notions like the off-shell couplings
of composite particles.

We are interested in the contributions to the photon propagator coming from
the strong interactions of the SCSM. We are not interested in purely electromagnetic
corrections so we work to lowest order in e. The photon propagator can be written as

<M)

where
I V = (-g^q2 + q»qv) H{q2) (3.5)

and the vacuum polarization

IW,) = i j d*x e*«<0|r (JTW-T(0)) 1°) (3-6)

has the electromagnetic current. J*m evaluated to zeroth order in e. ft has been
subtracted to guarantee that the pole at q2 = 0 has unit residue,

n(93)=n(9
2)-n(o) . (3.7)

n(g 2 ) is an analytic function of g7 with cuts beginning at q* — 4m|. the threshold
for creating each fermion-anti-fermion pair. The large q2 (q » mjy) behavior of nfa3)
is calculable because SU(2) r, is an asymptotically free gauge theory: n(g3) grows like
In g2 for large q2 and no polynomial in g2 is allowed. Using standard techniques of
dispersion theory. fl(q2) can be written as:

with A(a3) real.

A(a3) = - Im fifa3) (3.9)
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(o)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4: Minimal sector contributions to lmn(<r3) in the SCSM.

and determined entirely by physical on-shell intermediate states which can be created
from the vacuum by J*m:

1m IV a £ « 4 ( 9 - pn)(0|J™|n)(n|Jri0) (3.10)
n

In the minimal sector of the SCSM. to zeroth order in §. the only states which
couple to the photon are W*. the neutral member of the SV (2) L triplet, and the
FF continuum. For non-vanishing § the W 3 also appears as a pole in the FiFi
continuum, so we must take care to avoid double counting when calculating A (a2) .
The bookkeeping is simplified because 9 is small (5 « 0.66). making it possible to
order contributions to A(ff2) in powers of g2/4r. To zeroth order in g. the only
contributions to X(a2) come from the (zero width) Ws pole and the F F cut (with no
form factor at the 7FF vertex):

£ g # ( ^ - 4m2.) (l - ^ ) (
(3.11)

Here k is the on-shell W s —-7 coupling. These two contributions are shown in Fig. 4a.
The first term will result in a pole in the photon propagator at a mass somewhat greater
than mw. We identify this state with the physical Z. Higher order contributions in g
shift the Z mass and give it a finite width (Fig. 4b). generate off diagonal couplings
(Fig. 4c) and contribute to the FL electromagnetic form factor (Fig. 4d). All of the
contributions to A(<r2) shown in Fig. 4 are also found in the standard model, so they
do not represent novel features of the SCSM. All except the direct W3 - *y mixing are
classified as radiative corrections in the standard model. So up to radiative corrections
which are the same as in the standard model, the minimal sector contribution to A(<r:)
is just the first term in (3.11).

A " ^ 2 ) = -jmlvS(ai — mjy) + radiative corrections (3.12)
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Fig. 5: Exotic contributions to \mfl[a2) in the SCSM: (a) excited vectors:
(b) excited fermion anti-fermion pairs, etc.; (cj exotic contributions to light
fermion form factors: (d) direct couplings to four or more light fermions.

Truly novel contributions to A(o2) do come frcm the exotic sector of the SCSM and
are shown in Fig. 5. These include a) heavy particies which can mix with the photon
e.g.. excited Ws or 51/(2) iv singlet vectors: b) heavy particles which couple in pairs
to the photon, e.g.. excited quarks and leptcns. di'eptons. diquarks or leptoquarks; c)
exotic sector contributions to the light composite ferrr.ron Electromagnetic form factor:
and d) exotic direct couplings between the photon and four (or more) ordinary light
composite fermions. The enhancements in the fermfon form factor (c) all come from
exotic resonances in the F^Fi, channel so a) b) and c] all arise from exotic particles
in the SCSM. This leaves only d) as an exctic contribution not directly associated
with novel states in the SCSM. We will now shew that a) is small so that to a good
approximation any structure in A(c2} not ccming frcm the minimal sector can be
attributed to new particles in the SCSM.

The lowest dimension gauge invariant operator which couples the photon to two
left-handed fermion anti-fermion pairs may be written as

£~FFFF = J7-^" Z FLu^Q^FlFLtl.Fl (3.13)

This interaction may be thought of as arising from pieon line diagrams like those of
Fig. 6. At low energy its contribution to X[e7j is suppressed by c 8 / m ^ relative to the
contributions we keep. For a2 — rri^. the suppression is not operative and we estimate



Fig. 6: Preon line diagram for a direct -y

where the factor of 12 comes from the sum on b and
space.

*

coupling.

is four body (massless) phase

{N - - 2)!

For N = 4. *« « 10~7 so X ^ f jrj>(~ m^,) as 10~ sjj 2 . This is to be compared, for
example, with the FF cut given by (3.11). For these two to be comparable g must
be around 150 which seems unreasonably large and even then this new contribution
is only as large as a small radiative correction. The same argument does not forbid
many body decays of heavy mesons in QCD. There are ;wo differences: first, the
masses of heavy mesons (M > 1 GeV) are much greater than the confinement scale.
AQCD -* JO MeV: and second, the decays can proceed through nearly on-shell two
body intermediate states. No such quasi-two body channels exist below 2mw in the
SCSM so we conclude that many (n > 4) light fermion intermediate states have a
negligible effect on the photon propagator.16

We are left then with poles and cuts. Figs. 5a and b. associated with heavy
particles as the only possible significant contributions to the photon polarization which
are not already present in the standard model. We can then write

^ - ml)
+ radiative corrections

where o 0 is the mass of the lightest exotic threshold in the photon channel. Substituting
into (3.8) and ignoring radiative corrections, gives



For the moment, we set A = 0 and look at the photon propagator:

Recall that in first approximation, k is equal to the phenomenological parameter. sinfl.
measured in weak interaction experiments. The new pole is at mw/cos6 and has
residue tan2 8. These correspond to the familiar vslues of mz and the coefficient of
the (J£ m ) 2 term arising in the standard model from Z exchange. A ^ 0 alters these
results. If we assume

1 (3-19)

then the photon propagator, to order e. can be written as two poles and a constant

[f (l - e = ^ + -T^T + * + O(«") (3-20)

with

We see that the exotic sector leads to differences between the phenomenology of the
SCSM and that of the standard model. To be useful in practice, it is necessary to extend
this analysis to fermion form factors, the W-boson anomalous magnetic moment and
to fermion four point functions. That analysis can be found in Ref. [1]. Here, we will
now turn to the new physics of the exotic sector.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGY OF EXOTIC STATES AND
EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

There are SU{2)i single bound states expected in the SCSM which have no
counterparts in the usual standard model. The presence of these particles makes the
phenomenology of the SCSM richer than that of the standard modei. These particles
may be produced at accelerators in the near future so it is important to characterize
their properties. In this section we present a brief phenomenological description of
the lowest excitations expected in the SCSM. In Section III we showed how the exotic
sector leads to differences between the low energy phenomenology of the SCSM and
that of the usual weak interaction theory. These differences can be turned into lower
bounds on the masses and upper bounds on the couplings of certain exotic states. We
point this out where applicable. More detailed studies can be found in the work of
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Excited Fermions

Excited Bosons

Two Fermion Bound States

i

State

H'

gab

V *

irab

Spin

I

2

1

0

0

1

i

SU{N) x Sf7{2)globil

(Ar.2)

(1.3)

(1,1)

{±N(N-1),1)

( A ' 2 - 1 , 1 ) , ( 1 , 1 )

TABLE I: Exotic Resonances in the SCSM.

Wudka.17 and Korpa and Ryzak,18 and Kaid3lov and Nogteva.16 The states we shall
be considering are listed, together with their quantum numbers, in Table I.

•V.I EXCITED FERMIONS
The left-handed quarks and leptons cf the SCSM can be regarded as bound states

of a strongly interacting fermion doublet with a strongly interacting scalar doublet.
{This is only an approximate description since they aiso contain SU(2)L bosons and
pairs.] These states have both radial and orbital excitations which mix to form massive
fermions with masses of order G^ 1 / s . For example, the left-handed interpolating field
F[ = n ^ ' | introduced in Section il connects not only the light composite fermion
states to the vacuum, but also radial (spin i /2) excitations which a'so transform a<-
(1/2,0) and (A',2) under the Lorentz and global symmetry groups. Kight-handed snin
1/2 operators such as F% - fit p D2^l aiso exist and are associated with orbital
excitations transforming as (0,1/2) and (Ar,2). [Simpler operators like fit ^ . j v a n i s ; ,
by the ecustions of motion.) The unbroken chirai symmetry group SU[N) x St''(2}iv
does not prevent these states from mixing, so Dirac mass terms of the form FRa F'l will
appear in an effective theory describing these particles. [Mass terms of the form J" | Fl

L

are forbidden by the unbroken global symmetry.] Because of the f Hoof: consistency
conditions, one and only one (#,2) of left-handed fermions will not mix with right-
handed states and will remain in the spectrum as a light composite fermion.

The spectrum also contains spin 3/2 excited quarks and leptons. These fermions
can be associated with the interpolating fields

(4.1)



which transform as (1,1/2) and (1/2,1) under the Lorentz group and as (A\2) under
the global group. Here P^^ — g^,, — \"\p1v 's the projection operator which eliminates
the (0,1/2) component of Dvi)%. These states also have masses of order Gp 1 ' 2 .
Excited quarks and leptons of higher spin also exist but will not be discussed in the
following.

In the absence of the perturbative 517(3) x V(\) gauge forces and the fundamental
Yukawa couplings, the excited states of each spin would form degenerate {N, 2)'s under
the global symmetry group. This degeneracy is primarily removed by 51/(3) color forces
which provide splittings of order asGJ,1'2 between excited quarks and leptons (7a). In
addition, graphs such as Fig. 7b lead to flavor splittings between the excited fermions
of order m 2 Gj / 2 where m denotes a typical quark or lepton mass. Note that graphs
•which provide the light fermion masses also mix the excited spin-1/2 fermions with
the fundamental right-handed fermions (Fig. 8c). This leads to small violations of
unitarity in the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix for the light composite ferr ions with the
mixing angles between light and heavy (excited) fermions being of order mGp .

Excited fermions have not been seen in any accelerator experiment to date. The
most direct mass limit, arising from failure to produce these particles in e+e~ collisions.
sets a lower bound of 20 GeV on the masses of any charged excited fermions. if
the excited fermicn is less massive than the Z, it should be seen in decays such as
Z —> Q'q or Z -> E'e. The latter decay mode has been looked for by UA1. Under
reasonable assumptions, a mass limit of 80 GeV can be obtained from present data.20

It is perhaps possible to place a mass limit on excited quarks using existing pp collision
data, although the limit is less reliable because of the complications of fragmentation
functions, jet signatures, etc.

An excited fermion F'a will contribute to the anomalous magnetic moment of the
associated light fermion F a . Because of the chiral nature of the underlying theory.
these contributions are of order m~ fm^ where ra and m . are the Fa and F'a masses.
The present limit on exotic contributions to (o — 2)/2 for the muon is =r 10~8 implying
as an order of magnitude m. > i TeV. in attempting an actual calculation, one must
assume a form for the coupling b&tween F" and F*a and in genera! cut off loop integrals
at m. or perhaps GF~''. The loop integral introduces a factor of (367rJ) * and if the
coupling is uniiy, the bound is lowered to m. > SO GeV. jRemember the expected weak

contribution to g — 3 has yet to be observed.] Detailed calculation* bear this point
cut.21 Planned improvements in the measurement of (<? — 2) a could give significant
limits on excited fermion masses End ccupiings.22 A similar discussion of the effect on
g - 2 can be given for each of the excitations we discuss beiow.

IV.2 EXCITED BOSONS

!n the SCSM the W±, Z and H ere bound states, and in contrast to the usual
weak interaction theory, we expect excitations of these particles with masses of order
G~^lli. The first orbital excitations of the H are the W * , Z. The first radial excitation.
H'. has spin zero and is a singlet under the global group 5C-'(;V) x SU{2)w- The B'
couples to light fermions. much like the H. with coupling proportional to the ferrnion
masses. Finding it would be roughly as difficult as finding the II. The B' has decay
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(c)
Fig. 7: Mass splittings of heavy fermions generated by (a) QCD gluons:
(b) Yukawa couplings: and (c) mixing of excited fermions with light right
handed fermions via Yukawa couplings.

channels not open to the B such as H* —»-yH or H' —* ZH if it is heavy enough.
The exchange of the H' will not lead to any significant modification of low g2 physics.

The W * and Z have spin one radial excitations W±' and Z* which are a triplet
under SU(2)W. As before, mixing with the photon makes the Z' heavier than H ' * * .
These particles have couplings to light fermions which are very similar in structure to
the couplings of the W * and Z. Of course, the size of the couplings are a priori
unknown but typically excitations couple more weakly and already g = 0.66 so perhaps
these couplings are small. These excitations should be sought in the same channels
which produce the W± and Z. These states also have novel decay modes such as
Z' -» ZH or W+m - • W+t. The UA1 collaboration reports23 a lower limit of 210
GeV on the mass of the IV* assuming its coupling to fermions is equai to § = 0.66.
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a = t 6 =

a = l b =

a = q b =

t

q

Q

- l

-1/3

1/3

n *
Color

1

2

fi + 1

B

0

1/3

2/3

L Q

2

1

0

0

2/3

0

Color

1

2

i + a

B

0

1/3

0

L

0

- 1

0

TABLE II: Quantum numbers of two fermion bound states, t, q indicate if
V»J and ifri carry lepton or baryon number. Q — electric charge. B = baryon
number, and L = lepton number.

The exchange of W±* and Z* will lead to modifications of the four fermion
interaction of light fermions. Most, but not all. of these modifications can be absorbed
into redefinitions of the parameters Gf and sin tw- For example, the relation (2.8)
will be modified to read

(4.2)

Tiie bounds on mw. depend on j * . 1 8 - * * If g* is very small we get no significant bound
on mw • If g' = S a detailed fit including all the modifications of the low energy neutral
current interactions coming from the exchange of the Z' yields a bound i % . > 1T0
GeV at the 68% confidence level.IS If the analysis is extended to indude the exchange
of particles with other quantum numbers, the bounds only weaken.

There should also be orbital excitations of the W and Z with spin 2. In fact, if
QCD is any guide, these would be more strongly coupled to the light fermions than
are the radial excitations. However, their couplings to fermions vanish at low energies.
so there am no significant bounds on their masses or couplings.

IV.3 T W O FERMION BOUND STATES
The SCSM has bound states which cannot be viewed as excitations of familiar

particles. These are SU{2)[, singlets of the form ^£if£ and V>i ,^t where tf£ is the
fundamental strongly interacting fermion. Again we expect masses of order GJ.1/7.
The simplest interpolating fields have no derivatives. The fermion number two states.
i/>° tpb

L, transform as (0,0) or (1,0) under the Lorentz group while the fermion number
zero. ^ [ o il>l. transforms as a vector. (1/2,1/2) . We call these particles S**, Kfa

and VM
fc

a as in Ref. [IB]. S is anti-symmetric in a and 6 while K is symmetric
These particles have rather unusual quantum numbers as can be seen in Table II.

They can be categorized as di-leptons. di-quarks and lepto-quarks. They decay into
ordinary quarks and leptons via processes that always conserve the usual quantum
numbers of charge, color, baryon number and lepton number. For example, the charge
2/3 iepto-quark with lepton number - 1 might decay into up or de+.
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qor/

Fig. 8: Leptoquark production via quark-gluon fusion.

The most obvious place to look for leptoquarks is at HERA where, if they are
light enough, they could be produced in the 5-channel. Heavy leptoquarks might still
produce measurable deviations from QCD predictions in ep scattering.10 Leptoquarks
could be produced in pp collisions in association with a single light fermion via gluon
quark fusion as shown in Fig. 9. The fermion number zero states may appear as
S-channel resonances in e + e ~ or pp collisions. Clearly the phenomenology of these
states is very rich and be much further work is needed.

One linear combination of the JVS vector states VM'O mixes with the photon.
This SU(2)w singlet state makes an important contribution to the singlet sum rule
of eq. (3.26). The exchange of V's leads to modifications of the four-fermion weak
interactions. Assuming that the V's are the only novel contribution. Korpa and Ryzak18

obtained the constraint mv/gv > 550 GeV where gv is the V-fermion-anti-fermion

coupling, normalized like J. If the V which mixes with the photon saturates the sum
rule they obtain the additional constraint gv > 0.45 which implies my > 250. Again

including other resonance structure loosens the bounds.
The exchange of S particles also leads to a modification of the four-fermion effec-

tive theory, whereas K. due to its tensor properties, makes no contribution at q* = 0.
Data from neutrino nucleon scattering18 give ms/gs > 275 GeV. We see that if either

of the couplings gs or gv were as large as 2. the exotic excitations in the SCSM would
be required to much more massive than the low lying W± and Z.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the standard electroweak lagrangian. with its parameters re-

set so that it is strongly coupled and confining at weak interaction mass scales, may be
able to account for all observed weak phenomena with the same level of success as the
usual perturbative version of the theory. We say "may be able to" because our demon-
stration relies on unproven assumptions about the strong interaction dynamics. The
assumptions are not unreasonable: whether they are correct is. at present, undecidable.
rf they are correct and the SCSM can account for weak interactions phenomena, we still
have not shown on theoretical grounds that the SCSM is preferable to the perturbative
theory. Since the SCSM is based on the same renormalizable lagrangian as the usual
model with precisely the same field content, it offers no more, or less, insight into
the origin of that lagrangian or into questions such as the origin of fermion masses
and family replication. The SCSM is not consistent with the perturbative picture of



coupling constant unification required by grand unified theories. Observation of proton
decay could be an argument against the SCSM.

Nonetheless, the ability of the SCSM to reproduce v.-eak interaction phenomenol-
ogy is remarkable. If the standard model should disagree with future experiments or if
new particles such as a heavy IV are found in the few hundred GeV range, the SCSM
should be looked at as a possible explanation. The resonance structure found in the
SCSM is rather rich and may serve as a more general guide to the implications of
cornpositeness.

For the SCSM to work, the masses of the excitations must be in the few hundred
GeV range. However, the W± and Z have masses below 100 GeV. In this case, the
scale. A3. of the SCSM is high, say around 500 GeV. and all bound states other than
the massless chiral fermions would be expected tc occur at this scale. The puzzle is
then to explain why the W * and Z are so much lighter than the rest of the spectrum.
They would have to be as light relative to the other states as the pions are to the other
QCD excitations. In the case of pions and QCD. this is not a mystery since there
exists a limit in which the pions are massless.

The SCSM requires a rather large value of the photon IV3 mixing parameter k.
This parameter could be determined by lattice calculations. The W* is a bound state
of two scalars interacting via an SU{2) gauge force and scalar self interactions. A
measurement of (0\J£m\W3) as a function of A j . the scalar field mass and the scalar
self coupling would show if k could be as large as is required for the SCSM to work. A
lattice calculation could also determine the masses of the excited W * and Z as well as
the Higgs mass. The inclusion of fermions in the lattice calculation would shed light
on questions of chiral symmetry breaking and the value of §.
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Abstract:

The Influence of the standard Hlgga and of the additional charged and neu-

tral Rlgga bosona In a 2-doublet awdel with enhanced Yukawa couplings on

the 1-loop radiative corrections to leptonlc processes is discussed. The

magnitude of the Hlgga effects Is compared with the theoretical uncertainty

and the accuracy of preaent experiments and of precision sieasurementa at

LEP and SLC.



1. Introduction

In spite of the great success of the electroweak standard model the hunt

for the Hlggs as the signal for spontaneous symmetry breaking Is still a

challenge to future collider experiment*. In an electroweak gauge theory

gauge bosons and fermlons get their susses via the Hlggs mechanism; as a

consequence the particle spectrum Is enlarged by at least one scalar boson.

The standard model has the Minimal number of Rlggs fields In SU(2) x 0(1):

a single scalar doublet with one physical neutral boson. This minimal ver-

sion predicts the ratio

Ml
A

The converse, however, ts not true: ^ « 1 remains valid for any number

of Hlggs doublets automatically.

The Investigation of modelB with more than one Hlggs doublet [ i j was

motivated by the discussion of CP violation [ 2 ] , the Peccel-Qulnn solu-

tion of the strong CP problem [3J , SUSY extensions of the standard model

[4 J which need at least two scalar doublets, and finally the richer

phenomenologlcal Implications and their experimental signatures at future

col l iders .

Whereas the direct production of Higgs bosons in the near future Is limi-

ted to relatively light bosons (£50 GeV), Indirect effects may manifest

in the radiative corrections to the standard fernlonic processes:fi-decay,

v-scatterlng, and e e~ annihilation. In this talk we put together the Hlggs

effects in the standard model 1-loop corrections and discuss in a similar way

the minimal extension which has two scalar doublets within SU(2) x 0(1) .

In order to avoid additional hadronlc uncertainties we restrict the dis-

cussion to purely leptonic processes.
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». The minimal •ode!

The acalar doublet

*

contalM the physical Hlggi field Ho (uat M ^ ) and the vacuum expecta-

tation value Vf 0. V determines the »*, Z aassea

aa well a* the ••»•«• of the charged femlona:

"f " «f V (gf: Yukawa coupling)

Since for the known femlon* «, « M , the Yukawa coupling

Mi
(2.1)

la a very l u l l quantity. Thla restriction la typical for the Minimal nodel
and la lowered In sore-doublet aodela.

Virtual Blgga contribution* In 1-loop diagrams appear In the H and Z aelf

energy, e. g.

H H 11

In the feralonlc vertices, typically:

and in bos dlagrma, e. g.

V W
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Due to the small Yukawa couplings (Z.I) vertex and box diagram* for

fermlona Involving virtual Hlgga lines are suppressed at leaat by a fac-

tor (m,/M ) and can therefore be neglected unless very heavy tensions are

Involved. Consequently, In the minimal model a virtual Hlggs contributes

only via the W, Z propagators to the 1-loop corrections for fenslonlc pro-

cease*.

Loop calculations require the choice of a renonaalliatlon aches*. We

perform our discussion In the on-shell acheaie with the particle susses

Htf, H_, ft. , m, and the electromagnetic fine structure constant at In the

Thomson llailt aa renormallzed parameters. The correapondlng renoranllza-

tlon conditions are the on-ahell aubtractlons of the aelf energies for the

physical fields and the definition of M In the Thomson llailt. For detail a

aee ref. [ft J.

Since field renonna1Iratton la performed, all the self energies and

vertex correctlona are finite after renormallzation.

The mixing angle aa an auxiliary quantity la defined In terns of the

gauge boson Masses:

V * (2.2)

3. The 2-donblet Model

The minimal extension of the standard model la the SU(2) x 0(1) model

with two acalar doublets

3 of their eight degress of freedom form the longitudinal polarization

statea of W*, w", Z and 5 reaaln aa physical particles. Theae split up

Into a pair of charged Rlgga boaona f*. 2 neutral jcalari H , H., and a

neutral paeudoacalar H^. They are the mass elgenatates o:' the Rlgga po-

tential, which is choaen to be CP-ayaaetrlc [i ]
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The vacuua expectation values V,, Vj determine the gauge boeon masses:

If one M i u n i that only J 2 haa Yukawa coupling! to fernlona (restrlc

ting our aelvea to leptona), the fermlon aaaaea arlae aa

which Implies for the Yukawa couplings:

* * *V% . (3.4)

In the llalt of very different vacuua expectation valuea 1^ y> V^

(according to the different >aaa acalea of gauge boaons and fermlona) the

Yukawa couplings (3.4) becoae eaaentlally larger than In the Blnlul

•odel (2.), enhanced by the factor

l>- - 1? ' (3.5)

Bealdea the aaaeee /} la a further Input parameter of the aodel. In

addition, the acalara Ho> Hf can alx by a further mixing angle t, which

•ote that coaft * f^/Mj la alao valid In More-doublet models
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In the case U » V . la of the order

5 « ^
If the quartle couplings In (3.1) are all of the sane order of Magnitude.

In auch a 2-Hlggs model with enhanced Yukawa coupling! the physical

structure becoaea very tranaparent:

One of the neutral acalara, Ho, behavea like the standard Biggs In the

ailnlmal model; In addition, there la a pair of a neutral scalar and

pseudoacalar H., {I,, and a pair of charged Blgga boaona ^*, each of

which has enhanced couplings to feralona. H. and H, can be lighter than

the atandard Hlgga, whereas the aaes of the charged Blgga la restricted

fron e+e" experiments [ 7] to M. > 18 GeV. Liailta on V,/V^ froa

leptonlc reactlona are not very aevere: g - 2 for the anon restricts

Vj/lTj > 0.015 [B] for a non-degenerate H,, Hj pair (B, - 6 Ge"); a

degenerate H., H, pair glvea essentially weaker bounds [8] . More

stringent limits can be deduced from heavy quark ayateaa [9] but

this depends on additional assumptions about the Hlgga-quarfc sector.

The strategy of calculating radiative corrections to processes where

at leaat one feralon pair la light (e*e~, M « ) la aa follows:

a) Calculate the additional contributions of B., H,, ̂ - to the boson

self - and mixing energies, boson - feralon vertices, and feralon self

energies.

b) Perform the on-shell renoraallzation as in 2., but now extended by the

on-shell conditions for the additional phyalcal Biggs fields. The re-

normalized Input parameters are then el. Kg, Mg, M_ , H., Mj, M.;

Ho can be identified with the standard Htggs (H|, H?, H. denote

the masses of H,, Hj, f 1 ) .

For the details aee ref. fio] .
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4 . Kadlatlve Corrections

4.1 TfcaHg-l^aBdHg- .In2*,, Interdependence

Application of the radiative corrections to the pi lifetime and Identi-
fication with the Feral model result lead to the formula

with ^ V = £ r (*, s<U>a0W| Mj f

i r li the standard model correction Ml

with the renormallzed V self energy 2T|/k2), which contains the
dependence on the Hlggs mass IL .

The extension to the 2-doublet case adds the additional term
esentlally given by

(4.4)

with the contributions of the extra bosons to the (renormallzed) W

self energy, A 2 W l-C) •

Eq. (4.1) allows to derive a sin2eH value if H z is given; together

with 1^ . H z cos B H this yields also the M z - MM interdependence.

These relations depend on the Hlggs mass(es).

First we figure out the dependence on M ^ In the minimal model

(see also refs [12 - U ] ) : Flxin8 ̂  , 93.2 GeV ,„„ varylng
M ^ the following changea In sin2ew resp. (̂  appear:
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Ho

10 - 500 GeV

10 - 1000 GeV

0.0035

0.0048

-19 HeV

-25 HeV

2 2
The present experimental uncertainty of sin 8 is £Eln fl > $. 0.005,

and that of H^: AM^ = + 1.7 CeV [i5] . These do not allow to look

where the Ho is settled between the conservative limits 10 CeV and

1 TeV.

The situation becomes somewhat better If (with LEP II) the ratio
2 2 2

sin S = 1-Hy /H can be measured with the precision jO.0015.

The Inherent hadronic uncertainty in the relation (4.1) from the

light quarks leads to a theoretical uncertainty of A sin 8 .0.0002

if the update analysis of Jegerlehner £t4] *s used. A

further uncertainty of similar magnitude is due to the renoraali-

zatinn scheme dependence ['*>]•

In the 2-doublet model, the effects of the extra Hlggs bosons are

listed in table 1. Significant deviations from the standard result

are obtained If either |>~ or H., H, ere heavy, and exceed the

variation with Ho discussed above. All the other cases lead only to

small modifications (see aleo ref. [i 7] ) . The value for K, in case

of H. a 5 h z is about the 1 - ff limit of the measured K, JJ5] .

H

" i

to

O.I

10

O.I

5

SLMiai

"2

" l

10

O.I

H,

10

1

D.I

« .

" l

' " »

' " l

' " z

^

0.2208

0.2.9*

0.159!

0.1916

0.191)

0.1915

0-2005

0.2212

0.2237

o.noi

•S, <c.v,

62.27

BS. IS

82.35

B3.3S

83.80

83.80

83.80

83.39

8E.I5

B? 28

Table I.

2
sin B y and My

for H, = 93.2 GeV.

(pure numbers mean

masses in GeV)
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A aenaltlve quantity to neasure sin By In a leptonlc V acatterlng

4.2 neutrino electron •ottering

A aenaltlve quantity
proceaa la the ratio

• - m • . -»
In lowest order given by

* - * • I * * (4.6)

In 1-loop order thla becomes

(4.7)

R la therefore dependent on the Hlggs masa(ee).

Flrat tie coapare the variation of ain e with K,Q for a given

ReJtp • 1.26 £'8j In the alnlnal model with the other sources of

uncertainties In (4.7):

(t . 10 - 1000 CeV 0.0024

• t - 30 - 60 GeV 0.0008

AMZ - +5 GeV ±0.0003

hadronlc uncertainty ±0.0003

exp. uncertainty (expected) ±0.005

Atthrough the Hlggs gives the theoretically largest effect. It Is

completely within the experimental noise even for the highest ex-

pected precision In the CHARM experiment.
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.16 .18 .20 .22 .26 .28 JO

Fig. 1. R from eq. (4.7) in lowest order ( ) and for

different extra Higgs masses with radiative corrections.

10 93.2 GeV.

In the 2-doublet model, the effects of the extra Higgs boaona

are depicted In Fig. 1 for the case of large ausa aplittlng between

4> and H., H_ (other situations give only email deviations fron the

standard model). The shaded areas Indicate the expected accuracy

of a measured R (CHARH experiment) and of sin 29 - I-H^/H 2 (froa

LEP) if the present mean values would persist. One can aee that

forthcoming experiments will become decisive.
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4.3 eV-» lV (1 - «. <>

With • longitudinal e-beam polarization P L the differential croaa

aectlon haa the fora

The obaervablea of tntereat are:

(1) the Integrated croaa aectlon:

(11) the forward - backward asymmetry A p B:

(111) the polarization aayantry

The electromagnetic and weak correctlona In the minimal model have

already been dlscusaed In ref's [ii, 12, 19 - 25], In our context

here we only concentrate on the Higgs dependence via the weak correc-

tlona.

a) Standard model:

Weak correctlona (and therefore Higga effects) at PETRA energies

are completely negligible for C; in A ^ the M ^ dependence is

alao too small to be of practical Interest (4iL « -0.001 for

M-. from 10 GeV to 1 TeV).

A quantity of particular interest la the on-resonance polarization

aaymmetry t^ (for • - H^):
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Calculating In 1-loop order

and substituting sin 8 (w , G , H Mu ) froai (4.1) shows the
w w it no

sensitivity of A^ to the Hlggs aass for a given »z

(here: H. - 93.2 GeV)
it

M « 10 - 500 GeV:

MH . 10 - 1000 GeV:

A \- -0.015

A ^ - -0.018

Comparing this result with the expected experlaental accuracy of

( A / ^ ) • ±0.005 at the SLC one gets a chance to decide at leaat

whether the Biggs In very light or very heavy.

For the unpolarlzed on-resonance A-. the change AA-_ with M_ Is

about 1/3 of the values for At, given above.

b) 2-doublet aodel:

The forward - backward asynnetry for PETRA energy Is displayed In

Fig. 2 for the case of a heavy $* (heavy H}, H- slallar).

Fig. 2.

A as function of s i n 6.
FB fc

— lowest order

93.2 GeV.

.16 .18 20 .22 .26 .28 .30
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As to the case of R In 4.2 the extraction of sin e y from

a measured A_ " P would yield smaller values than In the

minimal model. This Is largely Independent of the enhancement

factor /» and does not lead to a difference between ft and •»

final statea.

If, however, sin 2» u Is eliminated by (4.1) In favor of «C ,

G together with the scalar masses the predicted value for

A., deviates only by +0.003 (for the lower curve In Fig. 2)

from the standard model and Is below the experimental sensi-

tivity. The reason is that the H aelf energy In (4.1) and the Z

self energy In e*e~ —» 1*1" largely cancel each other alao In

their scalar components.

As a last example we consider « L at s - t<z . We show the sin 6 H

dependence of A^ - A ^ (sin 2W((, Hz> • 4 ^ (sin 2 0 v , H z, M ^ ,

Hj, Hj, 1U) In Fig. 3 for various masses of the extra Hlggs

bosons. The sensitive dependence on the mass splittings between

charged and neutral bosons is obvious.

Fig. 3.

On-resonance

asynmecry

on sin 8,,

polarization

, dependence

lowest order

M - 5 M_

_ _ _ _ M,

— H, - 93.2 GeV.

10 GeV,

MZ.

J6 .18 .20 .22 .24 .26 .28 .30
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El Initiating aln 2Oy by (4.1) In each of the aodela lead* to

dlfferencea In A, which are seaaurable at the SIX; e. g. A,

la by 0.07 larger than the etandard A L if H* - 5 Hz>

Mj - M, - 10 GeV. Again the altuatloo la practically the

saae for /* and T pair production, largely Independent of

V i ' v 2 * f'"11**-011 •eaeureaente of A, could therefore

tightly reatrlct the poaalble m a a range in 2-doublet Models.

In contraat to the aayaawtrlea, the Integrated croaa aectlon

ahowa a dependence on V.I V. (and on the uaeea of B., fl,,

but It la Insensitive to a heavy • * ) : At PETKA/PCP energlea

there la a difference between f ( e V - » J * V > and »7(eV—»

T + /C~) by a few percent, aninly due the y -»ertex correc-

tion:

From the experimental error (26] on G*(e*e~ —•} '

ff •• Una /3s, of —5 I one can derive the Halts
o

£ 200 for Ht - H 2 - 10 GeV

^ 1 4 0 f o r Mt * MZ " 5 G e V

This la a tighter reatrictlon than froa (g - 2) In the degenerate

5. Conclnalonat

The effecta of the atandard Bigga in 1-loop corrections to feralonic pro-

cesses are rather small ("screening" [5} ) . They are too saall to be ob-

servable In preaent experimenta. In precialon experiments at LEP/SLC the

Hlgga effecta will natch the experlaental accuracy.
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In tha 2-doublet model measurable affacta appaar If althar the charged

Biggs aaaa or th« estra neutral boson Basses are heavy. Effacts of a

light neutral acalar/paeudoacalar could be observed In terms of diffe-

rences between (e*e~ —* /»*/»*) «nd <e*e" — » T * T " ) .

The experimental uncertainty In the T croaa section can be used to put

limits on Vf/Vj and the neutral masses.
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Monte Carlo Study of the standard SU(2)
Higgs model on the Lattice
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Abstract

The status of the standard SU(2) Higgs model on the lattice is summarized, and a report on
recent Monte Carlo calculations at strong ( $ = 2.3 ) and weak ( fi = 8 ) gauge coupling for
various values of the scalar selfcoupling A is given. New results for the masses at 0 = 8 show
a. weak A dependence for oo> A > 1 and lead to an upper bound of the Higgs/ W-boson mass
ratio of 7.5 ±0.8.
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1. Introduction
Higgs models are of interest in various areas of physics, such as in cosmology, superconduc-
tivity and in elementary particle physics as part of the SV(2) 8 U(l) electroweak theory of
Glashow, Salam and Weinberg. This Interest is founded in the Higgs mechanism which allows
to give the gauge bosons a mass without destroying gauge invariance and renonnalixability
of the theory. However, this mechanism is understood only perturbativ.ely. For the potential

of the Higgs field*,

in the Higgs phase (v2 = ^jp > 0) the well known tree-level results for the masses of the
gauge invariantly coupled vector boson and of the scalar Higgs boson are Mw = gv and
MB = %/2/», respectively ( g = gauge coupling ); outside the Higgs phase ( v7 = 0), the
vector boson stays massless and the mass of the Higgs boson is p. During the last years
this model has been studied intensively within the lattice formulation of gauge theories by
means of numerical and analytical methods [1]. The tree-level picture has been found to be
somewhat too naive since nonperturbative contributions change it not only quantitatively
but also qualitatively. Rather than in two phases the model exists only in one phase with the
Higgs and the confinement phase as its two extremes. Nonperturbative effects also lead to
only a weak dependence of physical quantities like the Higgs/W-boson mass ratio from the
bare self-coupling, A, which is a fact of some phenomenological importance.
In the following, after introducing the lattice model and its global properties, I shall report
on Monte Carlo calculations of masses and couplings in the strong and in the weak (physical)
coupling regime.

2. Definition and properties of the model

2.1 Definition of the model

The euclidean action in the continuum is given by

H * * } (1)

where F^x) denotes the field strength of the SU{2) gauge fields, DM = 3M + igA%T*/2 the
covariant derivative and * a scalar Higgs doublet.
Its transcription to the lattice reads

Here we have introduced a four-dimensional hypercubic lattice of lattice spacing ft. £ z

denotes the sum over all lattice sites x, £ „ the sum over all positve directions p = 1....4,
V the sum over all positively oriented plaquettes. The gauge fields are denned on links
/ = {x,n) and denoted by tf(x.ji) £ SU[2). U(p) is the oriented product of link variables
U(l) around the elementary piaquette p. The Higgs fields $ x may be written in the form
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x = Pz<*x,Px > 0,o* € SU(2). In this case the action becomes

= 0 Yl {1 - \v(p)} + J^{ A(p* - I)2 - 3 log px + pi - K
p i M

(3)
where we have changed the integration measure dA<j>xd^V(x,ii) to dpx<Paxd

3U{x,fi), where
<i3j denotes the Haar-measure in 51/(2).
The lattice action depends on three parameters : the gauge coupling 0 = 4/$*, the bare £-
selfcoupling A, and the hopping parameter K, which are related to the continuum parameters
by

. A A I \t ( l - 2 A - 8 i c )
Ae = -= and (a/»)2 = * . (4)

The lattice formulation eqns(2,3) of the standard Higgsmodel allows the nonperturbative cal-
culation of physical quantities like masses and couplings by analytical and numerical methods.
For the existence and properties of its continuum limit, the phase structure which we shall
describe next is of great importance.
2.2 The phase structure

The phase structure is displayed in fig.l. The critical surface KCTit(0,X) separates the Higgs-
phase (K. > s c ) from the confinement phase (JC < KC) in the three dimensional parameter
space spanned by 0, A and ic. This separation, however, is not complete since both phases
are continuously connected at small 0 and large A and thus are only two different pictures
of one single phase. Since the continuum limit can only be performed at second order phase
transition points, or lines, most of the early numerical work was devoted to the determination
of location and the order of the critical surface [2]. But still it is known for only a few
points and very special limits. For small A and small 0 it is of first order and weakens for
increasing f) and/or A. At 0 •= co the model becomes the linear o-model which has a second
order transition line KOO(A). For some finite values of 0 = 2.3 and A = 1.0,oo, high statistic
measurements have shown the transition to be of first order [3]. So far there exists no evidence
for a tricritical line for finite A and 0, like the one indicated in fig.l. Recent analytical |4] and
Monte Carlo [S] renonnalization group calculations have shown that at the Gaussian fixed
point [0 = oo, A = 0) the continuum limit of the model is a free field theory of massive gauge
bosons and a massive scalar field.
The present situation concerning the continuum limit may be summarized by the following
three possibilities:

i) There exists a tricritical line for finite A and 0; then a nontrivial continuum limit (c.l.)
is likely to exist.

ii) There exists no tricritical line but a non-Gaussian fixed point at large A and 0 = oo;
then a nontrivial c.l. may exist,

iii) There exists no nontrivial c.l.. In this case an effective theory with an arbitrary high
cut-off can be defined.

In any of these cases the lattice regularization serves as a tool for nonperturbative calculation
of all physical quantities. In the following I shall turn my attention to the calculation of masses
and couplings in the strong and weak coupling regime [6,7].
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3-Monte Carlo results at 0 = 2.3

We have calculated masses and couplings of the vector and scalar boson on a 12* and 8*
lattice with periodic boundary conditions for A = co,1.0 and also for A — 0.1 for various
values of K in the vicinity of the phase transition. We used the unitary gauge and full SU(2)
gauge group variables. The updating was done with the Metropolis algorithm with 6 links per
variable at an acception rate of 1/3 per hit. The error estimation was done by 2* - binning

3.1 M a n e s

The masses were determined from the exponential decay of the two-point correlation func-
tions, which on a periodic L* lattice behaves for large separations like

d—00

< hohd > • 2Ao cosh (omk (d - L/2))

with various operators h*',j = 1,2,3 and wi \k — 1,2 carrying the quantum numbers of
the Higgs-boson and W-boson channel respectively. The masses can be estimated from

where Cj =< hohj > and dmaz < L/2. The results for the dimensionless masses am are
shown in fig.2 as a function of the link expectation value L = < l/27W(x,p) >, V(x,fi) =
a].+llV[x,iJ.)az, for fixed A and /?. We observe the following important features:

i) mw < mk within the Higgsphase, well above the phase transition, and
mw > nth at and below the phase transition

ii) the phase transition is driven by the Higgs boson (eg. at fi = 2.3, A = 1.0, K = 0.3041
on the 124 lattice: amh = .16(1), am. = .53(4)).

iii) outside the Higgsphase the W-mass does not, vanish in contrast to the starting point of
the perturbative approach.

iv) both masses are at /? = 2.3 for all measured values of K independent of A for all A > 0.1
within the statistical errors. This again is a nonperturbative result which differs from
the tree level expectations and which might be of some phenomenological consequences
for the Higgs/W-boson mass ratio of the continuum or effective theory.

3.2 Couplings
We determined the zero-momentum n-Higgs and Higgs-WW couplings in the two points A:
(A = 1.0, K = 0.307) and B: (A = 0.1, K = 0.196). The n-Higgs couplings have large errors
due to cancellations and also show a strong dependence on the interpolating fields ftW. The
HWW coupling has smaller errors, a negligible dependence on the choice of the fields h^\
but some dependence on the fields to'*).

A: o~ 2AJii = 1.66 ± 0 M, «~*Aj£J, = 2.56 ± 0.24

B; a~* AfcSl = 1 6 0 ± 0 2 1 « e~*Afc5l = 3 M ± °-27

Within the errors no strong A-dependenee can be observed.
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4.Monte Carlo results at weak, physical gauge coupling

4.1 The choice of the bare parameters
The physical SU{2) gauge coupling, denned by the strength aw of the Yukawa potential at
distance 1/MW in the region P = 2 - 3 is too strong ( a v w 0.2) compared to the physical
situation (erw » 0.04) we are interested in. Adjusting the parameters fi, X and ic to the
physical situation we have to fulfill the constraints 0.1 <am< 1.0 for both, amj and amw.
( The lower bound results from our finite lattice L = 12, 2/L » 0.1, the upper bound keeps
the correlation length larger than one lattice spacing.) These constraints make it impossible
to reach aH = 0.04 at ft = 2.3 since though with increasing it, aw decreases, amw and om/,
increase beyond 1.0 (X seems to be irrelevant for A > O(l)). Therefore fi has to be increased.
As a first good guess we took fi = 4 / j 2 = 8 which gives in first order a u = g2/4ir = 0.04, and
tuned K to adjust the masses in the allowed range. On a 10* lattice we find for n = 0.28—0.30
a mass ratio of Rim = mhfmw es 6. For our high statistics measurements we selected two
points on a 104 and a 12* lattice:

C: j8 = 8,A = 1.0,ie = 0.30 on 10*, (5 • 104 sweeps)
D: 0 = 8,A = l.O,ic = O.28 on 12*, (2 • 10s sweeps)

For the gauge coupling as a function of the distance R we obtained using a lattice Yukawa
potential, -

C : a s u ( , )(R = 2,3) = 0.0478(5),0.051(4)

D = <*su(a)(R = 2,3,4) = 0.0476(2), 0.0496(12), 0.051(7)

4.2 Masses and zero momentum coupling*

The masses and couplings were determined as before. An example for the good quality of
the fit of the W-mass in point D is shown in fig.3. All fits for zero momentum are strongly
dominated by a single low mass state and are independent from the interpolating field w'fc).
From the lowest non-zero momentum correlations we obtain almost the same masses as from
the zero momentum states which shows that Lorentz-invariance is restored at 0 = 8 at least
for these type of operators. In detail we find

C: am.. = 0.24(2), D : amw = 0.19(1).
Due to the presence of 21V contributions the determination of the Higgs mass is much more
complicated. The result of a four parameter fit can be summarized in that there is a strongly
coupled high mass state amjt » 1.2 — 1.3 and a weakly coupled (l%)low mass state amim K
2amB consistent with a 2W state. If we let vary the mass mj of the lower state only below
2mw, we may summarize the results of the fit by

C: amk = 1.39(12), D : omk = 1.22(8).

This yields a mass ratio of mH/mw = 6.4 ± 0.8 which is by a factor three smaller than the
tree level ratio. As expected the couplings become smaller at larger 0. The n-Higgs couplings
in point C disappear completely in the noise. In point D some of them are measureable due
to the better statistics, but still the errors are still quite large. For the HW W coupling we
obtain for the different »•'• ,* = 1,2
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C: «"aAJ^i, = 1.56 ±0.42, o" sAj=i = 2.29 ± 0.41
D: a- 3Aj[=i= 0.79 ±0.32, a-2A£=*, = 1.54 ± 0.35

A comparison between the lattice and tree level results for the dimensionless quantity

*k»« = 0.27(10), (lattice),
Ihww = 0.8 = ffrM, (tree),

shows again the large nonperturbative effects. For a Higgs boson mass of 500GeV this would
reduce the partial HWW width, assuming pole dominance of the zero momentum HWW
amplitude by one order of magnitude. Of course, one has to keep in mind that, besides the
statistical errors, these numbers may have systematic errors, too, due to e.g. finite lattice
size effects.
In order to test the A dependence of the physical quantities, we measured masses and couplings
in three additional points for A= 0.1 and oo [7]:

E: 0 = 8, A = 0.1,* = 0.177 on 12*, (105 sweeps)
F: 0 = 8,A = O.l,ic = O.182 on 12«, (10s sweeps)
G: /? = 8,A = oo,ic = 0.37 on 12*. (10s sweeps)

The link expectation values in points D, E, G and, respectively, C, F are nearly equal. Our
results for the masses show an extremely weak dependence on A for A > 1, but there is a
significant deviation in am* for A = 0.1:

E : amw = 0.208(10), F : o n . = 0.246(11), G: am*, = 0.198(12)

E : amh = 0.96(5), F : o n . = 1.17(6), G: am,. = 1.49(6).

This yields the rather low Higgs/W-boson mass ratios

E : RBw = 4-6(5), D : J W =6.4(8), G: Rm, = 7.5(8).

Since the A-dependence is monotonous, the value of Raw at A = oo (point G) can be
considered as an upper limit, in the sense of Dashen and Neuberger [8], for the Higgs-W mass
ratio.

5.Conclusions

Let me conclude by summarizing some of the important points of the MC calculation:

i) The approximate A independence of the W-boson and Higgs boson mass has been verified
for strong gauge coupling at 0 — 2.3 within small statistical errors. At weak, physical
gauge couplings [fi — 8) new results have shown the A dependence to be only weak and
we obtain a rather low upper bound on the Higgs/ W-mass ratio of RBW < 7.5(8).

ii) The measurement of the zero-momentum n-Higgs and HWW coupling is numerically
difficult. At fi = 2.3 only for the HWW coupling results with acceptable errors could be
obtained. The dependence on A again is weak for X between 0.1 and 1.0.

Further high statistics MC calculations are required to improve on the determination of the
zero-momentum couplings and to extend the existing measurements down to perturbative
A values. Also more analytic work is necessary for a better understanding of the model in
the physical weak coupling range. For phenomenologically realistic calculations, the fennions
still have to be included.
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Figure captions

Fig.l The phase structure of the SU(2) Higgs model. Possible positions of critical areas are
shaded.

Fig.2a The mass in lattice units of the W-boson channel as a function of the link expectation
value L = l < 3 V V ( x , / i ) > .

Fig.2b Same as Fig.2a for the Higgs boson channel.
Fig.3 The correlation ci? ' in the W-channel at X = 1, beta = 8, K = 0.28 compared to a single

cosh fit for distances 3 < d < 6.
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Higgs Phase K> KC

Confinement Phase K < icc

Fig.l
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He consider the possibility that the step-like structure observed in the
cosmic background radiation at A • 1667 * 10 A would indicate radiative decays
of massive cosmic neutrinos. In the standard electroweak theory the correspond-
ing radiative lifetime is several orders of magnitude longer than observed,
due to the purely left-handed structure of the charged weak currents. We point
out that in models which include also right-handed currents, the lifetime can
naturally be short enough to account for the astrophysical observations
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The cosmic ultraviolet background radiation may contain information on the

decay of a big bang relic massive neutrino . For a neutrino v, with Bass •-

in the eV region, the radiative decay into a lighter neutrino v.

V2 * Vl * Y ' (1)

would manifest itself as a monochromatic line at EQ in the far OV spectrum.

Decays during the distant past would redshift this line, producing a step-like

increase at E 5 En.
5)A first hint of such a step reported an increase in the intensity of the

2
diffuse high-latitude spectrum from 260 1 40 (in photons/s'cm -sr-A units) in

the range 1300- 1525 A, to *v> 600 in the range 1680- 1800 A. However, since

different detectors were used in the two wavelength bands, systematic errors

could have caused the step.

. Subsequently, rocket observations with three UV broad band photometers

covering the bandpasses 1450- 1780 A (peak sensitivity at 1590 A), 1610- 1950 A

(peak 1720 A), and 1700-2420 A (peak 2125 A) indicated extragalactic diffuse

radiation intensities of 550 ± ISO, 900 ± 150, and £ 1300, respectively.

Recently, a compilation of exposures at high galactic latitudes with the

International Ultraviolet Explorer claims a step-like signal of 5o significance

at XQ » (1667 ± 10) A in the otherwise flat continuum. This corresponds to a

•photon energy E Q « 7.4 eV or, due to the relation m, » m_ (m 2-2E_), a neutrino

mass of m_ • 14.9 eV, assuming m. « 0 eV. Note that photons of this energy

propagate freely through the intergalactic medium as well as through the inter-

stellar medium and are consistent with the existence of neutral hydrogen clouds
8)in galactic haloes .

The intensity change AI at the step is 454 i 274, or within errors the
5 6)same as in the previous observations * . One then deduces the lifetime of a

hypothetical v? from
1>2)

cn(v2)
Tob. " *« M n Hfl Ao '

 (2)

where n(v,) « the number density of v.'s in the Universe today. Assuming
-3n(\)_) = 100 cm for the decaying neutrinos, one finds

2-1015 yr £ T £ 16-1015 yr. (3)

Note that this result does not contradict the lower bound, T - 3-10 yr,

derived ' from other astrophysical data. It is remarkable that the upper

limit is several orders of magnitude smaller than the lifetime one would expect

within th= standard SU(2)LxU(l)v theory of electroweak interactions.

The effective matrix element for the decay (1) compatible with gauge in-

variance is of the general form
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e" qV v1(p1)ouv(a+ bY5)v2(p2), (4)

where zV and qV - {P2~oi'V "re the polariration vector and the aoaentua of the

photon, reapectively. Froa (4) one derives

.2 2 3

The decay (1) in the atandard aodel proceeda (in the unitary gauge) through

the two one-loop diagraaa shown in Fig. 1.

w

Fig. 1

A full standard aodel calculation9' with a , - 15 eV and a, - 0 gives

TStand." rCv2*vlT> ^ ^ I y W j j | u 2

(6)
where K - 1 (or 2) for Dirac (or Majorana) neutrinos, U is the leptonic aixing

aatri* and F(rt) - 0(1) is a saooth function of x% - *%l\- «ith three light

charged leptons (r( « 1), the leading ten in the aua ia cancelled due to the

unitarity of V, and the rate is thus additionally suppressed by the factor r 2.

Nevertheless, even if this GIM cancellation were avoided by adding new heavy

generations9' or by asking the unitarity aua incoaplete (e.g. with an extra

singlet v), the natural lower bound is t 2 1O23 yr for a 15 eW neutrino in the

SU(2)L«O(1)T gauge theory.

The essential feature of Eq. (6) is that the scale is (apart froa Gp) set

solely by the aaas of the neutrino as a consequence of the pure left-handed

structure of IT*-lepton interactions in the standard aodel. Indeed, if the two

HtVj vertices in the decay aaplitude (aee Fig. 1) .re both of the saw chirality,

only the aoacntua part of the internal charged lepton propagator i.i^»1)"
X con-

tributes to the astrix eleaent. All tens of the gauge invariant f o n (4) are

then proportional to the neutrino «... thus V •*• •/. However, if the Wtv
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veitez would contain a right-handed piece, also the Bass part of the tepton

propagator would contribute to the amplitude.

In the first model based on the SU(2) L><SU(2) RK U(l) gauge group, a RH

neutrino V_(l,2,-1) can decay radiatively to an LH neutrino v,(2,1.-1),

provided the vector bosons H^ and W£ six (see Fig. 2). The lighter of the

w,

Fig. 2

two vector boson mass eigenstates, M^ = cos(HL * sinCHR, couples to U p t o n

according to

"-^ (cos 5 vLy *L + sin C vR Yy *R> • b.c., (7)

where. C is the bosonic mixing angle. He neglect here the possible intergenera-

tional mixing and the mixing between vL and vR, which are inessential to our

argument. The contribution of the diagrams mediated by the heavier vector boson

W can be neglected since M^ - 20 1^ =1.6 TeV from the K^- Kg mass differ-

ence and other low-energy constraints ">. The decay width for V R •* v^Y (or

v •» v_Y) is given by

t'l - r(v*v,Y) = (4-10 yr)*

independently of the neutrino masses for fixed E Q.

The lifetime one deduces from astrophysics depends on the present cummo

logical density n(vR) of the vR. This aay be smaller than the density of the

standard LH neutrinos, n(v,) = 100 cm" , since the more weakly interacting RR
15)neutrinos decouple from the thermal equilibrium earlier '. If they decoupled

after the muons were annihilated they would today be aa abundant aa the vL-

This corresponds to the situation when H_ ( 3 TeV. In this case we obtain, by

comparing Eqs. (3) and (8). the condition

m.
0.03 < | j ^ sin2C < 0.14 . (»
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If v belongs to the electron family, Eq. (9) requires C K. 0.05. This possibil-

ity is clearly excluded since the experimental upper bound from the 1^- Kg mass

difference is teK <• 0.00414). On the other hand, the vR could stiil be a

member of the v or x families: then Eq. (9) predicts C - (2-7)-10 or c -

(l-4)'10~5, respectively.

If the v density n(v_) is less than the standard neutrino density n(v L),

the value of T , in Eq. (3) is reduced by a factor n(vR)/n(vL) and correspond-

ingly larger values of the angle C are required.

In the mirror model12' the situation is favourable in two respects. Firstly,

the cosmological density of mirror neutrinos NR is never suppressed since their

neutral current interactions have the same strength as those of the standard

LH neutrinos. Secondly, charged mirror leptons, L, must be heavy, 20 £ m^ £ 250

GeV, and therefore the radiative width increases. The relevant part of the weak

Lagrangian is given by

\ * cos V
where 8, is the IL mixing angle parametrizing the mixing between the weak eigen-

states of the charged lepton I and its mirror partner L. One typical diagram

contributing to the decay N_ -» v Y is shown in Fig. 3. The width is, indepen-

dently of the neutrino masses for fixed E_, given by

mirror ' F ( W > = W w V ) " 1 (y^) (j^) sin^. (11)

Comparing this to i of Eq. (3), we find for 20 £ DL < 250 GeV

2-1O"7 ^ Qt i l-10~
5 (12)

which is far below the present experimental upper limit , 0, % 0.1. Let us

note that values of the mixing angle in this range are suggested by some specific

mirror models - .

We conclude that the standard electroweak model cannot account for the short

radiative lifetime, T . £ 10 yr, of a massive neutrino, as suggested by astro-

physical observations5"7'. This is due to the purely LH structure of the weak

interactions which makes the radiative width P JCVT^^'I^^ proportional to EJin",

where E^ = 7.4 eV is the observed photon energy and m. is the mass of v_.

Accordingly, in the standard model the radiative lifetime for neutrinos in the

allowed range (m. % 50 eV) is always larger than 10 2 2 yr.

In non-standard electroweak models which encompass also RH currents, T
3 i Tad

is proportional to E om t , where 1 is a charged lepton.- Consequently, the life-

time is shortened by the enormous factor (nij/m^) compared to the standard model.
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This enables Rll models to explain the astrophysical observation '. The predic-

tions for the model parameters are given in Eqs. (9) and (12), respectively.

The implied small mixing angles would make it very hard to see the effects of RH

interactions of known particles in laboratory experiments. However, Np would

contribute to the total width of Z° by an equal amount as the standard neutrino.

We note that v or H_ will together with v , v and v saturate the
K R el* |1I* T Li

famous cosmological bound of at most 4 light neutrinos, derived from the present

helium abundance in the Universe. If this limit is taken seriously, the RH or

mirror neutrinos of the other families should be much heavier or ouch more

unstable than the one discussed here.

Although the astrophysical information used is controversial .or scanty ,

or preliminary , there is hope for very precise data in the near future, when

the Berkeley Extreme Ultraviolet/Far Ultraviolet Shuttle telescope will be
19)launched on the Space Shuttle
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SEARCH FOR TH3 2 t - DECAY

OF AXI0H-LIK3 PARTICLES

AT THE S I M - BEAM DUMP

Aachen - Berlin - SIK - Collaboration

(presented by Chr. Spiering , IHEP Berlin/Zeuthen, GDR)

ABSTRACT

A search was made for pairs of almost collinear photons, as
exaected from the decay of axion-like particles emitted from
the SIN 585 MeV proton beam-dump. lo 2 f - decay signal was
found in excess of the background. Limits on production and
decay of axion-like particles are derived.

1. IMTBODUCTIOB

Attempts to avoid strong CP-violatlon in QCD led to the
postulate of a new, global U(1 )-symmetry for the total
(QCIH-electroveak) Lagrangian. This symmetry would rotate
away strong CP-violation /!/• As has been recognised by
Veinberg /2/ and Vilczek /3/,the spontaneous breaking of the
new symmetry would lead to a pseudoscalar particle with low
mass and semi-weak coupling to quarks and leptons, the axion
a" . For the standard (PQV¥) axion, the scale of syaeetry
breaking is fixed to Fa * 250 GeV. The only free
parameter of the model, X, Is the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets within the
model. Mass, lifetime, production- and interaction cross
sections of the axion are computed from X.
Axions could be produced:
(i) in competition with 3t° and i\, in proton beam dumps,
(ii) in competition with photons in nuclear deexitation

processes,
( i l i ) in K \ \ V , T decays (K*— TT*a# ; ^ . T - * T a* )
( iv) in electron beam dumps.
The existence of standard axions was excluded by ( i i ) and
(111) / 4 / . However, one may construct non-standard axion
schemes / 5 / . Furthermore, l ight pseudoscalars appear in
sooe SUSY-formalisms / 6 / . Therefore, the search for
axion-llke partic les Is s t i l l a l ive .

In 1978, the Aachen group searched for axions produced in
the beam-dump of the 585 MeV proton cyclotron of the Swiss
Institute of Nuclear Research (SIN), and set a l imit on the
decay a° — • e* e" / 7 / . Kith a modified set-up,however,
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indications lor r&diative axioii dec&yf. were found, i.e., er
excess of photons pointing back tc trie befcL—cuEj' ccr.T.arec tc
the estimated accelerator and coer.ic ray bECi:grounc/o/.
Interpreted in terns of axion production and oecey, tl-e
effect correepcnded to

i = 0.4 , mtt = 220 keV , T a = 15 Eeec (solutior. I,
i * 5.5 , K a * 285 keV , To. = 3-b nssec (solution II;.

This result was not beyond doubt. Objections were raised
about the statistical significance /S/. There were aleo
systematical uncertainties. In addition, the experiment
strongly disagreed with upper limits from Vf - andT -decays.
It vaB the- purpose of the present experiment to check tr.e
effect observed in the first experiment with improved
methods and, if confirmed, to measure it with better
accuracy.

2. SET-UP AMD DATA TAKIftG

Fig. 1 shows the set-up. The idea vas, to detect both
pnotons from the a°-»-Fir decay in two identical modules,
each consisting of a ten-gap optical spark chamber and
scintillation counters. The a* was supposed to decay in a
2ns region between the 8 B shielding and counter A. This
decay region could be blocked by a moveable Fe/Pb vail. For
m,£» 250 keV, the angle of the decay photonB with respect to
the prinary direction is about 2 mrad, i.e., the two photons
would be nearly colllnear. Photons were converted
with «50£ probability in Pb-foils mounted in front of the
spark chambers. The connection line of the conversion
points and the beam-dump direction form an angle •(, , which
should be snail («,* < 10 deg*) for axion decays.
Scintillation walls B and C measured energies, and time of
passing particles. Energy information was used to reject
background (e.g. from breosstrahlung photons). Photon
energies and the 2f-opening angle allow a raw determination
of the masB of the parent particle.

In order to reduce the background trigger rate and possible
artefacts due to cosmic ray and accelerator background,
active and passive shielding was added compared to the 197b
experiment (veto counters 0, £ (top) and F (side), passive
shielding as shown in Fig.1 by the oro68-hatched areas). In
addition, the timing, of the experiment was sharpened.
The trigger consisted of
(i) veto signals from counters A.S.E.F,
(ii) a coincidence BlCk with the C-eignal delayed by (3-5

-15)nsec in respect to the B signal (7 nsec correspond
to a relativiBtic particle flying from B to C),

(iii) a fast look-up table decision, selecting hit patterns
B| ,Bk ,...,C( ,Cm ,..., which correspond to particles
moving under an angle *, $ 20 deg with respect to
the beam-dump direction,

(iv) an additional coincidence of any of the elements of
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the thin counter B1 with the B;C* coincidence.
With thie conditions, the cosmic induced triggers were
supreased to a level of 25 per hour.
Data were taken under four different running conditions:

becay region open:
(Fe/Pb wall at the beginning of the decay region)

bean on -810 hours , 386 Coul. ("signal run")
bean off- 663 hours ("background run")

Decay region blocked:
(Fe/Pb vail at the end of the decay region)

beam on -261 hours , 146 Coul. ("background run")
bean off-315 hours ("background run")

3- ASAIYSIS

First, the films were scanned for a"-*tt candidates. A
candidate was defined to be an event with a "V" in at least
one chamber (i.e. a pair of tracks with common origin in
the Fb foil), at least one track in the other chamber and
(to avoid confusion) not more than 5 tracks per chamber.
Accepting only "2V" patterns would have been to restrictive,
since one particle of the e*e~- pair often gets lost in the
Pb foil,
The rate of selected events were:

Decay region open:
beam on 2O+-2 per 100 h
beam off 25+-2 "

Decay region blocked:
beam on 23+-5 per 100 h
beam off 24+-3 "

So, the total rate of selected events does not exhibit any
signal effect.
The selected events were measured with an accuracy of 0.6 mm
(in space). Due to multiple scattering in the Fb foil,
vertices of conversion pairs were reconstructed with a lower
accuracy: •= 0.7 cm. This, plus other statistical and
systematical errors led to an average error of the angle

& H 0 . 9 deg.

4. RESULTS

Fig.2 shows the angle distributions for the four different
running conditions and for +? •<• 100 deg1.Hatched parts
result from applying the following additional cute:
(i) TOF(B to C) less than 10.2 nsec. This cut accepts 39*

of particles travelling with the speed of light,
lii) Average direction of all tracks in a chamber not

pointing down by more than 10* with respect to the
horizontal. This cut accepts almost all decaying
particles emerging from tha beam-dump.
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FTOB the hatched histograms, the following conclusions ctn
be drawn: Curing bio houre of running vitt. beeci on &r.ci
decay region open, only one single a° —• IX canoiu&tt V&E
registered in the effect bin *f" ** 1C degl.Tfce runs vitt:
beam off (663 hours) yield an expected background in tr.e
sane bin of 3.2+-0.26 events. These numbers yielc e vu>-
upper confidence limit for an effect of li ~ 2.a events.

Fie. 3 compares expected rates and measured upper limits
from our experiment ("SIS II") and from the CHARh beat dump
experiment /10/.Differences between the two curves are uue
to different assumptions about the contribution of ̂ -neBons
to the expected axion flux. She level of the SI1« I
experiment and a limit obtained recently at SLAC/11/ are
also indicated. Our limit is close to that derived by CHAKK
and excludes the standard axion,except for the range
0.7<X<2.1.
Without referring to a specific theoretical model, limits
for production and decay of axioh-like particles can be
given in the Fx-mx plane, F* being the scale of syismetry
breaking.Fig.4 shows the 9Ojfc confidence limits as a function
of Fx and •„.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.1 Experimental set-up
Fig.2 Angular distributions of 2T-events

(hatched parts: see text)
Fig.3 Limits on properties of the standard axion
Fig.4 Model independent limits on mass and symmetry

breaking scale of axion-like particles
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LIGHT COMPOSITE FERHIONS

B. Hagaasen
Physics.Dept, University of Oslo,

Norway

Abstract

We show how a model with bagged superfields, through the breaking

of a GQG global symmetry group, give rise to quasi - Goldstone

•nltiplets transforming under the adjoint representation of G.

The confining boundary condition breaks supersymnetry such that

the pseudo-Goldstone fermions are light, the bosons heavy.
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It is not completely straightforward to deacribe quarks and

leptons as composite particle*.

If we fora the product of aaas • and extension R of bound

states that we are used to, we find a product mR which is

bigger than one. For huaans it is •»104*, for atoas ">10e. for

nuclei >»102 and for nucleons aR*5. (For piona which is exceptio-

nal aB is slightly saaller than one). These resulta are natural

consequences of Heisenberga uncertainty relation

A* • AP >. j D

Even a •asslesa particle wil have an energy B=p which is of

order of R~l if it is confined to a region of extension R.

One of the aost beautiful resulta in physics is the fantastic

agreeaent between the observed Magnetic aoaent of the electron

and its calculated value froa QED. The asauaption of a point

electron give the correct reaulta with 11 digita. If the electron

has an extension R then R <5*10*lTca.

The energy due to confineaent of a preon inside such a distance

is soaething as 200 GeV and not 0.5.10"' GeV which is the energy

of an electron at rest. If the electron with aB<10~5 or the

neutrino, where probably aR<.10~10 are coapoaite systeas, they

are definitely of a kind that ia different froa ordinary bound

states. Aaong the hadrons only the pion could serve aa a aodel.

The saall BBSS of the pion is aoat easily explained by looking at

it as a quasi Goldstone particle generated by a apontanous

• breaking of global SU(2) x SD(2) chiral syaaetry. Haive qq* aodels

for the pion often has trouble to get the pion light enough, the

Goldstone picture represents it as a collective exitation with an

indefinite nuaber of qq pairs.

In a supersyaaetric extension of the Haabu-Goldatone aechanisa

the Goldstone bosons will also have asaoaiated feraionic part-

ners1"3. This is the aost elegant way I know of to obtain very

light or even aassless coaposite feraions.

It is also quite coapatible with the ideas of superstrings being

the ultimate .degrees of freedoa at distances comparable to or

even saaller than the Planck length. On diatance scalea soae
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order of Magnitudes greater, an exelleot description of ncture

should be obtained by a aupereymmetric theory with pointlike

particles.

What ia not ao pleasaat however ia that the nice supersymmetry

that was iatrodueed to get fermions aa light aa boaoaa, has to be

brokea at the apatial extensions or the energy raagea that are

probed by experiaeata to day, if we want to sake a Model of

reality. And it haa to be broken aach that the boaona become much

heavier than the feraions.

I ahall describe jukt thia laat kind of symmetry breaking in a

aodel very siailar to the NIT bag aodel. The bagged part idea* >

will be called arena and will be represented by aaperfielda

confined to a avail sphere of radina • where I ia extremely

email. Dron baga have aa energy MB' 1 and have tkeaaelvea nothing

to do with quarka and leptons. The minimnm namber of conatitaanta

in a uron bag ia two, we can imagine aom* kind of urcolour to be

the dynamical aechanism that leads to the confinement.

It ia aeawaed that the confinement give rise to a apeaific

boundary condition for the confined fielda:

The energy of the bagged (irons of spin 1/2 will be determined by

the Bogoliubov-NIT boundary condition

~M r a = e at r = B 2)

We make a eupersymmetry transformation of thia to find the

boundary condition for acalar urons:

* r » = j* it r = I 3)

•«r ia the uron maaa.

Aa we want to have Dirac particles we need a niniaun of two

ehiral auperfielda: *. and a*.

Here

£ = (B.P.FH)

Bach of theae chiral auperfielda alao ' carry an index, characte-
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rizing the transformation property under a global flavour

•yaaetry group G of the uron Lagrangiaa inside the bag. To each

generator ta of thin group there correapoads aupercurrenta

and

Aa = •L'B"! * •J'a'a- 6)

These supercurrents, trauaforaing under the adjoint representa-
tion of the group 6 (=••?) fullfi l conaervation equations
(inaide the bag)

» 2 1 .
6)

By expanding the chiral auperfields in •••bar and 9 eoajpoaeate

one find that •• and Aa contain the ordinary vector and axial

curranta aa well aa currents with apiaorial aatare.

For vaniahing uroa aaasea the carrenta As are atrictly conserved

inside the bag. but they have (as in the NIT bag where «uarka are

confined) a delta function source ten oa the earface. Thia la

becauae the boundary condition breaks chiral ayametry.

la the NIT bag one uaea PCAC and eaearea the contiauity of the

iaovector axial currents by introdadag aa external Qoldstoae

pioa field coupled to the bag surface* >. iy a supereyaaetric

extension of PCAC - 8OIT PCAC. we ensure the continuity of the

axial aupercwrreate Aa aaj. their divergeacea*> through the uron

bag surface by introducing chiral auperfields oa the oataida of

the bag.

If urons are aassless ao are the Soldstoae feraioas aad boaeaa

aaaociated with the loaf diatance prapartiea of the axial

currenta. If we give the aroaa a aaas a*r we gat ralatioaa

between a«r and the aasaea of the paendo Goldatoae feraions (Ur)

aad bosons (M) •

As the boundary conditions break sopersyamtry m aad M are

different4>:
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|_ 8)

2+2uR+U B

For a very saall radius B of the uron bat (PH<<1) one has

The paendo Goldstone feraions are therefore auch lighter than the

bosons: thia waa the deaired result. He note froa eq 8) that if

H - • then M - Uf and it can be shown that supersyaaetry is

recovered. The supercurrent that ia obtained froa the uron

Lagrangian by the uae of Bothers theorea, due to the invariance

under the auperayaaetry generator is

•• = • ; * • ;

with •" = /2 [0*0* H . i • i «"1k FT] 10)

s{| = n {0*0* D 8nH * i J
1 p FB] 11)

Explicit calculations five

d.Z> = n l\ |j: (J(rB-r=) + (a *\/ 6(.T^-T)] (XI + pR).

And one aay easily show that the flux of the susy current is

bounded:

/ d3r B Jj < -£ 12
J rB

As seen froa eq.9 it is not possible to aake a feraion aassless

without getting its SUSY boson partner Baseless. If one wants to

build a realistic theory for quarks and leptons froa this aodel

then neutrinos necessarily have a aass. Another general property

regardless of the group G is that quarks and leptons aust

transform under the adjoint representation of this internal

flavour syaaetry group of the urons.
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The energy of uron bags and the energy scale K relevant for the

confinement of urona is proportional to B*1. Therefore it ia

only at extremely high energy that 'the fundamental dynamical

variables which are the uron fields will come into play.

To day their only manifeatation would be through the effective

interaction of the paeudo Goldatone fermiona ariaing from the

siaultanous breaking of auperaymaetry and chiral symmetry.
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FERMION MASSES FROM SUPERSTRINGS

I. Tanaka
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Abstract

It i s assisted that the Bg lauce group of the Eg x E* heterotic

superstrlns can be broken into S0(10) x SU(4). The mass relations

•song fersdons • / • - • /a » • / • and • / • - • / • > m / •
ud c s t b w e e \ > v v v x t

are discussed.
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I. Introduction

Superstrlng theory offers an exciting possibility of unifying all

the known particle Interactions. ~ It Is Interesting to examine the

experimental consequences of the heterotlc string. In particular, the

fenlon Mass relations.

The most promising theory is the Eg x Bg heterotlc string theory

in ten distensions. The dynasties of coapactlflcatlon frost ten to four

dimensions is not known. The popular vacuum configuration Is H x'K,

where It* is the four-disamslonal Mtakowski space-time and t is the

compact slx-dlmenslonal, Ricci-flat Kahler manifold, with S0(3)

holonomy, the Calabl-Tan manifold. Models build on Calabi-Yau

manifolds give an Efi z Eg Internal symmetry group when the spin

connection of K is embedded in Eg. This leads to a four-dimensional

theory with 11*1 supersymmetry.

A great deal is not known about Calabl-Tau manifolds if the ground

state of the string theory Is represented by such a manifold.

Consequences or phenomenology is expected to determine the required

manifold. There is some recent development that casts same questions

on the approach based on Calabi-Tau manifold to which we shall comment

on later. But first let us briefly continue on with the present

popular scenario.

The topological properties of K have Important implications for

the four-dimensional low energy theory that results from the

superstrlng theory. One considers the compactlfleation on t > [ /R If
0

r is simply connected and admits a discrete group of transformations

H. This choice reduces the number of generations by a factor of the
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order of H and allows symmetry breaking by Wilson loops called flux

breaking mechanism

U * Pezp [ljAadx ]

because there any be on E non-trlvlal E gauge field configurations

that have F = 0. The Integration Is over non-eontractlble loops In
• V »

i)

C. Since the group H Is finite. It follows that 0 = 1 for some

Integer n. These matrices act similarly to vacuum values of the Hlggs
fields and break E .

o

The matter fields of the zero modes transform as 27 or 27 of

E . The 27 of E contains unobserved particles that If not extremely
6 . 6

heavy can mediate proton decay. Also It does not seen possible to give

small masses to neutrinos. Various authors checked whether It Is

possible *o avoid both these problems In various pattern of superstrlng

compsetlflcatlon.

The two dimensional supersyametrlc o-models are relevant to the

compactlflcatlon (from ten-dimensions) of the superstrlng theories. If

compactlflcatlon takes place on a manifold H x K the dynamics Is

described by a o-model and one must require that the generalized

&-function of the a model vanish. But at the four-loop level a

non-zero contribution to the P-functlon Is found on a Rleel-flat

Kihler manifold . This suggests that Calabi-Yau manifold can be

considered as a start of a perturbatlve determination of acceptable

manifolds or one can consider alternative manifolds9.
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If K allows stable and boloaorphlc SU(4) or SU(5), the possible

breaking E. -» S0(10) x SU(4) or SU{5) x SU(5) was suggested by Wltten8

o
rather than the much examined

E -• E x Slf(3). Further reduction of the gauge group nay be
B 6

assumed by flux breaking via Wilson loops. This means for the former

case that the gauge field oust belong to the subgroup SU(4) of E that
B

10
commutes with S0(10). Various authors enumerated the possible

scenarios with SU(5) and S0(10) groups that inhibit proton decay and

allow light weak Higgs doublets. It is not obvious that the manifolds

that are considered are Calabi-Tau manifolds. The subgroup of S0(10)

generated by the U is called 6.

II. Fermlon Masses

Let us start with the Yukawa interaction in ten-dimensions *

which is invariant under E x E *
8 B

? ""ABC** ̂  '

where the fermions and gauge fields transform as (496,1) of t i l ' .
B 8

Here after we suppress E ', expand the fields in ten-dimensional apace
B ' -

in harmonics on K, keep only the zero modes on R, and take the reduced

gauge group to be S0(10). The decomposition of the 248 representation

of Eg into S0(10) x SU{4) I s "

248 -» (16,4) * (16.4) + (45,1) * (10,6) * (1,15)

For fermions

• Cx.y) -• •*(x)n*(y) + i*(x)n^(y) • (2)

248 -• (16,4) + (16,4) *
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For BOSOM

AJJU.JT) •• x J u j A ^ l y ) + . . . . (3 )

2*8 -» (10,6) •

wher« x.y are the coordinates of H and C Manifolds, respectively.

The four-dlaenslonal lagranglan L^ la obtained by substituting

(2) and (3) In (1) and Integrating out the y coordinates

where C Is the charge conjugation savtrlx In M , and f. .fc Is the

effective IukaK coupling given by an Integral over sero node wave

functions, and d la the IJ—mrlc coupling. The quarks and leptons
•oc

In the 16 representation acquire a aass due to the coupling 16 x 16 x

10 when x- acquires a VEV.

The aaas amtrlces of charges ̂ , -~ quarks and charged leptons and

neutrinos are given by

" u " f < 1 0 >
u

(5)

«C - f <10>u •

<-f<io>d

<10>u - <10(9)> , <10>d
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with the transformation property under the subgroup SU(5) la

Indicated. In the n generation model, f Is a n x n matrix uhoae

elements are the Yukawa coupling f In {*). We have not conatructed

a Calabl-Tau manifold ao the nuatoer of generatlona la treated aa a

paraaeter.

After S0(10) la broken by the flux breaking mechani J the now

states of charge 7 quarks In the 16 representation will tincnt a

linear combination of the original states, etc. The corresponding maas

matrices « u in the broken S0(10) may be written in terms of H° with the

aid of (5)

H -u

" « -

K°
u

"d

°L~ <10>u

<10>.
d

" V1 0 >u

' f d < 1 0 > d (6)

- 1 - 1
H - U" M0 U» = U"f O" <10> - f

v R v L R L u « u

-1 -1

^ » »i H? aj = ujf or <io>J - f <io>.
R I L RL d e d

If the flux breaking mechanism preserves the SD(2) ajmaali j of
L

the charged ^ and -J quarks so that

UL " UL ' Mu"u * "d"

15.16
Equation (7) leada to

• /m - m /m « a /m - (8}
u d c a t b
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Similarly for charged and neutral Dirac leptons

IT
which leada to

• /• - a /m - • /• (10)
ve e «v v VT/ T _

If we take • - l-356eV. • - 0.1T50eV, • . B,9HeV, m = 5.3GeV. we
e • d o

obtain • - 41 GeV and • • 68 HeV. The relation (10) has been found
t u

to be consistent with phenomenology on the basis of Stech and Fritzsch

hypothesis in the leptonlc sector

• /• - 33OV/0.51 HeV - 6.47 X 10*
ve e

• /a • 6.8 CeV/105.6 HeV . 6.44 s 10
V|l V

• / • - 1 2 0 CeV/1784 HeV « 6.72 z 10*
VT T

The explicit flux breaking of S0(10) that aaintalns the relations

(8) is being worked out with T. Kltazoe. One alternative way 1B to

break 50(10) via G « Z In which case the unbroken group after flux

10
breaking is S0(2)L X SU(2)R X SU(3) X 0(1). The possible light

fields are

nl6 * ( (16 • 16) + c 10.

The VEVs <s> and <B> which are SD(2)L singlets of (16 * 16) break

SU(2)R at the intermediate saas scale Hj. The SU(2), doublets H and H

of (16 * IS) break SU(2) X U(l) to U (1). Assume 4 - 1 . i.e. only

one p«lr of H, H exists so ae to prevent flavor changing neutral
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currents. In thi« scheme, the diagram Fig. 1 gives the

10

nass matrix H and a similar diagram with the appropriate changes

yields the Be matrix H :
a

H . f<HXs> g
u M

10

Here f,f•,g,gf are effective couplings originating fro* the higher

order diagrams. The couplings f and f' have magnitude of H , g and g*

are matrices in the generation space. Since g and g' are almost

diagonal with respect to the 2,3 generation space, we can obtain

with the aid of the assumption <s> - <•>,

m /• • • /m
c s t b

This relation at the intermediate scale will receive a small

modification due to the renormallzation equation below this scale.
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iL Hit"

Compaetlfled superstring models contain exotic SU(2)-singlet "acwn" quarks
(h., h , h ) which are the supersymmetric partners or the color triplet
Higgs Bosons, and which nay survive down to low energies. We study a simple
scheme In which the h and b quarks mix, giving rise to the observed slight
deviations from unitarlty of the 3-famlly Kobayashi-Haskawa matrix V. This
scheme has various consequences for the the lifetimes and decay modes of
mesons containing b,t and h quarks. In particular •«<; find that BL > 15
CeV. I Vcs | < 0.90 and | Vtb°| < 0 . 1 1 . b

1-4)A plausible low-energy spectrum of the E« superstring models contains,
in addition to the particles of the susy standard model, the following extra
fields for each generation: 11(1.1,0); ve(1,1,0); h ( 3 , l . - 1 / 3) and h c(3.1,1/3) ,
where the SU(3).x SU<?) x U(l) quantum numbers are displayed In the brackets.
This is the situation especially In the so called no-scale models
which may be '• the effective d - 4 supergravity theory of the superstring.
The singlet N has bsen shown to play an important role in the dynamical
breaking of the low-energy gauge group. The h-fields are the supersymmetric
partners of the traditional Hlggs triplets. As they carry the charge and color
quantum numbers or the ordinary down quarks, they can mix with these. This
mixing will have an important phenomenological consequence: the standard three
-generation Kobayashi-Haskawa matrix will no longer appear unitary.

Experimentally, the KM matrix V does In fact deviate to some extent from
unitarity. Tr,e\Vu(, \ element has recently been re-evaluated by Karcianc and
Sirlln • wno considered the leading log radiative correction to 6-deeay
via the renormallzation group and structure dependent 0(o> effects In a form
factor analysis. The result i s somewhat smaller than before (see below).

The most precise evaluation ' of the | Vug I element Is dominated by
K e 3 and K ej decays, for which the symmetry breaking in f+(0) can be est i -
mated. Including also hyperon decays, one can only account for symmetry
breaking by leaving several parameters free. The combined result is snaller
than what hypsron data alone suggest. With the upper l imit 1 1 ' for ! V I

ubwe thus know
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| Vud | = 0.9729 ± 0.0012 .

I Vus | - 0.221 ± 0.002

I Vub | < 0.0067 (90? C.L.). ( 1 )

The missing piece required by unitarity is then | V , | > O.O'iS
(90J C.L.). This has led to a flurry or speculations on the existence of a
fourth ramlly of quarks12'.

In this paper we shall study the alternative that the apparent deviations
from unitarity in the KM matrix are due to the mixing of the SU(2) singlet h
quarks with the ordinary down quarks. Some aspects of this nixing have also
been discussed in refs.13-15.

The Yukawa couplings in the model are limited by E, invariance and re-
normalizability (possible non-renormallzable terms are not important for the
present considerations). The superpotential contains mass terms for both down
quarks d and singlet quarks h

fc - gd dcdH * k hh°N , (2>

where II is the standard Higgs doublet and we hsve suppressed the generation

indices. Other terms relevant for dh-mixing are

f, - X, h°LQ • X, heeuc • X, hdcvc .

(3)

f, - X.. hQQ • X, hcucdc.

where L is a lepton SU(2) doublet and Q a quark doublet. As has been discussed

in ref.5, the terms in Eqs.(3) do not violate baryon number separately, but

only in combination. The Yukawa couplings in Eqs.(3) can Indeed be absent In

the low-energy theory of the superstring because of the topology of the inter-

nal manifold, although no proof of this exists.

If the right-handed sneutrino gets a vev, d and h will mix, and one has

the following general form for the mass terms:

4 • »dJ *t 4 * # *£ 4
where i and j are generation Indices. Note that only the right-handed 6 mixes

with the h.

In the general case the mass matrix for the Q • - 1/3 quarks is thus a

6x6 non-syraraetric matrix which has the pattern

I , (5)

where the basis is (d,s,b,h ,h , h b ) . This can be diagonalized by a bi-unitary
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M,
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where D_ and D, are unitary and H is a

diagonal mas3 matrix. Denoting t»L R the unitary matrices that diagonallae
the 3x3 naar. matrix or the Q - 2/3 quark sector, the charged current Inter-
actions depend on the Tollowing KM matrix

V - U L
D t

L. with UL - (6)

where the blocks are 3x3 matrices.
Hence the KM matrix is effectively a 3x6 matrix In the case of three

mixing flavors. However, for the clarity or the argument we shall In the
following consider the simplest possible case, when the mixing Involves Just
one h quark, h . It Is reasonable to assume that hfa couples considerably
only with the b quark, since the much lower masses or the d and s quarks
Indicate that their mixing angles would be much smaller than those of the b
quark*. Of course, all the qualitative effects of the nixing of Importance
to phenomenology will appear In this simplified mixing scheme.

Starting from a general 1x1 mass matrix M in the down quark system (h^
is numbered 4) we first apply a bl-unltary transformation which carries the
3x3 submatrlx associated with the d,s and b quarks to a diagonal form. The
matrices D^ and 0R generating this transformation are unitary block diago-
nal 1xH matrices with zeros In the fourth column and row, and (D, B)hh " 1 •
The assumption that only the b quark has considerable mixing wlth'h. leads at
this stage to a mass matrix of the form

\ 0 0 0 H

(7)

in the basis (d,s,b,hb). Let us assume for the time being that H1 i s a real
matrix. It can then be diagonallzed by a bl-orthogonal transformation
generated by

I

C « 9 a
~5a CaI

5 >
H

/ 1

1
\X

1
L
1
1
1

0
_ _ .

c a s a
-s c

a a

(8)

•) The case of hd-d mixing has been considered In ref.13. The mixing angle
is obviously then very small, and some of the phenomenologlcal consequences
are qul^e different from our case. For Instance, the mass limit m(h) > 30 GeV
derived from data on pp - e~ • 2 (or more) jets does not apply to our
case, where the presence of heavier quarks makes the isolated electron consid-
erably sorter.
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Thus the angles a,6 and the masses m m get determined:
b

» • l t d )* [J )*
a

% 1 • (9)

(c1s,sJ-c,c,e l6)ea -(c.SjS.-ejC.

where

R - (M* + u* - m* ) / my , S - (M* - u* - m*)/ My, ( w )

T - H2 + pa + m* .

The H couplings to quarks are covered by the generalized KM matrix
U, D*. D^ where U, D*, Is a matrix with zeros In the fourth column
and row, or the form (in the KM parametrizatlon) .JJ.

s,c,

-s,c, csc2s,-s,c,e (c,c1s,+s2c,e )c -(c,cIs,+s1c,e
lo)s

v = ' ° B'

The zeros in the Tourth row Indicate that the t>b -quark I s a singlet under
SU(2) and that i t therefore does not couple to the up-quarks. The standard
couplings among the conventional quarks are recovered when a • 0.

From the unltarl ty of 0, and D, D, I t follows that the non-vanish ing
rows of V are orthogonal and normalized to unity,

J/ikV-'lJ l . J - 1.2.3 (12)

ta can be checked from Eq.(17). The same Is not t rue ror the coluan vectors.
(is i t should be if V were uni tary. Note that one cannot obtain the Matrix (11)
^om 1xM generalizations of the unitary KH-natrlx by j u s t deleting one row.

From the experimental values In Eq.(1) i t follows that the nixing between
*> and h must be close to maximal:

b

- | cot a U 0.11 (90J C.L.) . (13)

According to the heavy quark search In e*e collisions at PETRA
the mass of the hb quark should obey

> 21 GeV . (14)
\
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The signal for the hb production would be extra muons from primary (h •» )
and secondary (h •• q •• u) decays and, of course, a step of 1/3 in the R ratio.
It Is interesting to note that the HARK-J collaboration haa recently
reported17,* such extra muons at the topmost PETRA energy /» - 16.7 GeV,
although this discovery haa not been confirmed by the other detectors. The
characteristics of the observe4 auons show that the events are due to a
pair production of Q - -1/3 quarks rather than of Q - 2/3 quarks or heavy
leptons. Let us also mention that hfi production In pp collisions should lead
to rinal states with a single Isolated lepton as already noted In ref .13.

It i s easy to convince oneself that the experimental constraints
(13) and (It) do not force us to any extreme corner In the (m.u.H) parameter
space . The h. b-mlxlng considered here may thus appear naturally. For
example, taking n - i i u e have R - (M/m)* and frost Eq.(9) then follows that

R - tan a - cot a , — * - 3 </fi" + -7= • JR• • - ) . (15)

Eqs.(3) and (15) then lead to a lower limit for the h -quark mass

a>h- i J.<rn>b - 15 GeV. (16)
b

Of course, more precise measurements of the KM matrix elements would allow one
to put more severe limits on mh . It i s interesting that such a limit could

compete with the limit that can obtained in e e~ coll isions.
The presence of a fourth quark mixing with the f irst three down quarks of

course explains why the B lifetime is so long: its-predominant coupling i s to
an inert or klnematlcally disallowed channel. He note, however, that Uie ratio
r(b •• ulv)/ r(b -• civ) i s not changed due to bh -mixing so that the determi-

\ \ \ b
nation of the B lifetime from experiment ' need not be reconsidered. The
main decay mode of the hb quark would be to the top channel, if not kinema-
tlcally prohibited, but also decays to the u and c channels would be substan-
t i a l . The lifetime of the appropriate "honiun" or "open h™ meson states, H,
would be shortened by the factor - cot'a (Hp/o^)5 4 lOMmB/iO*
relative to that of B. Thus n^-aesons would be a copious source of b-quarks.

The structure of the V matrix (11) permits us to make some predictions
for the physics of o and t quarks. The c quark matrix elements have the
experimental values11' | V^ | . o.2« ± 0.03 . I " c s I - 0-85 ± 0.15.
I Vcb I - 0.012 ± 0.005 . Fran the V matrix we have

' V c h ' " ' V c b ' t a n » > 0-37 (90* C.L.) . (17)

Using the condition
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and the experimental values for all the elements except the poorly determined
|V I , we can predict

cs

I V c s| < 0.90 (90* C.L.) . (19)

For the t quark elements ue obtain the predictions

| V b | / | Vt|) | - cot a < 0.11 (90* C.L.) . (20)

Neglecting the (presumably) small values or | Vtd | and | Vfc3 | , we can use
the condition | V t b |

 2 • | V t h |
 2 < 1 to predict

|v t b| < cos o < 0.11 (90% C.L.) (21)

Thus the t -» b decay channel i s disfavored In contrast to the 3-raally
standard model where | V \ » 0.99. Depending on Which of the quarks t or
h is heavier, this has dramatic effects on open t or h. decay nodes.

In conclusion, we have considered the mixing of the conventional Q - -1/3
quarks with the SU(2) singlet quarks h which may exist In the effective low
energy theory of the superstrlng models. The mass or these new quarks say be

relatively low and their mixing, especially with the b quark, can be large.
Roughly, provided that the Nhhc and vCdche coupling strengths are about
equal, the l imit from the KM mixing matrix would entail only that <vc> < <N>.
Such a large vev for vc would push the masses of the extra Z's to higher
scales; for instance, in an SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)2 no-scale model61*1 ,a<vC>*

+ <N>*. However, i t should be remembered that a large vev for vc may not be
a feasible outcome or a detailed dynamical calculation. As the b quark is
in the standard model, in agreement with experiment. If the h mass exceeds
the t quark mass, also the T lifetime i s predicted to be ouch longer than In
the standard 3-famlly model. For the c and t quarks the model predicts

| v c s | < 0 . 9 0 a n d | v t b | < 0 . 1 1 (90* C.L.)

whereas the standard 3-famlly model prediction i s | V | « 0.99. If the h.
13 heavier tHan the t quark, the decay t •» hb i s klnenatlcally forbidden and
the dominant decay t * b is slow due to the smallness of | V | . Then al l
searches for the t quark have been based on erroneous Monte Carlo calcula-
tions. If the h quark is lighter than the t quark, the decay chain t * h * b
proceeds almost as If no h existed, and present Monte Carlo calculations
are correct.
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Abstract

The one-loop amplitude of the open bosonic string with M external vector

particles is calculated in the operator formalism.

In the zero-slope limit the model reduces to scalar electrodynamics, pro-

vided the ground-state mass and the dimensionless coupling constant, g, are

kept fixed.
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1. Introduction

We discuss in this talk the one-loop amplitude of the open bosonic string

containing external vector particles [1], which has not been performed so far

[2,3]. This is mainly because of the tediousness of the calculations. The struc-

ture of the vertex operator, which is linear in the polarisation vector but sot

in the oscillators, does not allow a factorization of the trace over the oscil-

lators as for the amplitudes containing external tachyonic states. However, if

it is represented as an exponential of the external polarisation vector the

factorization of the trace is recovered. The calculation then follows that of

the tachyonic amplitudes with a simple shift of the external momenta. The terms

linear in each of the polarization vectors are picked up at the end [4], In a

similar manner ue can also calculate the one-loop amplitudes of the nonplanar

orientable and nonorientable diagrams. As for the tachyonic amplitude we find

that in leading order the integrand defining the amplitude diverges like q

(for q -* 0), and that the nonplanar orientable amplitude has "bound-state"

poles for S/4 = -2,0,2,... [3].

He further investigate the zero-slope limit of the one—loop amplitude.

This limit was first analysed by Scherk [5j, who showed that the conventional

model with external tachyonic states reduces to the 0 Lagrangian in the limit

where the ground-state mass of the tachyon and g/v̂ x1* are kept fixed (g is

a dimensionless coupling constant). Here we find that the one-loop amplitude

of the open bosonic string containing external vector particles reduces in the

zerc-slope limit to the corresponding one-loop amplitudes of scalar electro-

dynamics, provided the ground-state mass and the dimensionless coupling constant

g are kept fixed.
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i. M-partlde one-loop amplitude

As mentioned in the introduction, we write the vertex for the emission or

absorption of a massless vector particle having mooentum k and polarisation

n (both transverse) in the following way [4]

««

fit) .JL-XV.o,!:) <»

(g is a dimensionless coupling constant) which yields

where normal ordering was used. The main advantage of this representation is

that the expression inside the bracket resembles formally the tachyonic vertex

We note that the coefficients multiplying the oscillator (a , a*) in Eos
n n

(3) and (4) are related by k -• ±k • -—f. With this observation we can simply

use the expression for the trace over the oscillators in the tachyonic case [3]

with the above replacement. The derivatives with respect to ? will be taken

at the end of the calculation.
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To calculate the one-loop M-particle planar amplitude ve use :

Tr [A V%/ ...A VC^ ,*„)]

(fl is the propagator and we set T - 0 in the vertex operator (3) according

to the "cancelled propagator argument" [3]). With the insertion of the vertex

operator Eq. (3), the trace part of the amplitude can be easily evaluated

since it factorizes into an infinite product of traces over the single oscil-

lators just as in the tachyonic case. After some standard Manipulations [3],

we obtain for the amplitude

r. -» A -

where

/I = T. e

T

* - « • » - (7)
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L-W

r _ *«-" p. « K X. •*• ,
(7 ccmt.)

H
Here we used momentum conservation ( \ k. - 0) and the mass-shell condition,

kT » 0. Our notations follow those of Schwarz [2].
J

We perform the momentum integration and putting everything together we

obtain for (b)

/

.. O

£npj
where we introduced \>. 5 — .

I £nu

In (8) we dropped all the factors in the exponent involving contractions

C A j since they vanish after differentiation due to the transversality con-

dition, TVW^ > 0. He also neglected quadratic terms c,1". in the exponent, as

they do not contribute to the amplitude. Multiple use of the Leibniz rule and

the observation, that the term proportional to i.%. in the exponent has to

be differentiated an even number of times in order to get a nonvanisbing con-

tribution, show that we obtain at the end a sum of kinematical terms of the

form

Ct-
(9)
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where all the n. appear exactly once; i. ^ j. , r. < S. and M c L + 2k.

Each such term is multiplied by a product of factors coming from the exponentials.

Introducing q » exp(2ir /Jtau) and using the properties of the Jacobi theta-

functions [8] we obtain for the amplitude (6) (with j k.k. « 0),

where F is the sum of terms (9} resulting from the differentiations. Each

such tens is multiplied essentially by a product of B.. , D...

The expression for E.. and D.. in terms of the v, q variables are [7]

(11)

ft MAO r^"<l\ T -TT1 . .—
I*-.- _r***L - — 1 ! I _=Jf + tfu ,

We see that the general kineiaatical term (9) is multiplied by a function con-

H M—1 M
t s i n ing terms propor t ional to (£nq) , (£nq) , . . . , 1 . The term Cinq) cancels

M

the (1/inq) appearing in (10) so that the leading divergence in the integrand

of (10) is of the type q (for q •* 0) as in the corresponding tachyonic

amplitude.

In s similar way, we can also study the nonplanar one-loop amplitudes. The

integrand of the nonplanar orientable amplitude has poles, when the limit q ->• 0

is performed, which can be interpreted as closed string bound states as in the



tachyonic case [3].

3. Zero-slope limit of the loop amplitudes

In this section we discuss the zero-slope limit of the one-loop amplitudes

with external vector particles.

For clarity, we present here in some detail the calculations for the am-

plitude with two external states. This can be easily generalized to amplitudes

with an; number of external vector particles.

The compactified [2] (from 26 to 4 dimensions) planar one-loop amplitude

is obtained from Eq. (6) :

(12)

2 2
with u = XJXJ , C, - Xj > u Ci2 = xi ' a = a > / R an<* R *-s t n e radius of

compactification. The dimensionless coupling constant in 4-dimensions is defined

2 2 22
as 12] : g • 82j/R '• The OI»ly contributions to A (1,2) In the zero-slope

limit come from the corners of the integration region in the x. , X- plane.

The corner x^ , x^ • 1 (or u •* 1) can be neglected since the amplitude is

divergent when u •• 1. Here one should consider the renormalized quantity, which

turns out to be proportional to a* and thus vanished when a' •• 0 [5]. For

the corner x , x, •• 0 we get :
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which corresponds in scalar electrodynamics to the amplitude of the following

Feyrunan graph :

From both corners x. -*• 1, x_ •* 0 and x. •* 0, x -r 1 we obtain the same

result, which is :

where the first term corresponds to the amplitude of the Feynman diagram :

The second term in Eq. (14) results from the infrared divergence; in order

to avoid it we had to give a small mass v to the "photon".

This additional term can be interpreted as being originated from a mass

2 . ' 1 , 4

countertemi of order g in scalar electrodynamics with mass 6m~ = -^r;l& p.

We note also that this problem does not arise, when one considers amplitudes

with more than two external legs.

Similar to the analysis of the planar amplitude, we can study the nonplanar

orientable and nonorientable one-loop amplitudes.

In conclusion we find that, taking into account all the one—loop amplitudes

of the string model, the relative weights of the Feynman diagrams we obtain are

the correct ones for scalar electrodynamics.

Note that one has also to sum over all the cyclically inequivalent permuta-

tions of the external legs. This is important because for the amplitudes with

more than two external vector particles one finds terms, which do not correspond

to ordinary Feynman graphs in scalar electrodynamics, and once the sum over all

permutations is performed they cancel.
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Two-dimensional o-models have recently become important in the context of string theory as

they provide a description of strings moving on some curved background space-time. From the

other point of view (which I will follow) one can also consider the o-model as a generalization of

string theory.

The two-dimensional o-model as well as a string theory can be considered as a theory of

mappings from the/a two-dimensional manifold into some higher (usually 26- or 10-)

dimensional one. The underlying geometric picture is rather simple (see fig. 1).

D-dimensional manifold \ D scalar fields on S providing coordinates on M

called a target space

2-dimensional manifold called a worid-shee*

with co-orcfinates cjJ*(may be compact)

We can define a string mode! as a one governed by the lagrangian I 1 J

where - / 2 ^ v is a metric of the world sheet and Tim n a flat metric of the target space. This model

possesses a two-dimensional reparametrization and even conformal invariance. From the first

sight it may look somehow trivial (as a free scalar fields theory), however since 7 ® is conskterec

as an independent field its field equations provide constraints (energy-momentum tensor T^v

of Xm-s is zero) which make a theory highly non-flnear.
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Observe that since T ^ . O its ttwtalso vanishes which is equivalent to the aoove mentionec

contormal symmetry of the theory. This symmetry however becomes anomalous on the

quantum level unless D=26.

Therefore the theory can be consistently quantized only if the dimension of the target manifold

is exactly 26. The dimension for which conformal anomaly is absent is usually called a critical

dimension.

A usual way of generalizing of some physical theory is to enlarge its symmetry. The theory

described by (1) has symmetries: a conformal symmetry on the world sheet and a local Lorerttz

one on the target space.

The obvious way of extending the world sheet symmetry is to have it supersymmetrized, i.e. to

introduce a two-dimensional superconformal supersymmetry.

It can be done easily by extending the variable of (1) into corresponding supermultiplets.

plus the field which gauges a supercorrfbrmal symmetry which, however, decouples from the

lagrangjan;

X ^ - ^ P ^ . X ^ F 1 " ) (2)

where v^ ( 2 ) is a two-dimensional gravHino, Xm a Majorana spinor and F™ an auxiliary field. It turn:

out that a superconformal invartance of the resulting theory is again an anomalous one unless

D=10. The theory governed by supersymmetrization of (1)-
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is called superstringsW or heterotic strings!2! depending on some additional assumption we

make. These theories are expected to be finite and since their low-energy limit seems to be E

D=10 N=1 supergravity coupled to Yang-Mills fields (which is anomaly-free for Yang-Mills group

E 8 x E 8 or (SO(32» we can consider them as (an) ultimate unification theories. Also a

dimensional reduction down to 4 dimensions is expected to be consistent with

phenomenology™.

Even if one could consider the theories described above as quite satisfactory we can go furthei

in generalizations of L,. It can be done by extending a global Lorentz invariance in the target

space into a local one i.e. by replacing a flat target manifold by a curved one with metric tensor

gmn(x) point-dependent. Then the lagrangian L|( (2) changes into

L,n = -/2) |1V W 3^Xm ^ X " g m n (x) + "SUSY". (3)

Lagrangian (3) is invariant under the general coordinates transformation

W

and the theory described by (3) is called a two-dimensional supersymmetric o-model. If we

quantize it by using the background field method!4!, the effective lagrangian is an Einstein one

plus terms proportional to the higher powers of Riemann tensor.

We can further modify a lagrangian (3) introducing two new fields that together with g m n are

contained in the bosonic spectrum of ten-dimensional supergravity namely the two-index

antisymmetric tensor field A , ^ and the scalar 4>. The resulting lagrangian reads

(5)
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where R<2) is a curvature scalar of the world sheet. It turns out ^ that the effective quantum

fields equation resulting from (5) are those of the bosonic part of D=10, N=1 supergravity with

the additional terms non-linear in Biemann tensor and a field strength H m n p of A m n . Observe

that rt we do not introduce the additional scalar field l6 l the term <&R(2fr breaks a superconformal

invariance down to super-Poincare symmetry. The former can be, however, re-established on

the quantum level.

The reason of constructing o-models described above was to have a direct correspondence

between the resulting effective theory on the target space and the ten-dimensional

supergravity.

Since the ten-dimensional supergravity contains also a fermionic part we should make a

one additional generalization replacing the fields X m by X M = (Xm , X°) N (Xa - anti-commuting),

which means that we assume a target space to be a super-manifold, and change g m n and A m n

by corresponding superfields. It follows that we can drop the last term in (5) since there in

enough room for the field * in the superfields below and thus we have a final lagrangian f7!

L " GMN V < M V < N r™ ̂  + AMN V

The effective theory coming from (6) is not 'n direct correspondence with ten-dimensiona

supergravity. The reason is that if we assume two-dimensional SUSY which is crucial from the

point of view of supersthngs, the supergeometry of the target space must be Riemannian

(without torsion). Thus the effective model corresponds more to the Arnowitt-Nath approach tc

superspace f8) rather than to the direct Wess-Zumino one 193.

The first problem one should solve in our model is to find what is a critical dimension. To do sc

let us assume that the super target space is flat, i.e. G M N = ( r i m n , Cap) where C a p is a

charge-con- jugation matrix. Then using the Fujikawa method t 1 0 l we find that the contribution

from D commuting fields X m , D1 anticommuting fields X a and the ghosts to the factor that

multiplies anomaly are respectively 3/4 D, - 3/4 D1, - 15/2. It follows from the fact that

anticommuting variables give the same results as commuting ones except for sign-flip. Thus
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5. C0HCHJ5I0N

The result clearly shows that cosaic ray data contradict
the assumption of the validity of scaling in the
fragmentation region. The scaling is violated in such a way
that the spectrum of the secondary particles becomes softer.
This effect goes in the same direction as that following from
the above given formula. The increase of the invariant
cross-section in the central region is followed by a decrease
of it in the fragmentation region. Somewhere in between there
must be a cross over point. The accelerator observations
practically do not pass that point and that fact sometimes
leads to the statement about the existence of scaling in the
fragmentation region simply because the invariant
cross-sections for different energies appear to come
together. In actual fact a closer look in the data shows that
on the contrary they indicate a tendency to cross over since
the slopes are different. The existence of the cross over
point is strongly required by the cosmic ray data.
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1

Expected f lux of high energy neutrinos from
Cygnua X-3 i s calculated on the bas i s of
the model developed for the u l t r a high
energy 0 - ray emission .The expected f luxes
are on the l i m i t of the d e t e c t a b i l i - y by the
ex i s t ing underground devices and would ae
eas i ly de tec tab le by the future large
detectors . The phase p r o f i l e s of the
expected neutrino fluxea are shown. The
differences are pointed out between the
rat ios of the e lectron 1 to muon neutrino
fluxea in the case of the atmospheric
neutrinos and those originated in Cygnus

In that paper under the term electron neutrino % we understand
together 1 e • y e . Similarly for muon neutrino.
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the u l t r a high energy "if. - ray from Cygnus JC-3 /
Seniorski and Stanm 1983 / and Che l a t t e r ind icat ions at some
underground proton decay d e t e c t o r s / B a t t i s t o n i e t a l 1985 / of the
existence of some sor t of s i g n a l associated wi th Cyg X-3 phase caused
very great excitement about that source. In part i cu lar a number of
t h e o r e t i c a l papers about the source i t s e l f and about the c a r r i e r
p a r t i c l e s have been publ ished.

At the present moment only the photon hypothes is has some degree of
understanding of the p o s s i b l e scenar io . That hypothesis however i s
also facing several difficulties and is in clear contradiction with
the underground observations. The last fact may not be so serious a
drawback as the fact that the underground observations are s t i l l not
well founded statist ical ly. It should be remembered that this effect
is not confirmed by other experiments for instance Baxan array /
Chudakov 1986 / .

The scenario which seems to be the best i s that based on the
picture of the binary system with a compact object as one of the
companions and relatively massive star as the other / Vestrand and
Eichler 1932 / . The cosmic rays accelerated somehow by the conpaet
object afterwards interact with the massive companion and produce
secondaries which partly turn into ultra high energy "tf - rays. In
those interactions are also produced different particles* In appears
that anong those an important role can be jklayed by neutrinos firstly
becouse in principle they can be detected at the Garth and secondly
since there exists the possibility that they can play ah important
role in the stabilisation of the star as whole / Stecker et al 1985 / .

The possible flux of neutrinos has been calculated by Gaisser and
Stanev 1985 using some sort of semi - scaling model. In the present
work we describe results of calculations based on a model which better
describes both accelerator and cosmic ray data.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CYGN'US X-3 SOURCE

It has been assumed that the parameters character i s ing Cyg X-3 were
as fol lows:

R = 2 H = 1 .4 109 n : r = 1 .2 R = 1.7 109 m
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pulsar

observer

Fig.1 The schematic view of the Cygnus X-3 binary system. The symbol

used in the paper are indicated.

M = 2 Mo = 4 10
9 kg : - 57° 8 57°

The distance Cygnus - Earth ~ 10 kpc.

The density of matter in the companion as a function of distance is

taken as

2 =goexp(-l2 x / H) : 90= 38 g/cm?

In the center of the star there is a region with density of order

of qo.

In the present calculations from the two discussed spectra the

power law one has been chosen; the other being the monoenergetic one

proposed by Hillas 1984•

It was assumed that the total energy output of the cosmic source is

2 10* erg/s for the energy above 108 eV. The actual shape of the

energy spectrum is

• j (s) dS = A-E*2 dE ,
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where A is obtained from the expression

.1
j (s)dB » t.25 1O43 GeV/s .

The distribution of the natter as function of the angle between tr.e
direction of the beam and the straight line connecting the center of
stars is shown in figure 2. It ranges from 0 to 1.9 10 g/cm .

0* U* 28' 42* 56*

e
Fig.2 Column density of the matter in the s tar along the direct ion

towards the Earth as the function of the angle 6 .

THE MODEL OF HIGH ENERGY INTERACTION

The model applied in the ca lculat ions i s based on the scal ing
v io la t i on picture suggested by Wftowczyk and Volfendale /1984/ . The
parametrization of the formula i s taken from the accelerator date up
to ^s = 900 GeV / 4.5 1O U eV in lab system / .

That model has been ver i f i ed in cosmic ray invest igat ions . In
part icular the v e r i f i c a t i o n has been done in our work / Kempa and
.Vdowczyk 1985 / in respect t o cosmic ray muons in the atmosphere . In
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observations.
The flux of the horizontal atmospheric neutrinos

~ 1O~7
cm

-2 -1 / Chudakov 1986 /

i s in good agreement with the calculat ions.
I t can be concluded that the discussed model gives a description of

the experimental date on cosmic ray muons and neutrinos produced in
the atmosphere .

THE RESULTS

As i t was stated earlier the object of the present calculations i s
to obtain the expected flux of the neutrinos from Cyg X-3 . The
calculations were performed assuming that the companion i s a source of
cosmic rays with a flat spectrum / j(E) dE ~ E"1" / extending up to at
least 10 eV. The transport equations of the cosmic rays in the
matter of massive companion have been solved by the same method as
that used in the calculation of the atmospheric muons and neutrinos /
details can been found in Kempa and Wdowcz.vk 1985 / . All the decay

103 10* 105 106

y .GeV

Fig.4 The neutrino production spectra at Cyg x-3 , for S = 0° and 56*?
The spectrum modified by the absorption in the star i s also
marked .
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10
10'

E^.GeV

fig.3 Atmospheric muon energy spectra for various zenith angles.

Figure is taken after Kempa and Wdowczyk 1985- The experimental, data

are taken from following works:

at S = 0° Thompson et al /1 977/,Allkofer et al /197V,Khalchukov

et al /1985/,Khrenov /I 977/, Ivanenko et a l / 1 9B5 / ,

Krishrcaswamy et a l /1983/;

at 6 = 79° Jokish et a l /1979/, Allkofer et al /198i/j
at 8 = 88.8° Matsuno el a l /1984/ .

figure 3 taken from that work the results of calculations are compared

with the data from various experiments. The agreement with the

predictions is really very good. It should be of course remembered

that the agreement is also dependent on assumptions concerning primary

r.o33 composition. However the mass composition taken is based on EAS

data / Gawin et al 1984 / and is in good agreement with JACEE
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,K /processes which can be sources of neutrinos /fl^K" ,K / and have
probability of occurence higher then 10" were taken into account .

The cascades originated in' the external part of the star are
absorbed not far from the surface with exception of the neutrinos
which penetrate deep into but eventually are also absorbed / the
exceptions here are only the most outer parts of the star where the
thickness of the natter traversed is relatively small see figure 2 / .

The effect of the neutrino absorption in the companion star is
shown in figure 4. For the neutrinos crossing the central part, of the
start the star is practically opaque for all neutrinos with energies
above 10^ QeV . The absorption has been calculated assuming that the
cross section for the neutrino interaction is increasing with energy
according to the formula / Geisser and otanev 1985 /:

t o t

10
-56* -2 8' 0- 28*. 56'

Fig.5 The neutrino curves as a function of the angle © and neutrino
threshold energy .
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A similar formula is used to described the total crosa - section of
the antineutrino interactions. Those assumptions are indentical with
those taken by Gaisser and Stanev .

The analysis - has been done also for the hypothetical linear
increase with energy of neutrino cross - section / 6 y / E = const. / .

The obtained resulta are basically the same. The difference
concerns only the spatial distribution of the deposition in the star .

In figure 5 there is shown the dependence of the muon neutrino
fluxes as the function of the pulsar position on the orbit .The latter
is described by the angle between the earth direction and the line
joining the centers of the stars . It is seen that for relatively low
energy thresholds Cyg X-3 is emitting neutrinos send-uniformly for
about 40* of i ts orbital period. For the higher energy thresholds the
neutrinos are emitted more in the form of two spikes gradually
hecomin/? narrower when energy increases .

—B —2 —1
The obtained estimation of the flux « 8 10 cm a gives soae

hope for the possibi l i ty of the detection by the large underground
detectors / Baxan , 1MB / .

THE RATIO OF ELECTRON / Vg / TO MUON / j M / KEUTRIMO FLUXES

The large size detectors allow one to observe neutrinos interacting
inside of them / or very close to their surface / . That in turn gives
a poss ibi l i ty of detection and identification of the ~ two types of
neutrinos / Ve and V̂ t / .

The ratio of Nye / K o^ appears to be an interesting parameter as
it allows for differentiation of the atmospheric neutrinos from those
coming from Cyg X-3. For the atmospheric neutrinos that ratio in the
case E£1OOO GeV, is clearly below 0.1 . Our calculations here are Ir.
good agreement with calculations of other authors / Osborne
1966fKitsui and MinOrikawa '< 935;Vol!cova !93V for different aortels. So
that conclusion appears to be model independent. In figure 6 we shew
'.he dependence of the ratio R = Nyc/ Ny .̂ on neutrino energy both for
atmospheric neutrinos and for Cyp X-3 neutrinos.lt is seen that for
Cyg ^-3 that ratio is at least 5 times higher then in the case of the
ntnospheric neutrinos .
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The flux of neutrinos averaged over the orbital period of the C.y£

X-3 of order of ^0~~ cm"2 s"1 for 100 GeV threshold is on the lir.i*.

of Setectibility for the existing underground detectors. The flux

would be detectable for larger detectors planned in fJture .

The detection of the neutrino flux from Cyg X-3 and its phase-

dependence could provide important information about model of the "ft -

ray and neutrino emission .
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It is worthwile to notice that the results presented here are valid
also in the case when the cosmic ray emissivity of Cyg JC-3 i s much
lower and the high observed V - ray intensity i s due to strong beaming
of the emission towards earth .

An additional possibility of verification of theoretical moce-s and
identification of neutrinos from point sources i s the measurement of
the ratio of the electron to muon neutrino.

In the considered scenario for Cyg X-3 and any other scenarios
where the high energy photons originate as the result of n° decay the
ratio B = Ny / N y„ must be a few times higher then that expected for
atmospheric neutrinos .
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We show that in the frameworK of the supersymnetric standard

model, masses of light quarKs and leptons together with mixing

angles can fce generated by radiative corrections . The ratio of

the electron mass to the up/down masses as well as the hierarchy

of mixing angles are obtained in a natural way.
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Introduction

The well known arguments suggest that the super symmetric ex-

tension of the standard model mar be a reasonable low energy

theory (see Ref. [l] and references therein). In a widely accepted

class of such models supersymmetry (SUSY) is explicitly brokec toy

the additional soft terms in the Lagranglan. One can regard these

terms as emerging from a theory with local supersyaroetry at very

high energies [2] but it is not necessary and we allow for the

most general soft SUSY breaking.

All possible soft SUSY breaking terms have been classified

(3). They belong to one of the following classes:

- Majorana mass term for gauglnos

m* <«£*)" *L* " mass *«"• f°r left sfermions

m'j (s^)* s^ - mass term for right sfermions

h^V K^ <Sp>" s£a • h. c. - coupling of left and right sfermions

to Hlggs bosons (generates mixing

matrices for left and right sfermions).

Tne above terms allow practically arbitrary mass matrices for the

up- and down-type squarKs and sleptons. The only limitations come

from experiment which suggests that sfermions of a given charge

are almost degenerate in mass (differences do not exceed few GeV

whereas masses must be larger than ?O GeV) [1,4].

Models with softly broken SUSY differ in a certain important

aspect both, from models with exact supersymmetry and those

without supersymmetry. In the limit of exact SUSY all the masses

are not renormal i zed, i.e. radiative corrections are zero 15}. On

the other hand, when SUSY is absent, radiative corrections to

masses are divergent and must be absorbed by renormallzation

procedure*. In the intermediate case considered by us,

corrections are neither zero nor divergent. Rather they are

finite and calculable. This suggest that some elements of the

1 This is a general statement. Additional symmetries (e. g.

chiral symmetry) can protect some masses from getting divergent

contributions (see e.g. [6]).
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tree level fermion mass matrix can be significantly modified by

radiative corrections. We discuss this problem in the one-loop

approximation.

Quark masses

Let us assume for simplicity that we have only one quark q

and two squarKs qj and qg with masses a>q, aj and mg,

respectively {aq # at,mg). In general, the physical states qj

and kg are different from the interaction states qL and qg

which are associated with two possible chiralities of the quark.

The two sets of fields are related by an orthogonal matrix:

1

5
°L*

-sin O^ cos q
R

(1)

The leading correction to the quark mass comes from the

SUSY QCD and is given by the limit p - mq of diagrams de-

picted in Pigs, l and 2. Due to supersymnetry, divergent contribu-

tions from these two diagrams cancel each other. The crosses de-

note the places where the helicity flip must occur. In ttie

diagram of Fig. l the helicity flip is related to the mass cf trie

quark, so this diagram is proportional to gs
smq/16v2 (wr.ere es

is called the strong coupling constant renormalized at the glmno

mass scale) and can be neglected in comparison with the tree-

level mass mq . In the diagram of Fig.2 the heJicity flip mist

occur on the gluino line- Also, the mixing between qj, and "in-

states is required. The mixing is effective only when physical

squarks differ in mass. Therefore, the finite contribution to thr.

quark mass from the second diagram is proportional to the maps

difference between squarks and to the gluino mass, but not to '.he

quark mass Itself. Observe that the qL - qg mixing violates

the generalized chiral symmetry (for which chlral rotations of

quarks are associated with identical transformations of <Ji and

qg states). Thus, it is possible to generate non-zero one-loop

contribution to the quark mass even if it vanishes at the tree

level.

In the liicit CJB t irij-aig « m = {aj*mg)/Z the contribution

to the quart? mass from the diagram in Fig. Z has tlie form:
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where the dimensionless function

jc-l-ln x
(1-JC)'

has been plotted in Pig. 3. To estimate the value of ctâ  we put

and obtain
imq s 7. 5 MeV •

This value is close to the current masses of the up and down

quarKs. Thus, it is possible that the masses of quarks from the

first family come entirely from radiative corrections.

Lepton masses

Since leptons do not interact strongly the whole one-loop

radiative corrections to their masses must be of electroweak

origin. Therefore, we may expect them to be naturally one order

of magnitude smaller than those for quarks. Similarly to the

quark case, lepton mass corrections are dominated by diagrams

analogous to that of Fig.2 with quarks (squarks) replaced by

leptons (sleptons) and the giumo replaced by one of the

chargmes or neutral inos. In the minimal super symmetric extension

of the standard model there are two physical charginos and four

neutralinos which are the mixtures of the following interaction

states: gaugincs 5° (bmo), w°. wf (wmos) and hlggsinos

£°, h°, S! [i]. Of course, the contributions to lepton

masses depend on these mixings. To estimate the leading

corrections, let us notice that higgsinos interact very weakly

vherezs vinos do not interact with right-handed leptons. Thus,

ihe "lomlnatine contribution is given by the diagram with the

biao. Let us assume for simplicity that the bmo is the physical

particle with the mass jajj. Then, we get

(4)
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where g' is called the coupling constant of the U(i) gauge group.

Under the assumptions analogous to Eqs. (3):

S 1

together with

ill <» , i _L_
4* " cos' ew 3 i 37

Eq. (4) takes the form

s 0. 27 HeV l16eV

Once again, we have been able to produce a number close to tine

physical mass of the first family fermion u n thj s case - the

electron). Therefore, it is natural to assume that the irarses ;f

first family fermions are of the radiative origin. This way, v.o

get tne proper mass hierarchy. The experimental value: of trie

masses can be easily obtained by appropriate adjustment of i'";e

sfermion parameters.

KIT me

So far, we have been neglecting the existence of various

families of tensions and the mixings between them. Now, vc are

going to. relax this limitation. To simplify our discusnon, let

us assume the existence of only two generations. Tiie more general

case can be worked-out in a similar way

We assume that the tree-level quark mass matrices are

diagonal but there is non-zero mixing between cquarks of various

families. Together with our earlier discussion, this means that

the tree-level quark mass term has the form

lu
ms .

(5)

whereas the physical squarKs are expressed in terms of right and

left fields by the formulae (replacing Eq. (i>)
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u

—
u
I

1

3

i

- 1 1 h

In general, mixing matrices (U^) and (Dij) are arbitrary.

However, in the supergravity models they are determined by the

tree-level quark mass matrix [2). In particular, the diagonal

quarh mass matrix ic.f. Eq.(5)) would imply the lacK of family

nixing (both in the quark and squark sectors) up to all orders of

perturbative expansion. Thus, it is essential for our approach to

consider a model in which squark mixing is independent of the

mass term for quarks.

Up to terms of ortler O(gs
s) there are two types of diagrams

EeneratinE non-zero cruarX mixing. Diagrams of the first type

(shown in Fig.(»)) contribute directly to the quark mass matrix.

They are of the same order of magnitude as the diagram depicted

in Fig. (2; (discussed previously), i.e. gs^£ja/i6ir^. The other

typs of corrections to ti\« quark mass matrix is generated by the

different renormalization of the left- and right-banded wave

iuncticns (c. f. Fig. (5)). these corrections are suppressed in

comparison with those of Fig. •*) by the factor mq/nTg '. Within

the approximation employed by us, they can be safely neglected.

The resulting quark mass term at the one-loop level has the

following structure:

[u c)
O{g

Oig O{m

(6)

s)
Q[g O(jn

" Diacram in Fig. (5) can be also drawn as a direct mass cor-

rection. One should add a cross denoting heliclty flip on one of

the external lines. In this case the proportionality to the quark

BiaSS IS ObviOUS.
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Diagonalizing mass matrices of Eq. (6), we can find the quark

mix in* angle Og. It is of the order Oigs
s/S6ns am/as). Since the

masses of the up ana down quarks are generated radlatxvely we get

-. 0(1/20) . (7)

The last number should be compared with the experimental value of

the Cablbbo angle, sin 6C • 0.22. The agreement isn't striking

but we should remember that Eq. (7) gives only an order of magni-

tude estimate. It is unnatural to expect that AIB1J for each pair

of squarks is exactly the same. With different aWs the factor of

4 can be easily generated leading to a good agreement with the

experimental value ".

Eq. (7) is only slightly modified if more families are taken

into account. In this case the mixing of the n-tb quark with

lighter quarks is of the order

Thus, mixing angles of heavier quarks are naturally smaller then

those of lighter ones. This way we reproduce the observed pattern

of the mixing matrix.
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Lifetimes of Heavy Mesons
and the

Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrix

Bernd Lohr
DESY, Hamburg, FRG

I. The Kobayashi-Maskawa M a t r i x : Part 1

Throughout this taik Ihe expression "heavy meson" is used for mesons containing at least
one charm or bottom quark or the respective antiquark. In genera! quark; are not stable.
They decay by theii couplings to the weak charged current. The mass eigcnstates of the
quarks are however different from the weak eigenstates to which thf charged current couples.
The relation between these two sets of eigenstates is given by the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.

weak eigenstates mass eigenstales

By convention the mass mixing in the left handed weak isodoublets is chosen to occur only
between the charge -1/3 members of the isodoublets.

For the presently known three generations of quarks the matrix V is a unitary 3 >. 3 matrix
with four real parameters. M. Kobayashi and K. Maskawa parametrized this matrix [1 in
terms of three real angles and one complex phase.

• (
- s2c3e

I s, = sinSi, e, = cost,; t = 1,...,3

J The parameters of this mixing matrix can be determined by analyzing processes which involve

l
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weak charged current interactions. From the experimental point of view there arc two kinds
of such processes.

• The "weak production" processes, like e.g. deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering,
shown in fig. la. The measured quantity is the cross section.

• Decays of quarks, as shown in fig. lb. In this case the experimentally determined
quantity is the lifetime.

In both cases a straightforward extraction of the K.-M. matrix dements is not possible because
free quarks don't exist. In deep inelastic scattering experiments the target is always a nucleon
and one has to know the structure functions of the bound quarks. The decays of quarks cannot
be observed directly. Only the lifetimes of visible hadrons can be measured and it is a priori
not clear how to relate them to hypothetical quark lifetimes.

For the determination of the matrix element V^, mainly data on nuclear 0 decays and a
comparison to the jj-decay have been used !2j. In the p-decay the virtual W-boson couples
to (p.'vl with full strength, as shown in fig. 2a. In a nuclear 5-decay the W couples to the
u quark proportional to V'ud. as indicated in fig. 2b. The result of a recent analysis [3] is

|V«i! = 0.9729 ±0.0012

The determination of V'u, involves processes with strange quarks. An analysis J4J of KB
and hypcron decays leads to

jVwi = 0.221 ± 0.002

Under the assumption thai only three generations of quarks exist one can determine !V^|
from unitarity, once IV î and iVu,| are known.

iV^!5 + :V'«!» + iV'^i1 = 1 => iV«t!*= 0.005 ±0.003

The disadvantage of this procedure is that the large relative error, which makes the result
compatible with zero, is mainly given by theoretical uncertainties in extracting jV^j and JV ,̂)
from ihc data. Thus an improvement can only be achieved by the determination of |Vrt| from
the lifetimes of bottom hadrons.

For the determination of K.-M. matrix elements involving charm quarks one can use
lifetime measurements of charm and bottom hadrons and charm production in deep inelastic
scattering processes. In the rest of this talk I will report on lifetime measurements and
concentrate inainh on results from F*e~ storage ring experiments.

II. Lifetime Measurements of Charm Mesons at PEP and PETRA

The typical lifetime r of charm mesons is of the order of 10~us to 10~"s. In the laboratory
the mean decay length / of a hadron is / = iflcT, with -7 = p/E and 1 = 1/v'l — £*• At
the center of mass energies of the PEP and PETRA storage rings one finds for the produced
charm mesons a value for ~i0 of 2 to 5. This leads to decay lengths of approximately 0.1mm to
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1.0mm. High precision drift chambers offer a spatial resolution which is adequate to measure
the tracks of the decay products and reconstruct the decay vertex for such decay lengths.

In the following 1 will describe the experimental methods applied to measure the lifetimes
of various charm mesons in e+e" storage ring experiments and present results.

Meaturement of the P°-Lifctime

For the identification of D° mesons in e+e~ annihilation events one takes advantage of the
charged D' decay into D° mesons |5].

£»*+ -> DV\- BR = (49 ± 8)%

The D° mesons subsequently decay mainly into the following final states

LT — K-*+ ; BR = (5.4 ±0.4)%
K-ir+7r" ; BR = (17.3 ±1.7)%
K'***-** ; BR = (10.9 ±1.0)%

The mass difference Am = mB.,-m£i» is hardly above the charged pion mass. This results in
a very small Q-value for the D" decay. The distribution of calculated mass differences between
reconstructed D' and D° candidates exhibits a narrow peak for real D",D° combinations.
This can be seen in fig. 3, where TASSO data on the decay D° —• K'rt* are shown. The
small Q-value for the D' decay not only facilitates the identification of D° mesons but also
helps in the reconstruction of the D° decay vertex. It allows only a very small transverse
momentum for the transition pion which therefore passes through the D° decay vertex within
the measuring accuracy. The situation is visualized in fig. 4. The transition pion can thus
be used as an additional track in the fit for the decay vertex and for the determination of the
D° decay length.

Most of the present detectors at e+e~ storage rings measure much more accurately the
coordinates of a reconstructed vertex in a plane perpendicular to the e+e~ beams (x-y plane)
than in a plane containing the beam axis. The primarily measured quantity is the x-y
projection ln of the decay length /. The direction of the D° momentum can be determined
sufficiently well to calculate the three dimensional decay length according to

t = .**L with to — polar angle of the D° directionstnap

Technically the determination of the decay length for an individual decay proceeds as follows.
Fint the decay vertex is reconstructed and fitted in the x-y plane using the identified decay-
products and including the transition pion. Propagation of the measuring errors for the
tracks results in an error matrix for the decay vertex position in the transverse plane. Second
the origin of the V meson in this plane has to be determined. This is the decay vertex
of the charged V meson which for all practical purposes coincides with the event vertex
because the D* lifetime is very short. The event vertex could in principle be determined
from all tracks not coming from decays of long lived particles, e.g. if", A. However, given
the measuring accuracy of present detectors, it is preferable to* use a nominal event vertex
determined by averaging over many events. The beam profiles in the x-y plane determine
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then a probability distribution for individual event vertices around the nominal interaction
point. This can be well described by a two dimensional Gaussian distribution with variances
oz,oy which are calculable from the storage ring parameters. Typical values are ox s= 500p
and oy ar \0(i. In this way one determines origin and decay point of the D". both with
uncertainties described by error ellipses. The geometrical situation is shown in fig. 5. The
most probable two dimensional decay length comes out to be

_ xva
m

with :
Zmifi; : coordinates of decay vertex
tz,tv : direction cosines of the D° momentum
a,, : quadratic sum of the error ellipses of decay vertex and event vertex

The individual decay time r of the D° is then

ain$D ifie ' ED*

Fig. 6 shows a distribution of individual D° decay times measured by the Markll experiment
[6'. The shape of this distribution is a result of a convolution of several contributions.

• The "prompt" £7° decays: These are the genuine D° decays . They give rise to an
exponential decay time distribution, folded however with a Gaussian distribution due
to measurement errors.

• Background under the D" signal: This amounts to approximately 10% to 30% depending
on the decay mode. Its contribution to the decay time distribution is a Gaussian.

• D' mesons coming from B meson decays: Approximately 5% of the identified D° mesons
originate from B meson decays via the chain B —» D* —» D°. Their contribution to the
decay time distribution is a convolution of two exponentials and ?. r~ussian.

• Background containing tracks from B meson decays: The contribution of this back-
ground gives a non zero average decay time. Its shape is derived from a Monte Carlo
simulation.

The lifetime TD of the D° meson is determined from the measured decay time distribution
by a maximum likelihood fit taking into account all the above listed contributions. Fig. 7
shows the collection of measured D° lifetimes as they were presented at the 1985 International
Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions in Kyoto (7}. Included are also measurements
from fixed target experiments. The only new result from an t*e' experiment since the
Kyoto conference comes from the TASSO collaboration [8j. Their updated value is rD, =
(4.31J2 ± 0.8) • 1O-1S*.
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Measurement of the D* Lifetime

For the charged D lifetime there exists up to now only one measurement from e*e~ storage
ring experiments. This is the Markll result |9]. It was derived using the decay sequence

The difficulty with this final state is the detection of the low momentum neutral transition
pion which is necessary to make use of the mass difference distribotios for the identification
of the D*. All other results for the charged D lifetime come from fixed target experiments.
Fig. 8 shows a compilation of D* lifetimes as presented at the Kyoto conference ',71.

Measurement of the F± Lifetime

The production of the charmed strange meson F* in i~c~ interactions has been reported
by several experiments jlO'j. The only published F* lifetime measurement from storage ring
experiments comes from the HRS collaboration jll'i. The F mesons were identified by the
decay

J * -<!>** ; e > - J T / T .

In total 17 F-decay vertices have been reconstructed. The result is

TF= = (3.51JJ ± 0.9) 10"IS*.

Fig. 9 shows this result together with two other values from fixed target experiments.

III. Lifetime Measurements of Bottom Hadrons at P E P and PETRA

At e' e~ storage rings individual B mesons have been identified up to now only by experiments
at CESR at Cornell aad DORIS at DESY [12]. These storage rings operate at renter of mass
energies near the 66 production threshold. The boost parameter -> for B mesons is very small
and the decay lengths in the laboratory system are too short to be resolved by the used
experimental techniques. At the PEP and PETRA storage rings no experiment succeeded
so far in reconstructing individual B hadrons. For the measurement of fi hadron lift-time?
methods other than in the case of charm mesons have to be appiied. Most method? io
determine the bottom lifetime start with a procedure to select a data sample with enriched
B hadron content. One way to achieve that is to exploit the momentum spectrum of lepton*
from semiieptonic B hadron decays. Because of the high B hadron mass their transverse
momenta w.r.t. the jet axis, which is approximately the B hadron flight direction, are large.
Fig. 10 shows a. Monte Cario simulation result for lepton p, spectra from decays of charm and
bottom mesons. By selecting events containing identified leptons with p, > l.OGeV 'c one
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arrives at a data sample which is enriched with B hadroris. Other procedures for enrichmtn:
use the event topology of lib events which is determined by the large mass of B hadrons. Ai
an example I will describe here the 'boosted sphericity product" method used by TASSO
!l3;. Hadronic events from c~t~ annihilations are devided into two jets. Each jet is then
boosted approximately to its rest frame. A value of / = 0.7 has been found appropriate by
Monte Carlo simulations for this transformation. For the panicles of each jet the sphericity is
calculated in the boosted frame. Jets containing bottom hadrons will have a large sphericity.
By requiring that the product of boosted sphericities of an event is bigger than 0.1 one arrives
at a data sample which contains approximately 32% bb events. 35% ee events and 33/t "J,c.s
events. In addition one can prepare with the same method a B hadron depleted data, sample
by demanding the sphericity product to be less than 0.1. This is of advantage for comparison
and studies of sytematic errors.

Once the enriched data sample has been prepared the most common way to determine the
bottom lifetime is the impact parameter method. The impact parameter is the distance of
closest approach of a track to the event vertex. Tracks originating from decays of long lived
particles have large impact parameters. High transverse momentum tracks coming from the
decay of heavy particles enhance the effect as shown in fig. 1 la. Tracks from decays of long
lived panicles; in general intersect the sphericity axis in that hemisphere which contains the
jet the particle belongs, to. For such tracks the impact parameters are positive. Because of
measuring errors the intersection can be in the opposite hemisphere in which case the impact
parameters are given a negative sign. The procedure is explained in fig. l ib.

Experiments which use the semileptonic decays of bottom hadronE to enrich the data
sample generally analyze the impact parameter distribution of the lepton tracks. Fig. 12
shows such distributions from several experiments. The mean values of these distributions
are positive and indicate contributions from long lived, heavy panicles. In fig. 13 an im-
pact parameter distribution is presented which was obtained by TASSO using the sphericity
product method for enrichment and plotting the impact parameters of all tracks in an event.
For comparison the same distribution is shown also for a bottom depleted data set. A clear
difference can be seen.

A measurement for the bottom lifetime is obtained by comparing the mean value of the
impact parameter distribution u> Monte Carlo simulations with different bottom lifetimes
as input parameters. Such a comparison is shown in fig. 14. Results for bottom lifetime
measurement*: are collected in fig. 15 which was presented at the Kyoto conference 17j. A
weighted average of all results gives

J» = (1.26 ± 0.16) -10* "s.

One remark is appropriate concerning this result. The experiments use different bot-
tom enrichment procedures. This can result in different mixtures of various bottom hadron
species in each date sample. If the different bottom hadrons have different lifetimes then the
experiments do not measure all the same quantity. Fig. 14 shows that within the present
experimental errors all results are still consistent with a unique bottom lifetime.

hi addition to the impact parameter method several experiments trieu alternative pro-
cedure? to determine the bottom lifetime. Although individual bottom mesons cannot be
identified yet at PEP and PETRA one can try to find candidates for decay vertices of long
lived particles by combining a certain number of tracks. The so derived unspecific decay
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length distribution is still sensitive to the contribution of bottom hadron decays. By a com-
parison with a Monte Carlo simulation the bottom lifetime can be extracted, this has first
been demonstrated by the Mark II experiment \U]. They used their data sample enriched
with bottom hadrons by selecting high p, lepton events. In each jet secondary decaar vertices
were searched for by combining at least three tracks with momenta p > 600MeV/c. The
obtained decay length distribution is shown in fig. 16. The Mark H result for the bottom
lifetime from this method is

This value is in good agreement with the world average.
The TASSO experiment used the same method of vertex candidate reconstruction but with

an unbiased data sample, not enriched with bottom hadrons [lSj. This avoids the systematic
uncertainties in modelling the enrichment procedure in the Monte Carlo simulation. They
took all combinations of three tracks not having the same charge. If several vertex candidates
in one jet were found the one with the lowest Xs was chosen. From the obtained decay length
distribution, which is shown in fig. 17 , they obtained the preliminary result

The TASSO experiment applied (till another method. It exploits the fact that if one
bottom hadron is present in a jet the other jet must contain also one. This is beeause at
PEP and PETRA energies bottom hadrons are the primary htdrons in the fragmentation
chain. A simplistic picture of a typical e+e~ annihilation event containing bottom mesons
is shown in fig. 18. The B and ~B mesons, together with some other tracks, emerge from
the event vertex. After some time each bottom meson decays into a charm meson and other
particles at a secondary decay vertex. The charm mesons in tarn decay to complete the
observable final state. The sphericity axis of the event is a good approximation for the flight
directions of the bottom mesons which are almost back to back. The intersections of tracks
from the two jets with the sphericity axis duster therefore at separate positions for events
with bottom hadrons. The situation is illustrated in fig. 19. The average cluster positions
r, and r, along the jet axis define a distance p = fi - r», which is called the dipole length of
the event. Cluster positions can be positive or negative depending on which side of the event
vertex they are located along the jet axis. In detail the determination of the dipole length
precedes in several steps. Pint one determines the sphericity axis in the ususal way. Then
tracks are given weights

where o. is their angle with the sphericity axis and ot m the error of the track fit. With these
weighted tracks the sphericity axis is redetermined such that

f (r,-(r))*

becomes a minimum. N is the number of tracks in the event. In a second step new cluster
positions and the dipole length are recalculated using different weigths for the tracks
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where ft is the rapidity of a track. This emphaiises tracks from bottom hadron decays
because of the hard bottom fragmentation function. The rrsnlting dipole length distribution
is shown In fig. 20a. A comparison of the average dipole length with results of Monte Carlo
simulations using different bottom lifetimes MM input is displayed in fig. 20b. It yields a
preliminary value [15] of

n = (uraiJS ± 0.26) • vrua.
vrell in agreement with the other values quoted by the TASSO experiment.

IV. The Kobaya«hi-Mathawa Matrix ; Part

In the previous chapter it was explained how lifetimes of charm and bottom hadrons were
measured in e*e~ experiments. In this chapter we will discuss how the Kohayashi-Maskawa
matrix ehunenis can be extracted from the experimental results.

The simplest picture for the decay of a heavy meson is the spectator model. The meson is
a bound state of, let's say, a heavy quack and a liftb antiquark. It i« assumed that irrespective
of the strong binding forces the heavy quad decays independently into a lighter quark and a
virtual W boson and the light spectator antiquark does not influence this process. The lighter
quark and the antiquark fragment tnto final state hadrons. The virtus] W boson decays into
a pair of leptons or quarks, the latter fragmenting into hadrous as an independent system.
This is illustrated by the diagram in fig. 21. The spectator model predicts that the Efctimes
of all hadrons containing the same species of heavy quarks shouHr be equal. In the case of
charm, where the lifetimes of individual types of particles have been measured, one finds
however that the lifetimes of the W and the U* diner by roughly a factor of two. This
means that processes other than those described by the-apectator diagrams mutt contribute
significantly.
Fig. 22 shows a collection of diagrams which in addition to the spectator diagrams can
contribute to the D° and D* decays. The exchange diagram exists only for the D* decay
and the annihilation diagram only for the 0 * decay. It is at present not clew to what extent
these processes are responsible for the different lifetimes. The color mixing diagram exists
for both decays. In the case of the iJ* mesons the final state quark configuration is the same
as for the spectator process. The two processes therefore interfere. A quantitative analysis
shows that this, interference is destructive. This increases the I>* fifetime • j . t . the IK. We
see that one can at least qualitatively understand the difference in Ufetimss of the charged
and neutral D mesons. ,

The non spectator diagrams discussed above do not contribute JU» the senrileptonic decays
of D* and IT mesons. Then at least the aemfleptoric decay rates should be equal. For the
semileptonk decay branching ratios one finds:

With the ratio of measured lifetimes

^ = 2.07 ±0.23
To.
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one gets
T(D- — Ci'X\ = (1.14 = 0.20) - 10-"-V/tl'

T(D° - e"t/-Y) = (1.24 i 0.18) • 10~I0.VM'

Within the quoted errors these partial decay widths are indeed equal. This suggests that the
respective K.-M. matrix elements can be obtained from the semileptonic decays of D nsesons.
The spectator model predicts:

with

euX) = I > - eVu) ( — ) ;/,,;Ve,j
2 -r jVW'j • /per

fpi — 0.5 ± 0.1 ; phase space factor

fgco — 0.B5 ± 0.05 ; QCD correction factor

Since there is on!y one measured value, the partial decay width, but wo quantities, 'Y.j and
'Va\. to be determined, one needs extra information. The ratio W^J-Xt,- can be obtained
from an analysis of the momentum spectrum of leptons from charm decays (see fig. 10).
Accounting for all uncertainties in the analysis, and using also data on charm production :;:<
neutrino nucleon scattering [I6; one arrives at ,17;

0.219 < jl'rfi < 0.225

0.973 < !V«i < 0.975

In the case of the bottom quark matrix elements cne proceeds very simtiar. Here we do
not have the problems of different bottom hadron lifetimes. The spectator model prediction,
with all the numbers inserted already, is:

., _ (2.78 ±0.18)-10-'*
iV*! = TTTB

 r»
„, ,j Jb(l-23 x 0.09) -10-"

1 -!• KB

where rt is measured in seconds and

B ~ T[B - eve)
The ration Rg can again be extracted from the lepton momentum spectrum of semileplonic
bottom decays. Up to now only upper limits have been derived experimentally. Taking the
limit RB < 0-08, which was reported at the Kyoto conference |7; one finds, accounting foi all
uncertainties

|V.»! < 0.008

0.037 < Wa] < 0053
Using unitarity and the assumption that there are only three generations of quarks, one

can now calculate the whole Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. The present state of our knowledge
on the matrix elements is summarized in ;17';.

After the determination of the K.-M. matrix elements for charm and bottom quarks one
can make the following remarks:
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1. 1 be fact ihat Uie bo!'.o:n quark !hes much ionger than the charm quark, inspilp of i»s
muc.'i Digger r:ia>t. if reiii'.rii to ,VU.. bcir.g ^ery smai! un<l Vri. <" ! „

2. We recogi:)ze thai.

lvk - ^ l

This irieans that the mixing is smaller in the higher generation.

Concluding this talk one can state that our knowledge of the Kohayashi-Maskawa matrix
hat very much improved with the resuils from lifetime mesurements of heavy quarks.

10
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 a.) Diagram for the "weak production process" in deep inelastic lepton mitlvon
scattering.
b.) Diagram for the decay of heavy quarks.

Figure 2 a.) W-boson coupling in p-decay.
b.) W-boson coupling in nuclear 0-decay.

Figure 3 Mass difference plot for reconstructed 17*, D° combinations.
Figure 4 Geometry of the D" —» D°x~ and subsequent D° -> K'ir~ decays.
Figure 5 Schematic picture of the reconstruction of the most probable decay length.
Figure 6 D° decay time distribution measured by MarkH.
Figure 7 Compilation of measured D° lifetimes.
Figure 8 Compilation of measured D* lifetimes.
Figure 9 Compilation of measured F*lifetimes.
Figure 10 Monte Carlo simulation of lepton p, spectra from charm and bottom decays.
Figure 11 a.) Schematic drawing of bottom decays leading to tracks with large impact pa-

rameters.
b.) Definition of the sign of an impact parameter.

Figure 12 Impact parameter distribution for identified leptons.
Figure 13 Distribution of impact parameters from all tracks in an event as measured by

TA5SO using a data sample which is enriched by the sphericity product method.
For comparison also the result from a depleted sample is shown.

Figure 14- Determination of the bottom lifetime by comparing the measured average impact
parameter with Monte Carlo simulations by TASSO.

Figure 15 Compilation of measured bottom lifetimes.
Figure 16 Decay length distribution obtained by MarkD for secondary vertex candidates;

enrichment of bottom content by high pi leptons.
Figure 17 Decay length distribution obtained by TASSO for secondary vertex candidates; no

enrichment procedure.
Figure 18 Simplistic picture of an e*<~ annihilation event containing bottom mesons.
Figure 19 Definition of a dipole length of an e"1 e" annihilation event.
Figure 20 a.) Dipole length distribution measured by TASSO.

b.) Determination of the bottom lifetime from the measured average dipole length
by comparison with Monte Carlo simulations.

Figure 21 Spectator model diagram for the decay of heavy mesons.
Figure 22 Non spectator diagrams contributing to the JJ* and D° decays.

12
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Fig. 1a) Diagram for
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Fig. 2a) W- boson coupling
in j i - decay

Fig. 2b) W-boson coupling
in nuclear p- decay
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IHFRARED FIXED POIHT STRUCTURE OF THE FERHIOH MASSES

IH THE STANDARD MODEL: THE TWO-LOOP ANALYSIS

P. Krawczyk and H. OlechowsKi,

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University.

Hoza 69. 00-68i Warsaw

POLAND

(presented by P. KrawczyK)

A B S T R A C T

In the standard model, the renormal l zat ion
group equation for the Yukawa couplings has the
infrared fixed point which determines the upper
bound for the masses of fermions present in the
theory, we review this effect within the two loop
approximation and report the IOX increase of the
bound compared to the one loop results. .We also
notice and investigate the strong dependence of tr.e
bound on the precise value ot the Weinber/ angle.
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In this talk we present a brief and preliminary survey

of our original paper [1} to which an interested reader

should refer for more detailed discussion.

Hone of various intriguing features of the fermion mass

spectrum has been fully understood or explained. Thus, it

seems extremely interesting that some of them may result

from the infrared fixed point structure ' of the

renormal1zation group equations within the standard model.

This possibility has been pointed out by Pendleton and Ross

[2] who noticed tiiat in gauge theories, the evolution of the

Yukawa couplings is determined by the competition between

diagrams with gauge boson and scalar loops. This competition

leads to the occurrence of the infrared fixed* point in the

evolution equations. If the fixed point were, readied. It

would determine the Yukawa couplings and (after spontaneous

symmetry breaking) also the fermion masses..

This line of reasoning has been followed by several

authors [2-7]- up to now, the most extensive analysis has

been performed by Bagger et al. [5]. They noticed that since

the gauge group is spontaneously broken at the energy scale

of order of the weak boson mass !%, the evolution equations

as given by the unbroken group become invalid and thus, the

mathematical fixed point is never reached. In some cases,

the evolution of the Yukawa couplings may last long enougn

to pull them close to the fixed point (so called "physical
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fixed point"), in some others the initial values of the

couplings may be left unchanged. After the detailed

numerical "experiments" the authors of Ref. [5] have showed

that under the assumption of the validity of perturbative

unification, one can get the upper limit on masses of

fermlons present in the theory:

E mq 2 J (355 GeV) 2 (l)

for quarKs and

Z mi,2 i (330 GeV) 2 (2)

for leptons. Similarly, if the theory, contained N H + 3

families, the masses of the lightest new particles would

satisfy the inequalities

fflQ i 250/fHH QeV (3. a)

niL i 235/fHH QeV (3. b)

We have refined the analysis of Ref. [5] using the two-

loop renormalization group equations [6J. Although we

confirm the general features of the results of Bagger et

al. , we find that some of their conclusions are somewhat

premature and must be corrected.
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The inclusion of the two-loop radiative corrections

leads in general to 5-1OZ relaxation of the bounds (1-3). We

illustrate this fact in Fig. 1 wiuch shows the quantity

T0 = E V
(Yq is the Yukawa coupling of a quark q; we assume the lacK

of mixing) taken at the weak scale as a function of its

initial value T Q ( H X ) . The two-loo? curves has been obtained

by the numerical integration of the evolution equation as

given in Ref. [fl].

There is also another effect which acts in the same

direction as the inclusion of the two-1 cop corrections: the

bounds show strong dependence on the value of the Veinberg

angle. The main cause for this dependence is the relation

between the unification mass scale Hx and the veinberg

angle: smaller- Oy requires larger H x and thus longer

evolution time [91

t w = -l/<4»)
2 loe(Hw/Hx).

Of course, this effect is present already at the one-loop

level but it has been overlooked in Ref. [5] (tw has been

fixed with the value t w = 0.2).

With the present data (see for Instance [to])

: 0.215 * 0. O15 (4)

and the weakest limit on fermion masses is obtained for

smsev=0.20. Since the relations u-3) have been calculated
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for sin26tf « o.215, one has to correct them by another loz.

This can be easily seen in Fig.2 in which we have plotted

the bound on the quantity TQ(MV) as a function of sufiOvWy)

for the case of 4. 7 and 8 families (the curve for eight

generations do not cover the full range of sin 2^; it could

not be continued for s u / 2 ^ < 0.215 since it would violate

the assumption of perturbative unification).

Inspecting Fig. 2. we can'find the corrected bounds on

the quarK masses in the standard model (mq = Yq 1T5 GeV).

The relation (l) has to be replaced by

E IBq2 « (400 GeV) 2 (5)

whereas instead of Eq. (3.a) we get

fflq < 205/fHH GeV (6}

If however the Weinberg angle were found close to its

present upper limit, the bounds would be much tighter. For

instance, for the lightest new quark

Similar considerations would give as the corrected Urr.;-. s

for lepton masses. Since tr.ey are of rather little practical

importance we do not list them here.
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FIOURE CAPTIOHS

Pif. l Tbe quantity TQ(MV) versus TQ(HX) for * and 6

families within the two-loop (solid lines) and one-loop

(dashed lines) approximation. The veinberg angle has been

defined at the weak mass scale.

Fig. 2 The upper bound on the quantity Tgdty) as a

function of sln« ©wdty) for 4, 7 and 0 families. Solid lines

denotes the two-loop results and dashed lines denotes the

one-loop results.
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HEW BOUNDARY COHDITIOH IH THE BAG MODEL*1>*2»

Pawei G6rnicKi#3>, Andrzej szymacha**'

Hie aim cf this p*per is to investigate I
modification of tne H I T Bag Model > l, ai. namely, a
possible change of tne linear boundary condition:

- l n ^ y = • (l)

We propose its generalization:

(2)

Where «€]-!, l[ is a parameter we are going to
determine. For the purpose of tne quarK confinement any
value of gE]-i,l( is acceptable.

Tne boundary condition (2) has an interesting
physical interpretation.

Let * be a Dlrac field inside a fixed finite
square well formed by a mixture of the scalar and vector
(•electric) potentials*5' with the ratio (vector
potential)/(scalar potential) equal to e. The
equation of motion for the quark field * has the form :

i - v°esy - s* = o (3)

where

[ O inside the well

S0>0 outside the well .

If |«|<1 and the well is not too shallow

**>worK supported in part by the Research Program 01. 03.
« Z 1 Abbreviated from P. GornicKi, A. Szymacha. Phys. Lett. B
__ (19*6)
*3'Institute for Theoretical Physics, Polish Academy of

Sciences. Lotnlkow 32/46.PL-oe-666 Warsaw.Pol and
••'Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University,

Hota 69.PL-OO-601 Warsaw, Poland
•"The mixed scalar-vector potential was considered by many

authors in a somewhat different context [3.4,5).
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there exists the bound state for the Dirac particle in
this well. Hote that the Klein paradox is avoided here as
for tbe discussed ranee of c the scalar potential is
dominating. Thus, the barrier mar be arbitrary hi eh and one
can take So-><». In this limit solutions (continuous) of
tbe eq. (3) corresponding to the bound states are the same
as solutions of the free Dirac equation inside the cavity
with the boundary condition (2) at Its surface. The
derivation of the modified boundary condition is analogous
to that of the original HIT one, where only tbe scalar
potential was considered - see [1}

one could be worried by the fact that the
boundary condition (2) is not Lorentz covarlant (for
t*0). However, there is nothing wrong in It. The
condition (2) is applied in the fixed cavity approximation
where the frame of reference is already chosen by the
cavity itself. Then the proper treatment of the CH motion
allows us to relate quantities obtained in this
approximation to the relativistlcally covarlant quantities
describing the physical hadron.

The more serious problem is that the condition
(2) seems to break the charge conjugation symmetry. It
would be the case if the bag potential is produced by tbe
vacuum itself. However, the bag describes the effective
field acting on quarks inside a given hadron. If properly
applied the C operator will act not only on the quark field
but also on the effective confining field itself (this
results In the change of t to -£)#*>. In this
situation the charge conjugation symmetry of the model will
not be broken.

ve come to the conclusion that the bag model with
the modified boundary condition does not contradict any
general theoretical principle. There is no good reason to
put (, = o (a priori) as this was done in the HIT model.

unfortunately, we are not able to predict the
t value directly from QCD. Instead, we shall try to
determine it by fitting the model to the experimental data.

Ve propose to see what value of c fits the
static properties of nucleon - le. two magnetic moments
(Up. u n). two mean charge radii (rp, rn), the axial
formfactor (gA) and the Roper resonance mass (mjtoper>'

For simplicity we put quark masses equal to zero.
Calculations of all the nucleon properties are rather
straightforward and analogous to the e=O case, so we
win not discuss them here in detail.

#6>Compare [6) .
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in order to take care of the CH motion the point
of viev presented in [7,a) is adopted, ve assume that the
bag state describes the physical nucleon confined in an
fictlous, suitably chosen potential well. For the
simplicity the potential is taken in the form of an
infinite square well of the radius RWell-

The plonic cloud effects were treated within the
frameworK given in [9,10). The pionic cloud correction was
applied additiveiy which means that no mass and pi on
coupling constant renormaiization was performed and the
boundary condition was not changed due to the interactions
with plons. Those effects are relatively small for the bag
radii considered. Besides in our philosophy the bag
pressure describes all the forces acting on quarKs, also
those resulting from the interactions with pions. values
of the parameters necessary to perform the pionic cloud
calculations le. the A and * masses and coupling
constant f, were taken from the experiment.

The constant B is determined by the proton mass
which fixes the scale, hence, the t is the only free
parameter of our model. The Table l shows all six
quantities in question as the functions of (.. in
addition, the quantity f(<rp

2> * <rn
2>) is shown as it is

not influenced by the pionic corrections and thus
independent of that part of the model, we observe that for
C:-o.20 all six quantities come particularly close to
their experimental values.

Authors would like to thank dr. J. Bartelski and
dr. S. Tatur for many very interesting discussions.
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Table 1. Parameters and results of the model as functions of

units.

Parameters:

Rbag

"well

Results:

«A

"Roper

- 1 ,

' • / • '

' % • * '

•'"•,'1

-.30 -.25 -.20 -.15 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 experimental

1.72 1.78 1.83 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.13

5.52 5.77 6.00 6.23 6.46 6.67 6.88 7.09 7.29

3.73 3.86 3.98 4.10 4.21 4.32 4.42 4.52 4.62

3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.34 4.45 4.54 4.64 4.74 (3.99)

2.00 1.92 1.85 1.77 1.71 1.65 1.59 1.54 1.49 (1.62)

3.40 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.00 4.13 4.26 4.38 4.50 (3.64)

2.65 2.73 2.82 2.91 2.99 3.08 3.16 3.25 3.32 (2.79)

-1.81 -1.85 -1.90 -1.95 -2.00 -2.05 -2.10 -2.15 -2.19 (-1.91)

1.32 1.29 1.26 1.23 1.21 1.18 1.15 1.13 1.10 (1.25)

1.67 1.63 1.60 1.57 1.55 1.52 1.50 1.48 1.47 (1.49 - 1.58)

in
. ! • •o
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"At present our experimental understanding of CP violation can be
summarized by the statement of a single number. If we state that the mass

matrix which couples K and K has an imaginary off-diagonal tern given by

Im Mj2 = - 1.16 MT1 ev.

then all the experimental results related to CP violation can be accounted

for".

This sentence is part of the conclusion of the Nobel price lecture

of J.W. CRONTN (10.12.1980 - Stockholm). What a striking conclusion after 16

years (1964-1980) of very hard and beautiful work of the physics comnunity!

1 would like, in the status report I am presenting today, to cast a

glance at the parameter Im M ^ , and see with you that J.W. CKONIN was indeed

right. In the second part of this report, we shall see what has triggered a

revival of activity in the CP problem, since 1981, and where we stand today.

In the third part, we shall see which experimental results we can expect in

the next 3 years.

1 - INTRODUCTION OF THE PARAMETER Im M w : FORMALISM OF THE K SYSTEM

The time evolution of a state 4>(t) of a neutral K system, which can

be characterized by time dependent amplitude a(t) and b(t) for the (K*> and
-o
|K > components

+ <t) = a(t) |K"> +b(t) |?>,

is given by the Schrodinger equation

i * =».
dt

where H, the Hamiltonian describing the decay processes, i s not Hermitian
because of the decays.

If one writes H = M - iP, then the two matrices M (mass natrix) and
T (decay matrix) are 2 x 2 HERMITIAN matrices.



The Heimicity of the M and T matrices impl ie s :

and so, expressed in terns of their elements, the matrices are :

and

11

A -

General symmetry p r i n c i p l e s corresponding t o C ( p a r t i c l e - a n t i p a r t i c l e
conjugation) , T ( t i n e r e v e r s a l ) , and P ( p a r i t y ) , and to combinations of
them, such as CP or CPT, constrain the M and P matrix elements, i n ways
uhich are fundamental for the formalism of CP.

CPT INVARIANCE

T INVARIANCE

CP INVARIANCE

The above demonstrate that CP v io la t ion can be due t o CPT or t o T v i o l a t i o n
or t o both.



B — The CP eigenstates IP . K? t

With the following conventions :

CP|K"> = -

CP|K#> = -

the two states 1 ft

=_1 (K* -

are eigenvectors of the CP conserving Hsuoiltonian :

even for KT

odd for K»

CP|K"> = |P

The discovery, in 1964, of the decay of P in «*1T (even under CP,
CP|it'iT> = |u*ir>) gave evidence that CP was not conserved in E° decay. The
eigenstates cf the weak Hamiltonian H, not CP invariant, were then redefined
as Ks and E£ .

The eigenvectors Kf and K& of the diagonalised Matrix P + iM define
physical states with definite mass (a) and lifetime (X) :

•<t) = e"xfc •

The Schrodinger equation can be written :

= - * = **
dt

with eigenvalues
r xg =

\ 5 \ f * *
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and eigenvectors

K° = |K

[U+e-6)|K"> -

e i s the CP violation parameter with T non-invariance ;
S i s the CP violation parameter with CPT non-invariance.

i(ms - (Tf -

8 - 1
2 i(ms - m j + (Ts - T J / 2

The Don orthogonality of the two eigenvectors E and K :

<K° |K°> = 2 H e e - 2 i L n 8
S L

can be interpreted as the "impurity" coming from the CP-nor.-conserving pert
of the Hamiltonian. The impurity is small (found experimentally to be a few
per mill), and the goal, since 1964, has been to find where this CP viola-
tion originate : Im M^, Im f^, (f^ - T ^ ) , (Vi^ - M^) ?

2 - THE PARAMETER e'

The general form of the M and f matrix elements is the following

K" |H jn> <n|H
M . = m . 8. . + <K> |H !K°> + f

are flS = 2 transitions

are |K°> transition to virtual state n

r. .

are fiS = 1 transition to real final state.
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Since CP violation has been found in the me channel, we are inte-

JI the contribution of this

the so-called direct CP violation.

rested in the contribution of this violation to the imaginary part of F ,

One projects the K° and K states of the strong interaction onto the

itir isospin base. Because of Bose statistics and because of the pseudoscalar

character of E and it, the tvro allowed values of isospin are 1 = 0 and 2.

One defines :

it
<1tit, I=O|T1K"> = A e °

0

<itn, I=2!T|K°> = As e
 2

o i«
<mt, I=O|TIK > = A e "

0

<mt, I=2|T|?> r Â  e' 2

vher. S and S are the mi scattering phase shifts.

CPT in\-ariance implies the following relations :

AQ = - Aj if one defines CPT|K"> = - jK >

A = - A'
2 2

CP and CPT invariance implies :

Im Ao = 0
Im A, = 0

The experimental amplitudes that one measures are :

<ir>ir|T|K»>

uhich can be expressed, (using the K( and KL definitions and the appropriate

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, and assuming CPT invariance (S = 0)) as :
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<• (1 + « / ^2) + i (to + tz a / JI)

(1 + u / {2) + i £ <to + tt u / |2)

1 - |2 is + i e (to - {2 « \]

Im A
where t = i0 Re A

t = i.
' Be A Be A

Using |<*i t i - (given from K*
20

) and the AI = 1/2 rule

V * I

1 . . * * +

If there is CP invariance in the decays, the amplitude As and A( are real,

thus t = 0 t - 0 and :

V = \o =

Phase convention :

The definition of the parameter e' depends on some phase convention.

1. WJ and YANG have defined the K° , K° phase such that Ao is real,

thus tg = 0 and :

i Im A its -s ,
n< = £ + i L e » °

42 Ao

= e - 2iL

With :
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we have : V = e + «'

2. The Kobayashi-Maskaua model introduces another phase convention,

in the "quark base" : A2 is real (t̂  = 0), and Ao has a phase i, so one has

the relation :

ti = - (E + 2 5.) - 2 «'

2J2

Im M
E - Li calculated in the "quark base"
• Re M .

and

This second definition is used to calculate e' in the Kohayashi-

Maskawa model, and we shall see the results later.

In both cases, the phase of E' is given by the m phase shift

* = - * (S -8 ).
" 2 » •

3 - THE

WOLFENSTEIN [5]

LTS IN 1974

An extraordinary experimental programme was launched after 1964 and
continued unt i l 1974. All the parameters of CP violation in the K* system
were determinated, and we give the results quoted by Particle Data group [1]
in table 1.
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TABLE I

• ™ L 5

Asymmetry 8

in . .

V

\ .

*..

•n

If

= 0.535 + 0.002 . 1010 s"1

s (1.120 ± 0.003) 1010 s"1

= (3.33 + 0.14) 10-'

= (3.19 i 0.24) 10"3

= (2.274 ± 0.022) 10'3

= (44.6 4 1.2)*

= (2.33 + 0.08) 10-3

= (54 + 5)*

= 1.015 + 0.04

= - 0.005 4 0.014

t Calculated fron : BANNER e t a l . [2] 1.03 + 0.07
H0U3ER e t a l . [3] 1.00 i 0.06
CHBISTENSOJ e t a l . [4] 1.00 + 0.09

In parallel with the experimental progranme, theoretical speculations
fluorished. Among nany hypotheses, the model proposed by L. WDUENSTEIN [5]
«as compatible with the experimental parameters. He proposed the "super
i«akn aodel. In th i s model the CP violation ia due to a AS = 2 transi t ion.
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One writes the weak Hamiltonian in the form :

H = a. Hl + & H'

where tf is the normal weak interaction (AS = 1, CP invariant), and H' is

AS - 2, CP violating.

The amplitude of the violation is of the order of e, and is used to
fix the ratio a/9 by assuming it is due to the interference term between the
first-order "super weak" interaction and the second order "Fermi" interac-
tion.

« = F /(? = £ x 10*

Expressing the formulae for

quantities, one finds :

and P •• in terms of these

which means

In

Re

In

Re

Mn

M

12

11

C

C

=

a.

B
a1

0

a2

"no direct CP violation". «* = 0

= e = 43.7* ± 0.2' «' = 0,

which is quite compatible with the data of table I.

Going back to the expression of e :

- Tt)/2

one finds :
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So, having measured e, m$ - m^, T S " V one can calculate

-!• M = -1.16 x 10""ev. This only parameter contains all the information

we have on CP violation.

Since no occurence of CP violation has been detected in any other

process, we understand Cronin's 1980 statement, with which I started.

4 - TOE KOEAYASHI-MASKAWA V™*- = 1TMTTS CM e'/e CAI£UIATIONS

The proposition, by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1973, of a '"natural" CP

violation in a model employing the gauge group SU(2) x UU) with three pairs

of quarks is remarkable. It has started a new the calculation of the CP-vieo-

lation parameter.

The weak hadronic current, in this model, is :

Ĵ  = (u, c, t) 7̂  (1 - Ts) U (d, s, b) ,

where U is the famous K - M matrix :

U = iff
CB

The U are functions of 3 angles ("a la Cabibbo") 8 8 8 , and the I
« i 1 2 3 I j

are, in addition, functions of "5", which i s interpreted as the CF-violation
phase.

If 8 i s non zero, the if matrix elements, in coupling s —• c, s —> t,
b —• c, b —» t, will result in CP violation due to imaginary terms coming
from 8. CP violation wil l not be confined to K system (s —• c and s —» t; ,
but can, at least, be expected in association with other flavour particles,
B, for instance. These new effects, whether detectable or not, i s something
which must be considered, but which will not be treated here.

Such an explanation of CP violation i s a l l well and fine, but the
next question i s can the parameters S, e, e' be evaluated ? Many detailed
papers [6] have been published on this subject.

The two main diagrams, which are necessary to the understanding of -
these discussions, are shown in figures 1 and 2.
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s-

u.c.t

d—_

w

u.c.t

w

FIG. I FIG. II

Figure 1, called a "box diagram", is a AS = 2 transition, and

dominates the M mass matrix element calculation.

Figure 2, the so-called "Penguin diagram", is a AS = 1 transition.

It can be used to evaluate P ^ decay matrix element, and to introduce the

strong interactions via the gluon exchange.

A detailed calculation of diagrams in figures 1 and 2 is not trivial,

but the main point we want to stress is that the calculation, though

involving parameters which are not known precisely, will, nevertheless,

predict results in a quite large range. We give the main hypotheses and

conclusions of some such calculations [6].

1. One still needs more precise values of 8 , 8(. The B lifetime and

the branching ratio f(b -+ a) / f(b —» c) are important as input.

2. Obviously, the c and t quark masses are needed to calculate

diagrams of the type of figures 1 and 2. The biggest uncertainty

is now the t quark mass.

3. QCD calculations are not done following a unique hypothesis. A
big factor - which can be as large as a factor 3 - is still
questionable.

The conclusions on e and c' are the following :

Using the new phase definition of the &* and K base, which keeps A

real, one introduces :

or (A#) -. exp <-i t)(A#) = A,
quark base quark base
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1 - Result on e

|e| = 2-" 1 |«B + 2 tl

with «. = In M w / Re Mif = 2 Sj c^ s, sinS P(82,

s* (1 + IVd-i)] Inn) -cj {r\ + [V(l-«1)] In *))
P(6 , ti) = _2 z-6

c* i\ + s4 - 2 sj cj [V<1-1)] In

where i| = —

= f s, ot st sin 8 i°JL
In (itf/n1) - s{ In

Here, f is the fraction of the effective "Penguin" Hamiltonian contribution
to the real decay amplitude Ag when the phase S is equal to zero.Ag

Reasonable hypotheses for m , m( , and f gives comparable contributions to ^
and to Zt. with the opposite sign. But, since these two terms are functions
of S, no definitive conclusion can be drawn for S and for the value of e.

2 - Result an le'/el

In the new base defined earlier, | e 'A I can be written :

|«'/«l = I- |2t / (e • 2t)|
20 "

The cancellation of the factor 2 sa c2 sa sin 5 in the ratio of s'
to e allows us to predict |t'/«|.

These results are in the form of limits, and a lower bound on (e'A |
has been calculated by F.J. GILMAN and J.S. HAGELIN [7] : |c'/e| > 2/1000.

As we said, large variations are possible in the determination of
I«*/« 1 - Sane nodels even predict even a negative value of c'/e.
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Using the lower bound of Gilman and Hagelin, one can contrain e'/«

to the range :
2 < le'l < 20
1000 |E I 1000

The conclusion is clear : if we want to contribute to the progress

of the CP understanding i we would like to have a measurement of c'/e at a

level of precision of —:
1000

5 - HffiSENT EXPERIMEWrAL STATUS OF It'/el HEASUBEMEMT

The relations t\t_ = e + e'

allow us to determine Re e'/e :

= l - 6 B e e ' / e , (if we neglect term inn 1).

in. J 1

Since the phase of e' is (48 + 8)* [8], e and e' are almost collinear. This

is why we usually state that we measure c'/e>

Experimentally, one detects the **«" and «*«* decays of K* and K° ,

and then :

«•/« = - 1 -

r (KS -. 2 r (KL — «*«-

The most difficult sample to obtain is K° —» «*«*, for obvious reasons :

the small branching ratio (equal toe) ; the detection of «* ; and the 3 «*

background subtraction.

Around 1972, results were obtained on I
2 200 K° —»

1972

1972

1979

Banner et al.
Holder et al.

Christensen et

[2]
[3]
al. [4]

1
1
1

"n..
.03
.00
.00

±
±
±

0.07

0.06

0.09

with

These values averaged give |t'AI = - 0.005 1 0.014.
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We have seen that theoretical predictions of 11' /eI require the

results of more precise measurements. In 1981, a new series of experiments

started, and gave results in 1985 based on 2000 to 3000 F-» *•«">.

1985 - BNL-YALE [9] + 0.0017 + 0.007 + 0.004
1985 - CHICAGO-SACLAY [10] - 0.0046 ± 0.005 + 0.002

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

£'
" G

_
HOLDER

- ' et al
.A4A

1872

BANNER
etal
1972 BNL-YALE

C iRISTENSON
pt al
6t ai
1979

1985

I
I

CHI
\

CAGO-SACLAY
1985

FIG. Ill

e'/« measurements - statistical errors only

We see in Fig. Ill the improvement since 1972, but even this effort
has not been sufficient.
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6 - FUTURE EXPBUMEWTS : e'/e WITH A PRECISION OF 1/1000

To answer the challenge of a measurement of e'/e at an accur&cy

1/1000 vie need :

- Firstly, at least 100 000 events in the most difficult channel :

K° -i n°if ; and

- secondly, a knowledge of systematic errors at a level of 10"3 or

better !

Two experimental groups are now undertaking this work : the Chicago-

Fermi lab-Princeton-Saclay group [11] and the CEBJ-Dortjaund-Edinburgh-Orsay-

Pisa-Siegen group [12]. In what follows, 1 shall call these the FNAL 2 and

CERiN experiments respectively.

The first part of the challenge (100 000 K" -* HfV) can these days

be attained, because of improvements in particle flux, in acceptance, and,

mainly, in the speed of data recording. If reasonable running time is

allocated to both groups, the first goal will be reached.

The second part (reduction of systematic errors) is the key point of

the experiments. It so happens that the two groups have chosen different

means of obtaining \t\ /tj |* , and the different systematics will reinforce
00 *-

the combined result-

One needs to measure a ratio, R, for a given momentum bin, fiP, in a
decay zone, AZ, i.e. :

N (0)
H (AP.AZ) = _2

Nt(+-)

Ns(+-)

This can be done in one of two ways :

Nt(0) Ns(+-) Nt(0) Ns
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The FNAL 2 experiment is using the double-beam techniu'.ie, and will

run alternatively in neutral and charged mode. One regenerator produces the

K° sample ii> one beam

beam.

the free decay, being observed in the other

NL(O)

splitting

Kf alternated

1 R 1 * s

u 0 .
* L

Ns(0)

i*« « \ detection
'.'\\h in lead gla
\\'Y detector

spuTTing

K

K

Run

0
—w-

0

charged

alternated
1 R 1

mode NLU-1

IT !;•;•;
n* i****
11 s • •

£• •
l a •

I*Ij detector
•••{ magnet
X j spectrometer

The CBJN experiment has chosen not to use a regenerator, but to run

with K?, detecting both the charged and neutral modes, and to produce K" in

a subsequent run from targets stationed at different positions in order to

have a relatively flat K° vertex distribution.

Run k I neutral and charged mode L

mmDrift chamber
Pb,Argon liquid calorimeter-''^'
Fe/scinHllator hadron calorimeter

1
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Run k I at- different- stations
Ns(O)

1w,v.vs
Drift chamber
Pb.Argon liquid calorimeter-^^
Fe/scintlllafor hadron calorimeter

A very detailed comparison of the two experiments is not the purpose
of this talk. From this brief description, one sees clearly that the two
techniques are sufficiently different that the same systematic effects will
not occur with the same emphasis. In both cases, however, the calibration
of the calorimeters must be to better than 1 part in 1000.

The present status of these experiments and their future plans are
the following :

FNAL 2

10 000 K° —• «olf

L

analysed

1986
no results
this summer

results December 1986

June 1986

December 1986

CERN

25 000 H? -.

analysed

Running time

expected 250 000 P -. if if

Running time

expected 100 000 K°

Analysis

March 1987

July 1987

Analysis

You can guess from this schedule when you may expect a result on t'/e

at 1/1000 precision ! I think that results from both sides will be given in

the summer of 1988. And if these results are not too different, the physics

community will really know e'A to a precision of 10"1.
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7 - A NEWCOMER. LEAR

In 1987, the Low-Energy-Antiproton-Ring (LEAR) at CERN will be able

to deliver tagged antiprotons at a rate of 106 per second.

K° and K production will occur through the reaction :

K*trK° (2 x 10"3)

P

*K (2 x itr3)

The detection and identification of K* and K" will fix the strange-
ness of the K° . It is unique tool, with which physicists will have the best
opportunity for CP studies in the neutral K system.

a) The CBN/PSCC/86-6 - PSCC/P82 proposal
(Basle, CERN, CEN-Saclay, DAP Athens, Democrites, FM, Fribourg,
Liverpool, SIN, Stockholm, Thessaloniki collaboration)

This group proposes to measure the interference effects and the
asymmetries of different decay amplitudes in the neutral kaon system.

The -.nain point is that the technique is entirely different frcn the
"old classical" studies using Ks or Kt beams, and one expects that the sys-
tematic errors will also be of a different sort. Statistics is not the pro-
blem in this type of experiments, the problem is non to handle so -any
events (more than 10s events to analyse).

The particular asymnetry

-• 2tt° ) -
A(2

211°) + T(K - . 2K°)

24ReTi o o - 2 Re e

should allow a determination of e'/« with ± 1.5 10*' error. .
I

With data taking expected in the middle of 1988 and with the time
necessary to learn about the experiment, results will come late compared to
those of FNAL 2 and CERN, expected in 1988. Nevertheless, the difficulty of
the latter experiments and the possibility of some discrepancy in their
results still make the LEAR measurements useful.
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More interesting i s the general improvement on a l l CP parameters we
can expect from the Lear experiment, as shown in table 2.

Table 2

The Iff precision of the parameters including

statistical and systematic errors

CP-violat ion

parameters

1 »- oo '
l « ' / e |

fim

|TI^_O 1

inoooi

Re X

Im X

present

precision

5*

7x10"*

4.1xl(T3

<1.2xl(T1

<io-'

<2xl(T1

<2.6xlO-2

10" p

2' — 1'

2x10" *

1.2xlO-3

<6xlO-«

<8xl(r«

<SxlO"*

•;7xl(T«

Such precision may investigate some new ideas on the CP problem.

b - A proposal for test of time reversal and CPT invariaace at LEAR

(Zurich, William and yiary College, University of Oxford, University of
Seu- .'lexico, Ljubjana, Delft, Coimbra Uni\-ersity, Birmingham collabora-
tion!

It is worthwhile to quote the authors of this proposal : "Given CRT

invarianee, CP violation and T violation are equivalent. However, although

the K" violation of CP has been known for a long time, no experiment has yet

demonstrated an explicit T violation, and the argument advanced for CJT in-

variance are indirect and not altogether unambiguous".

It is true that no experimental proof of T violation has been found,

and that only limits on the electric dipole of the neutron and on the trans-

verse polarization of the muons in E decay have been given. Nevertheless,

as we shall see later, the Bell-Steinberger relation helps by telling us

that T violation is consistent with the experimental data on K° system.
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In the case of this group, it is a direct measure of the T or CPT

violation which is proposed.

The measurement of :

- the sum of the K decays «*e+u, ic*n+v and « ' m °

- the K decay to «*1T

- the separate K. decay, «*e"v and iTe'v

will determine the real and imaginary part of the parameters e and S, i.e.,

the T or CPT contribution to CP violation. An improvement of the limit on

the AS - AQ (Im X, Re X) rule will also be possible, through the measurement

of **e"v and iTe*v.

All this formalism is correct. If the experiment is possible at the

proposal level of precision, then it will be a wonderful way to use the

powerful tool provided by Lear : to sample the strangeness of K° 's and to

follow their evolution in time. In addition, the group propose a measurement

of the difference of the K* and K" lifetimes at a level of 10"4 , compared to

the present value of 15.10"* .

8 - CPT SttMETR?

In an analysis of CP asymmetry, Bell and Steinberger [13] have
derived a sum rule for the conservation of probability in neutral kaons
decays, also called a unitary condition. No assumption of symmetry with
respect to T, CP, or CPT are required. The sum rule is :

(1 + i tg *< w) (Re e - i Im A) = Z- A <K° -« f) A (K» -* f)
f

where f represents the coamon decay channels for K° and K° : 2it, 3n, it

Such a relation allows us tc study the contribution of T (parameter
e) and of CPT (parameter A) to CP violation.

Successive analyses have been performed, and give results compatible
with CPT invariance and T non-invariance. In 1981 for example, J.W. Cronin
[14] gave the following results :
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A (K° -» 2lt 1=0)
where A = A - a, a = : ; and e and A are projected onto

A (K° -• 2« 1=0)

axes parallel and perpendicular to tg

I A A = (o.io + o.i4) 10-'
CTT *

! &x = (-0.02 + 0.20) 10"'

Such results show the predominance of the T violation and leave the
CPT non-invariance, if any, at a level a factor 10 smaller.

A more recent conment on CPT synmetry has been siven by V.V. BARMIN

et al. [15] [16].

We ivill only summarize the conclusions given in this paper :

1. Any CPT violation in the direct channel AS = 1, i.e., through the
parameter e ', is only compatible with experimental data at a 15 X
confidence level or less, and has as its most probable cause the
measured difference in the phases 4 and • .

2. CPT conservation in the AS = 0 and AS = 2 channels, i.e., through the

parameter A (or A), is inadequately demonstrated. Hie situation can

be improved either by assuming strong CP violation in the 3 *

channel, or by assuming AS = AQ rule breaking and CP symmetry in E

decay, or both. Again, this conclusion is mainly due to the poor

measurement of 4> .
QO

The authors of this paper were complaining in 1984 that they knew of

no proposal to measure the phase difference $o(, - 4^ .

Since then, two proposals to measure the phase difference to a pre-
cision of 1* have been submitted and accepted (in March 1986) : one by the
NA 31 collaboration at CERN [IT] ; and the other by the E 731 collaboration
at FNAL [18]. These two groups will be running in 1987 and 1988 (?) respec-
tively, and, recalling the precision of 1 or 2* in phase measurement of the
LEAR proposal, we can expect very precise results on this topic in 1989.
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The Kobayashi-Maskawa proposition of natural CP violation has

provoked a new activity in E* experimental physics in 1981. A good and

correct answer to the question raised requires very precise, meticulous

measurements.

Several experimental groups are active in this task, and, in 1990,

a complete new set of CP parameters will be on the market.

Will these new measurements bring discovery, or a better under-

standing of the CP violation problem ? While surely desirable, it is not

certain.

I would like to thank the organizing committee of the KAZIMIERZ
Conference for their invitation. Let me also underline the excellent
organization of Dr. Z.AJDUK, who made this conference so lively.

To write this talk, the CERN academic training lectures given br
A. ZYLBERSTEJN at CERN (1984), was of great help to me.

D. LLTOD OWEN carefully read the manuscript, J. THIOLIERE typed it
and H. de LIGNXEHES made the drawings. I thank all of them very much.
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